TOWN OF CANMORE
AGENDA
Regular Meeting of Council
Council Chamber at the Canmore Civic Centre, 902 – 7 Avenue
Tuesday, January 8, 2019 at 9:00 a.m.
Times are estimates only.
PUBLIC QUESTION PERIOD – Before meeting is called to order
9:00

A. CALL TO ORDER AND APPROVAL OF AGENDA
1. Agenda for the January 8, 2019 Regular Meeting of Council
B. DELEGATIONS
None

9:00

C. MINUTES
1. Minutes of the December 18, 2018 Regular Meeting of Council
D. BUSINESS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES
None
E. UNFINISHED BUSINESS
None

9:00 – 10:00

F. BYLAW APPROVAL
1. Bylaw 2018-14 Land Use Bylaw Amendment -Peaks Landing
Recommendation: That Council give first reading to Bylaw 2018-14 and
schedule a public hearing for January 29, 2019 at 5 p.m.

10:00 – 10:15

2. Bylaw 2019-06 Subdivision and Development Appeal Board Bylaw
Recommendation: That Council give first, second, and third readings to
Bylaw 2019-06, the Subdivision and Development Appeal Board Bylaw.

10:15 – 10:30

3. Bylaw 2019-07 Development Authority Bylaw
Recommendation: That Council give first, second, and third readings to
Bylaw 2019-07, the Development Authority Bylaw.

10:30 – 10:45

4. Borrowing Bylaws 2019-01, 2019-02, 2019-03, 2019-04, and 2019-05
Recommendations:
(1) That council give first reading to Borrowing Bylaw 2019-01 Organics
Diversion Program;
(2) That Council give first reading to Borrowing Bylaw 2019-02 Lift Station
6 Lifecycle Replacement Construction;
(3) That Council give first reading to Borrowing Bylaw 2019-03 South Bow
River Loop Water Main Construction;
(4) That council give first reading to Borrowing Bylaw 2019-04 Bow Valley
Trail – Wastewater Upgrade Construction; and
(5) That council gives first reading to Borrowing Bylaw 2019-05 Bow Valley
Trail – Fire Flow Improvement Construction.
Agenda prepared by: Cheryl Hyde, Municipal Clerk
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10:45 – 10:50

10:50 – 11:05
11:05 – 11:15

5. Procedural Bylaw Amendment 2019-08 Meeting Length
Recommendation: That Council give first, second, and third reading to
Bylaw 2019-08 Procedural Bylaw Amendment – Meeting Length.
Meeting Break
G. NEW BUSINESS
1. Sustainability Screening Policy Update
Recommendation: That Council amend the Sustainability Screening Policy
by removing the date in section 6.3, “by December 19, 2018.”

11:15 – 11:35

2. Community Lands Transfer
Recommendations: That Council:
(1) direct administration to enter into an agreement with Three Sisters
Mountain Village Properties Ltd. to transfer Lot 27, Block 21, Plan 161
1360 to the Town of Canmore;
(2) approve a new 2019 capital project called “Community Lands Transfer –
Lot 27” for the Town to provide payment for servicing costs in
accordance with the Settlement Agreement up to a maximum amount of
$297,000; and
(3) provide funding for the capital project from the Perpetually Affordable
Housing reserve.

11:35 – 11:50

3. CCHC Mountain Haven Cooperative Homes Unit Acquisition Payback
Recommendation: That Council request Canmore Community Housing
Corporation (CCHC) to remit to the Town proceeds from any eventual sale
of any of the 17 rental units acquired from Mountain Haven Cooperative
Homes (MHCH), with the funds received to be allocated to the PAH
reserve.
H. CORRESPONDENCE/INFORMATION
None

11:50 – 12:00

I. REPORTS FROM ADMINISTRATION
1. 2018 Report to the Community
Purpose: To provide Council with a final report on their 2016-2018 strategic
priorities that summarizes what was accomplished.

12:00 – 12:20

2. All In Project
Purpose: To inform Council of the All In Project which has been adopted by
Canmore Fire Rescue, RCMP, and Bylaw Services.

12:20 – 12:50

3. Cultural Master Plan Kick Off
Purpose: To introduce Council to our consultant, Annalee Adair and
Associates and to kick off the Cultural Master Plan process.
J. NOTICES OF MOTION
None

12:50 – 1:05

Meeting Break

Agenda prepared by: Cheryl Hyde, Municipal Clerk
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1:05 – 1:35

1:35 – 1:50

1:50

K. IN CAMERA
1. Memorandum of Agreement Dead Man’s Flats Water and Wastewater
Servicing
Recommendation: That Council take the meeting in camera to prevent
disclosure of information related to the Town’s contractual negotiations in
accordance with section 25(1)(c)(iii) of the Freedom of Information and
Protection of Privacy Act.
2. Silvertip Subdivision (verbal presentation)
Recommendation: That Council take the meeting in camera to prevent
disclosure of privileged information in accordance with section 27(1)(a) of
the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act.
L. ADJOURNMENT

Agenda prepared by: Cheryl Hyde, Municipal Clerk
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Request for Decision
DATE OF MEETING:

January 8, 2019

Agenda #: F-1

TO:

Council

SUBJECT:

Bylaw 2018-14 Land Use Bylaw Amendment -Peaks Landing

SUBMITTED BY:

Tracy Woitenko, Development Planner

RECOMMENDATION:

That Council give first reading to Bylaw 2018-14, and schedule a public
hearing for January 29, 2019 at 5pm.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
An application to amend the Land Use Bylaw 22-2010 has been received for a vacant parcel (Attachment 1)
in the Peaks of Grassi (Area B Plan 9412236) to rezone the lands from Urban Reserve (UR) to Direct Control
(DC), Public Use District (PD) and Residential Single Family Detached plus District (R1B). The intent of the
application is to allow for the development of approximately 27 residential units and up to 13 accessory
dwelling units on 0.74 hectares (1.83 acres).

PREVIOUS COUNCIL DIRECTION OR POLICY
The land is currently in the Urban Reserve (UR) District. The purpose of the UR district as stated in the Land
Use Bylaw 22-2010 is as follows:
Urban Reserve District: To protect land that is potentially suited for urban uses from premature subdivision and development.
Lands located within this district have received preliminary screening only and may require environmental, geotechnical and other
screening to determine their potential suitability for any development. The further intent of the district is to provide for a limited
range of rural pursuits and recreational uses that utilize large areas of land.
A similar application was previously approved by Council through Bylaw 2015-19, but was deemed invalid at
the Alberta Court of the Queens Bench in July 2018 due to the lack of a complete Environmental Impact
Statement.

DISCUSSION
Application Details
The application (Attachment 2) proposes to redistrict Area ‘B’ Plan 9412236, a parcel of vacant land that is
composed of 3 portions of land in the Peaks of Grassi from Urban Reserve to Direct Control (DC), Public
Use (PD) District, and Residential Single Family Detached plus District (R1B). In effect, the application
would result in the potential for between 27 and 40 new dwelling units in the area depending on the number
of accessory dwelling units built. It would also create a large PD district and a small R1B strip that would not
be developable as a single parcel (described below under R1B district). Although the land use bylaw is
currently under review, the wording of the proposed DC land use district must match that of the current
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bylaw. The applicants are therefore proposing a DC District to ensure the regulations meet their desired
needs for each site.
A summary of the application is provided below:
Direct Control District
The proposed DC District Bylaw 2018-14 (Attachment 3) is divided into 3 sites. The regulations and
building forms on these 3 sites vary from each other. For example, on site 1 townhouses can be built,
on site 2 duplex plus dwellings (duplexes with suites) could be built, and on site 3 single family
detached plus dwellings (with a suite) could be built. The applicants have proposed a DC District
instead of conventional districts to address a variety of unique regulations, such as lot sizes, building
grades due to steep creek hazards, and building heights.
Site 1
Site 1 would allow for up to 14 townhouse units and the applicant has a signed agreement with
Canmore Community Housing Corporation (CCHC) that 7 of these be Perpetually Affordable
Housing (PAH) with the other 7 being a form of “market affordable” housing. PAH is well
understood; market affordable housing is housing that is ‘more’ affordable by virtue of its design and
specifications than other market housing.
The proposed townhouses, while of slightly higher density than the R2A district across the street,
would be subject to the similar height maximums, site coverage, and roof pitch requirements as the
R2A district. This should result in a built form of similar scale to that across the street. Building
heights on this site are proposed to be calculated from finished grade due to steep creek hazard
mitigation requirements, rather than from existing grades. This is similar to how building heights are
calculated in the flood risk area and the high groundwater overlay districts.
Site 2
Site 2 would allow for up to 8 duplex plus dwellings, each of which must have its own suite. This
requires duplex plus dwelling units to be defined and added as a use to Section 14, Definitions.
Duplex plus dwelling units are also proposed to be added as a use in the current update to the
Town’s Land Use Bylaw (proposed Bylaw 2018-22). Duplex units with suites make both the duplex
purchase more affordable for the purchaser and provides a market affordable suite for a renter.
These units differ fundamentally from a 4-plex as they cannot be subdivided and sold off as a
separate title. This means that if the suites are used they would be rental units. The proposed built
form is largely consistent with the R2A district to the east and across the street from this site; with
the same height maximums, site coverage, and roof pitch requirements as the R2A district. This
should result in built form of similar scale to that across the street.
Site 3
Site 3 would allow for up to 5 single family detached homes. Again, including suites as a permitted
use helps to remove barriers for the provision of suites and creates some additional
affordability/value for the purchaser as well as creating a potential rental unit. This is consistent with
the existing R1B development to both the east and west of site 3.
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Public Use District
Over 50% of the subject lands are proposed to become PD district. Further, it is suggested that these
lands would be designated as MR through the subdivision process. It should be noted that MR
dedication is governed under the MGA and Subdivision Regulation and the Town cannot require this
amount of MR. The Town can however accept donated MR, which has been proposed in the
subdivision application for Peaks Landing. The lands do not qualify as Environmental Reserve
dedication.
R1B District
There is a small sliver of land proposed as R1B (~4m x 50m) on the eastern side of the subject lands
immediately west of the existing R1B district. The applicant has stated that this land is intended to be
consolidated with the parcel immediately to the east upon subdivision. This sliver has little material
impact on the proposal.
Alignment with Municipal Development Plan Policies
Neighbourhood Residential and Affordable Housing Policies
The Municipal Development Plan Bylaw 2016-03 identifies the subject lands on the Conceptual Land Use
Map as ‘Residential’ and is within the Urban Growth Boundary. The intent of the Conceptual Land Use Map
is to allocate generalized areas which will accommodate future growth requirements within the Urban Growth
Boundary. The applicable objectives of the Neighbourhood Residential Land Use policies (Section 6.1) of the
MDP include:
1. To allow for the gradual redevelopment and change of established neighbourhoods to provide more housing variety,
support the natural evolution of neighbourhoods and enhance the potential of residents to remain in their homes.
Some of the more relevant policies in the MDP that this application supports include:
2.3.2 Within existing areas, infill and redevelopment will be considered as a means for accommodating growth.
Factors that are important to consider are:
a.
b.
c.
d.

The new development is in context with or provides an appropriate transition from existing development,
Adequate utility services and infrastructure can support the development,
Amenities and services that support the development are or will be provided nearby, and
The new development contributes to the supply of needed market housing or affordable housing.

6.1.5 Multiple-unit residential developments should generally be dispersed throughout neighbourhoods to provide for a
mix of housing types in all areas.
6.1.6 Integrating alternative lot designs and sizes is encouraged, including small and narrow lots, in order to provide
increased options for affordable housing and varying housing types.
The bylaw amendment application conforms with these MDP policies.
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Environmentally Sensitive Areas
The proximity of the subject parcel to a Wildlife Habitat Patch is as shown in Map 4 of the updated MDP.
4.2.14 of the MDP states: For the purposes of this section, the Town will determine adjacency consistent with the BCEAG
Wildlife Corridor and Habitat Patch Guidelines for the Bow Valley (2012). Not all proposals deemed adjacent will require an
EIS – the requirement for an EIS will be evaluated based on the nature and scope of the proposed development, including the
type of land use and the intensity of the development, as well as the potential for adverse impacts. The subject site is
considered adjacent pursuant to the 2012 BCEAG [Bow Corridor Ecosystem Advisory Group]. An EIS has
been submitted by the applicant (Attachment 4) and reviewed by the Town’s third party reviewer, Associated
Engineering (Attachment 5).
The conclusion of the EIS is that the proposed development is considered low impact and magnitude at the
Local Study Area scale. While there will be some loss of habitat for wildlife, the residual impacts on the
environment and wildlife due to the development are expected to be low. The report from the independent
third party reviewer of the EIS concurs with the conclusions of the report. The EIS and TPR acknowledges
that given the proposed mitigation measures will require long-term commitments from a number of parties
(the community, the Town, Alberta Environment and Parks), the extent of success remains uncertain.
Steep Creeks
In 2015, the applicant undertook a steep creek hazard and risk assessment on Stones Canyon Creek
consistent with draft provincial guidelines (Attachment 6). The study indicates the development is in a low
hazard area and that it is unlikely that a debris flow would reach the subject lands but that shallow overland
flow is possible. Safety risk would not exceed safety risk tolerance as adopted by Canmore in the Municipal
Development Plan. Development is therefore possible in these areas and the Town will require design
mitigations on the lots and buildings to prevent potential overland flow damages. These design considerations
are as proposed in the updated Engineering Design and Construction Guidelines for steep creek hazards.
Off-site mitigation has also been recommended to protect existing and new development, and includes a 1-m
high earthen berm in the southern fan fringe.
Starting in 2015, a program was initiated as part of the Mountain Creek Hazard Mitigation program, to
conduct detailed hazard and risk assessments for all mountain creeks with existing development on the
alluvial fan within the municipal boundary. In 2018, the final assessments for Echo Canyon, X, Y and Z
creeks were undertaken to assess risks to existing development. The 2018 findings on Z creek are consistent
with past reports that indicated some shallow, overland flooding to both the existing and the proposed
development could occur. Mitigations to building design, site grades and off-site mitigation (earthen berm)
are considered as part of this application.
Undermining
Golder and Associates undertook an undermining review of the site in July 2016 (Attachment 7). Their
conclusion was there is little to no potential for historical mining to impact any portion of the site which was
identified in previous undermining reports as being within a potential “Medium Constraint Zone”.
Roads and Utilities
The site has direct access to Lawrence Grassi Ridge. No new roads or improvements are required. In 2016,
McElhanney Engineering determined that there is sufficient capacity in the water and sewer lines to
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accommodate the proposed development (Attachment 8). A shallow utility right of way will be required at
time of subdivision to accommodate shallow utility installation.
Geotechnical
A geotechnical report was undertaken by McIntosh Lalani Engineering Ltd. for the subject lands in January
2015 (Attachment 9). The results of this report indicate that the sites are appropriate for development and
slab-on-grade construction is possible on all sites.
Wildfire
Montane Forest Management Ltd. prepared a Wildfire Risk Assessment in July 2016 (Attachment 10). The
Firesmart hazard at the time was determined to be extreme for the site. The owners of the site have
undertaken Firesmart mitigations since this report, including vegetation management on the building sites and
the majority of the proposed MR lands. The proposed DC District requires a landscaping plan to be
submitted at development permit application stage, and for Firesmart landscaping to be undertaken at
development.
NRCB Decision Applicability
In accordance with s619 of the MGA, Council must approve applications that are consistent with an NRCB
decision, but are not bound by applications that differ from an NRCB decision. Attachment 11 provides an
overview of the history of development in the Peaks of Grassi.
Settlement Agreement
The Settlement Agreement was a legal instrument created in 1998 to help work through a disagreement
between the then owners of Three Sisters and the Town of Canmore regarding density of development
within the Peaks of Grassi area. Council may give consideration to the Agreement in their deliberations,
however the Agreement does not fetter Council’s decision making authority.
The Settlement Agreement can be viewed on the Town’s website at
https://canmore.ca/documents/planning-building-development/1073-settlement-agreement.
SSR Matrix
The SSR submitted by the applicant shows a positive impact with a score of 69.967 (Attachment 12). The
primary contributor to the positive value is due to the proposal of the applicant to provide 7 units of
Perpetually Affordable Housing (PAH). The applicant has also proposed greater than 15% MR contribution.
Administration’s review of the SSR shows that the score should be around 64.47 points instead. Nonetheless,
the offset is 4.77 times greater than the projected impact.
ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS
No other alternatives have been analyzed.
FINANCIAL IMPACTS
It is anticipated that the project will have a positive impact on municipal finances as it would generate
additional assessment base without the requirement of new infrastructure to service the proposed
development.
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STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
Public engagement was undertaken by the applicant for a previous similar application. A public hearing will
be held as required by the MGA.
ATTACHMENTS
1. Location of Subject lands
2. Application Package
3. Proposed Bylaw 2018-14
4. Environmental Impact Statement
5. Third Party Review
6. Stones Canyon Creek Development – Level 2 Debris Flow Risk Assessment
7. Undermining Review
8. Engineering Servicing Brief
9. Geotechnical Report
10. Wildfire Risk Assessment
11. History of Development Approvals
12. Applicant’s SSR
AUTHORIZATION
Submitted by:

Tracy Woitenko, RPP, MCIP
Development Planner

Date:

December 10, 2018

Approved by:

Alaric Fish, MSc, MCIP
Manager of Planning and Development

Date

December 17, 2018

Approved by:

Mike Fark
General Manager of Municipal Infrastructure

Date:

December 21, 2018

Approved by:

Lisa de Soto
Chief Administrative Officer

Date:

January 3, 2019
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Quarry Lake

Subject Parcel
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Schedule A - Proposed Peaks Landing Land Use District

6.39

Peaks Landing DC District

6.39.1

Purpose
To provide for single family detached, duplex plus dwelling units, townhouses and
secondary suites where the built form of the homes from the street are complementary to
the existing dwellings currently constructed on Lawrence Grassi Ridge.

6.39.2

Permitted Uses
Accessory Building
Duplex Plus Dwellings - Site 2 Only
Home Occupations - Class 1
Parks and Playgrounds
Public Utilities
Secondary suites within Single Family Detached or Duplex Dwellings
Single Family-Detached Dwellings - Site 3 only
Single Family Detached Plus Dwellings – Site 3 only
Townhouses - Site 1 Only

6.39.3

Discretionary Uses
Home Occupations - Class 2
Public and Quasi-Public Buildings
Signs

6.39.4

Regulations for Site 3

6.39.4.1

The minimum lot area shall be 230.0 m 2.

6.39.4.2

The maximum lot width shall be 15.0 m.

6.39.4.3

The minimum lot width shall be 10.5 m.

6.39.4.4

The minimum front yard depth shall be 6.0 m.

6.39.4.5

The minimum side yard depth shall be 1.5 m for each side yard,
except on the street side of a corner site where it shall be 3.0 m.

6.39.4.6

The minimum rear yard depth shall be 7.5 m.

6.39.4.7

The maximum building height shall be as indicated on a development grading
plan approved as part of a subdivision plan. In the absence of an approved
development grading plan, the maximum building height shall be the lesser of 2
storeys plus loft or 9.5 m as determined in accordance with Section 8, General
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Regulations.
6.39.4.8

The maximum site coverage for all buildings shall be 40%

6.39.4.9

The maximum number of principal dwellings in site 3 is 5. Any secondary suites shall not
be counted towards this maximum.

6.39.5

Regulations for Site 2

6.39.5.1

The minimum lot area for each dwelling unit shall be 230.0 m2.

6.39.5.2

The minimum front yard depth shall be 6.0 m.

6.39.5.3

The minimum side yard depth shall be 1.5 m for each side yard, except on a
common property line where it shall be zero.

6.39.5.4

The minimum rear yard depth shall be 7.5 m.

6.39.5.5

The maximum building height shall be as indicated on a development grading
plan approved as part of a subdivision plan. In the absence of an approved
development grading plan, the maximum building height shall be a lesser of 2
storeys plus loft or 10.0 m as determined in accordance with Section 8, General
Regulations.

6.39.5.6

The maximum site coverage for all buildings shall be 45%.

6.39.5.7

Notwithstanding Section 8.8.6.3 front yard parking shall be permissible for all duplex
plus dwellings and there is no minimum front yard landscape requirement.

6.39.5.8

The maximum number of principle dwellings in site 2 is 8. Secondary suites shall not be
counted for this maximum.

6.39.5.9

Notwithstanding the definition of Duplex Plus Dwellings in Section 14, all duplex plus
dwelling units in this district must have a secondary suite.

6.39.6

Regulations for Site 1

6.39.6.1

The minimum lot area for each dwelling unit shall be 140.0 m 2.

6.39.6.2

The minimum front yard depth shall be 6.0 m.

6.39.6.3

The minimum side yard depth shall be 1.5m for each side yard, except on a
common property line where it shall be zero.

6.39.6.4

The minimum rear yard depth shall be 7.5 m.
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6.39.6.5

The maximum building height shall be as indicated on a development grading
plan approved as part of a subdivision plan. In the absence of an approved grading plan,
the maximum building height shall be the lesser of 2 storeys plus loft or 10.0 m as
determined in accordance with Section 8, General Regulations.

6.39.6.6

Notwithstanding the maximum building height, where the architectural integrity of a
building would be enhanced, 10% of the building may exceed the maximum height by up
to 10%.

6.39.6.7

The maximum site coverage for all buildings shall be 45%.

6.39.6.8

Notwithstanding Section 8.8.6, the following parking regulations shall apply to this site:
a)

b)

Townhouse Parking
Number of bedrooms
Studio
1
2
3-4
>4

Required stalls/unit
0.75
1.0
2.5
2
Additional 0.5/bedroom

Number of bedrooms
Studio
1
2
3+

Required stalls/unit
0.5
0.75
1.25
2

Perpetually Affordable Housing Parking

c) Visitor parking is not required

6.39.6.9

The maximum number of dwelling units in site 1 is 14.

6.39.7

Additional Requirements

6.39.7.1

All developments shall conform to Section 8, General Regulations. Where the
general regulations conflict with the regulations of this district, the regulations of
this district shall prevail.

6.39.7.2

A Sustainability Screening Report is required by the Town as part of the
Development Permit application process for developments with GFA of
500 m2 or more in accordance with Section 1, Administration, and the Town
of Canmore Sustainability Screening Process.
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6.39.7.3

Notwithstanding 8.9.2.1, where raising the elevation of a lot is required to meet the
Town’s Engineering Design and Construction Guidelines for development in steep creek
hazard zones, building height shall be measured from finished grade. If such an elevation
does not result in positive drainage toward the adjacent street, the grade may be further
adjusted to allow for such drainage.

6.39.8

Landscaping

6.39.8.1

Notwithstanding Section 12 regarding landscaping standards, landscaping shall
be Firesmart and shall include the use of low-combustible plant materials and
non-combustible ground cover adjacent to all buildings.

6.39.8.2

A detailed landscape plan shall be submitted with development applications.

6.39.9

Development Authority

6.39.9.1

The development officer shall be the development authority for development permit
applications.

6.39.10

Schedules
The following schedule forms a part of this district.
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Attachment 3

BYLAW 2018-14
A BYLAW OF THE TOWN OF CANMORE, IN THE PROVINCE OF ALBERTA,
TO AMEND LAND USE BYLAW 22-2010
The Council of the Town of Canmore, in the Province of Alberta, duly assembled, enacts as follows:
1: TITLE
1.1. This bylaw shall be known as the “Peaks Landing Direct Control District Bylaw.”
2: PROVISIONS
2.1. That section 15 of Land Use Bylaw 22-2010 be amended to re-designate Area B Plan 9412236 from
UR - Urban Reserve District to DC2018-14 Peaks Landing Direct Control District, PD-Public Use
District, and R1B- Residential Single-Family Detached Plus District as shown in Schedule A of this
bylaw.
2.2. That section 6 of Land Use Bylaw 22-2010 be amended to include section 6.39 as described in
Schedule B of this bylaw.
2.3. That section 14 of Land Use Bylaw 22-2010 be amended to include the following definition:
Duplex Plus Dwelling means a single building containing two dwelling units either side-by-side
with a common wall extension from the foundation to roof, or one above the other, each having a
separate entrance, each of which may contain an attached accessory dwelling unit on the same title as
the principal residential use.
3: ENACTMENT/TRANSITION
3.1. If any clause in this bylaw is found to be invalid, it shall be severed from the remainder of the bylaw
and shall not invalidate the whole bylaw.
3.2. Schedules A and B form part of this bylaw.
3.3. This bylaw comes into force on the date it is passed.
FIRST READING:
PUBLIC HEARING:
SECOND READING:
THIRD READING:

Bylaw approved by: _______ _______
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Approved on behalf of the Town of Canmore:

John Borrowman
Mayor

Date

Cheryl Hyde
Municipal Clerk

Date

Bylaw approved by: _______

_______
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Schedule A – Peaks Landing DC District

Bylaw approved by: _______

_______
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Schedule B
6.39

Peaks Landing DC District

6.39.1

Purpose
To provide for single family detached, duplex plus dwelling units, townhouses and
secondary suites where the built form of the homes from the street are complementary to
the existing dwellings currently constructed on Lawrence Grassi Ridge.

6.39.2

Permitted Uses
Accessory Building
Duplex Plus Dwellings - Site 2 Only
Home Occupations - Class 1
Parks and Playgrounds
Public Utilities
Secondary suites within Single Family Detached or Duplex Dwellings
Single Family-Detached Dwellings - Site 3 only
Single Family Detached Plus Dwellings – Site 3 only
Townhouses - Site 1 Only

6.39.3

Discretionary Uses
Home Occupations - Class 2
Public and Quasi-Public Buildings
Signs

6.39.4

Regulations for Site 3

6.39.4.1

The minimum lot area shall be 230.0 m2.

6.39.4.2

The maximum lot width shall be 15.0 m.

6.39.4.3

The minimum lot width shall be 10.5 m.

6.39.4.4

The minimum front yard depth shall be 6.0 m.

6.39.4.5

The minimum side yard depth shall be 1.5 m for each side yard,
except on the street side of a corner site where it shall be 3.0 m.

6.39.4.6

The minimum rear yard depth shall be 7.5 m.

6.39.4.7

The maximum building height shall be as indicated on a development grading
plan approved as part of a subdivision plan. In the absence of an approved
development grading plan, the maximum building height shall be the lesser of 2
storeys plus loft or 9.5 m as determined in accordance with Section 8, General
Regulations.
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6.39.4.8

The maximum site coverage for all buildings shall be 40%

6.39.4.9

The maximum number of principal dwellings in site 3 is 5. Any secondary suites shall not
be counted towards this maximum.

6.39.5

Regulations for Site 2

6.39.5.1

The minimum lot area for each dwelling unit shall be 230.0 m2.

6.39.5.2

The minimum front yard depth shall be 6.0 m.

6.39.5.3

The minimum side yard depth shall be 1.5 m for each side yard, except on a
common property line where it shall be zero.

6.39.5.4

The minimum rear yard depth shall be 7.5 m.

6.39.5.5

The maximum building height shall be as indicated on a development grading
plan approved as part of a subdivision plan. In the absence of an approved
development grading plan, the maximum building height shall be a lesser of 2
storeys plus loft or 10.0 m as determined in accordance with Section 8, General
Regulations.

6.39.5.6

The maximum site coverage for all buildings shall be 45%.

6.39.5.7

Notwithstanding Section 8.8.6.3 front yard parking shall be permissible for all duplex
plus dwellings and there is no minimum front yard landscape requirement.

6.39.5.8

The maximum number of principle dwellings in site 2 is 8. Secondary suites shall not be
counted for this maximum.

6.39.5.9

Notwithstanding the definition of Duplex Plus Dwellings in Section 14, all duplex plus
dwelling units in this district must have a secondary suite.

6.39.6

Regulations for Site 1

6.39.6.1

The minimum lot area for each dwelling unit shall be 140.0 m2.

6.39.6.2

The minimum front yard depth shall be 6.0 m.

6.39.6.3

The minimum side yard depth shall be 1.5m for each side yard, except on a
common property line where it shall be zero.

6.39.6.4

The minimum rear yard depth shall be 7.5 m.
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6.39.6.5

The maximum building height shall be as indicated on a development grading
plan approved as part of a subdivision plan. In the absence of an approved grading plan,
the maximum building height shall be the lesser of 2 storeys plus loft or 10.0 m as
determined in accordance with Section 8, General Regulations.

6.39.6.6

Notwithstanding the maximum building height, where the architectural integrity of a
building would be enhanced, 10% of the building may exceed the maximum height by up
to 10%.

6.39.6.7

The maximum site coverage for all buildings shall be 45%.

6.39.6.8

Notwithstanding Section 8.8.6, the following parking regulations shall apply to this site:
a)

Townhouse Parking
Number of bedrooms
Studio
1
2
3-4
>4

b)

Required stalls/unit
0.75
1.0
2.5
2
Additional 0.5/bedroom

Perpetually Affordable Housing Parking
Number of bedrooms
Studio
1
2
3+

Required stalls/unit
0.5
0.75
1.25
2

c) Visitor parking is not required

6.39.6.9

The maximum number of dwelling units in site 1 is 14.

6.39.7

Additional Requirements

6.39.7.1

All developments shall conform to Section 8, General Regulations. Where the
general regulations conflict with the regulations of this district, the regulations of
this district shall prevail.

6.39.7.2

A Sustainability Screening Report is required by the Town as part of the
Development Permit application process for developments with GFA of
500 m2 or more in accordance with Section 1, Administration, and the Town
of Canmore Sustainability Screening Process.
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6.39.7.3

Notwithstanding 8.9.2.1, where raising the elevation of a lot is required to meet the
Town’s Engineering Design and Construction Guidelines for development in steep creek
hazard zones, building height shall be measured from finished grade. If such an elevation
does not result in positive drainage toward the adjacent street, the grade may be further
adjusted to allow for such drainage.

6.39.8

Landscaping

6.39.8.1

Notwithstanding Section 12 regarding landscaping standards, landscaping shall
be Firesmart and shall include the use of low-combustible plant materials and
non-combustible ground cover adjacent to all buildings.

6.39.8.2

A detailed landscape plan shall be submitted with development applications.

6.39.9

Development Authority

6.39.9.1

The development officer shall be the development authority for development permit
applications.

6.39.10

Schedules
The following schedule forms a part of this district.
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INTRODUCTION

Hillcroft Developments Ltd. and partners (the Applicant) are proposing to develop three parcels of land in
the Peaks of Grassi area of the Town of Canmore, AB. The proposed in-fill project, called Peaks Landing
(the project), includes a total of 27 lots with 14 row townhouses in the western parcel, eight duplex homes
with permitted legal suites in the middle parcel and five single family homes on the eastern parcel (Figure
1). This will add approximately 70 residents to the neighbourhood.
The project area is bordered by the AltaLink right-of-way to the north, existing homes to the east and south,
and by a road allowance and the Quarry Lake Local Habitat Patch (QLLHP) to the west. The Three Sisters
Along Valley Corridor (TSAVC) is 109 m from the project, as measured over two rows of houses on
Lawrence Grassi Ridge and Wilson Way, and the Tipple Across Valley Corridor (TAVC) is 879 m away at
the east end of the Peaks of Grassi neighbourhood. (See Figure 2.)
The stormwater system engineered for the Peaks of Grassi neighbourhood was designed for increased
footprint of the development of these three parcels (McElhanney 2016). The existing road, water and
sewers have enough capacity to accommodate the project. (See Figure 3.)
The lands within Peaks Landing are currently zoned Urban Reserve, which under the Town of Canmore
Land Use Bylaw (2010) means the lands are designated “to protect land that is potentially suited for urban

uses from premature sub-division and development. Lands located within this district have received
preliminary screening only and may require environmental, geotechnical and other screening to determine
their potential suitability for any development.” The Applicant is applying for a land use bylaw amendment
and subsequently subdivision of Peaks Landing to allow for development of their project. (Note: The Land
Use Bylaw is currently being updated, to be completed in 2019. Town of Canmore website,
https://canmore.ca/projects/2018-land-use-bylaw-updates.)
These lands were part of the Natural Resources Conservation Board (NRCB) decision in 1992 in relation to
Three Sisters Golf Resort application. As part of the NRCB process a full Environmental Impact Assessment
(EIA) was submitted and approved; the EIA included the Peak Landing site. Two applications for land use
amendment for Peaks Landing were submitted in 2014 and 2015, and a subdivision application in 2016.
Reports that were previously submitted in support of the applications included an environmental brief, a
Steep Creek Risk Assessment, a Wildfire Risk Assessment, an undermining review, a geotechnical report,
and detailed designs for storm water management and utilities. The land use bylaw amendment was
approved by Town of Canmore Council in 2016; however, an application for a judicial review was
subsequently granted. This ultimately resulted in the approval being invalidated by the Court of Queen’s
Bench of Alberta due to the breach in duty of fairness related to the Municipal Development Plan’s (1998)
requirement for completion of an Environmental Impact Statement. As part of the reapplication for the
Peaks Landing infill development, the Applicant has agreed to submit an Environmental Impact Statement
(EIS) that meets the requirements of Canmore’s new Municipal Development Plan (2016) and EIS Policy
(2016). This report is the EIS required.

1
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The three parcels of land for development are vegetated by a combination of closed lodgepole forests with
white spruce and trembling aspen, and mixed forest of trembling aspen, balsam poplar and white spruce.
These lands, as well as some of the surrounding areas to the north and west of the proposed development,
are designated as areas of high wildfire potential that require fuel modification (Town of Canmore Wildfire
Mitigation Strategy 2018). In 2016 and 2018 the Peaks Landing infill development lands were treated to
minimize fire risks according to the FireSmart standards. For the FireSmart treatment, vegetation in the
Peaks Landing development has been altered through tree and shrub removal (Appendix A – Photos).

1.1

PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF THE EIS

The Town of Canmore’s Municipal Development Plan (2016, Section 18.2.14) may require an
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) be prepared for any development proposal that is submitted to
decision-making authorities of the Town (Town of Canmore 2018). The general contents expected in an EIS
submitted are outlined in the Canmore EIS Policy (2016). The Town is responsible for preparing a Terms of
Reference (ToR) that considers the EIS Policy and sets the specific requirements for what must be included
in the EIS (Town of Canmore 2018). The Town has contracted a qualified, independent third-party
reviewer to help prepare the ToR and review the EIS.
The purpose of the EIS is to provide sufficient information to the Town of Canmore Council to make an
informed decision on the proposed Peaks Landing development. The EIS outlines existing conditions,
identifies significant natural and ecological features, determines the nature and scale of the potential
impacts generated by the proposed project prior to mitigation, provides recommendations to avoid or
mitigate these impacts, identifies residual impacts and their significance after implementation of proposed
mitigation, recommends if any further studies and/or monitoring is to be undertaken through the course of
implementation, and discusses cumulative effects in reference to existing, approved and future
developments in the area.
Due to the completion of the EIA under the NRCB process, and the small-scale nature of the infill project,
the scope of the EIS for the Peaks Landing infill project is scoped to focus on vegetation, wildlife, wildlife
habitat, and factors from the proposed project that influence these environmental components.
LOCAL STUDY AREA
The Local Study Area (LSA) has been determined with input from the third-party consultant for the Town
of Canmore, assessment of the surrounding land use activities and the estimated range of noise, visual and
physical impacts of the project. The LSA is a 150 m buffer, assessed for the localized and direct project
effects on selected environmental elements. The project area and LSA are shown in Figure 1.

2
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PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT

As part of the application processes, the Applicant had facilitated a number of public engagement events to
solicit input from local residents, as well as disseminate information regarding the proposed project. The
previous public engagements include:
•

•

Application #1
o

Public Open House: September 6, 2014

o

Public Hearing: January 13, 2015

Application #2
o

Peaks of Grassi Association (PoGA): October 14, 2015

o

Canmore Community Housing Corporation (CCHC) Open House for Public Interested in
Perpetually Affordable Housing (PAH): October 22, 2015

o

Public Hearing: November 24, 2015

For the preparation of this document, the public comments and council minutes were reviewed and
environmental issues identified from the public were summarized. In addition, the following documents
and information was sourced:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Minutes from the Jan 13 and Nov 24 2015 public hearings for land use bylaw amendments.
Staff reports from the Feb 3 2015 and Jan 5 2016 second readings.
Staff report from the Mar 22 2016 Subdivision Authority meeting.
Here is the link to the Canmore 2014 census https://canmore.ca/town-hall/communitystatistics/census.
5. An email from the Town’s engineer related to the first application for land use amendment
regarding traffic generation.
6. Reports related to potential Quarry Lake park improvements https://canmore.ca/projects (2018
projects section).

Minutes from the public hearings, second readings and staff reports (listed above) can be found at this link:
https://canmore.ca/town-hall/town-council/council-minutes-agendas.
From attending the public hearings, review of council minutes and items listed in points 1 to 6 above,
Corvidae assessed the environmental concerns as they relate to the project. There are other concerns, such
as traffic management and sidewalks, which have been addressed in previous reviews by Town
administration. For the purpose of determining public concerns of impact to the natural environmental,
Corvidae found the following were the most common comments of concern from the public (i.e. the most
mentioned in the public forums):
1. Impacts to wildlife, loss of wildlife habitat.
2. Flood risk in the project area.
3. Increased human use in the area.
4
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These concerns have been addressed in this EIS in Section 8 – Mitigation Measures, and referenced
throughout when documenting the biophysical features, reviewing guidelines and assessing project impacts.
Other issues of concern, outside of the environmental impacts, have been addressed in this environmental
report where applicable, or in detail in the Staff Report (March 22nd, 2016) in the Request for Decision
section.
CURRENT CONSENSUS ON RESIDENTIAL VS WILDLIFE AREAS
Throughout the development of this EIS, as it has evolved over five years (2014-2018, inclusive), Corvidae
has reviewed the local guidelines, stakeholder committee reports, public input and community surveys.
This includes the documents listed in Section 2 regarding municipal guideline documents. The current
census and other associated documents show that the Town of Canmore has almost tripled in size since
1996 and continues to grow. With that, there has been more tourism and more wildlife conflict.
From extensive public consultation on how to resolve the ever-growing wildlife-human conflict in
Canmore, there has been a general consensus to reduce human use in wildlife corridors and concentrate it
in populated areas (Town of Canmore 2015). In addition, government mitigations and guidelines are to
increase hard edges between residential and wildlife areas, reduce foraging and hiding cover for wildlife in
residential and linear areas, and increase foraging species and hiding cover in wildlife areas including
corridors and habitat patches (Alberta (AB) Government, et al, 2018). Photos 13 to 15 show recent signs
that have been erected in the area by the AEP, as well as a pamphlet (Photo 16) that was recently delivered
to all of the Peaks of Grassi homes. This is part of the overall education to keep wildlife in wildlife corridors
and people in human use areas, and using designated trails.

2

RELEVANT LEGISLATION AND GUIDELINES

This EIS for the project identifies federal, provincial, and municipal legislation and guidelines relevant to
the project and describes how the project has considered these guidelines and meets legislative
requirements.
Municipal Legislation and Guidelines.
In addition, relevant sections of the following guidelines apply in the design and development of the project
and/or for the EIS:
•
•
•
•

5

Municipal Development Plan Bylaw 2016-03, Town of Canmore (2016)
South Saskatchewan Regional Plan 2014-2024: An Alberta Land-use Framework Integrated Plan.
(Alberta Government 2017)
Town of Canmore. Human Use Management Review. Consultation Summary, Final
Recommendation and Implementation Plans (2015)
Recommendations for Trails and Management of Recreational Use for The Town of Canmore: South
Canmore and West Palliser (2012)
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Town of Canmore FireSmart Mitigation, Montane Forest Management Ltd. (2010)
Town of Canmore Noise Bylaw (1997)
Town of Canmore Wildfire Mitigation Strategy Review by Montane Forest Management Ltd. (2018)
Human Wildlife Coexistence: Recommendations for Improving Human-Wildlife Coexistence in the
Bow Valley. Town of Canmore, Town of Banff, Alberta Government (2018)
Bow Corridor Ecosystem Advisory Group (BCEAG) Wildlife Corridor and Habitat Patch Guidelines
for the Bow Valley (2012)
BCEAG Wildlife and Human Use Monitoring Recommendations for the Bow Valley (Banff National
Park to Seebe) (2001)
BCEAG Guidelines for Human Use within Wildlife Corridors and Habitat Patches in the Bow
Valley (Banff National Park to Seebe) (1999)

Provincial Legislation
The Alberta Wildlife Act protects vertebrate animals from direct harm, except as allowed by regulation
within Alberta (e.g. hunting, trapping; Gov AB 2000a). The Act provides for the protection and
conservation of wild animals in Alberta (AB) while outlining controls for hunting and trapping of wildlife
and possession of wildlife and wildlife parts, as well as the sale, import and export of wildlife, controlled
animals and endangered species. The Act and regulations include activities in relation to hunting, safety,
commercial operators, protecting wildlife from disease outbreaks and dealing with wildlife damage to
property.
A General Permit under this Act is not anticipated to be required if wildlife timing windows and
recommended mitigation measures are adhered too. A General Permit is required for the removal of
wildlife from the project area (by a Qualified Environmental Professional), for example amphibian salvage
in wet areas.
The AB Weed Control Act designates provincially and regionally noxious weed and the associated
regulations (Gov AB 2008). The Act provides guidelines for noxious weed prevention and management and
imposes land occupiers to control designated noxious plants. Weeds identified as provincially or regionally
noxious must be controlled, particularly during site preparation when major clearing and grubbing of the
land within the project footprint will occur. Additionally, weeds must be controlled throughout
construction, when heavy machinery is moving on and off-site.
The Water Act is provincial legislation that protects the quality of water, fish and wildlife habitat, and the
rights of licensed water users (AB Gov 2000b). The Act is the principal law for managing the diversion and
use of water resources, while protecting water quality, fish and wildlife habitat, and the rights of licensed
water users.
For this project, an approval or notification under the Water Act is not required because the proposed work
is not taking place in or about a stream, and because adverse effects are not anticipated upslope of the water.
Details provided in Section 5.3, aquatic features.
Federal Legislation

6
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The Species at Risk Act (SARA) provides legal protection to prevent wildlife species in Canada from
disappearing, to provide for the recovery of wildlife species that are extirpated (no longer exist in the wild
in Canada), endangered, or threatened as a result of human activity, and to manage species of special
concern to prevent them from becoming endangered or threatened. SARA makes it an offence (under
Sections 32 and 33) to kill, harm, harass, capture or take an individual of a listed species that is extirpated,
endangered or threatened; to possess, collect, buy, sell or trade an individual of a listed species that is
extirpated, endangered or threatened, or its part or derivative; and to damage or destroy the residence of
one or more individuals of a listed endangered or threatened species, or of a listed extirpated species if a
recovery strategy has recommended its re-introduction (Government of Canada 2016).
During the wildlife assessments from 2014 to 2018, there were no Species at Risk found in the project area.
The Migratory Birds Convention Act protects migratory birds and nests from indiscriminate harvesting and
destruction (Gov Canada 1994). The Migratory Birds Regulations stipulate that “no person shall disturb,
destroy or take a nest, egg, nest shelter, eider duck shelter or duck box of a migratory bird” (Section 6 [a]).
The Fisheries Act is designed to protect fish and fish habitat (Gov Canada 1996). Although no water bodies
are found within the project area, runoff and drainages eventually enter into the Bow River (>1 km away)
via the stormwater detention pond and ditches. The Fisheries Act applies such that the project is prohibited
to release deleterious substances; the act states “if added to the water would degrade or alter or form part of
a process of degradation or alteration of the quality of that water so that it is rendered or is likely to be
rendered deleterious to fish or fish habitat or to the use by man of fish that frequent that water” (Gov
Canada 1996).

2.1

APPLICATION OF LOCAL GUIDELINES

The project is within the area approved by the NRCB in 1992, and therefore is exempt from The Bow
Corridor Ecosystem Advisory Group (BCEAG) applicability. Notwithstanding, in almost all respects Peaks
Landing is endeavoring to follow the BCEAG Guidelines. BCEAG (1999 and 2012) state that there is a direct
relation to human/wildlife interaction and wildlife mortality. Mitigations proposed for the Peaks Landing
project to minimize the human/wildlife interaction are identified in Section 8.1.
The BCEAG guidelines recommend minimal to no use of the wildlife corridors for human use. It is
important to note that the AltaLink right-of-way and Quarry Lake area are not wildlife corridors nor
habitat patches. The AltaLink right-of-way is a high human use area, with the potential for conflict with
wildlife. There is no specific data available on the number of people using the AltaLink right-of-way;
however, anecdotally during the summer months this area sees an increased in use, given that it is one of
two major access routes to the Quarry Lake recreational area. The Human Wildlife Co-Existence document
notes with an increasing permanent population in Canmore there will be an inevitable increase in the
impacts to wildlife in the area, potentially using the AltaLink right-of-way. The linear right-of-ways are flat
and accessible, so favoured by wildlife for ease of travel. (AB Government, et al, 2018)
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Most years there are wildlife closures along the right-of-way due to grizzly and black bears that will not
move out of the area and are considered a safety hazard due to high human use of the right-of-way and
surrounding areas. Several of the bears are captured and relocated, including bear 148 – a grizzly female
that was approaching walkers on the AltaLink right-of-way in 2017. Studies have shown that the increased
human/wildlife interaction directly increases the bear mortality rate (BCEAG 1999).
The 1999 and 2012 BCEAG guidelines state that voluntary compliance and public education are the main
tools to reduce human use in wildlife corridors and habitat patches. Trail users and developers play an
integral role in the successful implementation of BCEAG guidelines. The 2012 BCEAG have been followed
when applying mitigations for this proposed development, see Section 8 – Mitigation Measures for details.

2.2

ALBERTA ENVIRONMENT AND PARKS REVIEW

Corvidae has been in contact with the AEP to get their feedback on the proposed project.

“The development of the small parcels of land within the existing Peaks of Grassi
Subdivision will increase the number of residents in the subdivision but will not likely
contribute greatly to already existing levels of conflict.” (Henri Soulodre, Approvals
Manager, Operations Division, AEP, October 2015)

A summary of the AEP comments and recommendations relevant to this report are as follows:
•
•
•
•

•

Remove the buffalo berry as it is one of the main reasons for grizzly and black bear being attracted
to the area.
Clear vegetation outside of the migratory bird window.
Plant entirely non-palatable vegetation when reclaiming yards around the homes.
Eliminate the ‘cul-de-sac effect’ where there is the undeveloped green space between the current
Peaks of Grassi homes and the utility corridor (AltaLink right-of-way) that provides wildlife the
opportunity to enter the existing neighbourhood. Eliminate this opportunity by creating a linear,
hardened perimeter by replacing green space with homes.
Educate new home owners of the wildlife corridors and human use areas, including information
provided to their door (i.e. the recent pamphlet (Photo 16) will be provided to new homeowners at
Peaks Landing).

All of the recommendations above from AEP will be implemented into the planning and design for Peaks
Landing.
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PROJECT DESIGN

The following section describes the spatial boundaries of the assessment. The spatial boundaries are the
geographic extent within which the potential environmental effects of the project are assessed. For the
purpose of this EIS, these spatial boundaries include the project area for consideration of direct physical
effects within the area of disturbance, and the LSA for consideration of localized and direct project effects
on selected environmental elements. The project area and LSA are shown in Figure 1.
PROJECT AREA
The project area is the furthest extent that will be physically disturbed during the construction phase of the
project (see Figure 3).
LOCAL STUDY AREA
The LSA for this proposed project includes a 150 m buffer around the project area (Figure 1), and for this
EIS, was assessed for the potential effects to the biophysical environment and Valued Ecosystem
Components (VECs) during both the construction and operational (built out) phases of the proposed project.
TEMPORAL SCOPE
The construction of the project will take approximately 2 years.

3.1

PEAKS LANDING

The proposed development, Peaks Landing, is in the southwest area of Canmore. The existing Peaks of
Grassi neighbourhood currently has a population of 750 people (Town of Canmore 2014) indicating an
average of 1.88 people per building, with a current total of 404 dwelling units (plus any secondary suites,
legal or illegal). The traffic in the area is considered local because the community is away from downtown
and surrounded by forest, i.e. not experiencing noise from highway or downtown traffic. The noise levels
are governed by the Town of Canmore’s Noise Bylaw (Bylaw 11-97), which will be followed during
construction of the project.
With the addition of the proposed Peaks Landing 27 building comprised of singles, duplexes and
townhouses, the total dwelling units would be 435, an increase of 7%. Given the affordable nature of the
proposed development. However if there is an average of 2.5 people per new building, the population
increase would be about 68 people, or a 9% increase.
Peaks Landings covers 1.6 ha of mixed woodland habitat and vegetation. Only 0.74 ha of the 1.6 ha is
proposed for development (see Figure 3); the remaining 0.86 ha is proposed to be zoned Municipal Reserve
– protected as green space to remain forested. The Municipal Reserve allocation represents 54% of the total
1.6 ha
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Due to wildfire risk, the entire project area was initially treated for FireSmart in 2016 and more thoroughly
in 2018. This is in compliance with the Canmore FireSmart Mitigation Strategy (Montane 2010) and the
Canmore Wildfire Mitigation Strategy (Montane 2018).
Because this development is adjacent to intact forests and linear disturbance (AltaLink right-of-way) there
have been a high number of wildlife-human interactions in the area (Bow Valley Bear Hazard Assessment
2007). The TSAVC is 109 m from the project, separated from the proposed project by two rows of houses on
Lawrence Grassi Ridge and Wilson Way, and the TAVC is 879 m away at the east end of Peaks of Grassi
neighbourhood. Figure 4 shows the BCEAG habitat patches and wildlife corridors as well as the provincial
(AEP) wildlife corridor (part of the Bow Valley Wildland Provincial Park).
Following the 2013 flooding, the Town of Canmore created a mitigation program called Mountain Creek
Hazard Mitigation Program with both long and short-term plans to prevent flooding. As outlined in the
Stone Canyon Creek hazard assessment, some current and future potential buildings at the west end of
Lawrence Grassi Ridge would benefit from the construction of a berm to help prevent flooding. This berm
is planned to connect the southern fan fringe with the AltaLink right-of-way north of Peaks Landing, and
would be designed to allow for animal passage (BGC 2016). The report has been reviewed as part of this EIS.
The location of the berm is provided in Figure 3.

3.2

CONSTRUCTION ENVELOPE

The land use district for the area identifies the following site coverage (building footprint) for the project
area: 40% of the lot can be built upon in the case of single-family homes; 45% of the lot can be built upon
in the case of duplexes and row townhomes (this does not account for the driveway area). The construction
envelope is the area within which the construction can occur and will be identified for the landowners
prior to construction. No construction will occur outside of that envelope.
The natural contours outside of the construction envelope will remain except where required to meet
engineering standards for overland drainage. In the eastern parcel there will be the 49 m treed buffer to the
north of the lots. For the east parcel, there will be significant re-grading and terracing of rock for the home
sites; however, no blasting will be required. For the west and middle parcels, with the natural contours
sloping from front to back, buildings will be designed with walk-out basements.
It is essential, within the architectural design, to consider adjacent land uses and views, and retain natural
vegetation following FireSmart mitigations.
The back of the buildings will have an allowable deck overhang of 2 m. On-grade lower patios will be
allowed to extend 4 m into the rear yard, plus 1 m for construction, thus setting the maximum construction
disturbance at 5 m into the 7.5 m rear yard setback, where the construction fencing would be located.
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DESKTOP REVIEW

Baseline biophysical conditions were compiled by reviewing the best available data and available
information including existing reports for the area and conducting searches of online provincial and federal
databases.
•

Ortho-imagery and aerial photos of the project area (Google Earth 2018).

•

Fish and Wildlife Internet Mapping Tool (FWIMT) from the Fish and Wildlife Management
Information System (FWMIS) (Alberta Environment and Parks 2018).

•

Alberta Environment and Parks Wildlife Telemetry Data up to 2013. (This is the latest available
information, as confirmed by AEP, November 2018.)

•

4.1

Wildlife tracking data from previous projects in the area.

BACKGROUND WILDLIFE DATA

Corvidae has been provided with wildlife tracking data for the Bow Valley from Alberta Environment and
Parks (October 2015). There is no further tracking information available past the data of 2015, as confirmed
by AEP (November 2018). The information from tracking data provided in 2015 shows the following:
•

Cougar activity from 2000-2003 show transects along the TAVC and TSAVC, and one transect on
the AltaLink right-of-way but none in the Peaks of Grassi, including the project area footprint.

•

Cougar winter tracking data from 2009-2013 show tracks in the TAVC, and northeast into the
Carey subdivision in Canmore.

•

Grizzly activity from 2001-2004 show a grizzly bear using the Quarry Lake area, QLLHP and the
AltaLink right-of-way. From 2010-2012 there is grizzly bear activity in the TAVC, TSAVC and
QLLHP only. The 2014 data shows no grizzly activity in the TAVC, TSAVC and QLLHP, only
activity east of the TAVC.

•

Wolf tracking data from 1996 to 2003 shows winter wolf activity in the TSAVC, TAVC and
QLLHP, and on the AltaLink right-of-way, but none in the Peaks of Grassi area including the
project area footprint. Wolf tracking data from 2004 to 2008 shows no wolf activity in the in the
TSAVC, TAVC, QLLHP, AltaLink right-of-way or the Peaks of Grassi area.

•

Elk data for the area shows elk in every open area throughout the entire valley, specifically in lower
elevations and level areas (river floodplains, open fields, developed areas).

It is important to note that the GPS collar data for all species was collected from specific individuals, not all
of the species that may be in the area. Tracking data is non-biased, but is limited to the dates, weather and
skill of the individual when that data was collected.
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Using the Alberta Fish and Wildlife Management Information Tool, a 6 km radius search (the maximum
allow search radius) was conducted from the project area and detected 9 species occurring in the 6 km
buffer area (Table 1) (Alberta Environment and Parks 2018).

A search of the Alberta Conservation

Information Management System (ACIMS; Sec 04 TWP 24 RGE: 10 MER: 5) was conducted, which yielded
no sensitive species occurrences for plants and animals in the project area and LSA.
Table 1. Species found within a 6 km radius of the project area (Alberta Environment and Parks 2018).
Common Name

Scientific Name

Provincial Status

COSEWIC1

Species At Risk
Schedule 1

Barred owl

Strix varia

Sensitive

Not Listed

Not Listed

Short-eared owl

Asio flammeus

May be at Risk

Special Concern

Special Concern

Dryocopus pileatus Sensitive

Not Listed

Not Listed

Histrionicus
histrionicus

Sensitive

Not Listed

Not Listed

Anaxyrus boreas

Sensitive

Special Concern

Special Concern

Rana luteiventris

Sensitive

Not At Risk

Not Listed

salamander

Ambystoma
macrodactylum

Sensitive

Not At Risk

Not Listed

Cougar

Puma concolor

Not Assessed

Not Listed

Not Listed

Grizzly bear

Ursus arctos

May Be At Risk

Special Concern

Special Concern

Pileated
woodpecker
Harlequin duck
Boreal
toad/Western toad
Columbia spotted
frog
Long-toed

1

Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada

4.2

FLOOD MITIGATION DATA

During the public consultation process, and following the 2013 floods, there has been a concern of flooding
from the west area known as Stone Creek Canyon. To address these concerns, BGC Engineering Inc. was
contracted by the Applicant to assess the flood zone, complete a debris flow model and design a diversion
berm to protect the project area from a flood event. The diversion berm location is shown in Figure 3.
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Details on the diversion wall design and debris flow model can be found in the BGC Engineering Inc. report
- Stones Canyon Creek Diversion Wall Design Report (BGC 2016). For the construction of the berm there
would be clearing of trees, ground vegetation and soils.

5

FIELD ASSESSMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS

Environmental field assessments of the project area have been occurring since 2014. Table 2, below,
provides the date of biophysical surveys completed by Qualified Environmental Professionals (QEP) from
Corvidae. The assessments include characterization of ecosystems and vegetation types, observations of
wildlife signs and species occurrences during the surveys, characterization of wildlife habitats,
identification of natural drainages and assessment of the current conditions and availability of habitat.
Table 2. Summary of field surveys completed from 2014 to 2018
Year

Month/Day

2014

September 13

2014

September 24

2016

May 26

2018

September 18

2018

September 24

The project area was stratified into dominant habitat types based on available forest cover information and
the identification of dominant vegetation associations in the field. Areas surveyed included the project
footprint and the LSA. Most recently, site assessments were conducted on September 18th and 24th, 2018 to
confirm the results of previous site assessments, identify any changes that have occurred since the previous
assessments, and to provide more recent site conditions present within the LSA. Representative
photographs from the 2018 field assessment can be viewed in Appendix A of this document. The survey did
not include Quarry Lake, or surrounding habitat patches and wildlife corridors, due to their distance from
the project area and existing high human use in the area.
A migratory bird survey was completed in 2016. A detailed migratory/breeding bird survey is to be
completed prior to clearing if clearing is proposed to occur during the period from April 15 to August 15.
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VEGETATION

The following are the findings for vegetation in the project area. No rare plants or species at risk were
found during the field assessments.
East Parcel
The east parcel is located in a closed lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta) forest (C19) with lesser amounts of
white spruce (Picea glauca) and trembling aspen (<5%, Populus tremuloides). In 2014 the shrub layer was
dominated by buffalo berry (Shepherdia candensis) with a low density of wild rose (Rosa acicularis) and
common juniper (Juniperus communis). Willow (Salix sp.) and bog birch (Betula glandulosa) occurred along
the north boundary of the study area. The forb and grass layer primarily consisted of hairy wild rye

(Elymus innovates), common bearberry (Arctostaphylos uva-ursi), bunchberry (Cornus canadensis), and
various moss species.
Middle Parcel
The middle parcel is located in a closed lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta) forest with lesser amounts of white
spruce (Picea glauca). In 2014 the southern half of the parcel was dominated by high density buffalo berry
and moss while the northern half consists of sparse shrub and forb cover (i.e. buffalo berry, showy aster

(Aster conspicuous) and hairy wild rye (Elymus innovates).
West Parcel
The west parcel is located in a closed mixed forest including trembling aspen, balsam poplar (Pupulus

balsamifera), and white spruce with lesser amounts of lodgepole pine. The dominant shrub was buffalo
berry, occurring in high densities, with lesser amounts of common juniper and wild rose. Hairy wild rye
and common horsetail (Equisetum arvense) were also found within this parcel. Since the 2014 assessment,
significant work has been completed by the Applicant to remove buffalo berry from all three parcels in
accordance with the recommended WildSmart mitigations for the Town of Canmore.
2018 VEGETATION CHANGES
Overall, the vegetation within the project area and the LSA was observed to be, for the most part, similar to
the vegetation conditions that were originally recorded in the 2014 assessments. The notable difference
between the assessments is the FireSmart mitigations that were undertaken by the Applicant through much
of the project area. A 2010 FireSmart hazard assessment for the Peaks of Grassi area had determined that
this area, among a dozen other neighbourhoods in Canmore, had the highest overall wildland/urban
interface hazard levels and, on average, had a FireSmart Hazard Level of extreme (Montane 2010).
Vegetation management is one of the most effective FireSmart mitigation options and consists of one or
more of: fuel removal, fuel reduction and species conservation (Montane 2010).
In response to this information, the Applicant began implementing FireSmart mitigations by reducing the
available fuel in the project area. At the same time WildSmart measures were also implemented by
removing food sources, primarily buffalo berry to decrease the quality of the habitat.
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The 2018 assessment noted a major change in this shrub composition throughout the assessment area, as per
the WildSmart mitigation measures that were implemented. Very few buffalo berry shrubs were observed
throughout the project area, and only a few, sporadic juniper shrubs were present. The understory
throughout the project area was largely limited to forb and grass cover.

5.2

WILDLIFE AND WILDLIFE HABITAT

Various signs of wildlife were recorded, and wildlife habitat was assessed during every field assessment
from 2014 to 2018. A high density of deer tracks and pellets (fresh and aged) as well as elk pellets were
observed throughout all three parcels during each survey. There was also evidence of ungulate foraging on
bog birch, willow, and grass species. In 2014 a defined game trail was observed along the west boundary,
within the project footprint of the west parcel. Since then it has been widened considerably by people
walking and biking on it. Other sightings included red squirrels. There were no species at risk detected
within the project area or LSA during the field assessments.
During each of the field assessments, no bird nests were observed in the project area nor associated 30 m
buffer. During the 2016 survey a barred owl (listed as Sensitive in Alberta) was heard within 50 m of
westerly parcel. Birds heard or observed during the field assessments are listed in Table 3. The aspen trees
found throughout the study area represented unique habitat features for nesting birds; however, no nesting
cavities in aspen trees were detected during the wildlife assessments. Two artificial nesting boxes were
observed on aspen trees along the east boundary of the east parcel.
Table 3. Species heard within a 50 m radius of Grassi Peaks residential area (field assessments 2014-2018).
Common Name

Scientific Name

Provincial Status

COSEWIC1

Species At Risk
Schedule 1

Barred owl

Strix varia

Sensitive

Not Listed

Not Listed

American robin

Turdus migratorius

Secure

Not Assessed

Not Assessed

red-breasted
nuthatch

Sitta canadensis

Secure

Not Assessed

Not Assessed

warbling vireo

Vireo gilvus

Secure

Not Assessed

Not Assessed

Lincoln’s sparrow

Melospiza lincolni

Secure

Not Assessed

Not Assessed

mountain chickadee Poecile gambeli

Secure

Not Assessed

Not Assessed

ruby-crowned
kinglet

Regulus calendula

Secure

Not Assessed

Not Assessed

dark-eyed junco

Junco hyemalis

Secure

Not Assessed

Not Assessed
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Species At Risk
Schedule 1

orange-crowned
warbler

Vermivora celata

Secure

Not Assessed

Not Assessed

red-winged
blackbird

Agelaius
phoeniceus

Secure

Not Assessed

Not Assessed

black-capped
chickadee

Poecile atricapillus

Secure

Not Assessed

Not Assessed

brown-headed
cowbird

Molothrus ater

Secure

Not Assessed

Not Assessed

common raven

Corvus corax

Secure

Not Assessed

Not Assessed

Tennessee warbler

Leiothlypis
peregrine

Secure

Not Assessed

Not Assessed

yellow warbler

Setophaga
petechial

Secure

Not Assessed

Not Assessed

golden-crowned
kinglet

Regulus satrapa

Secure

Not Assessed

Not Assessed

chipping sparrow

Spizella passerine

Secure

Not Assessed

Not Assessed

white-crowned
sparrow

Zonotrichia
leucophrys

Secure

Not Assessed

Not Assessed

violet-green
swallow

Tachycineta
thalassina

Secure

Not Assessed

Not Assessed

1

Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada

In 2014, bear scat was observed along the north boundary, in the project footprint of the middle parcel. Due
to the dominant shrub species being buffaloberry and occurring at high densities throughout the study area
at that time, it is likely that bears utilized the area as a food resource during productive berry seasons and
also as a travel area (along the north boundary) to reach surrounding habitat patches. No evidence of bears
was observed throughout the project area during the 2018 surveys. This is a key difference from the 2014
assessment when bear use was detected. In addition, the area was known for its high numbers of wildlifehuman interactions (as stated in the Bow Valley Bear Hazard Assessment 2007). Decreased use by bears
during the 2018 surveys may partially be attributed to the significant WildSmart mitigations that were
implemented by the Applicant in 2016 and 2018, and by the Town of Canmore and the Biosphere Institute
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in surrounding areas, where the dominate shrub - buffalo berry, a major food source for bears, was
extensively removed from the area. Town of Canmore Human Use Management implementation (Town of
Canmore 2015).
In all of the field assessments, various signs of wildlife were observed throughout the project area and LSA.
Frequent deer and elk pellets were observed throughout the project area, the AltaLink right-of-way to the
north, and on Lawrence Grassi Ridge. Trails and paths that were recorded in the 2014 assessments continue
to be heavily utilized by humans walking and biking, and dogs throughout the project area, particularly on
both sides of the west parcel. Although the AltaLink right-of-way to the north is not designated as a
wildlife corridor, various wildlife species use it as a travel corridor and as resting/feeding habitat despite
high human use of the right-of-way. A high density of wildlife forage species occurs along the right-of-way
including willow, buffalo berry, currant (Ribes sp.), wild red raspberry (Rubus idaeus), wild strawberry

(Fragvaria virginiana) and bog birch (Betula glandulosa). Wildlife closures are placed along the right-of-way
in many years due to the persistence of grizzly bears and black bears when they linger in the area and are
considered a safety hazard due to high human use of the right-of-way and surrounding area. Several bears
have been captured and relocated from the right-of-way area. Every year during the rutting season
(typically early September to beginning of October), herds of elk use the right-of-way and vegetated cover
between the right-of-way and existing residential area. Coyotes are frequently heard and observed along
the right-of-way after dusk and before dawn. Deer are consistently observed throughout the year by local
residents. This linear disturbance provides direct access to the TSAVC and QLLHP, and is heavily trafficked
by people, including those accessing the Quarry Lake recreational and off-leash area.

5.3

AQUATIC FEATURES

No aquatic features were observed in the project area. The nearest area supporting aquatic vegetation is the
constructed stormwater pond (shown in Figure 3) located 25 m north of the middle parcel in the AltaLink
right-of-way. Although this area is likely to be wet for most of the year, its value and ability to support
aquatic life is considered low, as it is solely fed through anthropogenic sources. This depression behind the
lots is a constructed storm detention pond along with inlet and outfall swales for drainage and is designed as
a storm detention pond to attenuate peak flows and is not intended to function as a constructed "wetland".
Therefore, this area is not subject to Alberta’s wetland policy. The only reason it retains water temporarily
after a storm is because the outfall is higher than the pond base to allow for solids to settle out as a method
of stormwater treatment, and so that accumulations of sediment don't block the outfall (see Appendix A –
Photos 7 to 11). It allows the dry pond to operate for longer periods of time between maintenance cycles
when the sediment is excavated out of the pond bottom. Over the past 20 years following construction,
plants have grown into the storm detention pond. The plants will be removed by the Town to allow for the
detention pond to maintain functionality. The same maintenance will apply to all of the ditches and
sporadic ponding areas downstream to ensure they continue to function as designed. There will be a small
increase in stormwater flow through the system after the new development; the stormwater ditches and
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detention areas have been engineered to accommodate this increased volume. (Pers. comm., November
2018, Darin Langhorst, McElhanney, and McElhanney 2016)
Water was detected in the ditch (1-10 cm depth) along the Altalink right-of-way approximately 490 m
northeast of the middle parcel (see Appendix A – Photo 11). Based on the conditions observed, this ditch
provides low-value habitat for amphibians during wetter years.
In addition to the constructed stormwater detention pond and ditch areas, another small aquatic feature
occurs in a forested area north of the AltaLink right-of-way, at the northwest boundary of the LSA
(Appendix A – Photo 12). This aquatic feature with low flow appears to have been present for some years,
and based upon the terrain and vegetation present, it is likely that this feature predominantly acts as a
catchment area for runoff from the AltaLink right-of-way. Based on its distance from the project area (+/500 m from NW corner of middle parcel), providing the on-going maintenance of the existing stormwater
detention and ditch areas, and the overall relatively small increase in stormwater run-off associated with
the proposed development, it is not expected that this aquatic feature will experience any effects from the
construction and operation of the development.

6

VALUED ECOSYSTEM COMPONENTS

Valued Environmental Components (VEC) are any part of the environment that is considered important by
the Applicant, public, scientists, or government involved in the assessment process. Importance may be
determined based on cultural values or scientific concern (e.g. Species at Risk) and are the fundamental
elements of the physical, biological or socio-economic environment. Based on the relatively small footprint
of the proposed development in relation to Canmore as a whole, wildlife data from field assessments, and
the overall low value and low complexity habitat of the project area, the VECs that have been selected for
this EIS are large mammals that have been known to, or have the potential to, use the area.
Large mammals, including both herbivores and carnivores were selected as valued ecosystem components
for this project. These specific animals were chosen for three reasons:
1. Physical - all the selected species have a wide range in the Bow Valley, with certain site fidelity to
locations that can be impacted by development.
2. Biological - by assessing the habitat of large ranging species, and rare species (scientific concern),
species with smaller ranges and ecological requirements can be included and protected by
mitigation measures recommended.
3. Socio-economic - these animals are considered large charismatic megafauna in the area and are
treasured by both locals and tourists, thus providing cultural values.
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The wildlife species chosen are also species that have been collared and documented with other studies in
the Bow Valley, as well as reported sightings by local residents. This provides more information and data to
apply to the project and potential impacts.

6.1

BLACK BEAR

There have been several reported sightings of black bear using the AltaLink right-of-way directly north of
the project area and in the Quarry Lake area each year. Bear scat was seen during the 2014 field assessments
in the project area, but no evidence of black bears were observed during the 2018 field assessment in the
project area or LSA. Previously, habituated black bear likely came into the project area to feed on buffalo
berries; however, the recent efforts by the Applicant to remove buffalo berries, as per the attractant
management guidelines in the Bow Valley, have greatly reduced that attractant/food source for bears, and
thus, reduced the potential for human-wildlife conflict for black bears in the project area. Black bears are
commonly seen in high human use areas, and are much less wary of humans than grizzly bears. Black bears
in the Bow Valley have been known to be attracted to barbeques and other palatable items found in
residential properties. With the addition of more residences, this potential attractant is expected to
continue. The habitat is considered not favorable for black bears because the project area is located in a
busy subdivision with limited cover and recent removal of natural attractants (native berry shrubs).

6.2

GRIZZLY BEAR

The project area does not provide suitable denning habitat for grizzly bears due to the fact that this species
is much more likely to use higher elevations than what is available in the Peaks of Grassi area, and the
existing houses around are considered to be a deterrent. A study by Vroom et al. (1980) revealed that
grizzly bears near Banff and Canmore prefer to den in upper subalpine habitat, selecting slopes between 30
and 38 degrees, in areas of heavy snowfall. In addition, the habitat is considered not favorable for bears
because the project area is located in a busy subdivision with limited cover and greatly minimized presence
of natural attractants. Bears are unlikely to stay or den in the area, but grizzly bears have been known to
move through the area and forage. Human/bear conflicts are more likely during the fall and spring season
when bears are preparing for hibernation trying to optimize their reserves and emerging during the spring
when there fat stores are depleted.
The wildlife data (Section 4.1) with the collared grizzly bear data shows that collared grizzly bears used the
area in 2012 but not in 2014. However as noted in the media, bear 148 (a grizzly sow) was using the
AltaLink right-of-way in 2017.
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COUGAR

Cougars can occur in habitat around the edges of cities and towns and in habitats that are fragmented into
smaller habitat patches by development, provided suitable corridors are present (Beier 1993, 1995).
Similarly, to grizzly bears in the Bow Valley, one of the greatest threats of increasing development for
cougars is the increased potential for human-cougar conflict and the resulting mortality or translocation of
offending individuals. Studies have shown that male and female cougars avoided areas of high human use,
i.e. more than 250-500 users per month (BCEAG 1999). Therefore, as per the available cougar tracking data
and background studies, it is likely that non-habituated cougars avoid the high human use area of the
AltaLink right-of-way, Quarry Lake area, and Peaks of Grassi neighbourhood. Habituated cougars would be
at an increased risk of mortality if they were found in the project area due to their close proximity to high
human use areas. Cougars often prefer steep slopes and high elevation habitat; however, where snow
accumulation is substantial, cougars reduce use of high elevation habitat and utilize flat valley bottoms
(Alexander et al. 2006).
In the project area, habituated cougars may prefer the edges of the Peaks of Grassi neighbourhood and
AltaLink right-of-way due to the close proximity to dogs and ungulates that favor open spaces from
anthropogenic clearing. From review of available communications and data, there have been no recent
reported cougar sightings in the project area.

6.4

ELK

The local Canmore elk herd is part of a larger herd whose range extends from the Banff Park Gates to the
Stony Nation. Habitat in the valley bottom is most strongly selected by elk; they showed the strongest
overall selection for habitats near existing residential developments. Data for the area shows elk in every
open area throughout the entire valley, specifically in lower elevations and level areas (river floodplains,
open fields, developed areas).
During a three-year study starting in 2000, eleven elk were captured and radio-collared in the ‘Canmore
Corridor’, an area comprising the town’s municipal boundary (Matrix Planning and Wildlife Company,
2003). The study noted that:
•
•
•
•
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Approximately half of the radio-collared Canmore elk appeared to be non-migratory, and Hornbeck
(2003) suggested that they are residents to the Canmore Corridor.
Few elk movements were detected from the Canmore Flats Natural Area across Highway 1A onto
the Canmore Benchlands.
Most elk use of the Benchlands occurred between Harvie Heights and SilverTip by elk with home
ranges centered west of Town (including Banff National Park).
Elk calving was focused around the Bow River Valley, Spring Creek area, Three Sisters property,
Wind Valley, and Pigeon Mountain. No calving appeared to occur within the vicinity of the project
area of LSA.
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Within the project area, there is marginal forage habitat available for use with an overall low value to elk. It
is likely that, based on the relatively small footprint of the project and the low value habitat available
within the project area, any use by elk is solely opportunistic foraging. They would favour the AltaLink
right-of-way and the QLLHP due to higher forage species availability.

7

PROJECT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

This section of the EIS will evaluate the potential project environmental effects that may be experienced by
the selected VECs through the construction and operational phases of the proposed project. The potential
project interactions area summarized in Section 7.3 and 7.4, including interaction with the VECs. Because
of the differences in potential effects between the construction phase and the operational phase of the
proposed project, the potential effects for both phases are addressed separately.

7.1

BENEFITS OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT

For the most part, effects on the surrounding environment that are associated with residential
developments are usually negative; however, in some cases there can be social and environmental benefits
that result.
Wildlife and people are increasingly competing for a finite amount of space in the Bow Valley. Large
carnivores such as grizzly bears, black bears, wolves and cougars present an increasing concern from both a
human safety and wildlife conservation perspective. In its current condition, the project area represents a
“soft edge” to the adjacent habitat patch, which gradually tapers into the existing neighborhood with
decreasing habitat value. This soft edge can be used by wildlife species, particularly species that are adapted
to edge habitat, and may lead to an increased human-wildlife conflict. The western end of the proposed
development would create a hard edge to the adjacent habitat patch. This is preferable to discourage
wildlife entering into residential areas (BCEAG 2012). The buildings on all three parcels would create a
linear hard edge along the north side adjacent to the AltaLink right-of-way. This hard edge concept may
lead to a reduction of potential human-wildlife interactions/conflicts around the Peaks of Grassi
neighbourhood.
Installation of two-rail fencing on top of the berm with prominent signage (attached to the fence) in
selected areas would be noticeable and discourage people from entering the adjacent habitat patch and
wildlife corridor unless on designated trails.
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SIGNIFICANCE OF EFFECTS

The terms of significance that are used in detailing the perceived environmental effects for this EIS include:
1. Direction: whether the effect on the environment component is negative or adverse (i.e., less
favourable), positive (i.e., an improvement), or neutral (i.e., no change):
Negative
Direction

Neutral
Positive

2. Geographic Extent: spatial extent of the effect:
Geographic Extent

project area
Local Study Area (LSA)

3. Duration: length of time the effect persists. It considers the various phases of the project, including
site preparation/construction, operations/build-out, and closure (i.e. landscaping), as well as the
length of time for the environmental component to recover from the disturbance:
Short-Term
Duration

Medium-Term
Long-Term

4. Frequency: how often the effect occurs within a given time:
Isolated
Frequency

Occasional
Continuous
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5. Magnitude: size or severity of the effect. It is described as the amount of change in a measurable
parameter or variable relative to the baseline condition, guideline value, or other defined standard:
Negligible

Magnitude

Low
Medium
High

6. Permanence: whether the effect on the VEC can be reversed once the project or activity causing
disturbance ceases:
Permanence

7.3

Reversible
Irreversible

POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS – CONSTRUCTION PHASE

Based on the current development footprint, a total of 7400 m2 of forest will be removed from the three
parcels. An additional 700 m2 of vegetation will be removed for the road allowance, to accommodate the
construction of the surface water diversion berm (see Section 4.2 for berm details). The understory of the
entire project area has already been cleared following the FireSmart and WildSmart mitigation measures.
Construction activities, by nature, have a greater overall physical disruption to the project area than the
operational phase of residential developments; however, the duration of the construction effects is shortterm (approximately 2 years). For the purpose of this EIS, construction activities that are anticipated to take
place as part of the proposed project include:
•

Project access, staging, laydown

•

Clearing, grubbing, excavation, grading, and compaction

•

Foundation installation

•

Utilities installation

•

Building construction (interior and exterior)

•

Landscaping

According to the baseline information summarized in Sections 4 and 5, and our understanding of the
construction methodologies that will be employed, the potential effects to the project area and selected
VECs that will be evaluated for this project include:
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The potential effects of the construction activities on the area are summarized in Table 4, and in the
following section these effects are discussed in more detail on the selected VECs, which are then
summarized in the Table 5.
NOISE
Currently, school buses, garbage, recycling and delivery trucks drive by the project area several times a day
during most days of the week. Due to the topography, these vehicles ascend or descend the steep road, with
sound spikes in the 80 dB range within 10 m of both the TSAVC and QLLHP. Noise levels are provided in
Appendix B, which provides a comparison of each activity. This includes garbage trucks and passenger cars,
as well as a jackhammer. The past, present and future sounds from various equipment found on
construction sites in Canmore, or elsewhere individually, create sound spikes in the 90-110 dB range (as per
Appendix B), and collectively can cause these sound spikes to increase up to 120 dB. This includes the
sound levels that would have been heard during the construction of SilverTip, Spring Creek, Eagle Terrace
and all Three Sisters from west to east including the Peaks of Grassi neighbourhood.
Servicing construction (underground & roads) in Peaks of Grassi commenced in 1996, and Phase 3 (the area
within which Peaks Landing is located) commenced in 1998. House construction began in 1996 in Phase 1
(east end) and in Phase 3 by 1999. Construction activities in Phase 3 specifically, stayed at a fairly consistent
level from 2000 until 2003 for the construction of 10-20 single family and duplexes per year. By 2004 the
construction activity had dropped to 5 or less dwellings per year, and almost all homes were built by
2006. Despite this prolonged period of construction activity (+/-7 years) and the associated noise adjacent
to the TSAVC and QLLHP, the animal population has returned. This is evident from the tracking data
(available up to 2013), Corvidae’s site assessments (2014-2018), anecdotal evidence from local residents and
reported bear encounters in the area. The VEC’s and other wildlife in the area have demonstrated
resiliency to these louder sounds, as demonstrated by the wildlife returning to these areas following
construction.
There will be a noise impact during the construction stage of Peaks Landing that will be above the current
background noise levels from daily traffic and human activities in the area. The increase in noise will be
mitigated by following the Town of Canmore Noise By-law, including work starting after dawn and ceasing
before dusk.
It is predicted that, following construction completion, wildlife that moved away due to construction noise
impacts will lreturn to the LSA, as has occurred with past construction in the area.
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Table 4. Potential Environmental effects based on the construction activities of the proposed Peaks Landing
Development
Construction
Activities and
Disturbances
Project access,
staging, laydown
Clearing, grubbing
and removal of
vegetation and soil
Construction noise
and lights
Trenches for utility
installation
Increase in human
presence
(construction
personnel)
Increased Traffic

Change in
Vegetation and
Habitat Loss

Change in Wildlife
Movement

Increase
Disturbance to
Wildlife

Change in
Mortality

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

CHANGE IN HABITAT AND WILDLIFE MOVEMENTS
Black Bear and Grizzly Bear
The conditions present within the project area do not represent high value habitat or movement corridors
for bears in the area, especially with the WildSmart mitigation measures that have been implemented in
the footprint. Bears do frequent the neighbourhood each year as they move along the valley. Indirect
habitat changes from sensory disturbance and increased human disturbance associated with all aspects of
construction may lead to bears avoiding the area which may push them away from the immediate vicinity
to other high-use human areas, such as the AltaLink right-of-way or the surrounding neighbourhoods.
Conversely, it also may push them into the surrounding habitat patch and wildlife corridors. From review
of available data, the history of construction in the Peaks of Grassi and on-going assessments of the area, it
is predicted that the wildlife will adapt to the construction noise (Hojnowski and Brashares 2017).
Cougar
Cougars are not observed regularly in the lower parts of the valley and tend to avoid areas of high human
use. Although they have been sighted within lower elevation positions, they appear to prefer habitat away
from human influences. Cougars are solitary ambush hunters with a specific prey selection and require
adequate cover to hunt. Additionally, the habitat conditions present in the project area are found not to be
favorable habitat or movement corridors for cougar because of the high human traffic, presence of dogs
(pets) and lack of understory. It is unlikely that cougars will be directly affected by the proposed project
through habitat loss. Cumulative impacts on this species may be felt through multiple developments
throughout the area.
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If they are already habituated to the high human use in the area, the additional homes in the project area
would have a low impact.
Elk
The removal of all the seeded graminoid vegetation to prepare the project area for grading and infill, then
later for the construction of the residential housing units will result in a direct loss of seasonal forage
habitat for elk within the LSA; however, considering the relatively small project area and the existing lowvalue habitat, this effect, albeit negative, are considered to be low. Within the vicinity of the proposed
project, higher value forage areas, in significantly greater abundance, are available for elk, and the area that
will be lost within the project area represent a very small portion of the available habitat for elk in the
immediately surrounding area.
Indirect habitat changes from sensory disturbance and increased human disturbance associated with all
aspects of construction will likely lead to elk avoiding the immediate area. This effective, albeit negative, is
considered to be of negligible to low magnitude, considering the abundant and readily-available forage and
movement habitat that is present in the surrounding area (i.e. wildlife corridors, habitat patches, AltaLink
right-of-way).

CHANGE IN MORTALITY RISK
Black Bear and Grizzly Bear
Vehicle-related mortality risks may increase slightly with construction traffic and added human use during
the construction phase of the proposed project. Open excavations required for deep utility installation may
trap, harm, or even kill animals if appropriate mitigation measures are not in place and/or they are not
prevented from accessing the project area.
Cougar
There is very low likelihood that the mortality risk to cougars during the construction phase will be
affected. Their reported presence at lower elevations is minimal, and the already high human use would
mean cougars already largely avoid the area. Cougars that are located within the vicinity of the proposed
project are likely to predominantly frequent the surrounding wildlife corridors and wildlife patches,
generally avoiding areas with high levels of human activity/development. If cougars are observed in the
LSA during construction, the construction noise generated and concentrated human activity will likely
cause them to actively avoid the project area. Due to their well understood aversion to human activity, they
will likely remain within the wildlife corridors avoiding the majority of construction-related mortality
concerns.
Elk
Vehicle-related mortality risks may increase slightly with construction traffic and added human use during
the construction phase of the proposed project. Increased mortality from predation by large carnivores may
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also result from the displacement of elk back into the adjacent wildlife corridors and wildlife patches,
minimally increasing the probability of a predator/prey encounter. Open excavations required for deep
utility installation may trap, harm, or even kill animals if appropriate mitigation measures are not in place
and/or they are not prevented from accessing the project area. Some construction-related chemicals if
ingested could cause mortality. For example, some animals will consume antifreeze, due to its sweet taste
(McCallum and Paquet, 1993).
Table 5. Predicted effects on VECs during the construction phase of the proposed project, pre-mitigation.
Parameter

Change/Loss
in Habitat

Change in
Wildlife
Movement

Change in
Mortality

7.4

Black Bear

Grizzly Bear

Cougar

Elk

Direction
Geographic
Extent
Duration

Negative

Negative

Negative

Negative

Project area

Project area

Project area

Project area

Long-Term

Long-Term

Long-Term

Long-Term

Frequency

Isolated

Isolated

Isolated

Isolated

Magnitude

Low

Low

Low

Low

Permanence

Irreversible

Irreversible

Irreversible

Irreversible

Direction
Geographic
Extent
Duration

Negative
Local Study Area
Short-term

Negative
Local Study
Area
Short-term

Negative
Local Study
Area
Short-term

Negative
Local Study
Area
Short-term

Frequency

Continuous

Continuous

Continuous

Continuous

Magnitude

Low

Low

Low

Low

Permanence

Reversible

Reversible

Reversible

Reversible

Direction
Geographic
Extent
Duration

Negative
Local Study Area
Long-term

Negative
Local Study
Area
Long-term

Negative
Local Study
Area
Long-term

Negative
Local Study
Area
Long-term

Frequency

Isolated

Isolated

Isolated

Isolated

Magnitude

Low

Low

Low

Low

Permanence

Reversible

Reversible

Reversible

Reversible

POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS – OPERATIONAL PHASE

The operational phase of the proposed project refers to the living-in, maintenance, and typical residential
human use that accompanies such developments after the construction phase. For the purpose of this EIS,
potential effects that are associated with the operational phase of this proposed project include:
•

Additional vehicular traffic and parking

•

Added amenity spaces and usage (i.e. parks, picnic areas, private balconies)

•

Increased adjacent land use (i.e. increased foot/bike traffic in surrounding area, including
unsanctioned trails)
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According to the baseline information summarized in Sections 4 and 5, and our understanding of the
operation, maintenance, and human use that is expected to occur in the operational phase of the project,
the potential effects to the selected VECs for this project may include:
•

Change in habitat

•

Change in wildlife movement

•

Change in mortality risk

The potential effects of the operational activities on the area are summarized in Table 6. In the following
section these effects are discussed in more detail for the selected VECs, which are then summarized in
Table 7.
Table 6. Potential Environmental effects based on the Operational (post construction) activities of the
proposed Peaks Landing Development
Operational (Buildout) Phase
Increased Residents
and human activity in
the area
Disturbance through
residential activity
noise and lights
Increase residential
garbage left outside
Increased traffic
Ornamental
landscaping

Change in
Vegetation and
Habitat Loss

Change in Wildlife
Movement

Increase
Disturbance to
Wildlife

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Change in
Mortality

X

X

CHANGE IN HABITAT AND MOVEMENTS
Black Bear and Grizzly Bear
The conditions present within the project area for habitat or movement are considered to be low for bear,
especially following the removal of the once-abundant buffalo berry by the Applicant. What little use this
area provides for bear will be permanently lost, however the magnitude of this is expected to be low,
especially considering the vast and abundant habitat and movement potential that is provided in the
surrounding wildlife corridors and habitat patch.
Cougar
Cougars in the Bow Valley have been reported to favour wildlife corridors as opposed to areas with high
human use. However, according to more recent monitoring data, animals are appearing at lower elevations
near human development (Garrow and Everett, 2013). In a recent article published regarding cougar
numbers and incidents, Brisbane (2015) noted that when cougar conflicts are reported, neighbourhoods
adjacent to the wildlife corridors see the highest number of incidents. This suggests that cougars are not
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always actively avoiding human use areas. However, some of these incidents are likely attributed to dogs on
and off-leash in areas where development interfaces with natural areas and existing habitat for this species.
Based on the relatively small area that the project area encompasses, the limited cover, the already high
human use of the area, and the abundant wildlife corridors and habitat patches surrounding the proposed
project, it is unlikely that the area of disturbance represents any habitat of value for this large carnivore. On
the contrary, the establishment of the proposed development may serve to reduce the potential for humancougar conflicts in the area as the disturbance, vegetation removal, and increased human activity may
influence any resident cougars to utilize the corridors and habitat patches instead of within the middle of
residential neighbourhoods.
Elk
The removal of a significant percentage of the existing grassy area comprising the project area and use of
non-palatable vegetation in the proposed development post-construction condition may lead to
displacement of elk to other areas that retain a seeded grass condition similar to the pre-construction
project area.
Indirect habitat changes from sensory disturbance associated from the increased human density located
within the project area may also cause elk to avoid other portions of similar seasonal forage habitat in LSA.
However, the impact of this is expected to be minimal due to the relatively small nature of this
development and the already densely-populated area. Over time, the local elk population, which is already
considered to be human-habituated, are expected to habituate to the presence of the additional residents
and associated infrastructure, particularly in consideration of existing developments and associated
infrastructure in close proximity to the proposed development.

CHANGE IN MORTALITY RISK
Black Bear and Grizzly Bear
Increased vehicular traffic associated with the increased human use of the area during the operational phase
of the project increases the potential for vehicular-related mortalities. The added human use may also lead
to an increased potential for human-wildlife interactions with bears, both through increased foot traffic,
pets, and presence of anthropogenic attractants (i.e. barbeques).
Cougar
Although cougar use of the area is expected to be low, the increased local traffic that goes with residential
developments may pose a risk to vehicle-related mortalities to any cougars that may use the area. In
addition, the increased human use (and their pets) may lead to an increased potential for human-cougar
interactions, although the added human use is expected to be minimal to the current level of human use in
and around the Peaks of Grassi neighbourhood.
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Elk
Mortality risks for elk that come with residential developments are associated with the inability to use
important winter/early-spring forage area due to potential human use induced displacement from the
project area. In the case of the proposed project, however, the area of land that is to be developed is both
relatively small and of low-value to elk and other ungulates, especially considering the higher value habitat
immediately surrounding the proposed development. With the added housing, increased traffic could pose
an increased risk for wildlife-vehicle interactions.
Overall, based on the existing high human use in the Peaks of Grassi area, the resident elk populations are
already habituated to the disturbances that come with residential human use, so any risks associated with
the increased traffic and human use are expected to be minimal.

Table 7. Predicted effects on VECs during the operational phase of the proposed project, pre-mitigation.
Parameter

Change in
Habitat

Change in
Wildlife
Movement

Change in
Mortality

34

Black Bear

Grizzly Bear

Cougar

Elk

Negative

Negative
Project Area

Negative
Project Area

Negative
Project Area

Direction
Geographic
Extent
Duration

Project Area
Long-term

Long-term

Long-term

Long-term

Frequency

Continuous

Continuous

Continuous

Continuous

Magnitude

Low

Permanence

Irreversible

Low
Irreversible

Low
Irreversible

Low
Irreversible

Direction
Geographic
Extent
Duration

Negative
Local Study
Area
Long-term

Negative
Local Study
Area
Long-term

Negative
Local Study
Area
Long-term

Negative
Local Study
Area
Long-term

Frequency

Continuous

Continuous

Continuous

Continuous

Magnitude
Permanence

Low
Irreversible

Low
Irreversible

Low
Irreversible

Low
Irreversible

Direction
Geographic
Extent
Duration

Negative
Local Study
Area
Long-term

Negative
Local Study
Area
Long-term

Negative
Local Study
Area
Long-term

Negative
Local Study
Area
Long-term

Frequency

Occasional

Occasional

Occasional

Occasional

Magnitude

Low

Low

Low

Low

Permanence

Irreversible

Irreversible

Irreversible

Irreversible
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ENVIRONMENTAL MITIGATION MEASURES
8.1

ENVIRONMENTAL MITIGATIONS APPLIED FROM LOCAL GUIDELINES

BCEAG 2012
The 2012 BCEAG have been followed when applying mitigations for this proposed development. Peaks
Landing will meet the following applicable recommendations from the 2012 BCEAG document:
•
•

•

Use the “Step-wise Approach”:
o Linear development to eliminate wildlife cul-de-sacs.
20 m buffer for residential properties from wildlife habitat and corridor areas:
o A two-rail fence will be installed near the QLLHP boundary at the west end of Lawrence
Grassi Ridge on an elevated 1 m high berm, in cooperation with all applicable landowners
(Peaks Landing, the Town, AltaLink, and Alberta Environment and Parks (AEP)). This
fencing will effectively create a 20 m buffer from the most westerly homes in Peaks Landing.
Install information signs to help reduce residents and visitors’ human/wildlife conflicts:
o Signs will be installed on the elevated two-rail fencing, near the QLLHP boundary:
locations and wording to be confirmed with the Town and AEP.

Recommendations from the Alberta Government, Town of Canmore, Town Banff. 2018. Human-Wildlife
Co-existence, Recommendations for Improving Human-Wildlife Coexistence in the Bow Valley.
o

o
o

o

Are already being implemented by the Province of Alberta. Just recently AEP installed at
least three different signs at the point where trails commonly used by hikers, bikers and
dogs enter into TSAVC (see Appendix A – Photos 13-15).
Retain forest (after FireSmart mitigations) as screening.
Landscaping shall be in accordance with FireSmart and WildSmart principles, including the
use of fire-resistance species, and non-combustible surface cover and shall consist of plant
materials that are indigenous to the area and less palatable to wildlife.
The natural area outside the construction envelope, including natural contours, terrain and
forest, will remain. This is with the exception of the (eastern parcel) where minimal
clearing outside the construction envelope may be required to meet engineering standards
for overland drainage. In the eastern parcel there will be the 49 m treed buffer to the north
of the lots.

WILDLIFE HUMAN INTERACTION PROTECTION
The Three Sisters Mountain Village Wildlife Human Interaction Protection Plan (WHIPP) was provided to
Alberta Sustainable Resource Development (2004). This EIS for the Peaks Landing includes specific
mitigations that were identified in the WHIPP, and are designed to reduce human/wildlife conflict. The
following mitigations (discussed in the WHIPP) are being implemented in the development to reduce the
human/wildlife conflict:
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A detailed landscaping plan shall be submitted with development permit applications for initial
construction of dwelling units and shall be in accordance with FireSmart and WildSmart principles,
including the use of fire-resistance species, non-combustible surface cover, and shall consist of plant
materials that are indigenous to the area and less attractive to wildlife.
• Street lighting will remain the same, following the Town of Canmore guidelines.
• Homeowners will be encouraged to use focused, downcast lighting and to avoid use of powerful
security lights, up-lighting or aesthetic lighting that highlights or washes walls or other
architectural features.
• The development will be a ‘hard edge’ to deter the cul-de-sac effect (i.e. wildlife entering into the
existing neighbourhood, finding themselves in a high human use area).
• The landscaping will be non-palatable vegetation to create avian habitat but discourage ungulates
and bears from feeding in the project area.
• Homeowners will be advised of the negative effects of fencing on wildlife (i.e. trapping wildlife in
yards due to fencing), including negative encounters with wildlife.
• Homeowners will be encouraged to plant native vegetation as an alternative to fencing as a means
of providing a privacy buffer.
• Homeowners may use privacy fencing if it is fully enclosed with a latched, automatically closing
gate and covers only a limited portion of the lot near the back of their homes, outside of the 2.5 m
buffer. This is essentially rear patio areas with barriers to keep dogs and children contained and
wildlife out.
• Include educational signage and fencing as a natural barrier to discourage human access to the
wildlife areas.
The Construction Management Plan recommendations in WHIPP will be implemented including reporting
carnivore sightings, staying within the construction zone, containing all waste and no pets on site during
construction.
•

FLOOD RISK IN THE PROJECT AREA
BGC Engineering Inc. (BGC) was retained by Hillcroft Developments Ltd. (Hillcroft) to coordinate the
design of a surface water diversion wall for a proposed development at Stones Canyon Creek fan. The report
(2016) documented two proposed diversion wall designs and the associated assessments that were
completed. The BGC report (2016) identified that a 100 to 300-year return period debris flow could reach
the existing and proposed development as overland flooding with shallow (<0.5 m) flow depths and low (<1
m/s) flow velocities in those extreme events. However, debris-flow events less than the 100-year return
period are not expected to impact the development.
As a result, a diversion berm was proposed by the Town of Canmore to deflect shallow overland flow from
Stones Canyon Creek away from the existing and proposed development and into undeveloped land to the
north.
The following mitigations to reduce the potential impacts of flooding on the proposed and existing
development are:
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Ensuring that current and future development in the Peaks of Grassi is protected through the
development of a surface water diversion berm. Considering the report and recommendation by
BGC (2016) this wall should accommodate a 100 to 300-year flood event as recommended in the
report by BGC (2016). The Town’s preference to have a maximum height of 1 m for the berm as
not to interfere with wildlife (BGC 2016).

•

Following the Stormwater Movement Guidelines for the Province of Alberta (AEP 1999).

Single stormwater management techniques cannot be recommended and in many scenarios a combination
of techniques is required to ensure flood measures and other competing measures, such as wildlife
interference, are met (AEP 1999).
MITIGATION MEASURES – CONSTRUCTION PHASE
A comprehensive Construction Management Plan (CMP) has been prepared to mitigate potential hazardous
construction site conditions that could affect site workers, and wildlife that may enter the site after daily
closures. The CMP will be reviewed by the Town of Canmore prior to the commencement of vegetation
clearing and construction. The CMP includes mitigation measures to protect against dangers from falling in
excavated areas such as trenches and a strict reporting and remediation protocol in the event of fluid spills
including fuels and antifreeze.
•
•
•
•

Report carnivore sightings, staying within the construction zone, containing all waste and no pets
on site during construction.
Soil stripping be minimized to the construction envelope only. Native vegetation left in place
wherever possible with the exception of the WildSmart and FirsSmart mitigation measures.
Topsoil should be stripped and stored for reapplication in areas to be landscaped (where storage
space is available).
Topsoil reapplication should be applied during the first growing season to minimize soil loss and
weed invasion.

NATURAL VEGETATION AND WEED CONTROL
During construction and following completion, the following mitigations are recommended:
•
•
•
•
•
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The Town of Canmore land use bylaws emphasizes retaining and planting native vegetation.
The Town of Canmore weed bylaw will be required to be followed, i.e. noxious weeds must be
controlled and prohibited noxious weeds eradicated.
It is recommended that newly disturbed areas be monitored for weeds and weeds be hand pulled or
mowed to prevent weed seeds and allow for native species to become established.
It is recommended that the Town of Canmore list of noxious and prohibited noxious weed species
be provided to the new home builders and owners.
The most effective weed control is to minimize cleared areas. Only the construction envelope will
be cleared.
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Submission of a landscape plan with the development permit application should help to avoid the
use of fruiting trees or shrubs in landscaping activities and promote the consistent adherence to the
WildSmart mitigations/guidelines for the Town of Canmore.
Corvidae recommends that any cleared areas be re-naturalized with wild grass seed mixes and
planted with native, non-invasive, species prior to or during the first growing season after clearing.

WILDLIFE
Mitigation measures are outlined here for all wildlife potentially utilizing Peaks Landing and the
surrounding buffer:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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If work activities occur within the sensitive wildlife timing periods identified below, conduct
wildlife surveys of the areas of interest and associated buffers immediately prior to initiating work
activities. If nests or other sensitive features are located, buffers will be established in which no or
limited work activity can occur. These buffers will remain in place until the event has passed (e.g.
until the birds in a nest have fledged) and should be expected to result in work delays. Vegetation
clearing will be done outside of the following sensitive wildlife periods:
o Elk calving activity from May 1 to June 30
o Bird breeding window from April 15 to August 30
All trees will be inspected for nests before being limbed or removed if in the breeding bird window.
Conduct vegetation clearing and construction operations in daylight hours only to minimize the
impact on wildlife in the area during dawn and dusk.
Clearly identify the construction envelope on each lot prior to vegetation removal for individual
home construction.
Clearly mark the Peaks Landing area boundary and construction envelope to reduce potential for
construction workers from disturbing areas outside of the construction envelope.
If large carnivores, bears, or aggressive elk or deer are observed within the work area, work will
pause until the wildlife event has passed.
Contractors must report any observations of large carnivores or aggressive wildlife to the developer.
During all construction operations workers should remove litter from the site and store food,
garbage and other wildlife attractants in vehicles. No wildlife attractants should be left on site. This
will help ensure that the probability of negative wildlife/human/vehicle interactions does not
increase.
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Figure 5. Example of two rail fencing.

Figure 6. Potential sign and fence locations, to be determined in collaboration with AEP, AltaLink and the
Town of Canmore.

As listed in Section 2.2 of this document, the spirit and intent of BCEAG (1999 and 2012) recommendations
are being followed even though the Peaks of Grassi and Peaks Landing development within it is exempt
from those guidelines.
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MITIGATION MEASURES – OPERATIONAL PHASE

Mitigation measures designed to minimize the potential and magnitude of effects on wildlife/VECs
associated with the operational phase of the proposed project are:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Encourage designated trail use and respect of the temporary trail closures during critical forage and
movement periods.
Encourage conformance with existing municipal and provincial regulations associated with the use
of the TSAVC and TAVC corridor(s) (i.e. off-leash dogs). This will be done by providing
information to new home owners on the accessible and non-accessible areas.
Encourage the use of the nearby Quarry Lake off-leash dog area.
Encourage a culture of WildSmart behavior (e.g. placing wildlife smart educational material in
public use areas of the development).
Continued removal of buffalo berry shrubs and other environmental attractants.
Development a ‘hard edge’ linear disturbance to deter the cul-de-sac effect (deterring wildlife from
entering into the existing neighbourhood, finding themselves in a high human use area).
Plant entirely non-palatable, native vegetation when reclaiming yards around the homes.

HUMAN DETERRENTS INTO SENSITIVE WILDLIFE AREAS
•
•
•

As previously noted, fencing and signage on the 1 m high berm are designed to be a highly
prominent and visible deterrent to humans from entering this area.
AEP has already started erecting signs at locations where existing trails head into the Wildlife
Corridor (see Appendix A – Photos 13-15).
The Applicant understands that enforcement of these trail closures will follow, which should have a
very positive impact on the wildlife in the corridors following the decreased use by humans and
their dogs.

EDUCATION
•

•
•
•

The landowners of Peaks Landing are committed to providing the new homeowners with a
pamphlet that provides information on avoiding habitat patches and wildlife corridors, planting
native/non-palatable vegetation, and the other mitigations listed in this document.
Advise homeowners of the negative effects of fencing on wildlife (i.e. trapping wildlife in yards due
to fencing), including negative encounters with wildlife.
Encourage homeowners to plant native vegetation as an alternative to fencing as a means of
providing a privacy buffer.
Homeowners may use privacy fencing if it is fully enclosed with a latched, automatically closing
gate and covers only a limited portion of the lot near the back of their homes.

To mitigate for the existing use of the QLLHP, TSAVC and TAVC, Corvidae recommends more information
and education for residents of Canmore in alignment with the Human Use Management Review Committee
recommendations.
All of the new signage by AEP and the Applicant, plus education by the Town and province, followed by
AEP enforcement, should go a long way towards changing the behaviours of residents and visitors. It
should be noted that for the new residents of Peaks Landing, the normal attitude will be that no one enters
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the wildlife corridors, except on designated trails. They won’t have to change their behaviour, because they
will understand from the time they move into the neighbourhood that compliance with the rules greatly
benefits the wildlife.
In addition, the elimination of palatable vegetation in the AltaLink right-of-way, Peaks of Grassi
neighbourhood and Quarry Lake is recommended to help keep large ungulates and carnivores out of these
high human use areas.
The recent initiatives and implementation of clearing of food and fuel sources in residential areas in
Canmore has reduced wildlife foraging habitat, hiding cover and areas for safe movement in
neighbourhoods. The wildlife corridors and habitat patches are designed to provide habitat security for
wildlife to support foraging, cover and safe movement (AB Government, et al, 2018). During the public
consultation process for the Human Use Management Review (Town of Canmore 2015), the highest
ranking input from residents was the installation of signs to notify people of wildlife corridors and go/no-go
areas. As previously noted, this is currently occurring in the TSAVC, with signs being erected by Alberta
Environment and Parks, as shown in Appendix A – Photos 13 to 15.
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Table 8. Summary of potential environmental effects based on pre and post mitigation measures.

Change in the plant
community

High

Reclaim site with non-attractant
vegetation (Town of Canmore
urban environment)
Monitor Restoration Success

High

Project area, Longterm change,
Irreversible

Recommended
Additional
Mitigation, Studies,
or Monitoring
Monitor Use of
Reclaimed Landscape
by wildlife

Introduction or the spread
of invasive species

Medium

Develop Weed Management Plan
for construction and for future
maintenance during operations
(build-out). Meet requirement of
Alberta Weed Control Regulation
(2016)
Monitoring Plan for Weeds during
Construction

Low

Duration of
construction, Local,
Reversible

Monitor Use of
Reclaimed Landscape
for Invasive

Planting of ornamentals
and fruit bearing trees for
landscaping purposes

Medium

Plant native vegetation and follow
mitigation measures outlined in
the Construction Management
Plan, this report and WildSmart

Low

Duration of
construction and
operational phases,
Local, Reversible

Monitor
neighbourhood for
WildSmart
compliance

Loss of habitat

Low

Low

Project area, Longterm change,
Irreversible

None

Wildlife habitat avoidance
or abandonment

Medium

Minimize the amount of habitat
cleared and revegetate with
native plants from the area.
Preserve 0.86 ha of the project
area for green space, plus the
green area buffers outside of the
construction envelope.
Minimize the amount of habitat
cleared, minimize work outside of
sensitive wildlife windows. The
area is already showing less

Low

Several months in
duration,
Irreversible, Local
effects.

None

Discipline
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Environmental
Consequence
Pre-Mitigated
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Environmental
Consequence
Post Mitigation

Details

wildlife activity following the
attractant and FireSmart thinning.

Recommended
Additional
Mitigation, Studies,
or Monitoring

Direct and indirect wildlife
mortality

Low

Following mitigation measures
outlined in Section 8 and the
Construction Management Plan.

Low

Duration of
construction and
operational phases,
local, irreversible.

See Section 8.

Noise

Medium

Noise Monitoring & Abatement
for Construction Work hours
limited to daylight hours, avoiding
work during dawn and dusk,
following the Town of Canmore
Land Use Bylaw. The project is
located in an active residential
neighbourhood. The current
baseline of noise is attributable to
the daily movement of cars,
school buses, snow plows,
garbage trucks using hydraulic
systems to empty bear proof
garbage and recycling bins,
delivery trucks in the area.

Medium

Duration of
construction,
Reversible, local
effects.

None

Wildlife movement is significantly
more active at dawn and dusk.
Construction activities are only
allowed during day light hours and
regulated by the Town’s noise
bylaw regulations.
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Environmental
Consequence
Pre-Mitigated
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Environmental
Consequence
Post Mitigation

Details

Garbage

High

Follow mitigation measures
outline in the Construction
Management Plan. Provide
wildlife proof garbage bins on site.
Keep the construction site and
surrounding area free of garbage
and chemical.

Low

Duration of
construction and
operational phases,
Local, Reversible

Increased human
occurrence

High

Following construction activities
personnel will not be onsite, only
residences and guests of the
community. Signage, education
and enforcement should
substantially reduce the number
of people and dogs accessing the
Wildlife Corridor and Habitat
Patch

Low

Duration of
construction, local,
reversible.
Operational,
following
construction, local,
irreversible. 9%
increase in the
neighbourhood.
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RESIDUAL ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS

CHANGE IN HABITAT AND MOVEMENT
Although there will be a permanent loss of seasonal habitat for some of the elements evaluated, the overall
area and habitat value to the VECs are considered to be low. After effective implementation of the proposed
mitigation measures, the environmental consequence on wildlife movement and use will be low, since most
wildlife species appear to habituate (or are already habituated) to adjacent human development and
corridor use after previous developments have occurred within the LSA. Overall, the existing project area
does not represent high value or critical habitat for any of the VECs, nor does it serve as a critical
movement corridor, especially when compared to the abundant wildlife corridors and habitat patches
immediately surrounding the LSA. If anything, the development of these areas may push wildlife use and
movement into these corridors and habitat patches, thereby reducing the potential for human-wildlife
conflict within the LSA.
CHANGE IN MORTALITY
The minimal increase of vehicular traffic poses a low increase in risk to the mortality of wildlife species
using the area surrounding the Peaks of Grassi neighbourhood. These risks are best mitigated through
measures already in place (i.e. speed limits, WildSmart), and should be continued. The use of public
education to provide new homeowners with information on avoiding habitat patches and wildlife corridors,
planting native/non-palatable vegetation, and minimizing other unnatural, anthropogenic attractants from
their properties is a critical tool for minimize the potential for human-wildlife interactions. With the
successful and ongoing implementation of the recommended mitigation measures, it is not expected that
the construction and operational phases of the proposed project will result in an increase to the mortality
risk to wildlife.
UNCERTAINTY
Based on the number of site inspections during the last four years, the lengthy periods over which wildlife
has been studied and professionally reported, and the abundance of applicable publications and reports
on wildlife and their interactions with humans, there is a moderately high level of confidence in the
certainty of the predicted environmental impacts and mitigation measures in this report.
However, for the purposes of review, we have determined three primary uncertainties exist when assessing
the potential residual impacts on a development: uncertainty in describing potential effects, uncertainty
regarding the mitigation measures proposed and the uncertainty on whether the local residents will adhere
to the signage and education information provided.
First, there is the potential for uncertainty in determining the potential impacts of a project on certain
species groups depending on their habituation and potential reaction to specific projects. In some cases,
known impacts from one species or species group must be extrapolated to provide an assessment of the
potential impacts on another species or species group. However, in this case, there is data and local
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knowledge of the VEC's, resulting in a moderately high level of confidence in the assessment of the
potential effects on the VEC’s.
Secondly, there may be uncertainty associated with the proposed mitigation measures for the project.
While many mitigation measures have been utilized on developments in the local area, there is a lack of
reporting and data available on the effectiveness of the measures. While Corvidae has experience utilizing
the recommended mitigation measures, there is a small risk that mitigation measures will be less effective
than anticipated, or for the measures to potentially have unexpected impacts on other aspects of the
environment. These uncertainties are alleviated by construction and post-construction monitoring where
appropriate, and by implementation of contingency plans and adaptive management.
Lastly, will the local residents follow the signage and absorb the education to stay on main trails, not leave
attractants in yards, plant non-palatable vegetation, etc? We assume they will, however there is
uncertainty due to human nature and willingness to follow new information and use patterns in a natural
area. The AEP will monitor the areas under their jurisdiction for compliance, primarily for human use of
non-designated trails. The Town will also monitor for compliance with applicable by-laws and
recommendations during servicing and construction.

10

CUMULATIVE EFFECTS

The Human Wildlife Co-Existence document shows that the permanent population in Canmore was 13,992
in 2016 (AB Government, et al, 2018). To relate this to the proposed project and the Peaks of Grassi
neighbourhood, the documented 750 residents in the Peaks of Grassi make up 5% of the Town of Canmore
population (Town of Canmore 2014). The addition of approximately 68 people living in the proposed
project will result in a 0.5% increase in population in Canmore. This project is considered a local impact
due to the minimal increase in population in an existing neighbourhood, with existing access and
infrastructure; and there is no development within the wildlife designated areas. For those reasons a
cumulative effects assessment of a Regional Study Area (the Bow Valley) was not required.
With implementation of the mitigations provided in this document, the cumulative effects are considered
minimal. The available data and studies have shown that wildlife adjust to the construction noise, in
addition to the existing noise in the neighbourhood. The objective of the AEP and BCEAG to establish hard
edges, keeping wildlife out of the Peaks of Grassi neighbourhood and in the wildlife corridor and habitat
patch will have an overall positive effect on reducing human wildlife conflicts in the LSA.
Any impacts caused by the small population increase will be low and partially offset by the collective
mitigation efforts by AEP, the Town of Canmore and the Applicant, primarily by educating the new and
existing Peaks of Grassi residents about the need to stay out of the wildlife corridors and habitat patch. This
can be accomplished by a coordinated approach involving delivery of educational pamphlets to the new
residents, and signage on non-designated trails and potential enforcement action.
In the LSA, with the exception of the project area, all of the residential areas have been built out, i.e. every
lot has been built on. There is no planned change to the AltaLink right-of-way, with the exception of
regular clearing of shrubs and other palatable vegetation. The habitat patch and wildlife corridors will
remain un-developed, as a conservation area.
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Cumulatively, sustainable development has also been considered for proposed development in the area, in
response to expressed interest by the Town of Canmore and its residents. Based on the current situation and
the scope of our expertise with the environment, development in an area that is already disturbed is
preferred over development in an area that has seen little or no development. Higher density housing on
the same footprint is better than lower density as it decreases the urban sprawl and the loss of habitat.

11

CONCLUSION

From this assessment, it has been determined that the proposed development of Peaks Landing is
considered low in impact and magnitude (scale) to wildlife in the area due to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

the project sites are relatively small scale and within an existing neighbourhood,
the area already having high human use,
no additional infrastructure (roads, utility infrastructure or utility disturbances) being added,
overall low value habitat within the project area,
the project using an existing road located to the front (south) of all the lots,
a naturally-vegetated buffer to remain at the back of the lots between the project area and the
AltaLink right-of-way. This will act as a physical and visual buffer, and will blend with the existing
buffer north of the existing homes on the edge of the AltaLink right-of-way. Again, for the
purposes of this statement, “naturally-vegetated” will refer to the existing vegetation following the
implementation of FireSmart thinning and fuel removal.

There will be loss of habitat for small mammals, bears and ungulates that favour the area, albeit minimal
and of low value. Due to the on-going closures and relocation of bears from the neighbouring right-of-way
and residential properties being located directly adjacent to the project area, it is considered a high risk for
bears to feed and travel through. The development of these areas within an existing residential area may
serve to keep wildlife from using these areas and keep them to the surrounding wildlife corridors and
habitat patches.
Bears, rutting elk, and cougar in the project area present a potential safety hazard for human-wildlife
conflicts. The addition of the infill development has potential to deter wildlife from using the project area
and keep the wildlife to the adjacent wildlife movement corridors and habitat patch. This scenario could
reduce the existing safety hazards of human-wildlife conflict.
The project area does not extend to the QLLHP, TSAVC, nor TAVC. The new development, especially after
construction is complete and mitigations are followed, has low potential to directly impact wildlife activity
in these corridors and the habitat patch. The increasing human-related activity by cyclists, off-leash dogs,
and hikers in the conservation areas is the main cause for the negative impacts to the wildlife.
In recognition of this increasing problem, AEP and the Town of Canmore have already started to install
signage on all non-designated trails where they enter the Bow Valley Wildlands Park area identified as the
South Canmore Wildlife Corridor. They are also delivering information handouts to all residents in the
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Peaks of Grassi, wherein it is noted that violators will be subject to enforcement action. Peaks Landing will
reinforce this awareness program with signage along the new berm and educational literature for its new
residents. Together these coordinated efforts will help reduce human-wildlife conflicts and give animals
the space they need to move through the corridors to maintain healthy, connected wildlife populations.

12

QUALIFIED ENVIRONMENTAL PROFESSIONALS

Corvidae trusts that this report satisfies your present requirements. Should you have any questions or
comments, please contact our office at your convenience.

Corvidae Environmental Consulting Inc.

Prepared By:

Bryan Lukeman, P.Biol. B.Sc.

Julie Budgen, P.Biol. B.Sc.

Environmental Specialist

Environmental Planner

bryanl@corvid.pro

julieb@corvid.pro
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APPENDIX A – SITE PHOTOGRAPHS
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Photo 1. East Parcel viewing west. September 18, 2018.

Photo 2. Photograph showing typical view of FireSmart thinning that was completed throughout the
project area; middle parcel viewing west. September 18, 2018.
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Photo 3. West parcel along the west boundary viewing north showing start of heavily used pedestrian trail
through the project area (to be removed and replaced with a trail further west (see Figure
3). September 18, 2018.

Photo 4. Viewing east from where Lawrence Grassi Ridge and Wilson Way meet. September 18, 2018.
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Photo 5. Viewing west from AltaLink right-of-way at the back of the project area. September 18, 2018.

Photo 6. Viewing east from AltaLink right-of-way at the back of the project area. September 18, 2018.
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Photo 7. Wet area (viewing south) on the AltaLink right-of-way and constructed stormwater swale that
conveys stormwater from the Peaks of Grassi neighborhood. September 18, 2018.

Photo 8. North view of stormwater detention pond from the drainage swale. September 18, 2018.
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Photo 9. Viewing west along the downstream drainage of the stormwater detention pond shown in
Photographs 7 and 8; drainage was dry at the time of assessment. September 18, 2018.

Photo 10. Constructed stormwater drainage area at the northeast of the LSA, which conveys overland flow
from the AltaLink right-of-way north to a small wet area. Viewing west. September 18,
2018.
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Photo 11. Viewing downstream (east) from the drainage culvert shown in the previous photograph, 490 m
from NW corner of middle parcel, north of the AltaLink right-of-way. September 18, 2018.

Photo 12. Small, wet area in a wooded area at the northeast boundary of the LSA, 500 m from NW corner
of middle parcel, north of the AltaLink right-of-way. September 18, 2018.
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Photo 13. Current signage from AEP for human use deterrence in wildlife management corridors.
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Photo 14. Current signage from AEP for human use deterrence in wildlife management corridors.

Photo 15. Current signage from AEP for human use deterrence in wildlife management corridors.
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Photo 16. Recent pamphlet provided to Peaks of Grassi owners by AEP
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APPENDIX B – NOISE LEVELS AND THEIR EFFECTS
Table B-1: Noise Level Effects

(Source: https://www.chem.purdue.edu/chemsafety/Training/PPETrain/dblevels.htm)
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Table B-2: Noise Impacts of Construction
Sourced from: EIA for Residential cum Passive Recreational Development within REC Zone and R(C) Zone
at Various Lots in DD 104, Appendix 4-4A Calculation of Construction Noise Impact Assessment (Mitigated
Scenario with QPMEs, Movable Noise Barriers and Fixed Temporary Noise Barriers) Yuen Long, N. 2014:
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Appendix 4-4A-1 Plant Inventory and Calculated SWLs for Northern Portion of Project Site (Mitigated with QPMEs,
Movable Noise Barriers and Temp. Fixed Noise Barriers)
PMEs Inventory - Mitigated (with QPMEs, Movable Noise Barriers and Fixed Noise Barriers)

Construction
Activity

(A)
Site Formation,
Filling and
Excavation

Sub. Work Group

A1

A2

Excavation and
Filling

Powered Mechanical
Equipment

Reference

Air Compressor

CNP001

Excavator, wheeled/tracked

KATO model HD820V
(EPD-01233)

Generator, super silenced

CNP103

Dump Truck (5.5 tonne <
Gross vehicle weight <= 38
tonne)

EPD *

SWL per
unit

100

Total,
SWL

Qty

4

106

6

107

Total
SWL,
dB(A)

115

Ground
Compression

(B)
Construction of
Underground
Services and
Utilities

B1

B2

Movable noise barrier

-5

102

Movable noise barrier

-10

93

105

6

113

Fixed Temp. Noise Barrier

-5

108

2

118

Movable noise barrier and
Installation of
commercially made sound
proof hammer bracket # &
##

-10

108

115

99

Roller, vibratory

SAKAI model SW250-1
(EPD-00509)

95
102

1

99

8

104

Highest SWL
of Each
Construction
Activity, dB(A)
@

Movable noise barrier

-5

94

Fixed Temp. Noise Barrier

-5

99

109

107

8

111

Fixed Temp. Noise Barrier

-5

106

1

115

Movable noise barrier and
Installation of
commercially made sound
proof hammer bracket # &
##

-10

105

Fixed Temp. Noise Barrier

-5

105

Breaker, mini-robot mounted EPD *

115

Dump Truck (5.5 tonne <
Gross vehicle weight <= 38
tonne)

EPD *

105

3

110

Excavator, mini-robot
mounted

EPD *

94

3

99

Movable noise barrier

-5

94
93

116

109

108

112

Earthwork

Utilities laying

96

103

Excavator, wheeled/tracked

Komatsu modelled
D21A-8

-10

6

KATO model HD820V
(EPD-01233)

Bulldozer

Movable noise barrier

95

118

A3

Total
Noise
Total
SWL
Barrier
SWL,
(Mitigated
Effect **
dB(A)
)

99

Breaking
excavated hard/
oversize materials
Breaker, mini-robot mounted EPD *

At-source Noise
Mitigation Measure

108

Air Compressor

CNP001

100

2

103

Movable noise barrier

-10

Generator, super silenced

CNP103

95

3

100

Movable noise barrier

-10

90

Lorry (5.5 tonne < Gross
vehicle weight <= 38 tonne)
Water Pump,
Submersible(electric)

EPD *

105

2

108

-5

103

CNP283

85

3

90

Movable noise barrier

-10

80

CNP044

109

2

112

Movable noise barrier and
fixed Temp. noise barrier

-10

102

Dynapac model LT700
(EPD-00536)

107

Movable noise barrier

-10

100

Movable noise barrier

-10

95

Fixed Temp. Noise Barrier

-5

93

Fixed Temp. Noise Barrier

-5

105

-5

97

102

108

B3

Ground
reinstatement

Concrete Lorry Mixer

Power rammer (petrol)
Poker, vibratory, hand-held
(electric)
Roller, vibratory
(C)
Road Works

C1

C2

C3

(D)
Foundation

D1

Earthwork

Concreting Works

Road Finishing

Dump Truck (5.5 tonne <
Gross vehicle weight <= 38
tonne)

EPD *
SAKAI model SW250-1
(EPD-00509)

EPD *

102
95

105

2

110

2

105

2

98

3

110

110

Fixed Temp. Noise Barrier

115

105

110

106

Excavator, wheeled/tracked

KATO model HD820V
(EPD-01233)

Concrete Lorry Mixer

CNP044

109

2

112

Generator, super silenced

CNP103

95

3

100

Poker, vibratory, hand-held
(electric)

EPD *

2

105

Movable noise barrier

-10

95

Air Compressor

CNP001

100

2

103

Movable noise barrier

-10

93

Asphalt Paver

VOLVO model. No.
ABG5770 (EPD01226)

2

107

Fixed Temp. Noise Barrier

-5

102

104

2

102

Movable noise barrier

Movable noise barrier and
fixed Temp. noise barrier

-10

Movable noise barrier

-10

90

99

102

113

Generator, super silenced

CNP103

95

3

100

Lorry (5.5 tonne < Gross
vehicle weight <= 38 tonne)

EPD *

105

2

108

Fixed Temp. Noise Barrier

Power rammer (petrol)

Dynapac model LT700
(EPD-00536)

107

2

110

Movable noise barrier

HITACHI model
CP220-3 (EPD-01183)

2

100

Fixed Temp. Noise Barrier

Road roller

97

General foundation
Air Compressor
works
Bar bender and cutter
(electric)
Generator, super silenced
Drill/grinder, hand-held
(electric)
Saw, circular, wood
Water pump, submersible
(electric)

Excavator, wheeled/tracked
Lorry (5.5 tonne < Gross
vehicle weight <= 38 tonne)

Movable noise barrier

-10

90

-5

103

-10

100

-5

95

114

100

4

106

Movable noise barrier

-10

96

CNP021

90

6

98

Movable noise barrier

-10

88

CNP103

95

3

100

Movable noise barrier

-10

90

CNP065

98

6

106

Movable noise barrier

-10

96

CNP201

108

3

113

Movable noise barrier

-10

103

CNP283

85

6

93

Movable noise barrier

-10

83

4

105

Movable noise barrier

-5

100

3

110

Fixed Temp. Boundary
Noise Barrier

-5

105

EPD *
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103

107

107

CNP001

KATO model HD820V
(EPD-01233)

104

109

99
105

109
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PMEs Inventory - Mitigated (with QPMEs, Movable Noise Barriers and Fixed Noise Barriers)

Construction
Activity

Sub. Work Group

D2

D3

Piling works

Powered Mechanical
Equipment

Reference

Mobile Crane

Hitachi Sumitomo
SCX700, 132kW

Generator, super silenced

CNP103

SWL per
unit

Total,
SWL

Qty

101

2

104

95

3

100

Continuous Flight Auger
(CFA) piles (piling, earth
auger)

CNP167

114

3

119

Concrete Lorry Mixer

CNP044

109

3

114

Total
SWL,
dB(A)

119

Concreting Works

(E)
Superstructure

E1

General
Air Compressor
construction works
Bar bender and cutter
(electric)
Mobile Crane

E2

Concreting works

Total
Noise
Total
SWL
Barrier
SWL,
(Mitigated
Effect **
dB(A)
)

Movable noise barrier and
Fixed Temp. Boundary
Noise Barrier

-10

94

Movable noise barrier

-10

90

Fixed Temp. Noise Barrier
and provision of Acoustic
Shielding material

-10

109

Movable noise barrier and
fixed Temp. noise barrier

-10

104

95

3

100

Movable noise barrier

-10

90

EPD *

102

3

107

Movable noise barrier

-10

97

CNP001

100

4

106

Movable noise barrier

-10

96

CNP021

90

6

98

Movable noise barrier

-10

88

Movable noise barrier and
Fixed Temp. Boundary
Noise Barrier

-10

94
96

115
Generator, super silenced
Poker, vibratory, hand-held
(electric)

At-source Noise
Mitigation Measure

CNP103

Hitachi Sumitomo
SCX700, 132kW

101

2

104

119

Drill/grinder, hand-held
(electric)

CNP065

98

6

106

Movable noise barrier

-10

Generator, super silenced

CNP103

95

4

101

Movable noise barrier

-10

91

Saw, circular, wood

CNP201

108

10

118

Movable noise barrier

-10

108

Concrete Lorry Mixer

CNP044

109

4

115

Movable noise barrier and
fixed Temp. noise barrier

-10

105

Concrete Pump

CNP047

109

2

112

Movable noise barrier

-10

102

Generator, super silenced

CNP103

95

4

101

Movable noise barrier

-10

91

Poker, vibratory, hand-held
(electric)

EPD *

3

107

Movable noise barrier

-10

97

G

10

115

-5

110

Dump Trucks
Travelling on Haul Dump Truck (5.5 tonne <
Gross vehicle weight <= 38
Road
tonne)

EPD *

102

105

115

@

109

105

117

(G)
Dump Trucks
Travelling on
Haul Road
During Site

Highest SWL
of Each
Construction
Activity, dB(A)

109

109

107

Fixed Temp. Noise Barrier

110

110

Note:
Noise levels of the above construction plants are based on the "Technical Memorandum on Noise From Construction Work Other Than
Percussive Piling" and EPD's QPMEs database (available at: http://www.epd.gov.hk/cgi-bin/npg/qpme/index.pl?lang=eng)
* EPD website: http://www.epd.gov.hk/epd/english/application_for_licences/guidance/files/OtherSWLe.pdf
** According to EIAO Guidance Note No. 9/2010, with provision of noise barriers, a 5dB(A) noise reduction for movable plant, 10 dB(A) for stationary plant and 15 dB(A) for
enclosed ones can be assumed.
# According to "A Practical Guide for the Reduction of Noise from Construction Works" (page 11), published by HKSAR Gov. Environmental Protection Department, July
1989, excavated-mounted breaker with sound proof hammer bracket installed could achieve a noise reduction up to 10dB(A).
## According to the "Best Practice Guide for Environmental Protection on Construction Sites", page 6-9, published by Hong Kong Construction Association, January 2009,
excavator-mounted breaker with sound proof hammer bracket can achieve a noise reduction of up to 10dB(A). (Doc. Available at:
http://www.hkca.com.hk/front/20090306bpg.pdf)
@ The highest SWL calculated for each Construction Activity for construction noise impact assessment. Each Construction Activity has been divided into several sub.
work groups based on the sequence of construction works. The respective sub-work groups of each Construction Activity will not overlap with one another.
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CONFIDENTIALITY AND © COPYRIGHT
This document is for the sole use of the addressee and Associated Environmental Consultants Inc. The document contains proprietary and
confidential information that shall not be reproduced in any manner or disclosed to or discussed with any other parties without the express
written permission of Associated Environmental Consultants Inc. Information in this document is to be considered the intellectual property of
Associated Environmental Consultants Inc. in accordance with Canadian copyright law.
This report was prepared by Associated Environmental Consultants Inc. for the account of Town of Canmore. The material in it reflects
Associated Environmental Consultants Inc.’s best judgement, in the light of the information available to it, at the time of preparation. Any use
which a third party makes of this report, or any reliance on or decisions to be made based on it, are the responsibility of such third parties.
Associated Environmental Consultants Inc. accepts no responsibility for damages, if any, suffered by any third party as a result of decisions
made or actions based on this report.
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REPORT

Executive Summary
Associated Environmental Consultants Inc. (Associated) is contracted by the Town of Canmore to provide
an independent third-party review of the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) prepared for Hillcroft
Developments Ltd. for the proposed Peaks Landing Development (the Project).
Hillcroft Developments Ltd. and partners are proposing to develop three parcels of land in the Peaks of
Grassi neighbourhood of the Town of Canmore, Alberta. The proposed project, called Peaks Landing, is
proposed to include a total of 27 to 40 units that will add an estimated 68 residents to the neighbourhood.
The project is adjacent to the Quarry Lake Local Habitat Patch (QLLHP) and approximately 100 m north of
the Three Sisters Along Valley Movement Corridor (TSAVC) and about 770 m west of the Tipple Across
Valley Movement Corridor.
As part of the reapplication for the Peaks Landing project, an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) was
completed by the Applicant in accordance with requirements of Canmore’s Municipal Development Plan
(2016) and EIS Policy (2016).
Associated Environmental’ s (Associated) review of the EIS indicates that requirements identified in the
Terms of Reference (ToR) have been provided in the EIS. The use of existing information and data as well
as field survey data collected within the project area are deemed appropriate to describe existing
conditions. Based on the baseline information, public engagement and project description provided in the
EIS, Associated is satisfied that the Valued Ecosystem Components (VECs) and Local Study Area (LSA)
selected for the EIS are appropriate. Associated is also satisfied that the potential effects from the project
and potential impacts to the VECs identified in the EIS are appropriate for the proposed project.
The potential for increased human-wildlife conflicts is identified as a potential effect of the project given its
proximity to the QLLHP and TSAVC and mitigation measures are proposed in the EIS to address humanwildlife conflicts. Associated agrees with the predicted environmental effects of the project, that impacts will
be local in nature and that a regional cumulative effects assessment is not required given the mitigations
provided. Associated also agrees that there is uncertainty in the potential impacts of the project and the
measures proposed to avoid or mitigate a potential increase in human-wildlife interactions because of the
project. Success of the proposed mitigation measures will require long-term commitments (e.g., education,
monitoring or follow-up) by the Applicant and/or the Town of Canmore as well as enforcement by Alberta
Environment and Parks.
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1

Introduction

1.1

BACKGROUND

The Peaks Landing lands were part of the Natural Resources Conservation Board (NRCB) decision in 1992
in relation to Three Sisters Golf Resort application. As part of the NRCB process, a full Environmental
Impact Assessment (EIA) was submitted and approved, and the EIA included the Peak Landing site. Two
applications for land use amendment for Peaks Landing were submitted in 2014 and 2015, and a
subdivision application in 2016. Reports that were previously submitted in support of the applications
included an environmental brief, along with a Steep Creek Risk Assessment, a Wildfire Risk Assessment,
an undermining review, a geotechnical report, and detailed designs for storm water management and
utilities. The land use bylaw amendment was approved by Town of Canmore Council in 2015; however, an
application for a judicial review was subsequently granted, which ultimately resulted in the approval being
invalidated by the Court of Queen’s Bench of Alberta due to the breach in duty of fairness related to the
1998 Municipal Development Plan requirement for completion of an Environmental Impact Statement.
Hillcroft Developments Ltd. (the Applicant) and partners are proposing to develop three parcels of land in
the Peaks of Grassi area of the Town of Canmore, Alberta. The proposed project, called Peaks Landing,
includes a total of 27 to 40 units with 14 row townhouses on the western parcel, 8 duplex homes with
permitted legal suites on the middle parcel and 5 single homes on the eastern parcel. The Applicant is
applying for a land use bylaw amendment and subsequent subdivision of Peaks Landing to allow for
development of their project proposal. As part of the reapplication for the Peaks Landing project, an
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) that meets the requirements of the Town of Canmore’s Municipal
Development Plan (2016) and EIS Policy (2016) was completed following the Terms of Reference for the
Peaks Landing application finalized on September 10, 2018.
1.2

SCOPE OF THE THIRD-PARTY REVIEW

Associated Environmental Consultants Inc. (Associated) is contracted by the Town of Canmore to provide
an independent third-party review of the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) prepared for Hillcroft
Developments Ltd. and their proposed Peaks Landing development (the Project) completed by Corvidea
Environmental Consulting Ltd.
The Town of Canmore’s EIS Policy (2016) requires that the EIS Terms of Reference (ToR) and the
resulting EIS are reviewed by an independent third-party. Associated provided input to the Terms of
Reference on August 10, 2018 and provided a preliminary review of the draft EIS provided to the Town of
Canmore on September 8, 2018. A final EIS was received by the Town of Canmore from the Applicant on
December 7, 2018. A final Third-party review was completed of this EIS by Associated.
This Third-party Review is presented in five sections:
• Approach to the Third-party Review (Section 2);
• Completeness of Information Requested in the Terms of Reference (Section 3);
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•
•
•

2

Baseline Conditions and Impact Assessment (Section 4);
Mitigation (Section 5); and
Conclusions (Section 6).

Approach to Third-party Review

The purpose of the EIS is to provide sufficient information to Council to make an informed decision on the
proposed Peaks Landing development. In summary, the EIS should:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Describe existing conditions;
Identify significant natural and ecological features;
Determine the nature and scale of the potential impacts generated by the proposed project prior to
mitigation;
Provide recommendations to avoid or mitigate these impacts;
Identify residual impacts and their significance after implementation of proposed mitigation;
Recommend if any further studies and/or monitoring programs are to be undertaken through the course
of implementation; and
Where significant residual impacts are identified, discuss cumulative effects of the project in
combination with existing, approved, and future developments in the area.

Information in the EIS was assessed based on the following questions:
•
•
•

•
•

4

Was all information requested in the Terms of Reference provided?
Is the baseline information and understanding of the Project used to address project impacts
appropriate?
Is the impact assessment thorough and complete?
o Were all the key issues addressed, and positive and negative effects identified?
o Are the impact assessment and significance ratings for the effects appropriate, and if not
why?
o Do any of the effects of the project require the completion of a cumulative effects
assessment?
Were the mitigation and management recommendations thorough?
Are additional mitigation, monitoring or management plans required?
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3

Completeness of Information Requested in the
Terms of Reference

Was all information requested in the Terms of Reference provided?
The final ToR for the proposed Peaks Landing project was agreed to by the Town of Canmore and the
Applicant on September 10, 2018. Development of the final ToR included Third-party input and review as
required by the Canmore EIS Policy (2016).
Associated cross-referenced information in the EIS with the ToR and determined that the EIS content aligns
with ToR information requirements. Although some of the information in the EIS is noted to be
disorganized, the EIS content is still considered to be thorough. Associated also notes that public
engagement, current policy, guidelines and legislation relevant to the proposed project appear to have been
considered in the assessment.

4

Baseline Conditions and Impact Assessment

4.1

BASELINE CONDITIONS

Is the baseline information and understanding of the Project used to address project impacts
appropriate?
The desktop data and information combined with the field data collected for the proposed project
area is adequate. The most current and available wildlife tracking data from AEP was used, as was
information collected during site visits completed in 2014, 2016 and 2018. Associated notes that
timing of field surveys was completed outside of the best months for vegetation growth, generally
between June and August. However, based on the habitat present and FireSmart activities
completed within the three project area parcels, completion of the field surveys outside of this time
period is not considered a deficiency. This is because of the absence of sensitive habitat or
features (e.g., wetlands, creeks, or montane) within the project area that may provide habitat for
rare plants. Breeding bird surveys completed in May 2016 were completed during an appropriate
time period. Field surveys completed in 2014 and 2018 were completed on similar dates in
September allowing for a reasonable comparison of change between these years, as described in
the EIS. Associated notes that biodiversity is not directly mentioned in the EIS, although the
desktop review and field surveys suggest that no unique or special status vegetation or wildlife
species were observed in the proposed project area. The most significant natural and ecological
features within the Local Study Area (LSA) include the Quarry Lake Local Habitat Patch (QLLHP)
and the Three Sisters Along Valley Movement Corridor (TSAVC) and are identified as important
wildlife habitat and movement areas in the EIS. Therefore, Associated does not consider the
exclusion of a specific discussion regarding biodiversity as a deficiency since the relevant
components of biodiversity are addressed in the EIS. However, Associated notes that all
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information requirements identified in the ToR should be addressed in the EIS to demonstrate that
the Applicant has followed the ToR.
While it appears field surveys were completed within the three parcels of land proposed for
development, it is not clear that surveys were completed in the location of berm construction.
Habitat in the location of the proposed berm appears to be similar to habitat within the three parcels
of land; however, based on Associated’s visit to the project area understory FireSmart activities
appear to have not been completed in this area. As per mitigation measures proposed in the EIS,
pre-construction migratory breeding bird surveys should also be completed in the location of the
berm if any clearing is proposed to occur during the active breeding period.
Results from past public engagement are summarized in the EIS and note that common public
concerns associated with the project include impacts to wildlife, loss of wildlife habitat, increased
human use in the area and flood risk of the project area. Baseline conditions in the EIS address
wildlife, wildlife habitat, and human use in the project and local study areas. Associated notes that
flood risk is addressed in another consultant report and is not required in the EIS. However, the
berm that will be constructed to mitigate flood risk is described in the EIS, although existing
vegetation and habitat conditions within the proposed berm location are not explicitly provided in
the baseline section.
4.2

IMPACT ASSESSMENT

Is the impact assessment thorough and complete?
Associated considers the description of the proposed project and baseline information provided in
the EIS to be thorough, which allows for impacts in the project area and the LSA to be assessed
where changes to existing conditions are anticipated. Associated observes that the impacts
assessed in the EIS are consistent with anticipated construction of residential homes in the project
area and anticipated changes to baseline conditions.
It is noted that potential impacts of the proposed project (the project footprint) on the three land
parcels is 0.74 ha (7400 m2) in size, including an additional 0.07 ha (700 m2) for the flood mitigation
berm. The LSA selected includes a 150 m buffer surrounding the proposed three land parcels to
be developed as residential properties. Associated considers the spatial boundary of the LSA
appropriate for the EIS in that it includes relevant human and ecological areas adjacent to or within
proximity of the proposed project that may be affected by the project. These include portions of the
existing Peaks of Grassi Neighbourhood, QLLHP, TSAVC, Quarry lake Park/Off-leash dog area
and the Altalink right-of-way (ROW). Although the proposed project does not directly impact these
areas through soil or vegetation disturbances, these areas are either adjacent or within close
enough proximity to the project area that project activities may result in effects in these areas.

6
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Overall, Associated finds that the Impact Assessment requirements provided in the EIS meet the
ToR. Additional commentary regarding the information provided in the Impact Assessment is
provided in the sections below.
Were all the key issues addressed and positive and negative effects identified?
Associated observes that the Impact Assessment provided in Section 7 of the EIS includes the
selection of four Valued Ecosystem Components (VECs), a description of potential effects during
the construction and operation phases of the project (i.e., complete build-out of the proposed
project) and a description of potential effects to the selected VECs.
The VECs selected for the assessment comprise black bear, grizzly bear, cougar and elk and the
EIS provides rationale for the selection of these VECs, including physical, biological and socioeconomic justification for their selection. Given the proximity of the proposed project area to the
QLLHP and TSAVC, as well as existing developments (i.e., Peaks of Grassi neighbourhood and
the Altalink Utility ROW), construction and build-out of the project area can be reasonably expected
to result in potential interactions with the selected VECs. Associated has reviewed the baseline
information provided in the EIS, including concerns compiled from previous stakeholder
engagement, data collected from field surveys and wildlife tracking data acquired from AEP. Based
on this information Associated agrees with the VECs selected for the EIS.
Associated notes that the ToR indicates the EIS should focus on vegetation and wildlife
components. Associated also notes that no vegetation VECs were selected for the EIS. Based on
the baseline conditions of vegetation in the project area, such as the absence of rare plants and
rare plant communities and FireSmart activities, Associated agrees that VECs for vegetation are
not included.
Associated observes that FireSmart activities completed in the project area have resulted in the
clearing of understory vegetation such as tree saplings and shrubs (i.e., willows [Salix spp.], buffalo
berry [Shepherdia canadensis] and other tall shrubs). The EIS baseline information also indicates
that no rare plants, natural water bodies (e.g. wetlands, watercourses or lakes) or natural aquatic
habitats were observed in the project area or LSA; therefore, the exclusion of VECs for vegetation,
natural water bodies or aquatic habitats is appropriate. Field surveys suggest that no provincial or
federal bird species at risk were identified in the project area; therefore, the exclusion of bird
species as a VEC is also appropriate. Similarly, the absence of aquatic habitats in the project area
also suggest that the exclusion of a VEC comprising amphibians is appropriate.
The EIS identifies negative and positive effects to VECs. Negative effects are predicted to occur
during both the construction and build-out phases of the project, including potential negative effects
resulting in change to habitat, change to wildlife movement and change in mortality risk for the
selected VECs. Positive effects are also predicted to occur during the build-out phase. Associated
reviews the negative and positive effects predicted for the project in the sections below.
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Predicted Negative Effects
The EIS identifies various activities as well as the potential for noise to impact VECs during the
construction phase. It is noted that the EIS addresses the construction of a berm for flood risk
mitigation in various sections; however, construction of the berm is not provided in the list of
construction activities provided in Section 7.3 of the EIS. This is not a deficiency in the content of
the EIS, as impacts from construction of the berm are identified in the EIS, but rather an
organizational omission. Associated notes that all relevant construction activities should be
identified in the appropriate section of the EIS.
Given that baseline conditions in the project area include existing infrastructure such as an access
road, a lift station, and stormwater infrastructure, Associated is satisfied that the key issues
affecting VECs during the construction phase of the project are adequately addressed in the EIS.
Based on the proposed project layout, baseline conditions and VECs assessed, Associated agrees
with the potential environmental effects predicted during construction, as provided in Table 4 of the
EIS.
Associated observes that the application will include Municipal Reserve (MR) north of the east land
parcel. The proposed MR appears to preclude development on steep terrain in the project area;
Associated observes that the impact assessment does not need to assess steep terrain because
the MR will not be developed by the Applicant.
During the operation phase, when all proposed homes have been built-out and new residents are
living within these homes, Associated observes that the EIS identifies relevant potential negative
effects to the VECs including effects from additional traffic, parking and amenities as well as
potential increased use of adjacent lands by people. Section 7.4 of the EIS does not explicitly
identify the potential for increased human-wildlife interactions because of more people living in the
neighbourhood and moving into the adjacent QLLHP and TSAVC. However, potential humanwildlife interactions are addressed through the assessment of the effects of human use on wildlife
movement and mortality risk. This is appropriate, since an increase in human use may result in
more wildlife interactions resulting in negative conflicts where people could be injured/killed and
wildlife relocated/destroyed as a consequence of these interactions.
Quarry Lake Park has been identified as a high conflict area for black bears and humans and the
Human-Wildlife Coexistence report (GoA 2018) suggests that human-black bear conflicts account
for the largest proportion of relocations and destruction of animals in the Bow Valley. Indeed, an
increase in traffic may result in an increased probability that individual animals from the VECs may
be killed through collisions; however, potential impacts from outdoor recreation (i.e., potentially
more residents using the Altalink ROW, Quarry Lake Park or entering the QLLHP and TSAVC) may
have a greater impact to the VECs. Current research (e.g., Hojnowski 2017), and management
initiatives (e.g., 2018 Human-Wildlife Coexistence Report [GoA 2018]) indicate human-wildlife
interactions are an important consideration for the proposed project. Associated is satisfied that the
EIS addresses this key issue, including changes to habitat and movement, which have the potential
to result in negative impacts to wildlife as a result of the project. Associated agrees with the
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potential environmental effects described in Table 6 of the EIS based on existing information
suggesting that VEC use of the project area is currently infrequent, the project footprint is relatively
small and within an existing neighbourhood, the predicted number of new residents is modest, and
mitigation measures are expected to be effective (e.g., FireSmart activities that have also removed
large amounts of buffaloberry in the project area; installation of signage by AEP prohibiting access
to the QLLHP and TSAVC along undesignated trails).
Uncertainty regarding potential project impacts is noted in the EIS, including uncertainty in
identifying potential impacts on different species as well as uncertainty regarding the mitigation
measures proposed and their future adoption by residents. Associated agrees that these
uncertainties are relevant to the project area. With respect to the proposed project, Associated
notes that there is uncertainty in the magnitude and duration of effects predicted for wildlife
movement and mortality because the nature and location of future human-wildlife interactions are
also uncertain. However, the identification of uncertainty in the EIS is not a deficiency; the
discussion of potential uncertainties serves to provide additional context as to the type of mitigation
and monitoring proposed.
Positive Effects
Positive effects are also provided in the EIS, and are described in terms of benefits of the proposed
project. The EIS indicates that the proposed berm will provide flood risk mitigation and will also
include a two-rail fence. The fence and berm, combined with signage prohibiting entrance into the
adjacent QLLHP and TSAVC are hypothesized to provide a barrier discouraging people from
entering these areas. Similarly, construction of new homes within the three parcels of land is
hypothesized to provide a “hard edge” barrier to discourage wildlife movement into the Peaks of
Grassi neighbourhood from the Altalink ROW. Neither the fence or the new homes will provide a
contiguous barrier and will dissuade rather than prevent people from entering the QLLHP and
TSAVC, and their function to prevent wildlife from entering the community are uncertain.
Associated agrees that it is reasonable to predict that these mitigations combined with public
education and AEP enforcement will help to minimize potential human-wildlife conflicts; however,
these measures will require monitoring by appropriate agencies to ensure they are achieving
desired results. Additional comments regarding mitigation are provided in Section 5.
Are the impact assessment and significance ratings for the effects appropriate, and if not why?
Potential effects to vegetation, wildlife and wildlife habitat during construction indicate that wildlife
habitat will be primarily impacted in the project area, with short-term impacts to wildlife movement
and mortality in the LSA as a result of construction for an estimated duration of 2 years.
Construction has a finite time scale, and Associated agrees that it is appropriate to conclude that
potential impacts from construction activities will be reversible when completed. This is supported
by available existing information and the mitigations proposed in the EIS. Impacts of construction
on the individual VECs remain uncertain as it is difficult to quantify how a species or individuals in a
species will respond to these activities. Recent research in the Bow Valley (e.g., Hojnowski 2017)
suggests that some of the VECs identified in the EIS will change behaviours (e.g., avoid high
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human use areas) in response to the construction activities and that when these activities cease,
wildlife may more likely to use these areas. Therefore, Associated agrees that the predicted effects
on VECs during construction, provided in Table 5 of the EIA are appropriate given the identified low
use of the project area by the VEC and existing habitat.
Potential effects to the VECs after build-out when new residents have moved into the project area
are summarized in Table 6 of the EIS. The EIS identifies that added human use may lead to an
increased potential for human-bear interactions because of increased foot traffic, pets, and
presence of attractants. Similarly, the EIS also predicts that interactions involving humans and
cougars may increase, although potential interactions would be less likely than for bears. The EIS
indicates that elk are habituated to residential use and that risks associated with increased vehicle
traffic and human use are predicted to remain minimal. Based on the data available for elk and
cougars in the Bow Valley, Associated agrees that it is appropriate to conclude that potential
increases in negative human interactions with cougars and elk will remain minimal as a result of the
project; however, negative human interactions with bears could increase, in particular since Quarry
Lake Park area is recognized as an area of high human-black bear conflict. FireSmart activities
resulting in the removal of preferred food for bears in the project area will reduce the risk of
negative human interactions with bears. However, because the proposed project is adjacent to the
QLLHP and near the TSAVC, an increase in the residential population could result in increased
negative human-wildlife interactions if more residents enter these areas.
Several mitigation measures are identified in the EIS to address human-wildlife conflicts, including
fencing discouraging people from entering the QLLHP, education, signage installed by AEP
prohibiting entry into the QLLHP and TSAVC, and implementation of FireSmart and WildSmart
measures. Based on the proposed project area and its location within an existing neighbourhood,
Associated agrees with the predicted effects during operations identified in Table 7 of the EIS.
Associated agrees that it is uncertain how mitigation measures intended to reduce human-wildlife
interactions will function in the long-term in the context of the final build-out of the project. The
potential impacts of the proposed residential project and associated potential increase in outdoor
recreation in adjacent areas are uncertain, with mitigation of these impacts largely contingent on
reducing current and future human entry into the QLLHP as well as the TSAVC. Commitments by
the Applicant, the Town of Canmore and enforcement by AEP will be required to ensure the
effectiveness of mitigations proposed in the EIS for the build-out of the proposed project.
Do any of the effects of the project require the completion of a cumulative effects assessment?
The EIS documents a potential increase in the population of Canmore of 0.5%, assuming that all
residents moving into the proposed project area are new to the Town of Canmore. The project is
predicted to result in 68 additional residents within the Peaks of Grassi neighbourhood. The EIS
concludes that impacts will be within the project area and LSA. With the implementation of
mitigation measures described in the EIS, the environmental consequences of the project are
predicted to be low because they are local in extent, small in size, and within an existing residential
neighbourhood where road access and other infrastructure are already in place. Therefore, a
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regional study area (RSA) was not selected and a regional cumulative effects assessment was
deemed not to be required. Considering the existing conditions of the project area, the predicted
impacts of the project described in the EIS and the mitigation measures currently in effect and that
are proposed for the construction and operation phases, Associated agrees that potential effects
will be primarily within the project area within some impacts extending into the LSA. Associated
observes that the EIS suggests that cumulative effects in the LSA will be minimal, as wildlife is
anticipated to adjust to noise from construction and from the Peaks neighbourhood. Associated
agrees that cumulative effects will be within the LSA with the implementation of mitigation
measures described in the EIS. Associated also agrees that a cumulative effects assessment is
not required for an RSA, since potential effects identified in the LSA can be mitigated using
mitigation measures that are practicable and achievable.

5

Mitigation

Were the mitigation and management recommendations thorough?
Associated observes that the mitigation measures proposed in the EIS address impacts during both
the construction and operational phases of the proposed project. The EIS suggests that the
Applicant, the Town of Canmore and AEP are implementing various measures that will cumulatively
reduce potential project impacts on VECs and other environmental features. This includes, but is
not limited to the construction of a two-rail fence on top of the berm to discourage human entry into
the QLLHP, distribution of educational brochures to current Peaks of Grassi residents, installation
of signage by AEP prohibiting entry into the QLLHP and TSAVC on undesignated trails, a “hard
edge” deterrent by the new homes along the Altalink ROW, implementation of FireSmart actions
that have reduced preferred food sources for bears, and implementation of a Construction
Management Plan intended to mitigate and manage various potential environmental issues during
construction.
Section 8 and Table 8 within the EIS provide an appropriate list of mitigation measures relevant for
the different activities that will occur during the construction and operation phases of the proposed
project area. Based on a visit to the project area, Associated observes that some of the mitigation
measures proposed have been implemented, including FireSmart clearing of buffaloberry and
installation of area closure signs by AEP. Indeed, compliance with and enforcement of mitigation
measures will be critical in reducing potential impacts to the selected VECs (i.e., bears, cougars
and elk), in particular mitigating potential human-wildlife conflicts. Human-wildlife conflicts are
understood to be an important issue within the Town of Canmore and the greater Bow Valley and
mitigation measures are proposed in the EIS to address this issue.
However, Associated notes that there are uncertainties with respect to the long-term success of
some of the mitigation measures proposed. Neither the two-railing fence or “hard edge” associated
with the construction of the new homes provide a contiguous or restrictive barrier that will exclude
humans from adjacent habitat patches and wildlife corridors, or prevent wildlife entry into the Peaks
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of Grassi neighbourhood. These features are permeable barriers that are unlikely to be effective on
their own. However, it is reasonable to predict that these measures combined with education and
AEP enforcement actions will help to minimize potential human-wildlife conflicts in the Peaks of
Grassi neighbourhood after construction is complete. Continuing public education, enforcement and
monitoring by the Town of Canmore and/or AEP will be important in achieving the goal of
mitigations proposed in the EIS. Associated observes that the EIS does not provide details
regarding implementation of these measures after the construction phase is complete. Associated
also observes that monitoring is stated to be completed in Table 8 of the EIS; however, who is
responsible for completing the monitoring is not provided (e.g., the Applicant, the Town of Canmore
or AEP). Responsibility for monitoring commitments during and after construction should be
confirmed prior to beginning construction.
Are additional mitigation, monitoring or management plans required?
Associated notes that the mitigation measures proposed are thorough; however, the following
should also be considered:
• The EIS suggests that a detailed migratory/breeding bird survey is to be completed prior to
clearing if clearing is proposed to occur during the period from April 15 to August 15.
Associated suggests extending this period to August 30 to account for late season
breeding birds, as per Environment Canada and Climate Change’s general nesting periods
for migratory birds.
• Minimal details regarding the Construction Management Plan are provided in the EIS.
Associated notes that this plan should be finalized and reviewed by the Town of Canmore
well in advance of any vegetation clearing or construction. The plan should include
appropriate construction schedules and other environmental provisions to avoid and
manage human-wildlife conflicts, manage sediment, control erosion, manage spills from
construction vehicles and equipment and control or eradicate regulated weeds throughout
the construction phase. The Construction Management Plan should also identify who is
responsible and accountable for different mitigation measures and monitoring during the
construction phase (e.g., the Applicant, Contractors, Town of Canmore).
• Mitigation measures implemented during construction will apply to construction activities in
the three parcels of land and for the construction of the flood mitigation berm.
• Monitoring the success of the signage and ongoing education regarding use of
undesignated trails entering the QLLHP and TSAVC will be required. The EIS does not
specify the extent to which the Applicant, the Town of Canmore or AEP will be responsible
for on-going public education. AEP is responsible for enforcing the area closures and it
remains unclear the extent to which enforcement will be completed. It is also unclear if any
monitoring will be completed after construction, and if completed who will be responsible, to
ensure fencing and signage installed along the QLLHP-neighbourhood boundary are
effective.
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6

Conclusions

Associated’s review of the EIS indicates that information requirements identified in the ToR have been
provided in the EIS. The use of existing information and data as well as field survey data collected within
the project area are deemed appropriate to describe existing conditions. Based on the baseline information,
public engagement and project description provided in the EIS, Associated is satisfied that the VECs and
LSA selected for the EIS are appropriate. Potential effects to vegetation, wildlife and wildlife habitat were
identified for the construction and operation phases of the project. Associated is also satisfied that the
potential effects from the project and potential impacts to the VECs are appropriate for the project.
The EIS concludes that environmental effects will be limited to the project area and LSA with the
implementation of mitigation measures intended to address impacts to VECs, such as change to habitat,
change to wildlife movement and change to mortality risk. The potential for increased human-wildlife
conflicts is identified as a key potential effect of the project given its proximity to the QLLHP and TSAVC.
Mitigation measures are proposed in the EIS to address human-wildlife conflicts, including education, area
closures, signage, and implementation of FireSmart and WildSmart measures to reduce the potential for
conflict. Associated finds that the impact assessment addresses key issues and potential impacts to VECs
during the construction and operation phases of the project. Associated agrees with the predicted
environmental effects of the project, that impacts will be local in nature and that a regional cumulative
effects assessment is not required given the mitigations provided. Associated also agrees that there is
uncertainty in potential impacts from the project and the measures proposed to avoid or mitigate a potential
increase in human-wildlife interactions because of the project. Success of the proposed mitigation
measures will require long-term commitments (e.g., education, monitoring or follow-up) by the Applicant or
the Town of Canmore as well as enforcement by AEP to achieve desired results.
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October 28, 2015
Project No.: 1558-001
Lawrence Hill
Hillcroft Developments Ltd.
960 Lawrence Grassi Ridge Canmore
Canmore, AB, T1W 2Z6
Dear Mr. Hill,
Re:

Stones Canyon Creek Development – Level 2 Risk assessment – FINAL

Please find attached our above referenced final report dated October 28, 2015. This report
represents a Level 2 risk assessment for the proposed development area according to the Draft
Guidelines for Steep Creek Risk Assessments in Alberta recently prepared by BGC Engineering
Inc. for the Government of Alberta. The intent of this report is to guide development decisions for
possible mitigation measures. This allows for a transparent process in which risk reduction is
balanced with development needs.
Should you have any questions or comments, please do not hesitate to contact me at
(604) 629-3842.
Yours sincerely,
BGC ENGINEERING INC.
per:

Matthias Jakob, Ph.D., P.Geo. (BC/AB)
Principal Geoscientist
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Hillcroft Developments Ltd., Stones Canyon Creek Development
Level 2 Debris-Flow Risk Assessment - FINAL

October 28, 2015
Project No.: 1558-001

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Hillcroft Developments Ltd. (Hillcroft) wishes to develop an area located on the western portion of
Lawrence Grassi Ridge, south of the powerline corridor southwest of Canmore and within the
Canmore town boundaries. This proposed development is located on the distal margins of the
Stones Canyon Creek fan. Because Stones Canyon Creek is subject to debris flows, BGC
Engineering Inc. (BGC) was retained by Hillcroft to conduct a risk assessment for the area of the
development that is located on the fan. This assessment classifies as a Class II assessment as
per the Draft Guidelines for Steep Creek Risk Assessments in Alberta (the Guidelines) recently
prepared by BGC for the Government of Alberta.
Based on a combination of field evidence and numerical modelling, BGC considers it unlikely that
the development area will be affected by debris flows at a return period of 100-300 years. This
return period class is the focus of a Class 2 assessment, as per the Guidelines. However, shallow
overland flooding is possible even at these lower return periods, particularly, if the channel near
the fan apex builds up sediment over time, which will make avulsions (sudden escapes of water
from the established channel) more likely. At higher return periods (those exceeding 300 years),
debris flows may affect the westernmost portion of the development, although flow depths are
expected to be less than 0.5 m by the time they reach the western fringes of the proposed
development.
BGC does not believe that life loss risk exists at up to a 300-year return period for the proposed
development. However, overland flooding with suspended sediment at lower return periods may
still result in some property damage. Such damages could be averted by construction of a low
(approximately 1 m high) earthen berm that would connect the southern fan fringe with the
powerline corridor north of the proposed development. Such a berm could be constructed with
minimal tree disturbance, be vegetated and allow animal passage.
This study is specifically aimed at the proposed development infill proposed by Hillcroft. Any
further development on the fan of Stones Canyon Creek will require a more detailed level of study
that depends on the number of units planned and their approximate location on the fan. Similarly,
further densification of the proposed development may trigger a higher level (Class 3 or 4) study
as detailed in the Alberta Environment and Parks (AEP) Draft Guidelines for Steep Creek
Assessments in Alberta.
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LIMITATIONS
BGC Engineering Inc. (BGC) prepared this document for the account of Hillcroft Developments
Ltd. The material in it reflects the judgment of BGC staff in light of the information available to
BGC at the time of document preparation. Any use which a third party makes of this document
or any reliance on decisions to be based on it is the responsibility of such third parties. BGC
accepts no responsibility for damages, if any, suffered by any third party as a result of decisions
made or actions based on this document.
As a mutual protection to our client, the public, and ourselves, all documents and drawings are
submitted for the confidential information of our client for a specific project. Authorization for any
use and/or publication of this document or any data, statements, conclusions or abstracts from or
regarding our documents and drawings, through any form of print or electronic media, including
without limitation, posting or reproduction of same on any website, is reserved pending BGC’s
written approval. A record copy of this document is on file at BGC. That copy takes precedence
over any other copy or reproduction of this document.
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INTRODUCTION

1.1.

Project Understanding
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BGC Engineering Inc. (BGC) understands that Hillcroft Developments Ltd. (Hillcroft) wishes to
develop approximately 20 to 30 housing units at the northwest end of Lawrence Grassi Ridge in
the Town of Canmore, Alberta. Some of the area to be developed is located on or adjacent to
the colluvial fan of Stones Canyon Creek (Drawing 01).
Steep mountain creeks are typically subject to a spectrum of processes that range from clear
water floods to debris floods (both fluvial processes) to debris flows (landslide process) in order
of increasing sediment concentration. Debris floods and debris flows can be particularly
damaging to infrastructure, as they can result in significant bank erosion, channel avulsions,
debris impacts, debris deposition and overland flooding. Stones Canyon Creek is no exception
to these potential impacts being prone to debris flow activity, and such events could affect the
proposed development.
The damaging nature of debris floods and debris flows in the Bow Valley was reinforced by a
significant rainfall event in June 2013. The southwestern Alberta mountain front was affected by
a high duration rainstorm between June 19 and 21, 2013. Direct runoff, coupled with meltwater
released from rain-on-snow, caused sudden and prolonged high flows in the Bow, High, and
Ghost Rivers and their tributaries originating in the Rocky Mountains. These flows resulted in
high rates and volumes of sediment transport, bank erosion and avulsions on alluvial fans1.
Almost all of the steep gradient tributaries that discharge onto alluvial fans that encroach onto the
Bow River floodplain within the municipal boundary of the Town of Canmore were affected by the
combined storm and snowmelt runoff (Jakob et al., 2014). These tributaries include Stones
Canyon Creek (Drawing 01).
Following the event, a number of detailed hazard and risk assessments were conducted by BGC
for creeks within the municipal boundaries of the Town of Canmore and Municipal District of
Bighorn, as summarized in Jakob et al. (2014). Because of the monetary damages sustained
during the 2013 event and the potential for loss of life during future such events, the Town of
Canmore requested that Hillcroft hire an engineering firm to conduct a hazard and risk
assessment for the proposed development on Stones Canyon Creek.
1.2.

Risk Management Approach

BGC’s approach to the hazard assessment of the proposed development is embedded into a risk
assessment methodology, as shown in Figure 1-1 below. This methodology is key in leading to
the conceptualization and design of effective geohazard risk management measures and landuse zoning. The Government of Alberta is pursuing a risk-based approach to mountain creek

1

Alluvial fans are fan-shaped deposits of water-transported material (alluvium). They typically form at the
outlet of tributary streams into a main valley where there is a marked reduction in slope.
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hazard management which is embedded in guidelines (Draft Guidelines for Steep Creek Risk
Assessments in Alberta) prepared by BGC in collaboration with the Albertan government. This
assessment follows these guidelines.

Figure 1-1.

The risk assessment procedure applicable to the current project.

Figure 2-1 is based on an international risk assessment standard and stakeholder consultation
as per the work recently conducted in the Town of Canmore and the adjacent Municipality of
Bighorn.
An outline of proposed tasks for the hazard and risk assessment of Stones Canyon Creek is
provided in Table 1-1. Per the Draft Guidelines for Steep Creek Risk Assessments in Alberta, the
proposed level of assessment provided in Table 1-1 predominantly reflects a Class 2 study. A
Class 2 study generally applies for low loss potential creeks and fans with a proposed subdivision
of 3 to 10 single family lots and a typical value of less than $5 million. Class 3 studies, which
require a higher level of assessment effort, are meant to be applied to the proposed development
of 10 to 100 single family lots. The development size proposed by Hillcroft suggests that a Class
3 study is required. However, the location of the proposed lots on the distal fringe of the fan led
to the decision by the Town of Canmore that a Class 2 study is appropriate for this special case.
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Table 1-1. Outline of proposed tasks for the hazard and risk assessment.
Task
Task 1:
Background
Data

Task 2:
Field
Investigation

Task Description


BGC will obtain historic air photographs for a forensic analysis of Stones Canyon
Creek. These air photographs will be analyzed for event frequency and delineated
for later volume estimates, if past events are visible on the photographs. Photos will
be collected from 1947 to the present.



Delineation of fan and watershed areas using LiDAR data.



Review of LiDAR shaded relief images.



Comparison of 2009 and 2013 LiDAR data to estimate the sediment volume of the
2013 event.

 Hiking of the fan and main channel of Stones Canyon Creek. High water marks and
sedimentation associated with the June 2013 event will be a focus of the site visit.
 Identification of paleochannels (former creek alignments) and mapping of current
creek alignments on the mapped fan.
 Selective test pitting on the fan in the vicinity of the proposed and existing
development.
 Extract tephra samples if encountered for identification and organic materials for
radiocarbon dating

Task 3:
Hazard
Assessment

 Identify tephra (volcanic ash) samples and radiocarbon date organic materials.
 Qualitative description of debris-flow potential and failure mode assessment.
 Identify any very-low or no hazard surfaces on the fan (i.e. inactive fan surfaces).
 Provide a preliminary estimate of frequency and magnitude (FM) of debris flows on
Stones Canyon Creek. Magnitude refers to both peak flow and potential sediment
volume. The FM analysis will be based on the magnitude of the 2013 event, historic
air photographs, and results of the field investigation. Return periods of up to 300
years will be considered in the assessment.
 Run 2 to 3 representative model runs to determine likelihood of avulsions towards the
proposed development and adjacent properties.
 Based on the above analysis, BGC will delineate approximate zones of low, moderate
and high hazard corresponding to the definitions provided in BGC’s composite hazard
maps. Delineation of these hazard zones will be judgment-based.

Task 4:
Risk
Assessment

Task 5:
Reporting



Systematic inventory and characterization of elements at risk



Mapping of the location of elements at risk in relation to mapped hazard extents and
estimated intensities at a preliminary level.



Qualitative estimation of the vulnerability of elements at risk and potential
consequences for each hazard scenario.



Preparation of a DRAFT report which includes:
–

methods description and results

–

qualitative summary of consequences

–

maps showing hazard extent and intensity in relation to elements at risk.
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Task Description


Teleconference with Hillcroft and Town of Canmore to discuss the outcome of the
hazard and risk assessment, and discussion of potential mitigation strategies (if
required).



Preparation of a FINAL report that incorporates review comments from Hillcroft and
the Town or Canmore.

It is important to point out that any additional development towards the northwest on Stones
Canyon Creek fan may require a more detailed (Class 3 or 4) hazard and risk assessment. The
approximate level of effort required for a Class 2 study is summarized in Table 1-2.
1.3.

Report Organization

Section 2 discusses the characteristics of steep mountain creeks. Section 3 describes the
physical setting of the development area. Section 4 provides a brief overview of the June 2013
event as it pertains to Stones Canyon Creek. Section 5 discusses the processes that generate
debris floods and debris flows within the development area. Section 6 addresses the frequency
and magnitude of geomorphic events in the study areas based on a review of historic air
photographs, field observations and limited test pitting which allowed dating of organic materials
and volcanic ash. Section 7 presents the development of a preliminary hazard map for the fan
including the development area, and Section 8 provides a brief qualitative risk assessment.
Conclusions and implications for future development are discussed in Section 9.
1.4.

Site Visits

A helicopter overflight of the watershed was conducted on July 23, 2013 by Dr. Matthias Jakob,
Ph.D., P.Geo. and Mr. Hamish Weatherly, M.Sc., P.Geo., of BGC. Fieldwork was conducted on
August 11 and 12, 2015 by Dr. Matthias Jakob, Ph.D., P.Geo., and Mr. Brent MacDonald of BGC.
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Table 1-2. Level of effort required for a Level 2 assessment (Draft Guidelines for Steep Creek Risk Assessments in Alberta, 2015). Level
1 is shown for comparison.
Class

1

Hazard Assessment
Elements

Risk Assessment
Elements

 Site visit and
qualitative
assessment of hazard
without numerical
modelling

 Qualitative, overview
level assessment of
elements at risk and
potential consequences

 Review of historical air
photographs and/or
high resolution
satellite images where
appropriate
 Identify any very low
or no-hazard surfaces
in the consultation
area (i.e. inactive fan
surfaces)

 Letter report
or
memorandum
with expected
debris
flood/debris
flow stage
levels,
approximate
flow
velocities,
and expected
bank or bed
erosion

Risk Assessment
Deliverables
 Memorandum or
Letter
 Sketch Maps
 Recommendation
for further study

Typical Applications

Return
Periods
(years)

Typical Value
(in Millions $)

10 to 30
30 to 100
100 to 300

< 0.5

10 to 30
30 to 100
100 to 300

<5

 Building permits:
renovations,
expansions, new
single house, new
duplex house
 Loss of life very
unlikely

 Loading
conditions
(where
appropriate)

 Consider past and
future watershed scale
environmental/landuse
changes

2

Hazard
Assessment
Deliverables

 As for Class 1, and

 As for Class 1, and

 Qualitative description
of process potential,
preliminary estimates
of process magnitude
and frequency,
mapping of hazard
zones based on field
evidence, separation
into direct and indirect
impact zones

 Systematic inventory
and characterization of
elements at risk
 Mapping of the location
of elements at risk in
relation to hazard
scenario extents and
estimated intensities
 Qualitative estimation of
the vulnerability of
elements at risk and
potential consequences
for each hazard
scenario

 As for Class 1
but in report
form and with
maps
showing
hazard zones

 Report
 Methods description
and results
 Qualitative
summary of
consequences
 Maps showing
hazard extent and
intensity in relation
to elements at risk
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Steep mountain creeks are typically subject to a spectrum of mass movement processes that
range from clear water floods to debris floods to debris flows in order of increasing sediment
concentration. In this report they are referred to collectively as hydrogeomorphic floods. There
is a continuum between these processes in space and time with floods transitioning into debris
floods and eventually debris flows through progressive sediment entrainment. Conversely,
dilution of a debris flow through partial sediment deposition and tributary injection of water can
lead to a transition towards debris floods and eventually floods.
In British Columbia and Alberta, most infrastructures on steep mountain creeks have been
designed for clearwater floods with return periods of up to 200 years. However, this criterion does
not account for hydrogeomorphic processes such as debris floods and debris flows in which parts
of or the entire channel bed sediments are mobilized. This mobilization can lead to massive
erosion of channel bed and banks in the upland channels and debris inundation on terminal
alluvial fans (Jakob et al., 2015).
Hydrogeomorphic floods are a phenomenon of steep channels. The morphology and processes
in steep channels have been described by Church (2010, 2013). Sediment transfer occurs by a
continuum of processes ranging from fluvial transport (bedload and suspended load) through
‘debris floods’ to debris flows. These phenomena are transitional within time and space along the
channel, depending on the sediment-water mixture. To understand the significance of these
different modes of sediment transfer it is useful to consider the characteristic anatomy of a steep
channel system. Steep mountain slopes deliver sedimentary debris to the upper channels by rock
fall, rock slides, debris avalanches, debris flows, slumps and raveling (dry tumbling of debris down
a steep slope). Landslides may create temporary dams that pond water: when such dam fails, a
debris flow may be ignited in the channel. Debris flows and debris floods characteristically gain
power and material as they move downstream, debouching onto a lower gradient terminal fan
where the channel enters the main valley floor. Here sediment is deposited and widespread
damage may occur (Jakob et al., 2015).
2.2.

Debris Flows

Debris flow, as defined by Hungr et al. (2001, 2014), is a very rapid, channelized flow of saturated
debris containing fines (i.e. sand and finer fractions) with a plasticity index of less than 5%. Debris
flows originate from single or distributed source areas in loose debris mobilized by the influx of
ground- or surface water. Liquefaction occurs shortly after the onset of landsliding due to turbulent
mixing of water and sediment, and the slurry begins to flow downstream, entraining additional
water and channel debris. Unlike debris avalanches which travel on unconfined slopes, debris
flows travel in confined channels bordered by steep slopes. In this environment, the flow volume,
peak discharge, and flow depth increase, and the debris becomes sorted along the flow path.
Debris-flow physics are highly complex and video recordings of events in progress have
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demonstrated that no unique rheology can describe the range of mechanical behaviours observed
(i.e., Iverson, 1997).
Debris flows mobilize on gradients in excess of 50% (27°) and typically require a channel gradient
in excess of some 27% (15°) for transport over significant distances (Takahashi, 1991, Iverson,
2014) and have volumetric sediment concentrations typically in excess of 50%. The distinction
between floods, debris floods, and debris flows is important, as they differ in flow mechanics and
potential consequences. Debris-flow material is typically saturated, however, unlike debris floods,
the movement is colluvial (gravity driven) rather than fluvial (water driven).
When debris flows exit the confines of canyons, significant deposition occurs at the apex of their
respective fans. Boulder lobes, often observed at the front and margins of debris flows, may
create levees that channelize the flow and lead to greater run-out distances on the fan surface.
Debris flows occur in multiple surges often only minutes or less apart, separated by flood
dominated transport mechanisms in between (Hungr et al., 2001). This behavior can lead to
multiple types of deposits in the channel and the fan surface.
Debris flows may continue to run out onto lower gradients even as they lose momentum and
drain; the higher the fines content, and hence the slower the sediment-water mixture loses its
water content, the lower the ultimate stopping angle. The silt-clay fraction is thus the most
important textural control on debris-flow mobility. The surface gradient of a debris-flow fan
approximates the stopping angle for flows issuing from the drainage basin.
Due to their high flow velocities, peak discharges at least an order of magnitude larger than those
of comparable return-period floods, and the large calibre of transported sediment (sometimes
several metres in diameter for the largest clasts) and wood, debris flows are highly destructive
along their channels and on fans. Channel banks can be severely eroded during debris flows,
although lateral erosion is often associated with the trailing hyperconcentrated flow phase that is
characterized by lower volumetric sediment concentrations. The most severe damage may result
from direct impact of large clasts or coarse woody debris against structures that are not designed
for the impact forces. Even where building supporting walls may be able to withstand the loads
associated with debris flows, windows and doors are crushed and debris may enter the building,
leading to extensive damage to the interior of the structure (Jakob et al., 2011).
2.3.

Debris Flood

A debris flood can be defined as: “a very rapid surging flow of water heavily charged with debris
in a steep channel” (Hungr et al., 2001). Debris floods typically occur on creeks with channel
gradients between 3% and 30%. The term “debris flood” is similar to the term “hyperconcentrated
flow”, defined by Pierson (2005) on the basis of sediment concentration as “a type of two-phase,
non-Newtonian flow of sediment and water that operates between normal streamflow (water flow)
and debris flow (or mudflow)”. Transitions from water flow to debris flood/hyperconcentrated flow
and vice versa occur at minimum volumetric sediment concentrations of 3% to 10%. Debris floods
(as defined by Hungr et al. 2001) have slightly lower sediment concentrations than
hyperconcentrated flows (as defined by Pierson, 2005), but this range depends on the overall
Stones Canyon Creek 28 Oct 2015_FINAL
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grain size distribution and the ability to acquire yield strength2. In this report, both debris floods
and hyperconcentrated flows are termed debris floods.
Debris floods can be triggered by exceedance of a critical discharge threshold in an alluvial
channel bed (Church, 2013), or from a unique geomorphic event in the watershed, such as a
landslide dam or glacial dam breach (Jakob et al., 2015).
Due to their higher volumetric water concentration, debris floods are more erosive along channel
banks than debris flows; the latter can reach a sediment saturation point whereby bank erosion
is significantly reduced. Bank erosion and excessive amounts of bedload introduce large amounts
of sediment to the fan where they accumulate (aggrade) in channel sections with decreased
slope. Because storm hydrographs typically fluctuate several times during a given storm, several
cycles of aggradation and remobilization of deposited sediments on channel and fan reaches can
be expected.
2.4.

Fans

An alluvial (formed primarily by floods or debris floods) or colluvial (formed primarily by debris
flows) fan is a fan-shaped deposit of sediment crossed and built up by streams where they flow
from a steep mountain channel onto the dramatically reduced gradient of a valley floor, in this
case the Bow River Valley. Fans are often sought out as preferred development sites because
they are low gradient, compared to the adjacent hillsides, well drained and rise above the
floodplain of the main valley river. Exact process attribution to fan formation is often difficult to
achieve since multiple processes (rock fall, debris flows and debris floods) may have contributed
to its evolution. In this case, the term “composite fan” is more appropriate. Steeper accumulations
of debris as found below steep bedrock gullies are referred to as colluvial cones and are largely
produced by rock fall.
Streamflows and associated transported sediment passes through a single point source at the
apex of the fan. As the stream loses confinement and the channel gradient decreases, it deposits
coarse-grained material. This aggradation reduces the capacity of the channel and forces it to
change direction, thereby gradually building up a shallow conical fan shape. Over time, the creek
moves to occupy many positions on the fan surface. Stones Canyon Creek fan can be classified
as a composite fan consisting primarily of debris flow and debris flood deposits.
In general, the grain size of fan materials diminishes downstream with the distal fan portions often
characterized by small sandy gravels or coarse to medium sands where they interfinger with
floodplain deposits. However, this downstream fining is not continuous because principal fan
channels can convey larger grain sizes even to the more distal fan portions.

2

The yield strength is the internal resistance of the sediment mixture to shear stress deformation; it is the
result of friction between grains and cohesion (Pierson, 2005).
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Process Differentiation

Debris flows and debris floods differ in several aspects, many of which can only be observed
during an event. However, some tell-tale signs remain which help the observer to differentiate
the two processes, and thus allow the appropriate analyses to be carried out.
An important factor in differentiating between debris flows and debris floods is the average
channel gradient of the mainstem channel above the fan apex. Debris flows typically require a
channel gradient in excess of some 27% (15°) to sustain debris flow transport over significant
distances. Table 2-1 compares the average mainstem channel gradients for a number of creeks
in the Bow Valley, all studied by BGC. The steepest creeks (>30%) are shown to be prone to
debris flows, while the lower gradient creeks are prone to debris floods (<15%). At gradients
between 15% and 30%, geomorphic activity is best described as transitional between debris flows
and debris floods. Figure 2-1 shows how the different process types can be differentiated by
sediment concentration.
Table 2-1. Comparison of average mainstem channel gradients for creeks in the Bow Valley and
most hazardous hydrogeomorphic process. Debris flow-prone watersheds in the Bow
Valley are shaded in grey and transitional flow types in italics.
Watershed

Channel
Gradient
(%)

Stones Canyon Creek
X, Y and Z-creeks

Most Hazardous Hydrogeomorphic
Process

32

Debris flow

32, 54, 55

Debris flow

Cougar Creek

5.5

Debris floods

Three Sisters Creek

13

Debris floods

Stone Creek

45

Debris flows

Harvie Heights Creek

18

Transitional debris floods/debris flows

Exshaw Creek

6

Debris floods

Jura Creek

11

Debris floods

Grotto Creek

24

Transitional debris floods/debris flows

Heart Creek

10

Debris floods

Steve’s Canyon Creek

54

Debris flows
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Transition of fluvial transport to pure hillslope processes defined by sediment
concentration (adopted and changed from FLO 2D user manual, 2010).

Another distinguishing factor between the two processes is the stratigraphy of fan and channel
margin deposits. The front of the rapidly advancing debris flow is steep and commonly followed
by several secondary surges that form due to particle segregation and upwards or outwards
migration of boulders. Hence, one of the distinguishing characteristics of coarse granular debris
flows is vertical inverse grading, in which larger particles are concentrated at the top of the deposit.
This characteristic process leads to the formation of lateral levees along the channel that become
part of the debris flow legacy. Similarly, depositional lobes are formed where frictional resistance
from coarse-grained or large organic debris-rich fronts is high enough to slow and eventually stop
the motion of the trailing liquefied debris. Debris-flow deposits remain saturated for some time
after deposition, but become rigid once seepage and desiccation have removed pore water.
Because of their high sediment content, debris-flow deposits are typically matrix-supported, where
individual clasts are not in contact.
In contrast, debris floods have a much higher water content and the stratigraphic legacy of such
events is an unsorted, poorly to non-imbricated, matrix-rich but still predominantly clast-supported
deposit. Their geomorphic legacy on fan surfaces is bouldery sheet deposits, but without abruptly
ending lobes characteristic for debris flows.
Finally, debris flows, debris floods and floods can be separated by the Melton Ratio (relief divided
by the square root of watershed area) and watershed length as shown in Figure 2-2. This figure
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was developed by BGC as part of an Alberta Environment and Parks (AEP) study to identify and
prioritize approximately 700 fans in the Rocky Mountains. Stones Canyon Creek and several
nearby creeks are delineated on the figure indicating that Stones Canyon Creek is prone to debris
flows, which is considered further in the following sections.

Figure 2-2.

Process separation by Melton Ratio (relief/square root of watershed area) and stream
length from a 700 fan data set of the Rocky Mountains of Alberta showing Stones
Canyon Creek and nearby creeks for comparison. Stones Canyon Creek falls near the
group centroid for debris-flow creeks.
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PHYSICAL SETTING

This section provides a description of the physical setting of Stones Canyon Creek, including the
local geology and geomorphic and morphometric characteristics of the colluvial fan and
watershed.
3.1.

Geology

A description of the geology in the study area is important from a lithological and engineering
geology point of view. First, different lithologies have variable weathering characteristics which,
in turn, may determine the rate at which sediment is being delivered from the uplands into the first
order drainage channels. Second, the watershed’s engineering geology may provide clues as to
the type of landslide failure mechanisms that feed larger rock masses directly or indirectly into the
channel system.
Appendix A provides a brief description of the regional geologic setting and lithological weathering
characteristics and then focuses on the engineering geology. It concludes with a brief description
of the Quaternary geology of the area, so far as it relates to sediment delivery and mobilization in
the study area.
The bedrock geology in the study area consists of sedimentary rock of various ages. The main
geological units trend perpendicular to the creek’s trajectory. While some bedrock is supplied to
the channel by physical weathering processes that lead to fragmental rockfall, the vast majority
of sediment is supplied from talus slopes in the upper watershed. Talus itself is supplied by rock
fall from the cliffs rising at the base of Mount Lawrence Grassi and Ha Ling Peak.
The general area of the proposed development is straddled between the uplands near Quarry
Lake3 consisting of glaciofluvial sediments and tills overlying the Carboniferous Rocky Mountain
Group and the steep hillsides flanking Mount Lawrence Grassi and Ha Ling Peak (Drawing 01).
To the east, the current development along Wilson Way and Mount Grassi Ridge presumably
overlies colluvium from the distal fan margins of various creeks and glaciofluvial materials. To
the west, colluvium, till and glaciofluvial materials probably exist in varying thicknesses.
3.2.

Watershed and Fan Characteristics

Stones Canyon Creek originates at the footslopes of Mount Lawrence Grassi (2682 m) and drains
into an unnamed pond west of Quarry Lake at elevation 1388 m. Drawing 01 shows the
watershed and fan boundary for the creek. The watershed characteristics of Stones Canyon
Creek are summarized in Table 3-1 below.

3

Quarry Lake was an open pit mine that closed in 1972 and was lined and filled with water to be
repurposed into a recreational area.
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Table 3-1. Watershed characteristics of Stones Canyon Creek.
Characteristic

Value

Watershed area1 (km2)

1.00

Fan area (ha)

16

Maximum elevation (m)

1
2

2682

2

Minimum elevation (m)

1439

Mean elevation (m)

2125

Average gradient mainstem (%)

32

Average fan gradient (%)

14

As measured above the fan apex.
As measured at the fan apex.

3.2.1.

Stones Canyon Creek Fan

The fan area of Stones Canyon Creek is shown on two separate drawings. Drawing 02 is a
shaded, bare earth Digital Elevation Model (DEM) of the fan and surrounding terrain, while
Drawing 03 is an orthophoto of the area with the DEM contours overlain. The DEM and
orthophoto were generated from a LiDAR survey conducted by LiDAR Services International Inc.
(LSI) on June 28, 2013. LSI processed the LiDAR data and provided BGC with a 1 m x 1 m post
spacing file, which was then used to generate the hillshade DEM and contours shown on
Drawings 02 and 03. The fan area delineated on these drawings has been interpreted by BGC
based on the LiDAR data. The fan boundary as drawn is approximate and delineates the
interpreted landform. The boundary should not be construed as a hazard map, nor does it show
the maximum spatial extent of potential flooding. Future landscape alterations, as well as
additional assessments and major future debris floods or debris flows (and their associated
sediment deposition and erosion), may change the fan boundary in some areas.
The colluvial fan of Stones Canyon Creek has an area of 16 hectares (0.16 km2) and the majority
of the fan except for some 8 homes has no residential development. Additional infrastructures
include the Powerline and Highline trails (Figure 3-1), the power transmission line towers, and
Quarry Lake recreational area which lies mostly beyond the fan boundaries.
From the fan apex, Stones Canyon Creek flows to the north through undeveloped, forested terrain
for about 350 m before reaching the powerline corridor (Figure 3-2), which has a width of
approximately 60 m (Drawing 03). Downstream of the powerline, the gradient diminishes to
approximately 10% before discharging into a pond west of Quarry Lake. Further downstream
Stones Canyon Creek discharges into Canmore Creek, which eventually connects to the Bow
River. The average fan gradient is 14%.
Along the fan reaches, Stones Canyon Creek incised during the 2013 flood resulting in a
pronounced knickpoint some 70 m upstream from the powerline corridor (Figure 3-3).
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Figure 3-1.

Crossing of Stones Canyon Creek of the Highland Trail at approximately 1440 m
elevation. BGC photograph of August 11, 2015 looking west.

Figure 3-2.

Downstream view of the deeply (up to 2.5 m) eroded channel section downstream of
the powerline trail crossing. In a repeat event of this magnitude, power poles could be
eroded and fail into the channel. BGC photograph of August 11, 2015.
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Lower fan section of Stones Canyon Creek with post-abrupt change in elevation). BGC
photograph of August 11, 2015.

Stones Canyon Creek Watershed

The watershed is defined as the water contributing area upstream of the fan apex. In lower
reaches of the watershed, Stones Canyon Creek is incised into the Carboniferous Rocky
Mountain Group formation (Figure 3-4). Here the channel is predominantly underlain by bedrock
(80%), which, due to the dip of the strata, has created a step-pool sequence. This morphology
implies high flow resistance and therefore lower flow velocities compared to a smooth channel
with an even gradient. Moving upstream the bedrock channel section becomes increasingly
confined with several waterfalls alternating with steeper creek sections (Figure 3-5).
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Figure 3-4.

Upstream (south) view of step-pool sequence in bedrock approximately 200 m
upstream of the fan apex. BGC photograph of August 11, 2015.

Figure 3-5.

Upstream view of waterfalls and very narrow channel in the lower sections of Stones
Canyon Creek. BGC photograph of August 11, 2015.
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At an elevation of approximately 1700 m, the characteristics of the creek change. Here Stones
Canyon Creek is no longer incised into bedrock, but rather cuts through the toes of talus slopes
located on either bank. The colluvium is at an angle of repose and supplies debris into the channel
through ravelling (Figure 3-6). In this reach, the creek has an average gradient of 40%, which is
sufficiently steep to transport debris flows.
Quarry Lake

Figure 3-6.

Downstream (north) view of middle sections of Stones Canyon Creek (in dashed blue)
between approximately 1900 m and 1700 m elevation. Note the unstable actively
ravelling talus slopes flanking the channel on both sides. A significant debris
deposition area from upstream debris flows is delineated in yellow (see Figure 3-7).
The fan of Stones Canyon Creek is delineated by the red dashed line. BGC photograph
of July 23, 2013.

At approximately 1800 to 1900 m elevation, the channel widens which has led to a preferential
zone of debris flow deposition (Figure 3-6 and Figure 3-7).
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Downstream view of deposition area between 1800 and 1900 m elevation along Stones
Canyon Creek. The average boulder size in the foreground is approximately 200 mm
in diameter. The deposition area is between 20 and 30 m wide. BGC photograph of
August 11, 2015.

Upstream of 1900 m elevation, the channel splits into multiple debris-flow tracks (Figure 3-8).
These debris-flow channels eventually merge at the footslope of the north face of Mount Lawrence
Grassi (Figure 3-9).
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Figure 3-8.

Downstream view of multiple debris-flow paths between elevation 2600 and 2000 m in
the upper Stones Canyon Creek watershed. The total width of the upper cirque as
shown is approximately 180 m. The gullies on the right hand side are several metres
deeply incised. BGC photograph of July 23, 2013.

Figure 3-9.

Deeply (3-6 m) incised gullies in talus below the rock face of Mount Lawrence Grassi
in the debris flow initiation zone. The distance from the near to far talus slopes is
approximately 200 m. BGC photograph of July 23, 2013.
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Debris flows in this area are initiated by surface runoff during heavy rainfall descending in bedrock
gullies and then discharging onto unconsolidated talus. This talus may be underlain by
permafrost, which would limit the depth to which debris can erode and to which water can infiltrate.
The latter can result in higher pore water pressures at the interface between the overlying talus
and the ice-rich permafrost body. However, without modelling the permafrost distribution in this
location or measuring ground temperature this hypothesis cannot be confirmed. Once water
discharges onto the talus, the sediment is rapidly mobilized and the clearwater flows mix with
loose debris until they assume the physical characteristics of debris flows. Evidence of this
process generation are pronounced lateral levees along the multiple debris-flow paths
(Figure 3-8). Because the downstream channel gradient changes gradually from the angle of
repose (approximately 38˚) to 22˚ downstream and the multiple channels are poorly confined,
debris deposition tends to occur before the channels coalesce at about elevation 1900 m.
While significant debris deposition is observed in the upper watershed, it is conceivable that under
specific hydroclimatic conditions (i.e., very high intensity rainfall, perhaps associated with
snowmelt), debris would be sufficiently mobile to continue through this upper section as a debris
flow (i.e., beyond the deposition zone at about elevation 1800 to 1900 m). In that case,
significantly more sediment would be transported to lower reaches of Stones Canyon Creek and
the fan. A geomorphic map of the watershed is provided in Drawing 04.
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2013 EVENT

This section provides a description of damages sustained on Stones Canyon Creek during the
June 2013 storm event.
4.1.

June 2013 Storm Event

Rainfall was recorded in the Canmore region between June 17 and 23, 2013; however the storm
was concentrated between June 19 and 21, 2013. BGC (2014b) analyzed rainfall records from
various regional data sources that measured precipitation during the event, including the Marmot
Research Basin operated by the University of Saskatchewan, four AEP stations, three
Meteorological Service of Canada (MSC) stations, and a weather station operated by a private
resident on the Cougar Creek fan. Of these stations, the MSC Kananaskis climate station has
the longest data record in the region. Record-breaking 1-day (157 mm), 2-day (224 mm) and 3day (265 mm) rainfall values were measured at this station during the storm. The 1-day maximum
rainfall was 75% greater than the long-term average rain for the month of June. Frequency
estimates indicate that the amount of rainfall that fell during the storm had a return period ranging
from 235 to 575 years for durations of 1 to 3 days (BGC, 2014b) based on reconstruction from
the existing dataset.
Antecedent moisture conditions in the watersheds around Canmore also appear to have been
elevated prior to the arrival of the June 19, 2013 storm. Combined with observations of frozen
soils at higher elevations and abundant bedrock outcrops in many of the watersheds, these
conditions suggest that a high percentage of the total rainfall generated runoff. Analysis of
regional snow pillow data indicates that as much as two thirds of the local catchments may have
been covered in snow immediately prior to the rainfall. Analysis of snow data suggests that the
additional snowmelt contributed between 12 to 29% of total runoff.
Additional details of the storm are provided in BGC (2014b).
4.2.

Stones Canyon Creek

While the fan of Stones Canyon Creek is largely undeveloped, some damage was caused by the
2013 event (Figure 4-1). Figure 4-2 shows the fully eroded culvert at the Powerline Trail crossing
and the significant erosion that occurred during this event. It is conceivable that the observed
erosion is associated with the lack of root strength in this section as the amount of channel incision
and bank erosion observed upstream in the forested section is minor compared to the erosion
that commenced within the powerline corridor. As a consequence of an average channel
widening of about 5 m, the powerline poles came within 8 m of having their foundations eroded
(Figure 4-3). This erosion could be attributable due to a blocked culvert, or a local steepening of
the channel slope on the downstream side of the powerline crossing.
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Aerial view (looking south) of Stones Canyon Creek fan following the June 2013 event.
BGC photograph of July 23, 2013. The current alignment of Stones Canyon Creek is
shown by a blue dashed line and the approximate outline of the proposed development
in shown as an orange dashed line. The yellow dashed line indicates the approximate
extent of Stones Canyon Creek fan.

BGC understands that during the June 2013 event, no debris or water associated with Stones
Canyon Creek was discharged into the area of the proposed Hillcroft Development. A pre-and
post-event comparison of LiDAR-generated topography indicates that approximately 1800 m3 of
sediment was deposited on the fan during the 2013 event (see Section 6.3.1).
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Fully eroded culvert along the powerline corridor. The creek channel was widened
between 3 and 12 m in this section. BGC photograph of August 11, 2015.

Approximate limit of
proposed development

Figure 4-3.

Aerial view of erosion and deposition in the vicinity of the powerline corridor on Stones
Canyon Creek fan following the June 2013 debris flood event. The erosion is outside
of the proposed development boundary. BGC photograph of July 23, 2013.
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STONES CANYON CREEK GEOMORPHIC PROCESSES

Channel gradients along the mainstem channel of Stones Canyon Creek are steep enough to
convey debris flows (average mainstem channel gradient of 32%). Table 2-1 compares the
average mainstem channel gradients for a number of creeks in the Bow Valley, all studied by
BGC. In terms of sediment availability and stream channel gradient, Stones Canyon Creek most
resembles Stone Creek and Steve’s Canyon Creek, both of which are prone to debris flows.
Stones Canyon Creek also plots as being prone to debris flows on Figure 2-2, which allows for
an interpretation of geomorphic process by plotting Melton Ratio (relief/square root of watershed
area) versus stream length for a 700 fan dataset from the Canadian Rocky Mountains.
However, transitory behaviour between debris flows and debris floods can be expected on the
fan during prolonged low-intensity rainfall, as was observed during the June 2013 flood event.
During this event, sediment in the upper watershed was likely recruited through rapid incision of
talus material, which likely initiated minor debris flows that deposited most of their sediments at
an elevation of approximately 1970 to 2000 m elevation. Further downstream, sediment was
mobilized primarily through channel bed entrainment and bank erosion, but it appears that the
flow itself did not fully evolve into a debris flow in the middle and lower channel sections. Lateral
levees were not observed on either side of the creek in the transport zone or the fan area. The
stratigraphic legacy of this event was an unsorted, non-imbricated, matrix-rich but still
predominantly clast-supported debris-flood deposit. It also appears that a majority of the
sediment deposited on the fan was recruited from fan erosion.
Given this evidence, the event of June 2013 is best classified as a debris flood, rather than a
debris flow. This classification can be attributed to very high rainfall volumes, but comparatively
low rainfall intensities (BGC, 2014b). Accordingly, Stones Canyon Creek is tentatively judged to
be prone to both debris flows and debris floods, an assumption that was later confirmed by the
stratigraphic analysis (Section 6.2.2). The dominating process will depend largely on the
triggering hydroclimatic event and if a landslide or in-channel debris mobilization is the dominant
process to recruit and deliver sediment to the fan of Stones Canyon Creek.
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PRELIMINARY MAGNITUDE AND FREQUENCY ANALYSIS

This section provides a preliminary debris flow frequency-magnitude (FM) analysis of Stones
Canyon Creek based on several lines of evidence.
6.1.
6.1.1.

Magnitude
Introduction

Debris-flow magnitude can be expressed as the total volume of debris transported and peak
discharge. A Level 2 assessment as per the Steep Creek Guidelines (AEP, 2015), does not call
for a comprehensive analysis of debris-flow magnitudes. However, some analysis is warranted
to constrain the volumes and peak flows that can be expected for return periods under
consideration in this assignment (up to 300 years). It is important to re-emphasize that the work
conducted for this assessment is tailored towards the proposed development in its present form.
Any future development on Stones Canyon Creek fan will require a more detailed analysis of
debris flow magnitudes.
The magnitude analysis presented herein is based on three lines of evidence:


A reconstitution of the June 2013 debris volume using comparison of a pre-event and postevent LiDAR;



Empirical relationships between peak discharge and debris-flow volumes, although this
work is speculative to some degree as debris-flow volumes have not been reconstituted
for the entire fan; and



Observations in the stratigraphic column within two test pits conducted within the footprint
of the proposed development where horizons with known age were encountered (see
Section 6.2).

6.1.2.

Comparison of Pre and Post-Event LiDAR-Generated Topography

The volume of sediment transported onto the fan during the 2013 flood was investigated using
LiDAR data. A LiDAR survey was completed soon after the 2013 event by LSI on June 28, 2013.
An earlier LiDAR survey had been completed by McElhanney Consulting Services Ltd. on May
23, 2009 along the Bow River valley. Those survey data were procured by the Town of Canmore
and BGC generated triangular irregular networks (TIN) surfaces of the Stones Canyon Creek fan.
Volumetric changes along the channel were quantified by overlaying the 2009 and 2013 surfaces
in PolyWorks, a 3D software program.
As a first step, a surface to surface change detection analysis was performed to identify areas of
real topography change. Those where removed from the model and an iterative closest point
(ICP) alignment algorithm was applied to minimize the effects of global positioning errors between
the two LiDAR surveys. The calculated alignment error was then applied to the areas of real
topographic change and these areas were inserted back into the model. Finally, a second change
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detection analysis was performed on the corrected model to determine the elevation change from
2009 to 2013. Results are shown in Figure 6-1.
The volume change from 2009 to 2013 was determined by applying the calculated elevation
change over a selected area. The area selected for this analysis is delineated in red in Figure
6-1. This area was selected because it contains the areas of significant erosion at the powerline
(shown in blue and purple) and the aggradation downstream (shown in green, yellow and orange).
The reach upstream of the powerline corridor was analyzed separately but showed insignificant
volume change.
This analysis indicates that the 2013 debris flood on Stones Canyon Creek had an approximate
sediment volume of 1800 m3 (+/- 500 m3). This is the total volume of material that is newly
deposited on the fan. It includes those portions of sediment that were eroded from the fan and redeposited downstream.
100 m

N

Figure 6-1.

Elevation change between pre-event (2009) and post-event (2013) topography.
Elevation change is shown in meters and ranges from -2 m (erosion) to +2 m
(aggradation). 10 cm colour bins are defined with +/- 30 cm changes excluded. The
area of Stones Canyon Creek selected for the volume change analysis is delineated in
red.

The debris volume as transported onto the fan is significantly higher than would be predicted from
for a debris flow with the same peak flow using equations 6-1 to 6-3 (see Section 6.1.3). This can
be attributed to the fact that the storm of June 18-21 was of a very long duration which meant that
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sediment was transported over a long period onto the fan of Stones Canyon Creek compared to
a debris flow which may only last for several minutes.
6.1.3.

Potential Magnitude of Previous Events

A Level 2 hazard and risk analysis typically does not include a detailed reconstruction of previous
events as could be achieved by detailed photogrammetry, dendrochronology and thorough
radiocarbon dating of organic materials found in representative locations on the fan. Therefore,
a frequency-magnitude curve for Stones Canyon Creek is not provided here-in. However, the
information gathered in this study allows for some important conclusions:


The 2013 debris flood was the largest event in the past 70 years or so (see Section 6.2).



No debris flow has been observed in this time period, which implies that debris flows likely
occur at a centennial rather than decadal return period.



The abundance of mobilisable debris in the upper watershed suggests that large debris
flows can occur given a sufficiently strong hydroclimatic event.

Following these conclusions, a key question is if debris flows can reach the proposed
development. To answer this question, one would need to know the peak flow that would lead to
an avulsion (sudden exit of the debris flow from its existing channel) on the fan from the current
channel. BGC conducted a sensitivity analysis with three different peak discharges.
Peak discharge of the 2013 event was back-calculated from observed cross-sections upstream
of the fan (3.9 and 5.6 m2, respectively) and velocities as per Prochaska et al. (2008) (5.0 and 5.1
m/s, respectively). The calculated peak discharge then yielded 20 to 29 m3/s with an average of
24 m3/s.
Secondly, debris flow volumes of 6,000 and 15,000 m3 were envisioned, purely based on
judgment of the potential range of available sediment in the upper watershed, which could
potentially be mobilized during a significant debris flow event. These values cannot be associated
with a specific return period, nor do they present a maximum credible volume. The intent is to
bracket debris-flow magnitude for return periods of up to perhaps 300 years and assess if debris
flows of these magnitudes could reach the development. Given that no debris flow was observed
on air photographs for the past 70 years or so, it is assumed that the estimated volume range
corresponds to return periods greater than 70 years.
To estimate peak discharge ranges for the assumed debris-flow volumes, three empirical relations
were used. These relations are as follows:
∗
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/
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[Eq. 6-1]
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where M* is the debris-flow volume and Q* is peak discharge. Q* was calculated from M* by
inserting Q* into the above equations until M* of 6000 m3 and 15,000 m3 were matched.
Table 6-1 provides the minimum and maximum volumes calculated from equations 6-1, 6-2 and
6-3.
Table 6-1. Hypothetical debris-flow magnitudes on Stones Canyon Creek. Peak flow values are
rounded to the nearest 10 m3/s.
Debris Flow
Volume
(m3)

Peak
Discharge
(m3/s)

Debris Flow
Volume
(m3)

Peak
Discharge
(m3/s)

Rickenmann, 1999

6,000

140

15,000

200

Jakob, 1996

6,000

130

15,000

290

Mizuyama et al., 1992

6,000

100

15,000

300

Magnitude Equation

Potential debris flows were subsequently modelled with these magnitudes as discussed in
Section 6.3.
6.2.

Frequency

6.2.1.

Air Photograph Interpretation

As an initial assessment of debris-flood frequency on Stones Canyon Creek, BGC reviewed
available historic aerial photographs. Aerial photos reviewed by BGC are summarized in
Table 6-2 and a chronosequence of air photographs from 1947 to 2013 is shown in Drawing 054
as well as an 1890 photograph taken across the valley from Mount McDonald by McArthur which
can be accessed through the Mountain Legacy project (www.explore.mountainlegacy.ca).
Table 6-2. Stones Canyon Creek historic aerial photographs.
Year

4

Roll

Photo #

Scale

Date

1947

A10908

110

1:40,000

May 11

1949

AS 167

014

1:40,000

September 23

1962

AS 830

051

1:31,680

September 18

1972

AS 1185

004

1:21,120

August 7

1975

AS 1383

126

1:20,000

June 1

1984

AS 3085

072

1:20,000

August 22

1997

AS 4824

061

1:15,000

July 19

The air photo chronosequence shows orthophotos for the different years of historic air photographs,
although there is a low to moderate degree of error in the spatial positioning. A high degree of accuracy
was not considered necessary for this exercise.
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Roll

Photo #

Scale

Date

2008

AS 5450

239

1:30,000

August 18

2013

Orthophoto*

N/A

N/A

June 28

Note: LiDAR data and imagery used to generate the orthophoto was collected by LSI on June 28, 2013.

Figure 6-2.

Stones Canyon Creek in 1890 (Photo by J.J. McArthur) showing generally less
vegetation along the steep side slopes above the fan apex. The approximate
watershed is delineated in white.

The air photo review indicates a lack of obvious debris-flow or debris-flood activity on Stones
Canyon Creek between 1947 and 2008. A swath of a lighter shade of vegetation is apparent from
1947 to 1975 across the fan (Drawing 05). This vegetation may represent older (pre-1947) debrisflow or debris-flood paths that have been re-vegetated by deciduous trees. However, this revegetation may also be from other factors such as forest fire, logging, or insect infestation. Similar
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characteristics were found on Pigeon Creek and Stewart Creek fans. An extensive forest fire
likely occurred shortly before 1889 as shown on imagery from the Mountain Legacy project.
The following observations were made from the air photo analysis for Stones Canyon Creek.
Table 6-3. Observations from air photo analysis of Stones Canyon Creek.
Photo
Date

1947

Observations
The creek follows its current alignment down the centre of the fan
with some natural bends. The majority of the fan is covered with
a swath of a lighter vegetation indicating re-vegetation of the fan
possibly following pre-1947 debris flows or debris floods.
The fan is completely undeveloped in 1947.
Similar to the 1947 air photo.

1949

A corridor has been cleared for the powerline as well as an
access road. The powerline corridor runs along the distal fan
margin.

Most Likely
Hydrogeomorphic
Process
No recent activity,
possible evidence
of pre-1947
avulsions

No detectable
hydrogeomorphicflood activity (NHA)

Similar to the 1949 air photo.
1962

1972

The powerline right-of-way has been expanded to its current
extent and runs southeast from the distal northwest fan margin
to the medial eastern fan margin. There is development of the
quarry to the northwest of the fan.
Open pit mining north of the fan in the area of today’s Quarry
Lake to the northeast. An access road has been constructed on
the eastern fan sector. The creek now drains into several ponds
on the quarry property.

NHA

NHA

The mainstem channel upstream of the fan apex is cleared of
vegetation.
1975

Similar to the 1972 air photo.

NHA

Similar to the 1975 air photo.
1984

Sediment deposition is evident downstream of the powerline as
the creek enters the quarry property. This sediment is most likely
from annual fluvial processes.

NHA

Similar to the 1984 air photo.
1997

Start of construction for the residential development on the
eastern fan sector. Re-vegetation of the main channel upstream
of the fan apex.

NHA

Similar to the 1997 air photo.
2008

Residential development is complete with four homes located on
the eastern fan sector.
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Photo
Date

Observations

Most Likely
Hydrogeomorphic
Process

2013

Significant erosion of the creek channel along the powerline
clearing as well as the sediment deposition downstream. Little
erosion or aggradation upstream of the powerline indicating that
that 2013 debris flood likely originated from the re-mobilization of
fan deposits along the un-vegetated powerline reach rather than
from sediment recruitment from the watershed.

Debris flood

The path of the 2013 debris flood is obvious on Drawing 05 and the older air photos indicate that
the creek has followed a similar channel alignment in the last century, with possible avulsions
across the fan as indicated by the re-vegetation discussed above. This observation suggests that
the 2013 event was the most significant since at least 1947.
6.2.2.

Test Trenching and Radiocarbon Dating

Radiocarbon dating involves measuring the amount of the radioisotope 14C preserved in fossil
organic materials and using the rate of radioactive decay to calculate the age of a sample. This
method requires the deposition and preservation of organic materials within the sedimentary
stratigraphy of the fan. The age limit to the application of the method ranges from approximately
45,000 years to several decades. As such, the method is applicable to the time scale of postglacial fan formation in the Rocky Mountains.
Two test trenches were dug on August 12, 2015 by use of a hydraulic excavator in the vicinity of
the proposed development. The test pits, SCC-TP1 and SCC-TP2, were excavated to a depth of
approximately 4 m and 3.5 m, respectively (Drawing 02). The stratigraphy of both test pits is
shown on Figures 6-2 and 6-3.
Within each of the test pits, a number of discrete geomorphic events were identified. These
deposits are delineated by the dashed white lines on the two figures. If suitable material is
present, the ages of these individual deposits can then be determined by sampling organic
material in overlying/underlying paleosols5 or organic material within the unit itself. Radiocarbon
measurements from paleosols provide ages that can give minimum (or older than) or younger
than relationships with the overlying or underlying units, while short-lived plant detritus such as
leaves or seeds that are incorporated within a debris-flow unit are thought to be contemporaneous
with the depositional event. Tephra (ash) layers can also be used to date the surrounding
stratigraphy by analyzing their chemical composition and identifying them with a known (and
dated) volcanic event. The Bridge River tephra, with a known age of 2332 years before present
(BP), was identified in both pits. Therefore, for each sample obtained, the relation to the overlying
and underlying geomorphic unit is noted. Two 14C samples were obtained from both test pits, as

5

Paleosols are a stratum or soil horizons that formed in the past and are indicative of a period of relative
low sediment deposition activity and a stable fan surface for a significant period of time.
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well as tephra samples from both pits. The radiocarbon samples were sent to Beta Analytic Inc.
in Miami for dating, while the tephra samples were sent to Professor N. Foit (School of
Environment, Washington State University) for verification (Appendix B).
Based on the radiocarbon dating, a possible debris-flow event was identified in SCC-TP1 with a
maximum date6 of 4310 +/- 30 years BP. This sample was obtained at a depth of 1.6 m and the
overlying debris flow deposit had an approximate thickness of 1.1 m. An organic sample was
also dated at a depth of 0.4 m with an age of 140 years +/-30 yrs BP. However, since the sample
was located within the Bridge River tephra with an age of 2332 years BP, it is assumed to be
erroneous. The Bridge River tephra underlies an additional matrix-supported deposit of
approximately 0.3 m thickness. It is believed that this deposit is man-made as it contains some
plastic (indicated by an arrow in Figure 6-3). The origin of this deposit likely dates to between
1984 and 1997 (from air photo analysis) when a spur road was constructed at this location (see
Drawing 05).
SCC-TP1 thus indicates only one debris flow in the last 4,000 years which results in an annual
average frequency of 2.3 x 10-4, or 0.02% chance of occurring in any given year. This value
represents an extremely low probability. The long-term aggradation rate of this portion of the fan
is calculated to 0.25 mm/year, which also indicates an extremely low rate compared to other fans
in the Rocky Mountains investigated by BGC. For example, fan aggradation rates on a distal
portion of Cougar Creek were estimated by BGC to 1.6 mm/year or approximately six times the
rate observed at Stones Canyon Creek (BGC, 2014c). At Stoneworks Creek, immediately west
of Cougar Creek, BGC estimated fan aggradation rates between 0.7 and 1.1 mm/year (BGC,
2015).
At SCC-TP2, the Bridge River tephra was encountered immediately below the soil horizon,
indicating that no debris flow or debris flood events impacted this section of the fan in the last
2,300 years. A debris flow appears to have affected the area between approximately 4800 and
2300 years ago, as well as another debris flow between approximately 9500 and 4800 years ago.
While conclusions on debris flow frequency based on only two test pits are associated with
significant uncertainty, it appears that the development area has been affected by no more than
2 or 3 debris flows in the Holocene era (last 10,000 years) implying an average return period of
3000 to 5000 years.

6

A maximum date indicates that the debris flow is no older than the age specified.
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Test Pit 01 with ages of organic materials, layers and tephra. BGC, August 12, 2015.
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Test Pit 02 showing the locations of dated organic samples, and the Bridge River
Tephra.
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Modelling

Numerical modelling is typically not part of a Level 2 assessment according to the Steep Creek
Risk Guidelines. However, it provides insight into flow behaviour for debris flows larger than the
June 2013 event. Numerical modelling of debris flows can also provide a basis for the delineation
of hazard intensity zones on the fan, which will serve as input to the quantitative debris-flow risk
assessment (QFRA). Debris-flow modelling is based on the following important assumptions:


By varying sediment concentrations, frictional resistance on the fan surface, viscosity and
yield stress7 parameters, a fluid roughly equivalent to the observed debris flows can be
simulated.



Erosion and re-deposition of debris on the fan cannot be modelled reliably.

To estimate debris-flow intensity (maximum flow depth and velocity) and the extent of inundation
on the fan, peak flow hydrographs for a three scenarios were routed downstream using the
commercially available two-dimensional hydraulic model, FLO-2D (2007). FLO-2D is a volume
conservation model that conveys a flood or debris flow within defined channel segments and as
overland flow. Flow progression is controlled by topography and flow resistance.
FLO-2D is suitable for this type of application as it can model unconfined flows across fan
surfaces. It has been applied numerous times worldwide and is on the U.S. Federal Emergency
Management Agency’s list of approved hydraulic models. It does have some limitations, however,
namely its inability to simulate fan erosion and its reduction to model only one rheology even
though it is known that debris flows are multi-phase flows (i.e. the rheological properties change
in space and time).
Model outputs include grid cells showing the velocity, depth, and extent of debris-flow scenarios.
These outputs are imported into GIS and overlaid on base maps.
6.3.1.

FLO-2D Modelling

Model calibration and key inputs to the FLO-2D model are described in the following sections.
Model Runs
Table 6-4 summarizes the three scenarios chosen for modelling purposes. Scenario 1 represents
the best estimation of the June 2013 debris flood event, while Scenarios 2 and 3 represent the
range of debris-flow magnitudes considered in Section 6.1.3 and which are judged to represent a
reasonable bracketing of debris flow events up to and in excess of a return period of 300 years.
Scenario 2 with a sediment volume of 6,000 m3 and a peak discharge of 120 m3/s has been
assigned an upper return period of 300 years, while the larger 15,000 m3 event represents a return
period in excess of 300 years.

Three Sisters
Creek
7

Yield stress is the applied stress needed to make a fluid begin to flow. As an example, Ketchup has a
yield stress of 15 Pascal, while Mayonnaise has a yield stress of about 100 Pascal at room temperature.
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Table 6-4. Simulated scenarios and input parameters. Note that the numbers and model
parameters reported herein are all judgment based except for those reported in bold
font which correspond to the 2013 debris flood.
Return
Period Class
(Years)

Peak Flow
(m3/s)

Sediment
Concentration
(%)

Sediment
Volume
(m3)

Dominant
Hydrogemorphic
Process

30 to 100

16

20

1,800

Debris Flood

100 to 300

120

50

6,000

Debris Flow

>300

260

50

15,000

Debris Flow

Topography
Detailed topographic information was based on the 2013 LiDAR data. Digital elevation models
(DEM) were created and FLO-2D’s preprocessing program was used to generate a square grid
for flow modelling purposes. A 3 m x 3 m (for Scenario 1) and a 10 m x 10 m (for scenarios 2 and
3) grid size was used for the models as it strikes a reasonable balance between the detail needed
for risk assessment and computing time. The smaller grid size was used for Scenario 1 because
it was important to test if relatively small debris flows or debris floods can avulse near the fan
apex and seek a trajectory towards the proposed development. Larger than 10 m grid sizes are
unfavourable as they would far exceed the channel dimensions and thus may not simulate
confined flow. The model was started above the fan apex with a model boundary encompassing
the colluvial fan.
Model Calibration
Numerical models typically need to be calibrated through back-analysis of previous events.
Calibration is achieved iteratively through changes in model input parameters until a reasonable
match of inundation areas, flow depths, deposit depths and velocities can be demonstrated. It is
never possible to create a precise modelling replica due to various model limitations and some
unpredictable debris-flow or debris-flood behaviour (for example avulsions due to log or boulder
jams).
Scenario 1 was chosen for the calibration process, as the sediment volume and peak discharge
of this event are reasonably known. Most of the channel changes on the fan during the June
2013 event is believed to have been a result of bank erosion and remobilization of fan material,
with minor inputs from the basin. Despite this finding, the net aggradation on the fan ranges
between 1300 and 2300 m3. Fan reach sediment entrainment cannot be simulated by FLO-2D.
Instead, the back-calculated peak discharge of the June 2013 event was used as input to the flow
at the fan apex and the calibration focused on ensuring that the modelled extent of flooding
appeared reasonable.
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Inflow Hydrographs
Inflow hydrographs to FLO-2D were created using the peak flow estimates in Table 6-4. These
peak flow estimates are based on empirical relationships between peak flows and assumed debris
volumes. It should be re-emphasized that the debris-flow volumes used in this analysis only serve
as a sensitivity analysis and are not based on detailed volume reconstructions from fan evidence.
They are, however, believed to be reasonable approximations for the respective return period
ranges. A triangular shape was assumed for the hydrographs and sediment volumes were
integrated so that the total sediment volumes of Table 6-4 were not exceeded.
Flow Resistance
Flow resistance shear stress components are combined in FLO-2D into an equivalent Manning’s
n-value for the flow. Manning’s n was estimated as 0.040 in the creek, 0.075 in the majority of
floodplain and 0.1 for the forest covered area.
6.4. Results
Drawing 06 presents the results of debris-flood and debris-flow modelling for the three scenarios.
The modelling results, although incomplete, suggest that avulsions are likely for peak discharges
that exceed approximately 15 to 20 m3/s at the fan apex. While most of the debris is likely to stay
in the channel, some sediment and water is likely to spill out of the channel and continue
downstream towards the northeast and east. The modelled tendency for a channel avulsions to
the northeast and east was tested twofold. First, several cross-sections were cut near the fan
apex in Global Mapper® all of which indicated a minimum freeboard (elevation difference) of
1.6 m near the fan apex. Second, field observations confirmed that the maximum elevation
between the lowest point of the channel and the bank is about 2.0 m (Figure 6-4), which is
consistent with the observations from Global Mapper. Furthermore, gradual aggradation (buildup of sediment) in this reach could increase the potential for debris-flow avulsions at this location
with undesirable outcomes for the existing and future development.
It is important to note that the modelling conducted in this analysis is precursory in nature and
should be replaced by well-calibrated model runs should development beyond the one discussed
in this report be contemplated on Stones Canyon Creek fan.
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Low point near the fan apex of Stones Canyon Creek fan where avulsions towards the
east are possible should the flow depth of a debris flow exceed approximately 2 m.

It is interesting to note on Drawing 06 that channel avulsions occur upstream of the fan apex,
most notably for Scenario 3. This result suggests that the selected peak discharge of 260 m3/s
has a return period well in excess of 300 years, and possibly as high as several thousand years
as evidenced by the debris flows encountered in SCC-TP 1 and 2.
6.5.

Summary

The following points can be summarized for this section:


Small (< 1000 m3) debris floods may occur with decadal frequency on Stones Canyon
Creek, while debris flows probably occur at a centennial-scale return period. The largest
event in the historical record was the June 2013 debris flood. It is important to note that
these return periods are backward looking and that climate change may increase the
frequency of debris flow and debris flood events in the future.



The June 2013 event had an approximate volume of 1800 m3 and a peak flow immediately
upstream of the fan apex of approximately 16 m3/s. It is best classified as a debris flood
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which recruited most of its sediment by fan scour. This is likely attributable to the long
duration (3 days), moderate intensity (17 mm/hr) nature of the hydroclimatic event.


The June 2013 event was likely the largest event in the past 70 years.



There is no evidence of a debris flow in the past 70 years, but Stones Canyon Creek can
be classified as being also subject to debris flows.



Dated volcanic ashes from the Mount Meager eruption some 2300 years ago and organic
samples encountered in test trenches and subsequently dated, suggest that debris flows
reach the proposed development on average every 3000 to 4000 years though sediment
laden floods may occur at return periods between 70 and 300 years. The amount of
sediment in such events is small as they have not left a traceable stratigraphic marker.
Consequently, debris flow potential to the subject property can be classified as very low.



Numerical debris-flow modelling suggests that avulsions near the fan apex can occur at
peak flows exceeding 16 m3/s. Peak flows of this magnitude will likely be associated with
debris flows. Assumed debris-flow volumes of 6000 and 15,000 m3/s with corresponding
peak flows of approximately 100 to 130 m3/s and 200 to 300 m3/s, respectively are very
likely to cover substantive portions of the fan and would likely reach the proposed
development. Those flows are likely associated with return period well in excess of 300
years.



The upper watershed stores a quasi-unlimited amount of sediment which implies that large
(> 10,000 m3) debris flows have and can occur in the future. This is particularly relevant
to any future development further west on the fan than the development currently
proposed by Hillcroft.

It is important to note that the analysis carried out for this study does not replace an in-depth
frequency-magnitude analysis including many more test pits and radiocarbon dates should further
development applications for sections of the fan be received by the Town of Canmore.
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PRELIMINARY HAZARD MAP DEVELOPMENT

7.1.

Methods
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A primary deliverable of a Level 2 risk assessment is a map showing debris-flow hazard extent
and intensity in relation to elements at risk. The goal was to use a three zone system similar to
the zones currently used by the Town of Canmore (Table 7-1) but using 3 instead of 4 zones in
the absence of detailed numerical modelling. These three zones equate, approximately, to the
intensity zones as shown in Table 7-1 below.
Table 7-1. Legend for composite hazard maps.
Colour
Scheme

IDF
range

Hazard Zone Characteristics

>100

Very fast flowing and deep water and debris. High likelihood of severe
building structure damage and severe sediment and water damage.
Extremely dangerous to people in buildings, on foot or in vehicles.

1-100

Fast flowing shallow to deep water and debris. Moderate to high likelihood of
building structure damage and sediment and water damage. Dangerous to
people in buildings, on foot or in vehicles.

<1

Slow flowing shallow and deep water with little or no debris. High likelihood
of water damage. Potentially dangerous to people in buildings, on foot or
vehicles in areas with higher water depths. Can be supplemented by water
depth maps for ponding water where flow velocities are zero.

IDF stands for debris flow intensity index (after Jakob, 2011) which is the flow depth times velocity squared.

The delineation of hazard zones was achieved within a Global Mapper workspace that allowed
juxtaposition of shaded relief images, contours and orthophotos and which was informed by the
field assessments and numerical modelling prior.
7.2.

Results

BGC only identified a relatively confined red zone along the active channel (Drawing 07). A red
zone is defined by a debris flow intensity index of greater than 100. Such an index value could
be achieved, for example, by a debris flow with a 5 m/s flow velocity and a 4 m flow depth. Given
the magnitude of debris flow events considered at Stones Canyon Creek, the extent of the red
zone on the fan is expected to be limited (Drawing 07). The proposed Hillcroft development is
mapped within the yellow hazard zone, which implies slow moving shallow water with little debris.
This hazard rating is consistent with the results of the test pitting.
7.3.

Limitations

The zones outlined in Drawing 07 are preliminary and should not be relied upon if further
development on the fan is proposed. Additional development would likely necessitate a Class 3
or 4 study as per the Steep Creek Guidelines as referred to earlier.
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QUALITATIVE RISK ASSESSMENT

A Class 2 assessment as per the Guidelines requires an assessment of the vulnerabilities and
risk of the specific proposed development and associated infrastructure for the return period in
question.
This work has established that debris flows are very unlikely to reach the proposed development
at return period below approximately 300 years, but that some sediment-laden water may affect
the development for events in excess of 70 year return period. Such flows would likely be shallow
(less than perhaps 50 cm flow depth) and characterized by low (< 1 m/s) flow velocities. With
such intensities, there is a very low risk of loss of life for residents within the proposed
development. However, some property damage can still result should water be allowed to flow
into garage entrances or basements with windows at grade. BGC understands from Hillcroft that
garage entrances are planned to have a positive slope (i.e. sloping upwards from Lawrence
Grassi Ridge Road) and thus should not allow water ingress.
In absence of mitigation, some yard damage can be expected and there is potential of some scour
along foundations. If it were to occur, the scour is considered unlikely to jeopardize the structural
integrity of the buildings based on our current observations.
Muddy water could flood across the westernmost extent of Wilson Way and Lawrence Grassi
Ridge Road and make access to the affected properties difficult, but is unlikely to result in
sediment deposition that would preclude access and egress to the potentially affected properties.
In summary, a debris flood with a return period less than 300 years that could affect the subject
properties is very unlikely to lead to life loss or significant building damage. Property damage
could still occur, but would likely be minimized by avoidance of basement windows at grade or
facing upslope.
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Conclusions
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This Level 2 hazard and risk assessment focused on identifying the creek hydrogeomorphic
processes, estimating the creeks’ relative level of activity, and identifying runout areas and
intensities.
A desktop study conducted with the help of historic air photographs and LiDAR images and
topography was supplemented by field investigations to assess both debris-flood and debris-flow
hazards. A multi-colour hazard map was created that reflects BGC’s Level 2 assessment of
hazard zones as determined by remote sensing and field methods.
Stones Canyon Creek fan is subject to debris flows at a century to millennia time scale and to
debris floods at a decadal scale. Preliminary evidence suggests that sediment supply in the upper
watershed is unlimited and that the fan is active. It is possible that the upper portion of the Stones
Canyon Creek basin is within the alpine permafrost zone which under a warming climate will
degrade. Permafrost degradation implies a thickening of the so-called active layer (seasonally
unfrozen layer) which could recruit further debris over time. Total permafrost degradation,
however, could increase water infiltration and thus reduce the effective stress exerted by
excessive pore water pressures. In other words, disappearance of presumed permafrost could
lower the chance of debris flow initiation.
Climate change is also projected to be associated with an increase in extreme rainfall events
which could further increase the frequency and possibly the magnitude of debris flows and debris
floods on Stones Canyon Creek. If climate change is associated with an overall drying trend, the
likelihood of forest fires is also likely to increase. Stand-replacing forest fires may drastically
change the frequency and likely magnitude of debris flows as large-scale tree mortality and the
formation of water-repellent soils will likely create conditions favourable for debris flow initiation
and transport to the fan.
Test trenching on the fan has shown that Bridge River tephra, dating an eruption of Mount Meager
some 2300 years ago is situated near the fan surface suggesting that no debris flow has reached
the proposed development since that volcanic event.
9.2.

Implications for Development

This Level 2 study has demonstrated that debris-flow hazards with the potential of causing
structural building damage are limited to the upper fan areas and the existing channel. Therefore,
BGC considers it very unlikely under present conditions that the development area will be affected
by debris flows at a return period of 100-300 years, which is the focus of a Class 2 assessment
as per the Guidelines. However, overland flooding is possible even at these lower return periods,
particularly, if the channel near the fan apex builds up sediment over time which will make
avulsions more likely. At higher return periods (those exceeding 300 years), debris flows may
affect the westernmost portion of the development, although flow depths are expected to be less
than 0.5 m by the time they reach the proposed development. BGC believes that the probability
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for life loss is negligible up to a 300-year return period for the proposed development. However,
overland flooding with suspended sediment at lower return periods may still result in some
property damage. Such potential damages could be averted by constructing a low (approximately
1 m high) earthen berm that would connect the southern fan fringe with the powerline corridor
north of the proposed development. Such a berm could be constructed with minimal tree
disturbance, be vegetated and allow animal passage. Two alternative alignments are shown on
Drawing 02. The exact alignment will depend on future modelling results with the berm in place
as well as policy decisions with respect to land use along the alternative berm corridors.
Any future developments in mid to upper portions of the Stones Canyon Creek fan would need to
account for higher impact forces and thus be associated with a more significant mitigation and
maintenance effort.
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CLOSURE

We trust the above satisfies your requirements at this time. Should you have any questions or
comments, please do not hesitate to contact us.
Yours sincerely,
BGC ENGINEERING INC.
per:

Matthias Jakob, Ph.D., P.Geo. (BC/AB)
Principal Geoscientist

Reviewed by:
Hamish Weatherly, M.Sc., P.Geo. (BC/AB)
Principal Hydrologist

APEGA Permit to Practice No.: P-5366
MJ/HW/sf/st
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GEOLOGY

A.1. Bedrock Geology
A.1.1. Overview
The Canadian Rocky Mountains (CRM) are a fold and thrust belt, where thick units of more
erosion resistant Paleozoic carbonates were folded and thrust progressively in a north-easterly
direction over more friable Mesozoic siltstones, sandstones and shales. Four main sequences
of rocks can be characterized in the Canmore region.
The oldest unit at the base is referred to as the basement rocks of the North American cratonic
plate (30 – 50 km thick), which bears no relevance to this present study. The next unit is the
Pre-Cambrian to Lower-Cambrian clastic and minor carbonate rock unit (~10 km thick)
composed of weathered rock from the Canadian Shield (further east). The ~6.5 km thick
middle carbonate unit (Middle-Cambrian to Upper Jurassic, 540 – 155 Ma) consists of marine
carbonates (limestone and dolostone) and shale. The upper unit (~5 km thick) is composed
of a young Jurassic to Tertiary (155 – 1.9 Ma) unit of sandstone, shale, conglomerate and coal.
This final unit consists of sediments eroded from an uplifting landscape into a foreland basin
to the east (Gadd, 1995; Henderson et al, 2009).
Osborn et al. (2006) describe the final stages of mountain building as being associated with
differential erosion of various units. The softer Mesozoic rocks led to rounded mountain tops
exposing the underlying Paleozoic and Proterozoic rocks that can support steeper and higher
slopes.
A.1.2. Geology of Stones Canyon Creek Watershed.
The bedrock geology of the study area is discussed briefly to create a general overview of the
type of rocks encountered in the watershed and link the observed lithologies to geomorphic
processes that could affect the frequency, magnitude or rheology of steep creek processes in
Stones Canyon Creek.
Stones Canyon Creek runs roughly perpendicular to the dominant trend of geological groups.
The upper ridge lines parallel the Bow River and Spray Lake Valley in a north-west to southeast direction. The ridges consist of competent limestones and dolomites of the Devonian
Palliser Formation (Dpa) and the upper (Mbfu) and middle Banff Formations (Mbfm). An eastwest trending transverse fault runs perpendicular dominant trend of the geologic units creating
an offset of geologic units in the upper drainage (Drawing 02). This offset creates a differential
order of geologic units from the northern half and southern half of the upper drainage above
2000 m.
The geologic units will be described for each respective half of the upper drainage. The
southern half of the drainage is composed of the Devonian upper, middle and lower (Mbfl)
Banff Formations, the Palliser, Alexo (Dax) and Southesk Formations (Dsx) with southwesterly
dip direction and dip angles between 27 and 35⁰. The northern half is composed of the lower
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Banff, Palliser, Alexo and Southesk Formations with dip angles between 35 and 40⁰ and a dip
direction towards the southwest.
Below ~ 2000 m the drainage follows the following succession of geologic units. From 2000
m to 1880 m is the Cairn Formation, which consists of porous dolomite and dolomitic limestone
with minor chert and breccia (Drawing A-1, Figure A-1).

Figure A-1.

Image looking upstream at the Devonian Cairn Formation. BGC photograph of
August 11, 2015.

The drainage crosses a series of Cambrian rock units from ~ 1880 to 1770 m. The Lyell,
Sullivan, Waterfowl, Arctomys and Pika formations (Cll, Csu, Cwf, Car and Cpk respectively).
Most of these units are composed of limestone and dolostone with some shales within the
Sullivan and Pika Formations (Drawing A-1).
At ~ 1765 m the drainage crosses a thrust fault and then back into a ~ 200 m thick unit of
Devonian Southesk Formation dolomite. The drainage crosses another thrust fault at ~ 1695
m into a ~180 m unit of light grey quartz sandstone, dolomitic sandstone and chert of the
Carboniferous Rocky Mountain Group (PPrm) (Drawing 02). At ~ 1600 m the drainage crosses
the Rundle Thrust Fault and then into the Jurassic/Cretaceous Kootenay Formation. The
Kootenay Formation (JKk) which consists of carbonaceous sandstone, siltstone, mudstone,
shale and coal also underlies the Stones Canyon Creek fan (Price, 1970).
The weathering products of the geological groups described above result in largely bouldery
and gravelly debris with a dominantly sandy matrix. This distribution can be attributed to the
largely competent rock types with few siltstones or mudstones, which would give rise to a more
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fine-grained matrix. The key aspect of the geologic units described herein is that they all dip
at moderately steep angles towards the southwest with little folding, which results in relatively
few large rock slope failures. This aspect is explained in greater detail in the following section.
A.1.3. Engineering Geology of Stones Canyon Creek
In the upper watershed above 2000 m, the individual peaks are connected by ridges within the
treeless alpine region. Steep cliffs with 80 to 300 m relief have formed in various locations
along the perimeter of the watershed with principal joint sets trending east-west and well as
north-south. The latter joint sets often trend parallel to the exposed cliff faces and are
responsible for relatively thin (several metres) toppling rock columns, which have led to
extensive talus slopes mantling the toe of such rock slopes (Figure A-2). The talus slopes
provide sources of sediment that can be entrained during debris flow events (Figure A-3).
In the mid-watershed (~1940 to 1800 m), raveling slopes flank the mainstem channel providing
sediment. The amount of sediment is minor compared to the talus slopes in the upper basin
(Figure A-4).

Figure A-2. Image looking southwest showing the steep rock fall-producing cliffs in the upper
watershed. The yellow inset image shows the source of rock fall from daylighting
joint sets. The red circle shows an accumulation of larger boulders within the talus
slope. Main and inset images are BGC photographs of August 11, 2015 and July
23, 2013 respectively.
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Figure A-3. Image looking north showing the development of debris flow troughs, associated
levees and deposition lobes within the talus slopes of the upper drainage basin.
BGC photograph of July 23, 2013.

Figure A-4. Image looking north down the drainage at raveling slopes at ~1940 to 1800 m as
indicated by arrows. BGC photograph of July 23, 2013.
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During remote sensing and the channel traverse, BGC did not locate a rock avalanche or rock
slide deposit in the watershed, which is likely due to the dominance of strike slopes that appear
to hinder very large rock mass detachments. It may also be partially due to extensive glacial
scour during the Quaternary period, which may have removed large unstable rock masses.
While rock fall continues to feed talus slopes at the base of cliffs in the watershed, it is not
believed to be the principal provider of debris to the drainage channel network.
A.1.4. Quaternary Geology
The late Pleistocene epoch (past 126,000 to approximately 11,700 years) of the Bow Valley
and fan development in the Stones Canyon Creek study area needs to be considered because
geomorphic processes, particularly during the latter part of the late Pleistocene, supplied
sediment to the channel system and influenced fan formation processes that followed the
retreat of ice.
The Stones Canyon Creek study area is located in a region that was affected by phases of
glaciation and de-glaciation during the Holocene period (11,700 years BP to present). The
Late Pleistocene and Holocene epochs of the Quaternary Period in the Canadian Rockies
represent a period of significant climate change, which led to a transition from extensive
glaciation to de-glaciation. This transition ended the cycle of glacial erosion and heralded the
onset of deposition on tributary alluvial fans. This section describes the paleo-climatic
conditions, the specific glacial advances, and addresses the sedimentation that resulted.
A.1.4.1. Bow Valley Glaciation
The Quaternary geology of the Canadian Rockies has been well studied. Rutter in the 1960s
and 1970s described four glacial events (Rutter, 1965, 1966a, 1966b, 1972). The site relevant
events are the Pre-Bow Valley Advance, Bow Valley Advance, and Canmore Advance. Rutter
later discarded the notion of the Pre-Bow Valley Advance (Bobrowski and Rutter, 1992) and it
is thus excluded from the discussion.
Bow Valley Advance
The timing of the Bow Valley Advance (BVA) is not conclusive, but was interpreted by Rutter
(1972) and Clague (1989) as occurring between 25,000 and 21,000 years before present (BP).
The BVA is represented by breaks in slope due to glacial erosion as well as thick
accumulations of till overlying glaciofluvial outwash gravels. The BVA extended into the
foothills of the Rockies and retreated to the area of the Banff town site (Rutter, 1972). This
advance likely deposited significant amounts of sediment at the mouth of Stones Canyon
Creek and into the lower watershed that was subsequently eroded by creek processes.
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Canmore Advance
Following the retreat of glaciers of the BVA, the Canmore Advance included glacial advance
to a position near Mount Yamnuska. Rutter (1972) determined the thickness of the ice by
observing the break in slope due to glacial erosion.
Table A-1). Jackson (1980) concluded that the ice from the Canmore Advance was in retreat
by 12,000 years BP. As for the BVA, this glacial advance likely supplied ice marginal
sediments and morainal material in the vicinity of the Stones Canyon Creek outlet. Such
sediments were subsequently eroded by fluvial processes.
Table A-1. Estimated ice thickness of the Canmore advance (modified from Rutter, 1972).
Location

Maximum Ice
Elevation
(masl)

Approximate
Ice Thickness
(m)

Park Boundary on SW side of Bow Valley

1554

229

Near Canmore, SW side of Bow Valley

1509

152

Near Canmore, SW side of Bow Valley

1554

229

A.1.4.2. Tephras in the Study Area
During the Holocene, several volcanic eruptions distributed volcanic ash (tephra) over the
region. While there are several known tephras distributed further north in the Canadian
Rockies, the two tephras generally found in the Lower Bow Valley are the Mazama tephra
(Crater Lake, Oregon) and the Bridge River tephra (Mount Meager, British Columbia) (Osborn
et al., 2001). Kostaschuk and Smith (1983) located Mazama and Bridge River tephras within
sediments near Banff, Alberta. Mazama tephras generally have a bed thickness of greater
than 10 cm.
According to Osborn et al. (2001), the Mazama tephra has a radiocarbon age of 6,730 years
BP (7627+/-150 calendar years BP1, lab analysis) and the Bridge River tephra 2,332 years BP
(2360 calendar years BP, lab analysis) based on varve counts from Hector Lake.
These deposits are stratigraphic markers as the age of eruptions is known and are thus useful
when encountered in test trenches to determine fan aggradation rates at the specific location
where the tephra is encountered.
In the study area two tephra samples were collected in test pits on the east sector of the Stones
Canyon Creek fan at a depth of 0.3 m. They were both determined to be Bridge River tephras.
The identification of these tephra layers as being the Bridge River tephra is informative as it
allows approximation of fan aggradation in the fan sector where the proposed development is
located.

1

Because atmospheric carbon has fluctuated in the past, a calibration curve is used to convert between
radiocarbon and calendar ages. 6,730 BP is equivalent to 7,627 calendar years BP. Radiocarbon ages report
what the age of the sample would be if atmospheric carbon was always constant, which it hasn’t been.
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Table B‐1. Summary of samples sent to Beta Analytic Inc. and Washington State University for laboratory testing.

Field Sample ID

Sample Type

SCC‐TP‐1‐1
SCC‐TP‐1‐2
SCC‐TP‐1‐3

Tephra
Charred material
Charred material

SCC‐TP‐2‐1
SCC‐TP‐2‐2
SCC‐TP‐2‐3

Tephra
Charred material
Charred material

1

Laboratory
Washington
State
University
Beta Analytic
Beta Analytic
Washington
State
University
Beta Analytic
Beta Analytic

Analysis Beta ID

Test Pit Unit

Measured
Sample Depth
Radiocarbon Age / Tephra
(mbgs)
Age

Conventional
Radiocarbon Age

Tephra
Analysis
AMS1
AMS

N/A
417313
417314

1
1
1

2
2
6

0.4
0.4
1.6

2332 BP
140 +/‐ 30 BP
4310 +/‐ 30 BP

N/A
120 +/‐ 30 BP
4350 +/‐ 30 BP

Tephra
Analysis
AMS
AMS

417315
417316

1
2
2

2
4
6

0.25
0.95
2.05

2332 BP
4760 +/‐ 30 BP
9460 +/‐ 40 BP

N/A
4760 +/‐ 30 BP
9450 +/‐ 40 BP

AMS = Accelerator Mass Spectrometer
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Wildfire Risk Assessment
Lot 3 Block 5 Plan 971 1871
and
Area B Plan 941 2236

Prepared for:
Hillcroft Developments Ltd.

Prepared by:
Stew Walkinshaw

Canmore, AB.
(403)678-7054
montane@shaw.ca
July 19, 2016
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1

Overview

This Wildfire Risk Assessment evaluates current wildfire threat and provides FireSmart
recommendations to reduce the threat to development in Peaks of Grassi Lot 3 Block 5 Plan 971
1871 and Area B Plan 941 2236 (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Proposed Development
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2

Current Wildfire Threat Assessment

The development site and surrounding area were evaluated to determine the existing threat of
wildfire to the proposed development area.
2.1 Development Site
Current FireSmart hazard for the development site is EXTREME based on the following
characteristics.
Factor
Forest Vegetation

Characteristics
 Moderately dense mature Pine/Spruce with scattered Aspen
 Scattered dead standing

Surface Vegetation




Wild grass and shrubs including scattered juniper
Scattered dead & down

Ladder Fuels



Continuous with moderate-heavy spruce regeneration

Slope




30-35% North aspect in MR1
0-5% North aspect in MR2 & MR3

Position on Slope



Mid-slope

Building envelopes will be cleared of trees resulting in a reduction in FireSmart hazard. The lot
rear setbacks and Municipal Reserve lands (Photos 1 & 2) will require treatment to reduce
wildfire threat to structures.

Photo 1 – MR1 Current State
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Photo 2 - MR2 & MR3 Current State
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2.2 Landscape-Level Assessment
The threat of wildfire approaching the proposed development area is HIGH based on the
following characteristics:
 Intense wildfire behaviour with long-range spotting and firebrand ignition of structures is
probable based on the predominantly coniferous fuel types within 500 metres of the
proposed development
 The AltaLink powerline corridor on the north-side of the development provides a good
fuelbreak however wildfire in the dense coniferous fuels north of the powerline right-ofway can produce significant threat to structures in Peaks of Grassi
 FireSmart fuels reduction on Crown and Municipal-lands to the west and within Peaks of
Grassi reduce the threat from the west and within the community (Figure 2)

Figure 2: Completed Fuel Reduction Areas
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3

Proposed and Recommended Development Standards

Feature
Structural:

Proposed Standard(s)

Roofing Material



Siding Material
Decking Material

Recommended Standard(s)




Minimum ULC Class C fire-rated as per Town of
Canmore Land Use Bylaw Section 4.28
No design standards proposed



No standards proposed








Minimum ULC Class C fire-rated as per Town of Canmore Land
Use Bylaw Section 4.28
Require the use of fire-resistant siding materials including but not
limited to fibre-cement (Hardi-plank), rock, stucco, brick, or metal
Require the use of fire-resistant decking materials including but not
limited to “Trex” composite deck board or equivalent
All deck undersides less than 8’ from ground level must be skirted
with non-combustible material
All deck undersides greater than 8’ from ground level must have
non-combustible surface cover underneath consisting of gravel,
rock, concrete, or other as approved by the development authority

Infrastructure:
Access
Power Distribution
Gas
Fire Service Water
Supply






Address Signage



Lawrence Grassi Ridge already built
Underground
Underground natural gas
Pressurized fire hydrant water supply as per Town of
Canmore Engineering Design and Construction
Guidelines
As per Section 4.26 of the Town of Canmore Land Use
Bylaw






No recommendations
No recommendations
No recommendations
No recommendations



No recommendations



Clear all coniferous trees for a minimum of 10 metres from all
proposed structures (see Appendix I map) – isolated trees may be
retained for aesthetics
Establish and maintain non-combustible surface cover (gravel,
rock, concrete, maintained lawn) within this 10 metre zone
Require the use of fire-resistant species in landscaping (Appendix
II) appropriate to the growing zone and wildlife conflicts and based
on Town of Canmore standards
Complete fuels reduction in the Municipal Reserve lands as per the
prescription and map provided (Appendix I)

Vegetation Management:
Priority Zone 1
(Building lots)





Lots are currently required to have a 2.5 metre “no
vegetation disturbance” easement adjacent to the
Municipal Reserve boundary resulting in lack of
adequate Zone 1 clearance from flammable forest fuels
No landscaping standards proposed




Priority Zone 2-3
(Municipal Reserves)



To be determined based on recommendations in this
Wildfire Risk Assessment
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Appendix I
Priority Zone 2-3 FireSmart Fuel Modification Prescription
Peaks of Grassi Municipal Reserve 1
Objective:
Conduct FireSmart fuel modification on proposed Municipal Reserve lands between the building lots and
the AltaLink powerline right-of-way to reduce wildfire intensity and rate of spread into and from the
development.
Retain:
 Retain all green deciduous stems unless damaged or unhealthy
Remove/Thin:
 Thin coniferous overstory to 2 metres between crowns of other coniferous overstory – watch for
over-thinning causing increased blowdown potential of overstory trees
 Thin coniferous advanced-growth understory and regeneration to 4 metre crown spacing (~6m
stem spacing) from other coniferous regeneration, advanced-growth understory, and/or overstory
trees
 Remove all dead standing trees unless showing signs of significant cavity-nesting activity
 Remove all leaning and dead & down trees - logs in an advanced state of decay and not
contributing to wildfire fuel load may be left for ecological purposes
 Remove all live and dead buffalo-berry shrubs
 Remove all dead willow and alder shrubs
 Prune all residual coniferous trees greater than 6m in height to 2m above ground level at the
lowest point of the branch - no more than 1/3 of crown to be pruned. Trees less than 6m in height
not to be pruned or to be pruned to less than 2m
 All new and existing stumps to be flush-cut to ground level
 All debris created from fuel modification operations (limbs, tops, etc.) to be disposed of
Debris Disposal:
 All debris to be piled and burned onsite during acceptable conditions or chipped and removed
 All burn piles must be actively tended to ensure active burning and reduce smoke conditions
 All burn scars to be raked, seeded with native grass, and re-raked. All chip and remove sites to be
cleaned of all debris prior to departure
 Complete extinguishment of all burn piles and provision of adequate fire equipment including
post-fire infra-red scanning necessary
Public Safety & Environment
 Heavy public use areas - post adequate signage and use lookouts when required to ensure that
public are not at risk to workplace operations
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Appendix II - List of Fire-Resistant Plants for Alberta

Groundcovers and Herbaceous Perennial Plants
Common Name

Genus and Species

Comments

Bergenia
Blanket Flower
Bluegrass, Kentucky
Buffalograss
Candytuft, Evergreen
Carpet bugle
Cinquefoil, Spring
Columbine
Coral Bells
Coreopsis
Cotoneaster
Cotoneaster, Rock
Cotoneaster, Bearberry
Daisy, Shasta
Daylily
Dusty Miller
Fescue
Fescue, Blue
Fescue, Tall
Fescue, Creeping Red
Flax
Fleabane
Geranium, Hardy
Geranium, Bloodred
Geranium
Ginger, Wild
Hen and Chicks
Iris
Kinnickinnick
Lambs Ear
Lupine
Mahonia, Creeping
Mock Strawberry
Myrtle, Dwarf Periwinkle
Penstemon, Rocky Mountain
Pinks
Poppy
Potentilla
Primrose, Mexican Evening
Primrose
Pussytoes
Ryegrass
Sage
Sedum, Goldmoss
Snow-in-Summer
Stonecrop
Stonecrop, Green
Strawberry, Wild
Thrift, Common
Thyme, Wooly
Thyme, Creeping
Valerian, Red
Violet, Canadian
Virginia Creeper
Wheatgrass, Western
Wheatgrass, Crested (low-growing)
Winterfat
Yarrow
Yarrow, White

Bergenia spp.
Gaillardia x grandiflora
Poa pratensis
Buchloe dactyloides
Iberis sempervirens
Ajuga reptans
Potentilla tabernaemontanii
Aquilegia spp.
Heuchera sanguinea
Coreopsis spp.
Cotoneaster ssp.
Cotoneaster horizontalis
Cotoneaster dammerii
Leucanthemum x superbum
Hemerocallis spp.
Artemisa stelleriana
Festuca spp.
Festuca cinerea
Festuca arundinacea
Festuca rubra
Linum spp.
Erigeron hybrids
Geranium cinereum
Geranium sanguineum
Geranium spp.
Asarum caudatum
Sempervivum tectorum
Iris spp.
Arctostaphylos uva-ursi
Stachys byzantina
Lupinus spp.
Mahonia repens
Duchesnea indica
Vinca minor
Penstemon strictus
Dianthus plumarius
Papaver spp.
Potentilla spp.
Oenothera berlandieri
Oenothera spp.
Antennaria spp.
Lolium spp.
Salvia spp.
Sedum acre
Cerastium tomentosum
Sedum spathulifoluim
Sedum album
Fragaria chiloensis
America maritima
Thymus pseudolanuginosus
Thymus praecox articus
Centranthus ruber
Viola canandensis
Parthenocissus quinquefolia
Agropyron cristatum
Agropyron cristatum
Eurotia spp.
Achillea spp.
Achillea millefolium white

Very hardy
Very hardy
Very hardy
Very hardy
Very hardy
Very hardy
Very hardy
Very hardy
Very hardy
Hardy
Hardy
Marginally hardy
Hardy
Hardy
Very hardy
Very hardy
Very hardy
Very hardy
Very hardy
Very hardy
Very hardy
Very hardy
Very hardy
Very hardy
Hardy
Very hardy
Very hardy
Hardy
Very hardy
Very hardy
Hardy
Hardy
Very hardy
Very hardy
Very hardy
Very hardy
Very hardy
Hardy
Hardy
Hardy
Very hardy
Very hardy
Very hardy to hardy
Very hardy
Very hardy
Hardy
Very hardy
Very hardy
Very hardy
Very hardy
Very hardy
Hardy
Hardy
Very hardy
Very hardy
Very hardy
Very hardy
Very hardy
Very hardy
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Yarrow, Fernleaf
Yarrow, Wooly
Yucca

Achillea filipendulina
Achillea tomentosa var. Moonshine
Yucca filamentosa

Very hardy
Very hardy
Hardy

Trees
Common Name

Genus and Species

Comments

Alder, White
Ash
Ash, Green
Aspen, Quaking
Birch
Cottonwood
Hackberry
Rose family
Maple
Maple, Big-toothed
Maple, Box Elder
Maple, Rocky Mountain
Olive, Russian
Poplar
Narrowleaf Cottonwood
Prunus

Alnus rhombifolia
Fraxinus spp.
Fraxinus pennsylvanica
Populus tremuloides
Betula spp.
Populus spp.
Celtis occidentalis
Rosaceae
Acer spp.
Acer grandidentatum
Acer negundo
Acer glabrum
Eleagnus angustifolia
Populus spp.
Populus angustifolia
Prunus spp.

Hardy
Hardy
Hardy
Hardy
Hardy
Hardy
Hardy
Hardy
Hardy
Hardy
Hardy
Hardy
Hardy
Hardy
Hardy
Hardy

Shrubs
Common Name

Genus and Species

Comments

Blueberry
Buckthorn
Buffaloberry
Buffaloberry, Russett
Buffaloberry, Silver
Cherry
Cherry, Sand
Cherry, Nanking
Chokecherry
Cinquefoil, Shrubby
Deerbrush (Buckbrush)
Dogwood, Red-osier
Gooseberries and Currants
Honeysuckle
Lilac, Common
Mockorange
Plum, Native
Raspberry
Roses
Saltbush
Sumac, Skunkbush

Vaccinium
Rhamnus spp.
Shepherdia spp.
Shepherdia canadensis
Shepherdia angentea
Prunus spp.
Prunus besseyi
Prunus tomentosa
Prunus virginiana
Pontentilla fruiticosa
Ceanothus spp.
Cornus sericea (C. stolonifera)
Ribes spp.
Lonicera spp.
Syringa vulgaris
Philadelphus spp.
Prunus americana
Rubus spp.
Rosaceae
Atriplex spp.
Rhus trilobata

Hardy
Hardy
Hardy
Hardy
Hardy
Hardy
Hardy
Hardy
Hardy
Hardy
Hardy
Hardy
Hardy
Hardy
Hardy
Hardy
Hardy
Hardy
Hardy
Hardy
Hardy
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HISTORY OF DEVELOPMENT APPROVALS IN THE PEAKS OF GRASSI
1991

Annexation of Three Sister’s Lands
The Three Sisters lands were annexed from the Municipal District of Bighorn in
1991. Under the MD’s Land Use Bylaw, the lands were primarily zoned
Conservation Forestry (CF), and Special Recreation (R) for the Stewart Creek
Golf Course lands.

19911992

NRCB Approval of Three Sister’s Application
Three Sisters submitted an application for a major tourism and recreation
development which was required to be approved by the Natural Resources
Conservation Board (NRCB). The approval disallowed development in the Wind
Valley area, but stated “The phasing of the project, the land uses and related
population densities, as proposed by Three Sisters for the Bow Valley portion of
the project, are approved, but the detailed timing and the specific land uses and
population densities may be changed with the approval of the Town of Canmore”
and “the design of the project… may be changed with the approval of the Town
of Canmore, provided that the changes are satisfactory to Alberta Forestry,
Lands and Wildlife with respect to the provision of wildlife corridors”
The NRCB Decision Report can be viewed at
https://nrp.nrcb.ca/Portals/1/Documents/Decisions/Three-Sisters/decisionreport.pdf

1996

Application to Amend the Land Use Bylaw 18-1986
Applications were accepted by the Town of Canmore from Three Sister’s to
rezone pods 7 and 8 (Peaks of Grassi area) in accordance with the application
submitted to the NRCB. The total number of lots initially applied for would have
resulted in a total of 473 dwelling units.
Bylaw 13-96
Council approved Direct Control Bylaw 13-96 (Residential Small Lot District) to
rezone a 7.06ha portion of the site from CF to Direct Control Small Lot (Figure 1)
in order to facilitate subdivision for future residential development (186 dwelling
units were proposed in the DC District).
Figure 1
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Bylaw 12(Z)96
Three Sister’s applied at the same time to rezone the remainder of pods 7 and 8
from CF to R-1A, R-1B, R-2A, R-3 and R-4 (Figure 2). The 17.84ha site was
proposed to facilitate the future development of single detached, semi-detached
and multi-family dwellings (287 dwelling units were proposed in these districts).
Figure 2

The Bylaw was not approved as proposed due to the recommendation that the
westerly portion of the area (Phases 3 and 4) was the subject of an uncompleted
wildlife study, and that the new information may be very valuable to the
decision. Therefore the bylaw was approved only rezoning the easterly portion of
the site to R-1B and R-4 (Figure 3).
Figure 3

It was also noted that the subject site was larger than approved in the NRCB
decision. Pod 7 was noted in the NRCB decision as being 14ha in size, but upon
survey of the lands it was discovered that the land was 3ha larger than expected.
This size discrepancy was to be dealt with at a future date. Three Sister’s
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appealed the decision on Bylaw 12(Z)96 to the Municipal Government Board
(MGB) on the basis that Three Sister’s believed the application was in accordance
with the NRCB decision and that the Town was required to approve it. The MGB
ruled in favour of Three Sister’s and directed the Town to approve the original
application. Following a Leave to Appeal submitted by the Town, the Province
facilitated a discussion between the Town and Three Sister’s, ultimately resulting
in an agreement “in an attempt to resolve various differences between them,
including the ultimate zoning of the Three Sister’s Lands”. The MGB ruling was
rescinded and the Leave to Appeal was not further pursued.
April
1998

The Settlement Agreement
The Town and Three Sister’s entered into a non-legally binding agreement (‘the
Settlement Agreement’). The outcome of this agreement had two main points:
firstly, the developability of lands in pods 7 and 8 were agreed upon (see points
4 and 15.3 below) and secondly, the Master Zoning Bylaw was created for the
remaining Three Sister’s Lands.
"4. Development of Pods 7 and 8
4.1 The Town and the Developers agree that the Gross Developable Area for
Pods 7 & 8 combined shall not exceed 45 acres[18.2ha] and that the density of
Pods 7 & 8 combined shall not exceed 404 Residential Units; provided that in the
event that the Developers donate to the Town, or the Town's nominee, lands
within Pods 7 or 8 for purposes of community housing then the lands donated
and any Residential Units constructed thereon shall not be counted when
calculating the said 45 acres and 404 Residential Units.
15.3 The Town covenants that it will use its best efforts to expeditiously and
diligently process and present to Council, for Council’s approval, any rezoning or
subdivision application for those portions of Pods 7 and 8 which have not yet
been approved."
The Master Zoning Bylaw, DC1-98 was approved by Council at the time of
signing the Settlement Agreement.

June
1998

Second Application to Amend the Land Use Bylaw 18-1986
Three Sister’s applied to redistrict the remainder of pods 7 and 8 (Peaks of Grassi
Phase III). The application was to redistrict 8.2ha of land from CF to R-1B, R-2A,
and R-4 (Figure 4). The application stated that it maximized the gross
developable area for the entire Peaks of Grassi at 45 acres and conformed with
the wildlife corridor boundary in the NRCB approval. Bylaw 22(Z)98 was
approved in July 1998. The remaining lands in excess of the 45 acres that were
not redistricted for redevelopment in the Peaks of Grassi Phase III area retained
the CF land use districting.
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The subdivision and development of Phase III of Peaks of Grassi resulted in a
total of 404 potential dwelling units.
Figure 4

1999

Wildlife Corridor and Habitat Patch Guidelines for the Bow Corridor
The Bow Corridor Ecosystem Advisory Group (BCEAG) published the Wildlife
Corridor and Habitat Patch Guidelines. The purpose of the guidelines was to
“define a consistent approach which each of the land management jurisdictions
in the Bow Valley will implement when handling development applications where
there is potential for impacts on wildlife corridors”. The guidelines contained
mapping that showed the wildlife corridors in the Bow Valley and where further
work was to be completed. Figure 5 shows the habitat patches and corridors in
the Peaks of Grassi area that were defined at that time. The Peaks Landing
parcels were located approximately 215m from the closest boundary of the
habitat patch and 110m from the wildlife corridor. It is important to note,
however, that the BCEAG guidelines indicated they have no statutory authority in
any jurisdiction unless adopted under specific legislation, and do not apply to
previous approvals.
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Figure 5

1999

Land Use Bylaw 09-99
A comprehensive review and update of the Town’s entire Land Use Bylaw, which
began in 1999, resulted in many major changes to the bylaw. One of the
changes included that the annexed lands which had retained the MD of Bighorn’s
CF land use district in the Peaks of Grassi area were proposed to be changed to
Wildlands Conservation (WC) District and Natural Park (NP) District. However,
the maps in a redline version of the Land Use Bylaw 09-99 shows that after the
public hearing, the draft bylaw was recommended in a report by Administration
to be changed so that the areas adjacent to Phases 3 and 4 of Peaks of Grassi
"better reflected the potential residential intent of the lands as shown in the
Municipal Development Plan" and were changed to Urban Reserve (UR) District.
The purpose of the UR District was “to protect land suited for urban uses from
premature subdivision and development. The further intent is to provide for a
limited range of rural pursuits and recreational uses that utilize large areas of
land.” Land Use Bylaw 09-99 was adopted by Council in December 1999 with the
subject lands having the UR designation.

2010

Municipal Development Plan 30-1998
in 2010, the Town updated the Municipal Development Wildlife Habitat and
Movement Corridor map in the 1998 version of the MDP. The area surrounding
Peaks of Grassi is shown below in Figure 6.
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Figure 6

2012

Land Use Bylaw 22-2010
The Town undertook a second major comprehensive review of the land use
bylaw. With the adoption of the new Land Use Bylaw 22-2010 (Figure 7), the
lands remained in the UR District. The purpose of the UR District was further
clarified and currently reads “To protect land that is potentially suited for urban
uses from premature subdivision and development. Lands located within this
district have received preliminary screening only and may require environmental,
geotechnical and other screening to determine their potential suitability for any
development. The further intent of the district is to provide for a limited range of
rural pursuits and recreational uses that utilize large areas of land."
Figure 7
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2012

Wildlife Corridor and Habitat Patch Guidelines for the Bow Corridor
The BCEAG updated the Wildlife Corridor and Habitat Patch Guidelines document
and mapping in 2012. The Quarry Lake/Peaks of Grassi area is shown below in
Figure 9. The guidelines indicate that they remain inapplicable to developments
which received previous NRCB approvals.

Figure 9

2014

Wildlife Corridor and Habitat Patch Guidelines for the Bow Corridor
The 2012 BCEAG Wildlife Corridor and Habitat Patch Guidelines were adopted for
planning purposes by Town of Canmore Council in June 2014. However, the
wildlife corridors or habitat patch maps were not incorporated into the Town's
statutory document, the Municipal Development Plan (MDP), until 2016.

2015

Council Refusal of First Peaks Landing Application
The first application for the redesignation of the Peaks Landing area from UR to
Direct Control and Public Use to allow for approximately 20 units. One
Perpetually Affordable Housing unit was also proposed. The applicant submitted
an Environmental Brief in the application. An Environmental Impact Statement
(EIS) was not required because the lands were not considered to be located
adjacent to or within an Environmentally Sensitive Area, however, it was located
adjacent to an Environmental Reserve parcel (ER). The application was refused
by Council at second reading in February 2015.
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20152016

Council Approval of Second Peaks Landing Application
In late October 2015, a second application was submitted to redesignate the
Peaks Landing lands from UR to DC and Public Use Districts. The second
application proposed a higher density of units, and increased the number of
Perpetually Affordable Housing units to 7. An Environmental Brief was also
submitted with this application. An EIS or Third Party Review was not required by
the Town. This application to amend the land use bylaw was approved by Council
in January 2016 through Bylaw 2015-19.

2016

Municipal Development Plan 2016-03
The Town of Canmore undertook a comprehensive review of the Municipal
Development Plan which was adopted in September 2016. The update included
the inclusion of the new wildlife habitat and corridor boundaries as shown in the
2012 BCEAG document. It also removed the requirement for an EIS to be
prepared for a development proposal adjacent to an Environmental Reserve
parcel. Lands with an Environmental Reserve designation are not considered a
qualifier to be considered an ‘environmentally sensitive area’ as defined in the
MDP.

2016

Approval of Peaks Landing Subdivision SB2016-001
In March 2016, Peaks Landing received approval from the Subdivision Approval
Authority to create 15 residential lots and 3 Municipal Reserve lots.

2018

Order to Invalidate Bylaw 2015-19
In July 2016, an application for judicial review for questions of procedural
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fairness was made to the Court of Queen’s Bench regarding Council’s approval of
the second land use bylaw amendment application. In 2018, the Court of
Queen’s Bench ruled that the bylaw amendment must be invalidated because the
MDP required an EIS to be prepared and reviewed by an independent third party
reviewer due to the development proposal being located adjacent to an
Environmental Reserve parcel (Sections 8.4 and 8.5 of the 1998 MDP).

2018

Third Peaks Landing Application
A third application has been received to amend the land use bylaw for the Peaks
Landing proposal. The application is similar to the second application which was
approved and subsequently invalidated. There are minor changes to the
application due to the submission of a Wildfire Risk Assessment and building
height calculations due to steep creek hazard mitigation. An Environmental
Impact Statement was also submitted and the Town conducted an independent
third party review of the applicant’s EIS.
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Request for Decision
DATE OF MEETING:

January 8, 2019

TO:

Council

SUBJECT:

Bylaw 2019-06 Subdivision and Development Appeal Board Bylaw

SUBMITTED BY:

Alaric Fish, Manager of Planning and Development
Jolene Noël, Clerk to the Subdivision and Development Appeal Board

RECOMMENDATION:

Agenda #: F-2

That Council give first, second, and third readings to Bylaw 2019-06, the
Subdivision and Development Appeal Board Bylaw.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Administration recommends that Council approve a new Subdivision and Development Appeal Board
(SDAB) Bylaw to replace the existing bylaw. Key changes include the provision of a per diem compensation
to board members, a minor adjustment to the term, and authorization to livestream and video record the
public portions of the meetings.
RELEVANT COUNCIL DIRECTION, POLICY, OR BYLAWS
The Municipal Government Act has been updated to require that board members must meet minimum
qualifications (Section 627.2 and .3). The qualifications are established in the updated Subdivision and
Development Appeal Board Regulation which requires that all board members must successfully complete a
training program set or approved by the Minister (Section 2(2) of the Regulations), effective April 2019.
Given the scope of changes, a new bylaw is proposed to replace the previous SDAB Bylaw 18-2011, which
was last updated 2017. A redline version has been included as Attachment #3.
DISCUSSION
There are a number of changes proposed such that a new bylaw, Bylaw 2019-06 (Attachment #1), is
presented to replace the existing Bylaw 18-2011 (Attachment #2). The most substantive change proposed is
to compensate board members at the same rate as Council per diem rates. The quasi-judicial nature of the
decision making and the requirements within the Municipal Government Act, set the SDAB apart from other
volunteer boards in the Town of Canmore. In order to attract and retain the highest quality candidates and
reflect the mandatory training, compensation is proposed as being commensurate with these additional
responsibilities. The Town of Banff has also started to compensate members of their SDAB. Council per
diem rates are based on length of meeting and as of December 16, 2018 are:
Up to 4 hours:
Over 4 hours and up to 8 hours:
Over 8 hours:

$125
$225
$350

The term of board members is also proposed to change. Currently the Bylaw directs appointments to start
and end with Council’s annual organizational meeting in late October. This has proven tricky when an appeal
hearing is required and new members have not yet been appointed. By appointing new members in October
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that take effect in January, it allows for more than two months to ensure the necessary training is provided in
advance of the formal start of term.
The new bylaw authorizes the livestreaming and video recording of all public meetings. This is consistent
with Council’s practice as well as that of other municipalities, and is intended to promote transparency and
accuracy.
ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATIVES
Council could decide not to provide remuneration to board members. This would save approximately $3,000
per year, but administration believes that the necessary training and commitment required of board members
warrants the remuneration proposed in order to attract and retain qualified candidates.
FINANCIAL IMPACTS
The planned compensation for board members has been included in the 2019 and 2020 operating budget.
The actual costs will depend on the number and length of meetings, but based on previous averages,
administration feels that the costs are appropriate based on the minimum required training.
STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
The recommended revisions have been discussed at a high level with most of the current board, but no
details were provided to them. The board provides an administrative function, so no public engagement is
proposed.
STRATEGIC ALIGNMENT
This bylaw is operational in nature and does not contradict or support Council’s identified Goals and
Strategic Initiatives which are at a higher level.
ATTACHMENTS
1) Bylaw 2019-06 Subdivision and Development Appeal Board Bylaw
2) SDAB Bylaw 18-2011
3) Redline version showing changes between 2011 and 2018 bylaws
AUTHORIZATION
Submitted by:

Alaric Fish
Manager of Planning and Development

Date:

November 19, 2018

Approved by:

Carla Reinhardus
Acting Manager of Financial Services

Date:

November 21, 2018

Approved by:

Michael Fark
General Manager of Municipal Infrastructure

Date:

December 21, 2018

Approved by:

Lisa de Soto
Chief Administrative Officer

Date:

January 3, 2019
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BYLAW 2019-06
A BYLAW OF THE TOWN OF CANMORE, IN THE PROVINCE OF ALBERTA, FOR
THE PURPOSE OF ESTABLISHING SUBDIVISION AND DEVELOPMENT APPEAL
BOARD
The Council of the Town of Canmore, in the Province of Alberta, duly assembled, enacts as follows:
1: TITLE
1.1.
This bylaw shall be known as the “Town of Canmore Subdivision and Development Appeal
Board Bylaw”
2: INTERPRETATION
2.1.
In this bylaw:
a) “Act” means the Municipal Government Act, RSA 2000, Chapter M-26, as amended;
b)

“Board” means the Town of Canmore Subdivision and Development Appeal Board as
established pursuant to this bylaw;

c) “Clerk” means a designated officer appointed by resolution of council as a Clerk pursuant to
section 627.1 of the Act;
d) "Development Authority” means the Town of Canmore Development Authority as
established by bylaw;
e) “Member” means a voting member of the Town of Canmore Subdivision and Development
Appeal Board appointed pursuant to this bylaw;
f)

“Pecuniary Interest” means pecuniary interest as defined by section 170(1) of the Act;

g) “Subdivision Authority” means the Town of Canmore Subdivision Authority as established
by bylaw;
h) “Town” means the Town of Canmore.
2.2.

Where a bylaw references a Town staff position, department or committee, the reference is
deemed to be to the current name that the staff position, department or committee is known by.

3: ESTABLISHMENT
3.1.
The Town of Canmore Subdivision and Development Appeal Board is hereby established.
4: AUTHORITY
4.1.
Subject to and in accordance with the provisions of the Act, the Board shall hear and make
determinations in respect of appeals brought in respect of:

Bylaw approved by: _______ _______
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a) decisions of a Subdivision Authority which are to be heard by the Board pursuant to section
678(2) of the Act;
b) orders, decisions or development permits made or issued by a Development Authority
pursuant to section 685 of the Act; and
c) such other matters as the Board may now or may hereafter be required to hear by the Act or
by bylaw of the Town.
4.2.

The Board, when hearing an appeal respecting a subdivision application or order relating to a
subdivision matter, must act in accordance with section 680 of the Act.

4.3.

The Board, when hearing an appeal respecting a development permit or order related to a
development matter, must act in accordance with Section 687 of the Act.

5: MEMBERSHIP AND TERM
5.1.
The Subdivision and Development Appeal Board shall consist of a minimum of five and a
maximum of seven Members:
a) a minimum of four and a maximum of six Members shall be public members appointed to
the Board by resolution of council; and
b) only one Member shall be a member of Council appointed by resolution of Council.
5.2.

Council shall appoint Members at council’s annual organizational meeting.

5.3.

Members shall be appointed for either:
a) one-year terms that commence on January 1 and end on December 31; or
b) two-year terms that commence on January 1 and end on December 31 of the following year.

5.4.

The number of consecutive years served by a public Member shall not exceed six.

5.5.

Despite subsection (5.4), if a public Member reaches the maximum number of years of service,
they may conclude the current term for which they have been appointed.

6: ELIGIBILITY
6.1.
To be eligible for public membership on the Board, a person must:
a) be a Canadian citizen or landed immigrant;
b) be a resident of Canmore; and
c) be at least eighteen years of age.
Bylaw approved by: _______
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6.2.

A public Member is not eligible for continuing a term on the Board and/or for reapplying for
the next subsequent term on the Board if the Member:
a) fails to attend three consecutive meetings of the Board, unless that absence is caused by
illness or is authorized in advance by the chair with notice of and reasons for the member's
absence (the sufficiency of such reasons to be determined by the Chair in his or her sole
discretion); or
b) ceases to meet the eligibility requirements set out in this bylaw.

6.3. Town employees and members of the Canmore Planning Commission are ineligible to be Members.
7: REMUNERATION
7.1.
Members are eligible to claim per diems for attending the following municipal business:
a) training required under the Subdivision and Development Appeal Board Regulation; and
b) meetings of the Board.
7.2.

Members shall be compensated per diem rates at the rate set out for councillors in the Council
Remuneration Policy adopted by resolution of Council.

8: RESIGNATIONS AND REMOVALS
8.1.
Any public Member may resign from the Board at any time by sending written notice to the
Clerk who shall inform Council and the Board Chair.
8.2.

If a vacancy occurs before Council’s annual organizational meeting, Council may appoint a
replacement for the remainder of the term.

8.3.

Council may remove a Member at any time.

9: QUOROM AND APPOINTMENT OF CHAIR AND VICE CHAIR
9.1.
Three voting Members shall constitute a quorum.
9.2.

A chair and vice-chair shall be selected each calendar year by a majority vote of Members at the
first meeting in the new year.

9.3.

In the event of absence or inability of the chair to preside at a meeting, the vice-chair shall
preside.

9.4.

In the event of absence or inability of both the chair and vice-Chair to preside at a meeting, the
Members present shall elect one of its Members to preside as chair for that meeting.
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10: MEETING PROCEDURES
10.1. Public notice of a meeting will be provided on the Town’s website at least 24 hours prior to the
meeting.
10.2.

The Board may postpone a decision to a specific date and time where the circumstances require
it.

10.3.

The chair shall be responsible with respect to all things required to be carried out by the Board
under the Act to see that they are carried out in accordance with the provisions of the Act, and:
a) is empowered to rule that evidence presented is irrelevant to the matter in issue and to direct
the members to disregard the evidence;
b) may limit a submission if she/he determines it to be repetitious;
c) when a meeting is adjourned, may announce the date, time and place for the continuation of
the meeting and such announcement shall be deemed adequate notice thereof; and
d) when a meeting is adjourned but the time and place for the continuation of the meeting is
not fixed, shall announce that notice of the continuation of the meeting will be sent to those
persons leaving their name and address with the Clerk. Thereafter, only those persons
leaving their name and address shall be entitled to notice of the continuation of the meeting.

10.4.

The chair shall:
a) Maintain order and decorum and may, if necessary call a member to order;
b) Determine who has a right to speak;
c) Ensure all members who wish to speak to a motion have spoken, ensure that the members
are ready to vote, and subsequently call the vote;
d) Rule when a motion is out of order; and
e) Ensure persons in the gallery maintain quiet and order and may, if necessary, provide for the
removal of those who do not comply.

10.5. Members shall not:
a)

Speak with the appellant or any other parties prior to the appeal; or

b)

Discuss the item being appealed with anyone, including other Members, outside the hearing.

10.6.

When a Member has a Pecuniary Interest with respect to an appeal under consideration, the
Member must disclose the nature of the Pecuniary Interest prior to any discussion on the matter,
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abstain from voting on the matter, and leave the room in which the meeting is being held until
discussion and voting on the matter are concluded.
10.7.

A Member who, for any reason, is unable to attend the whole of the hearing of an appeal shall
not participate in the Board’s deliberations or decision on that appeal.

10.8.

When a Member does not vote on a matter pursuant to section 10.6 or 10.7, the abstention and
reasons therefore shall be recorded in the minutes.

10.9.

After hearing all submissions, the Board may deliberate and reach its decision in a meeting closed
to the public.

10.10. No member of the Development Authority shall be present at a Board meeting closed to the
public.
10.11. A decision of the majority vote of Members present shall be deemed to be a decision of the
whole Board.
10.12. A tied vote is defeated.
10.13. A member shall not make any public statements (including verbally, in writing or via electronic
media), on matters relating to an appeal before the Board, either before or after a hearing, except
those statements authorized by the Board through the Chair.
10.14.

Council shall authorize the appointment of one or more Clerks, who shall:
a) be authorized to sign on behalf of the Board any order or decision issued by the Board;
b) notify all members of the Board of the arrangements for the holding of each meeting and
other meetings of the Board;
c) prepare and maintain a record of the proceedings;
d) prepare the Board’s written orders for signature and transmittal; and
e) issue any order or decision of the Board to all affected parties and persons.

10.15. The Clerk or Chair may make a verbal announcement of the Board decision at the conclusion of
the meeting of an appeal, but the verbal decision is neither final nor binding on the Board, and
no rights are conferred upon any party by the Board’s decision until notice of the decision has
been given in accordance with the Act.
11: MEETING RECORDS
11.1. Agendas shall be made available to Board members at least three days prior to a meeting, and
made available to the public at least one day prior to a meeting.
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11.2.

The Clerk shall keep a record of each meeting that includes:
a) the notice of appeal;
b) the date, time and location of the meeting;
c) the names of all Members present;
d) a list of witnesses that gave evidence at the meeting;
e) all written arguments presented at the meeting;
f)

a summary of the verbal evidence presented at the meeting;

g) any motions made at the meeting, along with the results of the vote on the motion, and
h) the evidence the Board considered and that which it did not, also known as the findings of
facts; and
i)

the decision of the Board, including reasons.

11.3.

The chief administrative officer is authorized to provide for streaming video and video recording
of any meeting.

11.4.

The video recording provided by the chief administrative officer may be used to determine the
accuracy of a portion of the minutes.

12: ENACTMENT/TRANSITION
12.1. If any clause in this bylaw is found to be invalid, it shall be severed from the remainder of the
bylaw and shall not invalidate the whole bylaw.
12.2.

Bylaws 18-2011 and 2017-32 are repealed.

12.3.

This bylaw comes into force on the date it is passed.

FIRST READING:
SECOND READING:
THIRD READING:
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Approved on behalf of the Town of Canmore:

John Borrowman
Mayor

Date

Cheryl Hyde
Municipal Clerk

Date
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TOWN OF CANMORE
BYLAW 18-2011 Consolidated 2017-09-27
PROVINCE OF ALBERTA
This Bylaw rescinds:
Associated legislation:
Related Documents:

Bylaw 26-95
Municipal Government Act, Subdivision and Development
Regulation
Municipal Development Plan, Area Structure Plans, Area
Redevelopment Plans, Land Use Bylaw

BEING A BYLAW FOR THE PURPOSE OF RESCINDING AND REPLACING BYLAW 26-95,
THE TOWN OF CANMORE SUBDIVISION AND DEVELOPMENT APPEAL BOARD BYLAW.
WHEREAS
The Municipal Government Act, requires a Municipality to establish a Subdivision and
Development Appeal Board; and
WHEREAS
Council deems it desirable that Bylaw 26-95 be replaced; and
NOW THEREFORE
The Municipal Council for the town of Canmore in the province of Alberta, duly
assembled; hereby enacts as follows:
1. TITLE
This Bylaw may be cited as the Town of Canmore Subdivision and Development
Appeal Board Bylaw.
2. DEFINITIONS
In this Bylaw, including this section, unless the context otherwise requires:
a) "Act" means the Municipal Government Act, being Chapter M-26, R.S.A.
2000, as amended from time to time;
b) "Board" means the Subdivision and Development Appeal Board of the
Municipality, as appointed by the Council pursuant to this Bylaw;
c) "Chief Administrative Officer" means the position established by bylaw to
which the administrative head of the Municipality is appointed by Council;
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d) "Council" means the Mayor and Councillors of the Municipality, acting as the
Council of the Town of Canmore;
e) "Development Authority" means the Chief Administrative Officer or a person
delegated by the Chief Administrative Officer, to exercise development
powers and duties on behalf of the Town, known as the Development
Officer, or the Municipal Planning Commission;
f) "Municipality" means the Municipal Corporation of the Town of Canmore in
the Province of Alberta or the area contained within the boundaries of the
Town of Canmore;
g) “Subdivision Authority" means the Town of Canmore Subdivision Authority
established by bylaw;
h) Words indicating the masculine or feminine gender mean persons of either
gender.
3. The Subdivision and Development Appeal Board for the Town of Canmore is
hereby established in accordance with the following:
a) The Subdivision and Development Appeal Board shall consist of a minimum
of five and a maximum of seven members, a minimum of four and a
maximum of six of which shall be citizens-at-large appointed to the Board by
Resolution of Council and one of which shall be a member of Council not on
the Subdivision Authority or Municipal Planning Commission and appointed
by Resolution;
Amended 2017-09-27 Bylaw 2017-32

b) Each member of the Board shall be appointed for a term specified by
resolution of Council, but in no case shall the appointment be for more than
two years.

Amended 2017-09-27 Bylaw 2017-32

c) Notwithstanding clause 3(b), a person may be reappointed upon the
expiration of their term; however, in no case shall reappointments be for
more than three consecutive two-year terms.

Amended 2017-09-27 Bylaw 2017-32

d) A person who is a member of the Development Authority shall not be
appointed as a member of the Subdivision and Development Appeal Board.
e) Vacancies shall be filled by Resolution of Council at its discretion so long as
the requirements of the Act are met.
f) Remuneration and travel expenses of the Board members may be
established by Resolution of Council.

g) The members of the Board shall elect from its membership a Chairman and
Vice - Chairman.
h) Elections of the Chair and Vice- Chair shall occur at the first meeting of the
Board after the adoption of this Bylaw, and each year thereafter, but not
later than four weeks after Council's organizational meeting.
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i) In the event of absence or inability of the Chair to preside at a meeting, the
Vice-Chair shall preside.
j) In the event of absence or inability of both the Chair and Vice-Chair to
preside at a meeting, the members present in constituting a quorum shall
elect one of its members to preside as Chair for that meeting.
k) The Chief Administrative Officer shall appoint one or more Secretary(s) to
the Board, who shall:
i)
not have a vote; and
ii) be authorized to sign on behalf of the Board any order or decision
issued by the Board; and
iii) notify all members of the Board of the arrangements for the holding of
each hearing and other meetings of the Board; and
iv) prepare and maintain a file of written minutes of the business
transacted at all meetings of the Board; and
v) record the “Findings of Fact,” determined at the hearing and prepare
the Board’s written orders for signature and transmittal;
vi) issue any order or decision of the Board to all affected parties and
persons.
l) Quorum shall be three voting members.
Amended 2017-09-27 Bylaw 2017-32

m) The decision of the majority of the members of the Board present at a
meeting duly convened is deemed to be the decision of the Board. In the
event of a tie vote, the motion or decision shall deemed to be defeated.

n) A Board member, who for any reason is unable to attend the whole of the
hearing of an appeal, shall not participate in the Board’s deliberations or the
decision made by the Board on that appeal.
o) Any member of the Board which heard the appeal is authorized to endorse
an order or decision of the Board.
p) All members of the Board are removable at any time during their term of
appointment at the discretion of Council through written notice to that
member.
q) A member who is absent form three (3) consecutive public hearings or
meetings without the Chair’s approval, may be removed by resolution of
Council.
r) When a vacancy occurs on the Board, the vacancy so created shall be filled
by an appointment of Council of a person to serve the remainder of the term
of the person vacating membership.
4. A member of the Board:
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a) shall not participate in discussion on nor vote on any matter before the
Board on any question in which he has a pecuniary interest as defined in the
Act; and
b) may not participate in discussion on nor vote on any matter before the
Board on any question in which he may have a pecuniary interest or other
conflict of interest that may create the appearance of improper conduct; and
c) In instances under section 4(b), the Board member shall disclose the
interest and:
i)
may temporarily withdraw from the Board, leave the room and not
participate in the hearing or the debate; or
ii) may ask that the remaining Board members determine if the nature of
the interest is sufficient to prevent their further participation in the
hearing and debate, and shall abide by that decision.
d) shall not communicate in any way (including verbally, in writing or via
electronic media), on matters relating to an appeal before the Board with
any persons prior to the hearing, and must inform the Board of any contact
or conversations on matters relating to an appeal before the Board with
persons prior to the hearing to the Board if they do occur; and
e) shall not predetermine a decision prior to a hearing, and address each
hearing with an open mind, reaching a decision based on the information
provided at the hearing, and
f) shall not participate in discussion on nor vote on any matter before the
Board on any question in which he is incapable of maintaining an absence of
bias; and
g) shall not voice or make any public statements (including verbally, in writing
or via electronic media), on matters relating to an appeal before the Board,
either before or after a hearing, except those statements authorized by the
Board through the Chair.
5. When a member of a Board is not entitled to vote by virtue of Section 4 of this
bylaw, the abstention and reasons therefore shall be recorded in the Minutes,
otherwise such member may be removed from the Board by Council.
6. The Board when hearing an appeal:
a) shall hold a public hearing in accordance with the Act;
b) may meet as frequently as is necessary, but it shall meet and hold a public
hearing within thirty (30) days from the date of receipt of written notice of
appeal;
c) shall make available for review prior to the hearing all relevant documents
and materials respecting the appeal;
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d) shall give at least five (5) days written notice of the hearing to the following
where they apply:
i)
the appellant;
ii) the applicant;
iii) a person that received an order;
iv) any agency to whom the application was referred;
ii) adjacent landowners;
iii) any government department to whom the application was referred.
e) shall hear:
i)
the appellant or any person acting on the appellant’s behalf; and
ii) the applicant or any person acting on the applicant’s behalf; and
ii) a person who is given notice of the hearing and wishes to be heard, or
a person acting on that person’s behalf; and
iv) those persons who represent government departments and were given
notice of the hearing;
f) shall consider written submissions from any persons referred to in section
6(e)(i) to (iv);
g) may consider any other such material or information that the Board
considers to be relevant;
h) shall hear appeals in public, but it may at any time recess and deliberate
and make its decisions in private, with the decision read into the minutes;
i) shall ensure that any member of the Development Authority shall not be not
present for any of its deliberations or discussions in private;
j) may recess at any time, to a specific date and time, in order for additional
information to be brought to the hearing;
k) may not permit electronic or similar recording devices to be used during the
hearing by anyone in attendance, except those authorized by the Board or
Council;
l) shall issue its decision in writing, together with reasons for the decision,
within fifteen (15) days of the conclusion of the hearing;
7. The Board when hearing an appeal respecting a:
a) Subdivision application or order relating to a subdivision matter:
i)
shall act in accordance with a regional plan under the Alberta Land
Stewardship Act; and
ii) shall have regard to any statutory plan; and
iii) shall conform with the uses of land referred to in the Land Use Bylaw;
and
iv) shall have regard to but is not bound by the Subdivision and
Development Regulation; and
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v)
vi)

may confirm, revoke or vary the approval or decision or any condition
imposed by the Subdivision Authority or make or substitute an
approval, decision or condition of its own; and
may, in addition to the powers it has, exercise the same power as a
Subdivision Authority is permitted to exercise.

b) Development Permit or order relating to a development matter:
i)
shall act in accordance with a regional plan under the Alberta Land
Stewardship Act; and
ii) shall comply with any statutory plan; and
iii) shall have regard to but is not bound by the Subdivision and
Development Regulation; and
iv) shall conform with the uses of land referred to in the Land Use Bylaw;
and
v) should comply with the Land Use Bylaw and consider the variance
provisions outlined; and
v) may confirm, revoke or vary the approval or decision or any condition
imposed by the Subdivision Authority or make or substitute an
approval, decision or condition of its own; and
vi) may make a decision or issue or confirm the issuance of a development
permit even though the proposed development does not comply with
the Land Use Bylaw, if in its opinion, the proposed development would
not:
1) unduly interfere with the amenities of the neighbourhood; or
2) materially interfere with or affect the use, enjoyment or value of
the neighbouring parcels of land; and
3) the proposed development conforms with the use of land
prescribed in the Land Use Bylaw.
8. That Bylaw 26-95 is hereby repealed.
9. This Bylaw comes into full force and effect as of the date of third reading.
FIRST READING:

October 18, 2011

SECOND READING:

January 3, 2012

THIRD READING:

January 3, 2012

MAYOR

DESIGNATED OFFICER
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Attachment 3

TOWN OF CANMORE
BYLAW 18-2011 Consolidated 2017-09-27
PROVINCE OF ALBERTA
This Bylaw rescinds:
Associated legislation:
Related Documents:

Bylaw 26-95
Municipal Government Act, Subdivision and Development
Regulation
Municipal Development Plan, Area Structure Plans, Area
Redevelopment Plans, Land Use Bylaw

BEING A BYLAW FOR THE PURPOSE OF RESCINDING AND REPLACING BYLAW 26-95,
THE TOWN OF CANMORE SUBDIVISION AND DEVELOPMENT APPEAL BOARD BYLAW.
WHEREAS
The Municipal Government Act, requires a Municipality to establish a Subdivision and
Development Appeal Board; and
WHEREAS
Council deems it desirable that Bylaw 26-95 be replaced; and
NOW THEREFORE
The Municipal Council for the town of Canmore in the province of Alberta, duly
assembled; hereby enacts as follows:
1. TITLE
This Bylaw may be cited as the Town of Canmore Subdivision and Development
Appeal Board Bylaw.
2. DEFINITIONS
In this Bylaw, including this section, unless the context otherwise requires:
a) "Act" means the Municipal Government Act, being Chapter M-26, R.S.A.
2000, as amended from time to time;
b) "Board" means the Subdivision and Development Appeal Board of the
Municipality, as appointed by the Councilestablished pursuant to this Bylaw;
c) “Clerk” means a designated officer appointed by resolution of council as a
Clerk pursuant to section 627.1 of the Act;
d) "Chief Administrative Officer" means the position established by bylaw to
which the administrative head of the Municipality is appointed by Council;
https://townsquare.canmore.ca/sites/council/council agenda development/2019-01-08 regular/attachment 3 redline version.docx
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e) "Council" means the Mayor and Councillors of the Municipality, acting as the
Council of the Town of Canmore;
f) "Development Authority" means the Town of Canmore Development
Authority as established by bylaw Chief Administrative Officer or a person
delegated by the Chief Administrative Officer, to exercise development
powers and duties on behalf of the Town, known as the Development
Officer, or the Municipal Planning Commission;
g) “Member” means a voting member of the Town of Canmore Subdivision and
Development Appeal Board appointed pursuant to this bylaw;
h) "Municipality" means the Municipal Corporation of the Town of Canmore in
the Province of Alberta or the area contained within the boundaries of the
Town of Canmore;
“Pecuniary Interest” means pecuniary interest as defined by section 170(1) of
the Act;
i) “Subdivision Authority" means the Town of Canmore Subdivision Authority
established by bylaw;
j) “Town” means Town of Canmore.
k) Words indicating the masculine or feminine gender mean persons of either
gender.
2.2 Where a bylaw references a Town staff position, department or committee,
the reference is deemed to be to the current name that the staff position,
department or committee is known by.
3. ESTABLISHMENT
3.1. The Subdivision and Development Appeal Board for the Town of Canmore is
hereby established. in accordance with the following:
4. AUTHORITY
4.1. Subject to and in accordance with the provisions of the Act, the Board shall
hear and make determinations in respect of appeals brought in respect of:
a) decisions of a Subdivision Authority which are to be heard by the Board
pursuant to section 678(2) of the Act;
b) orders, decisions or development permits made or issued by a
Development Authority pursuant to section 685 of the Act; and
c) such other matters as the Board may now or may hereafter be required to
hear by the Act or by bylaw of the Town.

Commented [CH1]: New.

4.2. The Board, when hearing an appeal respecting a subdivision application or
order relating to a subdivision matter, must act in accordance with Section 680
of the Act.
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4.3. The Board, when hearing an appeal respecting a development permit or
order related to a development matter, must act in accordance with Section
687 of the Act.
5. MEMBERSHIP AND TERM
a) The Subdivision and Development Appeal Board shall consist of a minimum
of five and a maximum of seven members, a minimum of four and a
maximum of six of which shall be citizens-at-large appointed to the Board by
Resolution of Council and one of which shall be a member of Council not on
the Subdivision Authority or Municipal Planning Commission and appointed
by Resolution;

Commented [CH2]: No change to intent. Restriction on
subdivision authority and CPC members moved to Eligibility
section.

Amended 2017-09-27 Bylaw 2017-32

b) Council shall appoint Members at Council’s annual organizational meeting.
c) Each member of the Board shall be appointed for a term specified by
resolution of Council, but in no case shall the appointment be for more than
two years. Members shall be appointed for either:
1. one-year terms that commence on January 1 and end on
December 31; or
2. two-year terms that commence on January 1 and end on
December 31 of the following year.

Amended 2017-09-27 Bylaw 2017-32

d) Notwithstanding clause 3(b), a person may be reappointed upon the
expiration of their term; however, in no case shall reappointments be for
more than three consecutive two-year terms.The number of consecutive
years served by a public Member shall not exceed six.

Amended 2017-09-27 Bylaw 2017-32

Despite subsection (5.4), if a public Member reaches the maximum number
of years of service, they may conclude the current term for which they have
been appointed.
6. ELIGIBILITY
To be eligible for public membership on the Board, a person must:
a) be a Canadian citizen or landed immigrant;
b)

Commented [CH3]: New. Consistent with other committee
appointment bylaws.

be a resident of Canmore; and

a)c) be at least eighteen years of age.
e) A person who is a member of the Development Authority shall not be
appointed as a member of the Subdivision and Development Appeal Board.
f) Vacancies shall be filled by Resolution of Council at its discretion so long as
the requirements of the Act are met.

Commented [CH4]: Moved to Resignations and Removals
section.

A public Member is not eligible for continuing a term on the Board and/or for
reapplying for the next subsequent term on the Board if the Member:
A member who is absent formfails to attend three (3) consecutive public
hearings or meetings of the Board, unless that absence is caused by
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illness or is authorized in advance by the without the Chair’s approval,
with notice of and reasons for the member's absence (the sufficiency of
such reasons to be determined by the Chair in his or her sole discretion);
or may be removed by resolution of Council.
ceases to meet the eligibility requirements set out in this bylaw.
Town employees and members of the Canmore Planning Commission are
ineligible to be Members.
7. REMUNERATION
g) Remuneration and travel expenses of the Board members may be
established by Resolution of Council.
Members are eligible to claim per diems for attending the following municipal
business:

Commented [CH5]: New

training required under the Subdivision and Development Appeal Board
Regulation; and
hearings of the Board.
Members shall be compensated per diem rates at the rate set out for
councillors in the Council Remuneration Policy adopted by resolution of
Council.
8. RESIGNATIONS AND REMOVALS
Any public Member may resign from the Board at any time by sending written
notice to the Clerk who shall inform Council and the Board Chair.

Commented [CH6]: New. Consistent with other committee
bylaws.

Vacancies shall be filled by Resolution of Council at its discretion so long as the
requirements of the Act are met. When a vacancy occurs on the Board, the
vacancy so created shall be filled by an appointment of Council of a person to
serve the remainder of the term of the person vacating membership. If a vacancy
occurs before Council’s annual organizational meeting, Council may appoint a
replacement for the remainder of the term.
All members of the Board are removable at any time during their term of
appointment at the discretion of Council through written notice to that member.
Council may remove a Member at any time.

Commented [CH7]: New

9. QUORUM AND APPOINTMENT OF CHAIR
Quorum shall be three voting members shall constitute a quorum.
h) The members of the Board shall elect from its membership a Chairman and
Vice -– Chairman shall be selected each calendar year by a majority vote of
Members at the first meeting in the new year.
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i) Elections of the Chair and Vice- Chair shall occur at the first meeting of the
Board after the adoption of this Bylaw, and each year thereafter, but not
later than four weeks after Council's organizational meeting.
j) In the event of absence or inability of the Chair to preside at a meeting, the
Vice-Chair shall preside.
k) In the event of absence or inability of both the Chair and Vice-Chair to
preside at a meeting, the members present in constituting a quorum shall
elect one of its members to preside as Chair for that meeting.
10. MEETING PROCEDURES
Public notice of a meeting will be provided on the Town’s website at least 24
hours prior to the meeting.

Commented [CH8]: New. This is to comply with section 195
of the MGA.

The Board may recess at any time, postpone a decision to a specific date and
time, in order for additional information to be brought to the hearingwhere the
circumstances require it.;
The Chair shall be responsible with respect to all things required to be carried
out by the Board under the Act to see that they are carried out in accordance
with the provisions of the Act, and:

Commented [CH9]: New

is empowered to rule that evidence presented is irrelevant to the matter in
issue and to direct the members to disregard the evidence;
may limit a submission if she/he determines it to be repetitious;
when a meeting is adjourned, may announce the date, time and place for
the continuation of the meeting and such announcement shall be deemed
adequate notice thereof; and
when a meeting is adjourned but the time and place for the continuation of
the meeting is not fixed, shall announce that notice of the continuation of
the meeting will be sent to those persons leaving their name and address
with the Clerk. Thereafter, only those persons leaving their name and
address shall be entitled to notice of the continuation of the meeting.
The chair shall:

Commented [CH10]: New. Consistent with Development
Authority Bylaw and Council’s Procedural Bylaw.

a) Maintain order and decorum and may, if necessary call a member to
order;
b) Determine who has a right to speak;
c) Ensure all members who wish to speak to a motion have spoken, ensure
that the members are ready to vote, and subsequently call the vote;
d) Rule when a motion is out of order; and
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e) Ensure persons in the gallery maintain quiet and order and may, if
necessary, provide for the removal of those who do not comply.
l) The Chief Administrative Officer shall appoint one or more Secretary(s) to
the Board, who shall:
l)
not have a vote; and
ii) be authorized to sign on behalf of the Board any order or decision
issued by the Board; and
iii) notify all members of the Board of the arrangements for the holding of
each hearing and other meetings of the Board; and
iv) prepare and maintain a file of written minutes of the business
transacted at all meetings of the Board; and
v) record the “Findings of Fact,” determined at the hearing and prepare
the Board’s written orders for signature and transmittal;
vi) issue any order or decision of the Board to all affected parties and
persons.

Commented [CH11]: The MGA now requires council to
appoint a Clerk rather than a secretary. The Clerk
appointment and responsibilities section is on the next page.

m) Quorum shall be three voting members.

Commented [CH12]: Moved to Quorum and Appointment
of Chair and Vice Chair section.

Amended 2017-09-27 Bylaw 2017-32

a) When Aa mMember of the Board shall not participate in discussion on nor
vote on any matter before the Board on any question in which he has a
Ppecuniary Iinterest as defined in the Act; andwith respect to an appeal
under consideration In instances under section 4(b), the Board member shall
disclose the Pecuniary iInterest prior to any discussion on the matter,
and:abstain from voting on the matter, and
i)
may temporarily withdraw from the Board, leave the room in which the
meeting is being held and not participate in the hearing or the debate;
oruntil discussion and voting on the matter are concluded.
ii) may ask that the remaining Board members determine if the nature of
the interest is sufficient to prevent their further participation in the
hearing and debate, and shall abide by that decision.
Members shall not:
a) Speak with the appellant or any other parties prior to the appeal; or
a)b) Discuss the item being appealed with anyone, including other
Members, outside the hearing.

Commented [CH13]: This replaces 4(b) and 4(c).
Commented [CH14]: Moved to Meeting Procedures
section. No change to intent.

Commented [CH15]: This replaces 4(d) and is consistent
with the provincial SDAB training manual.

n) A Board memberMember, who for any reason is unable to attend the whole
of the hearing of an appeal, shall not participate in the Board’s deliberations
or the decision made by the Board on that appeal.
When a member Member of a Board is not entitled todoes not vote by virtue
ofpursuant to Section 4 10.5 or 10.6of this bylaw, the abstention and
reasons therefore shall be recorded in the Minutes, otherwise such member
may be removed from the Board by Council.

Commented [CH16]: Was section 5. No change.

After hearing all submissions, shall hear appeals in public, but it the Board
may at any time recess and deliberate and make reach its decisions in

Commented [CH17]: Was section 6(h). No change.
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private, with the decision read into the minutesa meeting closed to the
public;
shall ensure that anyNo member of the Development Authority shall not be
not present for any of its deliberations or discussions in privateat a Board
meeting closed to the public.

Commented [CH18]: Was section 6(i). No change.

The A decision of the majority of the members of the Board present at a
meeting duly convened isshall be deemed to be the decision of the whole
Board. In the event of aA tied vote, the motion or decision shall deemed to
beis defeated.
A member shall not make any public statements (including verbally, in
writing or via electronic media), on matters relating to an appeal before the
Board, either before or after a hearing, except those statements authorized
by the Board through the Chair.

Commented [CH19]: Was section 4(g). No change.

o) Any member of the Board which heard the appeal is authorized to endorse
an order or decision of the Board.

Commented [CH20]: Now a responsibility of the Clerk.

p) All members of the Board are removable at any time during their term of
appointment at the discretion of Council through written notice to that
member.

Commented [CH21]: Moved to Resignations and Removals
section.

q) A member who is absent form three (3) consecutive public hearings or
meetings without the Chair’s approval, may be removed by resolution of
Council.

Commented [CH22]: Moved to Eligibility section.

r) When a vacancy occurs on the Board, the vacancy so created shall be filled
by an appointment of Council of a person to serve the remainder of the term
of the person vacating membership.

Commented [CH23]: Moved to Resignations and Removals
section.

Council shall authorize the appointment of one or more Clerks, who shall:
be authorized to sign on behalf of the Board any order or decision issued by
the Board;

Commented [CH24]: New. Previously these were the
responsibilities of the Secretary. The MGA now requires
appointment of a Clerk.

notify all members of the Board of the arrangements for the holding of each
hearing and other meetings of the Board;
prepare and maintain a record of the proceedings;
record the “Findings of Facts” determined at the hearing and prepare the
Board’s written orders for signature and transmittal; and

Commented [CH25]: Findings of facts moved to Meeting
Records

issue any order or decision of the Board to all affected parties and persons.
The Clerk or Chair may make a verbal announcement of the Board decision at
the conclusion of the hearing of an appeal, but the verbal decision is neither final
nor binding on the Board, and no rights are conferred upon any party by the
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Board’s decision until notice of the decision has been given in accordance with
the Act.
10.11.MEETING RECORDS

Commented [CH27]: New section.

Agendas shall be made available to Board members at least three days prior to a
meeting, and made available to the public at least one day prior to a meeting.
The Clerk shall keep a record of each hearing that includes:
the notice of appeal;
the date, time and location of the meeting;
the names of all Members present;
a list of witnesses that gave evidence at the hearing;
all written arguments presented at the hearing;
a summary of the verbal evidence presented at the hearing;
any motions made at the meeting, along with the results of the vote on the
motion,
the evidence the Board considered and that which it did not, also known as
the findings of facts; and
the decision of the Board, including reasons.
The chief administrative officer is authorized to provide for streaming video and
video recording of any meeting..

Commented [CH28]: New. Consistent with Council’s
Procedural Bylaw.

The video recording provided by the chief administrative officer may be used to
determine the accuracy of a portion of the minutes.

Commented [CH29]: New. Consistent with Council’s
Procedural Bylaw.

4. A member of the Board:
a) shall not participate in discussion on nor vote on any matter before the
Board on any question in which he has a pecuniary interest as defined in the
Act; and

Commented [CH30]: Pecuniary interest is now addressed
under Meeting Procedures. No change to intent.

b) may not participate in discussion on nor vote on any matter before the
Board on any question in which he may have a pecuniary interest or other
conflict of interest that may create the appearance of improper conduct; and

Commented [CH31]: Delete. Only confirmed pecuniary
interest prevents a member from voting.

c) In instances under section 4(b), the Board member shall disclose the
interest and:
i)
may temporarily withdraw from the Board, leave the room and not
participate in the hearing or the debate; or

Commented [CH32]: Moved to Meeting Procedures
section. No change to intent.
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ii)

may ask that the remaining Board members determine if the nature of
the interest is sufficient to prevent their further participation in the
hearing and debate, and shall abide by that decision.

d) shall not communicate in any way (including verbally, in writing or via
electronic media), on matters relating to an appeal before the Board with
any persons prior to the hearing, and must inform the Board of any contact
or conversations on matters relating to an appeal before the Board with
persons prior to the hearing to the Board if they do occur; and

Commented [CH33]: Now addressed under Meeting
Procedures

e) shall not predetermine a decision prior to a hearing, and address each
hearing with an open mind, reaching a decision based on the information
provided at the hearing, and

Commented [CH34]: Now addressed under Meeting
Procedures.

f) shall not participate in discussion on nor vote on any matter before the
Board on any question in which he is incapable of maintaining an absence of
bias; and

Commented [CH35]: Deleted.

g) shall not voice or make any public statements (including verbally, in writing
or via electronic media), on matters relating to an appeal before the Board,
either before or after a hearing, except those statements authorized by the
Board through the Chair.

Commented [CH36]: Now addressed under Meeting
Procedures.

5. When a member of a Board is not entitled to vote by virtue of Section 4 of this
bylaw, the abstention and reasons therefore shall be recorded in the Minutes,
otherwise such member may be removed from the Board by Council.

Commented [CH37]: Now addressed under Meeting
Procedures.

6. The Board when hearing an appeal:
a) shall hold a public hearing in accordance with the Act;

Commented [CH38]: Addressed in section 197(1) of the
MGA.

b) may meet as frequently as is necessary, but it shall meet and hold a public
hearing within thirty (30) days from the date of receipt of written notice of
appeal;

Commented [CH39]: Addressed in section 686(2) of the
MGA.

c) shall make available for review prior to the hearing all relevant documents
and materials respecting the appeal;

Commented [CH40]: Addressed in section 686(4) of the
MGA.

d) shall give at least five (5) days written notice of the hearing to the following
where they apply:
i)
the appellant;
ii) the applicant;
iii) a person that received an order;
iv) any agency to whom the application was referred;
ii) adjacent landowners;
iii) any government department to whom the application was referred.

Commented [CH41]: Addressed in section 686(3) of the
MGA

e) shall hear:
i)
the appellant or any person acting on the appellant’s behalf; and
ii) the applicant or any person acting on the applicant’s behalf; and

Commented [CH42]: Addressed in section 687(1) of the
MGA.
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ii)
iv)

a person who is given notice of the hearing and wishes to be heard, or
a person acting on that person’s behalf; and
those persons who represent government departments and were given
notice of the hearing;

f) shall consider written submissions from any persons referred to in section
6(e)(i) to (iv);
g) may consider any other such material or information that the Board
considers to be relevant;
h) shall hear appeals in public, but it may at any time recess and deliberate
and make its decisions in private, with the decision read into the minutes;

Commented [CH43]: Moved to Meeting Procedures section

i) shall ensure that any member of the Development Authority shall not be not
present for any of its deliberations or discussions in private;

Commented [CH44]: Moved to Meeting Procedures

j) may recess at any time, to a specific date and time, in order for additional
information to be brought to the hearing;

Commented [CH45]: Moved to Meeting Procedures
section.

k) may not permit electronic or similar recording devices to be used during the
hearing by anyone in attendance, except those authorized by the Board or
Council;
l) shall issue its decision in writing, together with reasons for the decision,
within fifteen (15) days of the conclusion of the hearing;
7. The Board when hearing an appeal respecting a:
a) Subdivision application or order relating to a subdivision matter:
i)
shall act in accordance with a regional plan under the Alberta Land
Stewardship Act; and
ii) shall have regard to any statutory plan; and
iii) shall conform with the uses of land referred to in the Land Use Bylaw;
and
iv) shall have regard to but is not bound by the Subdivision and
Development Regulation; and
v) may confirm, revoke or vary the approval or decision or any condition
imposed by the Subdivision Authority or make or substitute an
approval, decision or condition of its own; and
vi) may, in addition to the powers it has, exercise the same power as a
Subdivision Authority is permitted to exercise.

Commented [CH46]: Addressed in section 687(2) of the
MGA.

Commented [CH47]: The regulations in section 7 are
already set out in section 687(1) of the Municipal Government
Act. Authority granted to the SDAB by this bylaw is now at the
beginning of the bylaw under Authority.

b) Development Permit or order relating to a development matter:
i)
shall act in accordance with a regional plan under the Alberta Land
Stewardship Act; and
ii) shall comply with any statutory plan; and
iii) shall have regard to but is not bound by the Subdivision and
Development Regulation; and
iv) shall conform with the uses of land referred to in the Land Use Bylaw;
and
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v)
v)
vi)

should comply with the Land Use Bylaw and consider the variance
provisions outlined; and
may confirm, revoke or vary the approval or decision or any condition
imposed by the Subdivision Authority or make or substitute an
approval, decision or condition of its own; and
may make a decision or issue or confirm the issuance of a development
permit even though the proposed development does not comply with
the Land Use Bylaw, if in its opinion, the proposed development would
not:
1) unduly interfere with the amenities of the neighbourhood; or
2) materially interfere with or affect the use, enjoyment or value of
the neighbouring parcels of land; and
3) the proposed development conforms with the use of land
prescribed in the Land Use Bylaw.

ENACTMENT/TRANSITION
If any clause in this bylaw is found to be invalid, it shall be severed from the
remainder of the bylaw and shall not invalidate the whole bylaw.
8. That Bylaw 26-9518-2011 is hereby repealed.
9. This Bylaw comes into full force and effect as ofon the date of third readingit is
passed.
FIRST READING:

October 18, 2011

SECOND READING:

January 3, 2012

THIRD READING:

January 3, 2012

MAYOR

DESIGNATED OFFICER
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Request for Decision
DATE OF MEETING:

January 8, 2019

TO:

Council

SUBJECT:

Bylaw 2019-07 Development Authority Bylaw

SUBMITTED BY:

Alaric Fish, Manager of Planning and Development
Jolene Noël, Secretary to the Canmore Planning Commission

RECOMMENDATION:

Agenda #: F-3

That Council give first, second, and third readings to Bylaw 2019-07, the
Development Authority Bylaw.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Administration recommends that Council approve a new Development Authority Bylaw to replace the
existing bylaw. Key changes include provision of a per diem compensation to Canmore Planning Commission
members, a minor adjustment to the term, and authorization to livestream and video record public portions
of the meetings.
RELEVANT COUNCIL DIRECTION, POLICY, OR BYLAWS
The Municipal Government Act requires a municipality to authorize the Development Authority by bylaw.
This Bylaw will replace the previous Development Authority Bylaw 17-2011, which was last updated and
consolidated in 2017.
DISCUSSION
There are a number of changes proposed such that a new bylaw, Bylaw 2019-07 (Attachment #1), is
presented to replace the existing Bylaw 17-2011 (Attachment #2). The biggest change proposed is to
compensate Commission members at the same rate as Council per-diem rates. The Canmore Planning
Commission is unlike most other Town committees as their meetings are public, sometimes deal with
contentious public conflict, and exercise development authority as prescribed by the Municipal Government
Act. The ability to attract and retain qualified members will be enhanced by offering this remuneration and
reflects the commitment required to be on the Commission. Council per-diem remuneration rates in effect as
of December 16, 2018 are:
Up to 4 hours:
Over 4 hours and up to 8 hours:
Over 8 hours:

$125
$225
$350

The term of Commission members is also proposed to change. Currently the bylaw directs appointments to
start and end with Council’s annual organizational meeting in late October. This has proven tricky when a
meeting is required for approval of a Development Permit and new members have not yet been appointed.
By appointing new members in October that take effect in January, it allows for more than two months to
ensure the necessary training is provided in advance of the formal start of the term.
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Bylaw 2019-07 Development Authority Bylaw

Page 2 of 2

The updated bylaw removes any sections which are contained within the MGA, and better describes the
process and function of the Commission, and its meeting schedules and procedures. The new bylaw also
authorizes the livestreaming and video recording of all public meetings. This is consistent with Council’s
practice as well as that of other municipalities, and is intended to promote transparency and accuracy.
ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATIVES
Council could decide not to provide remuneration to Commission members. This would save approximately
$2,000/year, but administration believes that the necessary commitment required of Commission members
warrants the remuneration proposed in order to attract and retain qualified candidates.
FINANCIAL IMPACTS
The proposed compensation for Commission members has been included in the approved 2019 and 2020
operating budget. The actual costs will depend on the number and length of meetings, but based on previous
averages, administration feels that the costs are appropriate based on the minimum required training
STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
The CPC provides an administrative function, so no public engagement is proposed. The MGA does not
require a public hearing to be held for adoption of this bylaw.
STRATEGIC ALIGNMENT
This bylaw is operational in nature and does not contradict or support Council’s identified Goals and
Strategic Initiatives which are at a higher level.
ATTACHMENTS
1) Bylaw 2019-07 Development Authority Bylaw
2) Existing Development Authority Bylaw 17-2011
3) Attachment 3 Bylaw 17-2011 Redline
AUTHORIZATION
Submitted by:

Alaric Fish
Manager of Planning and Development

Date:

November 20, 2018

Approved by:

Carla Reinhardus
Acting Manager of Financial Services

Date:

November 21, 2018

Approved by:
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Attachment #1

BYLAW 2019-07
A BYLAW OF THE TOWN OF CANMORE, IN THE PROVINCE OF ALBERTA, FOR
THE PURPOSE OF ESTABLISHING A DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY
The Council of the Town of Canmore, in the Province of Alberta, duly assembled, enacts as follows:
1: TITLE
1.1.
This bylaw shall be known as the "Town of Canmore Development Authority Bylaw.”
2: INTERPRETATION
2.1.
In this bylaw:
a) “Act” means the Municipal Government Act, RSA 2000, Chapter M-26, as amended;
b) “Commission” means the Canmore Planning Commission of the Town as established by
this bylaw (also referred to as a Municipal Planning Commission in the Act);
c) “Development Authority” means the Town of Canmore Development Authority as
established by this bylaw, and includes the Chief Administrative Officer, the Canmore
Planning Commission, and Council;
d) “Member” means a member of the Canmore Planning Commission appointed pursuant to
this bylaw;
e) “Pecuniary Interest” means pecuniary interest as defined by section 170(1) of the Act;
f)

“Secretary” means an employee of the Town assigned by the Manager of Planning and
Development to act as the Commission Secretary;

g) “Town” means the Town of Canmore.
2.2.

Where a bylaw references a Town staff position, department or Commission, the reference is
deemed to be to the current name that the staff position, department or Commission is known
by.

3: ESTABLISHMENT
3.1.
The Development Authority is hereby established and shall consist of the Chief Administrative
Officer and the Commission.
4: AUTHORITY
4.1.
Pursuant to the Act, the Chief Administrative Officer shall in writing, delegate the Development
Authority to any employee or employees of the municipality considered qualified, with those
employee(s) to be known as the Development Officers.
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4.2.

In exercising Development Authority, the Development Officer(s) shall function in accordance
with the duties and powers prescribed in the Act and the Town of Canmore Land Use Bylaw.

4.3.

The Commission shall consider and function in accordance with the Act and Land Use Bylaw
and may provide advice to Council on any planning matter.

4.4.

The Commission shall receive, consider and decide on all development permit applications
referred to the Commission by the Development Officer.

5: MEMBERSHIP AND TERM
5.1.
The Commission shall be comprised of a minimum of five and a maximum of seven voting
Members:
a) a minimum of four and a maximum of six Members shall be public members appointed to
the Commission by resolution of Council; and
b) only one Member shall be a member of Council appointed by resolution of Council.
5.2.

Council shall appoint Members at Council’s annual organizational meeting.

5.3.

Members shall be appointed for either:
a) one-year terms that commence on January 1 and end on December 31; or
b) two-year terms that commence on January 1 and end on December 31 of the following year.

5.4.

The number of consecutive years served by a public Member shall not exceed six.

5.5.

Despite section 5.4, if a public Member reaches the maximum number of years of service, they
may conclude the current term for which they have been appointed.

6: ELIGIBILITY
6.1.
To be eligible for public membership on the Commission, a person must:
a) be a Canadian citizen or landed immigrant;
b) be a resident of Canmore; and
c) be at least eighteen years of age.
6.2.

A public Member is not eligible for continuing a term on the Commission and/or for reapplying
for the next subsequent term on that Commission if the public member:
a) fails to attend three consecutive meetings of the Commission, unless that absence is caused
by illness or is authorized in advance by the chair with notice of and reasons for the
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member's absence (the sufficiency of such reasons to be determined by the Chair in his or
her sole discretion); or
b) ceases to meet the eligibility requirements set out in this bylaw.
6.3. Town employees and members of the Subdivision and Development Appeal Board are ineligible to
be Members.
7: REMUNERATION
7.1.
Members are eligible to claim per diems for attending meetings of the Commission.
7.2.

Members shall be compensated per diem rates at the rate set out for councillors in the Council
Remuneration Policy adopted by resolution of Council.

8: RESIGNATIONS AND REMOVALS
8.1.
Any public Member may resign from the Commission at any time by sending written notice to
the Secretary who shall inform Council and the Commission chair.
8.2.

If a vacancy occurs before Council’s annual organizational meeting, Council may appoint a
replacement for the remainder of the term.

8.3.

Council may remove a Member at any time.

9: QUORUM AND APPOINTMENT OF CHAIR AND VICE-CHAIR
9.1.
Three voting Members shall constitute a quorum.
9.2.

A chair and vice-chair shall be selected each calendar year by a majority vote of Members at the
first meeting in the new year.

9.3.

In the event of absence or inability of the chair to preside at a meeting, the vice-chair shall
preside.

9.4.

In the event of absence or inability of both the chair and vice-chair to preside at a meeting, the
Members present shall elect one of its Members to preside as chair for that meeting.

10: MEETING PROCEDURES
10.1. Public notice of a meeting will be provided on the Town’s website at least 24 hours prior to the
meeting.
10.2.

The Commission may postpone a decision to a specific date and time where the circumstances
require it.

10.3.

The chair shall:
a) Maintain order and decorum and may, if necessary call a member to order;
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b) Determine who has a right to speak;
c) Ensure all members who wish to speak to a motion have spoken, ensure that the members
are ready to vote, and subsequently call the vote;
d) Rule when a motion is out of order; and
e) Ensure persons in the gallery maintain quiet and order and may, if necessary, provide for the
removal of those who do not comply.
10.4.

Members shall not communicate individually on matters relating to an application before the
Commission with any persons prior to the meeting.

10.5.

The Commission, at its sole discretion, is not required to hear any representations from the
public with respect to any matter over which it makes a decision or recommendation.

10.6.

Where the Commission or the manager of planning and development deems it desirable, they
may request any person or persons to attend meetings in an advisory capacity.

10.7.

When a Member has a Pecuniary Interest with respect to an appeal under consideration, the
Member must disclose the nature of the Pecuniary Interest prior to any discussion on the matter,
abstain from voting on the matter, and leave the room in which the meeting is being held until
discussion and voting on the matter are concluded.

10.8.

A Member who, for any reason, is unable to attend the whole of the meeting or meetings where
an application is being considered, shall not participate in the Commission’s deliberations or
decision on that application.

10.9.

When a Member does not vote on a matter pursuant to section 10.7 or 10.8, the abstention and
reasons therefore shall be recorded in the minutes.

10.10. After hearing all submissions, the Commission may deliberate and reach its decisions in a
meeting closed to the public.
10.11. Where the Commission closes all or part of a meeting to the public, the Commission may allow
one or more other persons to attend, as it considers appropriate, and the minutes of the meeting
shall record the names of those persons and the reasons for allowing them to attend.
10.12. A decision of the majority vote of Members present shall be deemed to be a decision of the
whole Commission.
10.13. A tied vote is defeated.
10.14. A member shall not make any public statements (including verbally, in writing or via electronic
media), on matters relating to an application before the Commission, either before or after a
meeting, except those statements authorized by the Commission through the chair.
Bylaw approved by: _______
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10.15. The Manager of Planning and Development shall act as the liaison to the Commission, and
Town staff will provide technical advice to the Commission.
10.16.

The Secretary shall:
a) notify all Members of meeting arrangements;
b) carry out the administrative duties of preparing agendas, notifications, record retention and
other duties assigned as required; and
c) prepare and maintain a file of written minutes of the business transacted at all meetings of
the Commission.

11: MEETING RECORDS
11.1. Agendas shall be made available to Commission members at least three days prior to a meeting,
and made available to the public at least one day prior to a meeting.
11.2. Minutes shall be prepared for every Commission meeting and contain the following:
a)

the date, time and location of the meeting;

b)

the names of all Commission members present;

c)

the name of anyone other than a Commission member who participated in the meeting;

d)

a summary of the evidence presented at the hearing; and

e)

any motions made at the meeting, along with the results of the vote on the motion.

11.3.

Any member may request a correction to the minutes before they are adopted; corrections are
deemed adopted when the motion to adopt the minutes has carried.

11.4.

Approved minutes shall be signed by the chair and the Secretary who were present at the
meeting where the minutes were taken, wherever possible. Where not possible, the minutes shall
be signed by the current chair and Secretary.

11.5. The chief administrative officer is authorized to provide for streaming video and video recording of
any meeting.
11.6. The video recording provided by the chief administrative officer may be used to determine the
accuracy of a portion of the minutes.
12: ENACTMENT/TRANSITION
12.1. If any clause in this bylaw is found to be invalid, it shall be severed from the remainder of the
bylaw and shall not invalidate the whole bylaw.
Bylaw approved by: _______
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12.2.

Bylaws 17-2011 and 2017-32 are repealed.

12.3.

This bylaw comes into force on the date it is passed.

FIRST READING:
SECOND READING:
THIRD READING:

Approved on behalf of the Town of Canmore:

John Borrowman
Mayor

Date

Cheryl Hyde
Municipal Clerk

Date
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Attachment 2
TOWN OF CANMORE
BYLAW 17-2011 Consolidated 2017-09-27
PROVINCE OF ALBERTA
This Bylaw rescinds:
Associated legislation:
Related Documents:

Bylaws 27-95 and 31-98
Municipal Government Act, Subdivision and Development
Regulation
Land Use Bylaw, Area Structure Plans, Area Redevelopment
Plans

BEING A BYLAW TO ESTABLISH A DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY.
WHEREAS
The Municipal Government Act, requires that a Municipal Council must by bylaw
establish a Development Authority to exercise development powers and duties on
behalf of the municipality; and
WHEREAS
The Municipal Government Act provides that a Municipal Council may by bylaw
establish a Municipal Planning Commission to exercise development powers and duties
on behalf of the municipality;
WHEREAS
Council deems it desirable that Bylaws 27-95 and 31-98 be replaced; and
NOW THEREFORE
The Municipal Council for the town of Canmore in the province of Alberta, duly
assembled; hereby enacts as follows:
1. TITLE
This Bylaw shall be known as the Town of Canmore Development Authority
Bylaw.
2. DEFINITIONS
In this Bylaw, including this section, unless the context otherwise requires:
a) "Act" means the Municipal Government Act, being Chapter M-26, R.S.A.
2000, as amended from time to time;
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b) "Chief Administrative Officer" means the position established by bylaw to
which the administrative head of the Municipality is appointed by Council,
c) "Council" means the Mayor and Councilors of the Municipality, acting as
the Council of the Town of Canmore;
d) "Development Authority" means the Chief Administrative Officer or a
person delegated by the Chief Administrative Officer, to exercise
development powers and duties on behalf of the Town, known as the
Development Officer, or the Municipal Planning Commission;
e) "Municipality" means the Municipal Corporation of the Town of Canmore
in the Province of Alberta or the area contained within the boundaries of
the Town of Canmore;
f) Words indicating the masculine or feminine gender mean persons of
either gender.
3. The Development Authority for the Town of Canmore is hereby established and
shall consist of either the Chief Administrative Officer or the Municipal Planning
Commission, referred to as the Canmore Planning Commission.
4. Pursuant to the Act, the Chief Administrative Officer shall in writing, delegate
the Development Authority to any employee or employees of the Municipality
considered qualified, with those employee(s) to be known as Development
Officers.
5. In exercising Development Authority, the Development Officer(s) shall function
in accordance with the duties and powers prescribed in the Act and the Land Use
Bylaw.
6. MEMBERSHIP AND PROCEDURES
a) The Canmore Planning Commission shall be composed of a minimum of
five and a maximum of seven voting members for a term not to exceed
two years, with such appointments made at Council's annual
organizational meeting.
Amended 2017-09-27 Bylaw 2017-32

b) The membership of the Commission appointed by Council shall include no
more than one (1) member of Council, and the remaining members shall
be appointed from the public-at-large.
c) Members may reapply annually for consideration of re-appointment;
however in no case shall re-appointments be for more than three
consecutive two-year terms.

Amended 2017-09-27 Bylaw 2017-32

d) Any member may resign at any time and Council may request the
resignation in writing of any member prior to the expiry of an
appointment.
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e) Remuneration and travel expenses of the Commission members may be
established by Resolution of Council.
f) The members of the Commission shall elect from its members a Chair and
Vice - Chair.
g) Elections of the Chair and Vice- Chair shall occur at the first meeting of
the Commission after the adoption of this Bylaw, and each year
thereafter, but not later than four weeks after Council's organizational
meeting.
h) In the event of absence or inability of the Chair to preside at a meeting,
the Vice-Chair shall preside.
i) In the event of absence or inability of both the Chair and Vice-Chair to
preside at a meeting, the members present in constituting a quorum shall
elect one of its members to preside as Chair for that meeting.
j) Quorum shall be three voting members.
Amended 2017-09-27 Bylaw 2017-32

k) The decision of the majority of the members of the Commission present
at a meeting duly convened is deemed to be the decision of the
Commission. In the event of a tied vote, the motion or decision shall
deemed to be defeated.
7. PECUNIARY INTEREST, BIAS AND CONFLICT OF INTEREST
A member of the Commission:
a) Shall not participate in discussion on nor vote on any matter before the
Commission on any question in which he has a pecuniary interest as
defined in the Act; and
b) May not participate in discussions or vote on any matter before the
Commission on any question in which he may have a pecuniary interest
or other conflict of interest that may create an appearance of improper
conduct;

c) In instances under section 7(b), the Commission member shall disclose
the interest and:
i. may temporarily withdraw from the Commission, leave the room and
not participate in the meeting or the debate; or
ii. may ask that the remaining Commission members determine if the
nature of the interest is sufficient to prevent their further participation
in the meeting and debate, and shall abide by that decision.
d) Should not communicate individually on matters relating to an application
before the Commission with any persons prior to the meeting, and must
inform the Commission of any individual contact or conversations on an
application before the Commission with persons prior to the hearing to
the Commission if they do occur; and
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e) May meet with an applicant with an application before the Commission
outside of a scheduled Commission meeting, provided that a majority of
members of the Commission are present and that minutes of the meeting
are produced.
f) Shall not predetermine a decision prior to a meeting, and address each
application with an open mind, reaching a decision based on the
information provided at the meeting, and
g) Shall not participate in discussion on nor vote on any matter before the
Commission on any question in which he is incapable of maintaining an
absence of bias; and
h) Shall not voice or make any public statements (including verbally, in
writing or via electronic media), on an application before the Commission,
either before or after a hearing, except those statements authorized by
the Commission through the Chair.
8. The Manager of Planning and Development shall act as the liaison to the
Commission, and Town staff will provide technical advice to the Commission.
Administrative liaison so provided to the Commission shall not have voting
privileges.
9. A Commission secretary shall be assigned by the Manager of Planning and
Development to:
a) notify all members of the Commission of the arrangements for the holding
of each hearing and other meetings of the Commission; and
b) carry out the administrative duties of preparing agendas, notifications,
record retention and other duties assigned as required.
c) prepare and maintain a file of written minutes of the business transacted
at all meetings of the Commission.
10.Where the Commission or the Manager of Planning and Development deems it
desirable, they may request any person or persons to attend meetings in an
advisory capacity, but without voting privileges.
11.Commission meetings shall meet in public but the Commission may deliberate
and make decisions in meetings closed to the public in accordance with the Act,
with the decision read into the minutes.
12.The Commission may establish its own internal procedures and meeting
frequency and schedules.

13.The Commission may not permit electronic or similar recording devices to be
used during the hearing by anyone in attendance, except those authorized by
the Board or Council.
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14.The Commission shall consider and function within the Act and Land Use Bylaw
and may provide advice to Council on any planning matter.
15.The Commission shall receive, consider and decide on all development permit
applications referred to the Commission by the Development Officer.
16.A member who is absent from three (3) consecutive public hearings or meetings
without the Chair's approval, may be removed by Council in writing.
17.When a vacancy occurs on the Commission, the vacancy so created shall be
filled by an appointment of Council of a person to serve the remainder of the
term of the person vacating membership.
18.Bylaws 27-95 and 31-98 are hereby repealed.
19.This Bylaw comes into full force and effect as of the date of third reading.
FIRST READING:

October 18, 2011

SECOND READING:

January 3, 2012

THIRD READING:

January 3, 2012

MAYOR

MUNICIPAL CLERK
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Attachment 3

TOWN OF CANMORE
BYLAW 17-2011 Consolidated 2017-09-27
PROVINCE OF ALBERTA
This Bylaw rescinds:
Associated legislation:
Related Documents:

Bylaws 27-95 and 31-98
Municipal Government Act, Subdivision and Development
Regulation
Land Use Bylaw, Area Structure Plans, Area Redevelopment
Plans

BEING A BYLAW TO ESTABLISH A DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY.
WHEREAS
The Municipal Government Act, requires that a Municipal Council must by bylaw
establish a Development Authority to exercise development powers and duties on
behalf of the municipality; and
WHEREAS
The Municipal Government Act provides that a Municipal Council may by bylaw
establish a Municipal Planning Commission to exercise development powers and duties
on behalf of the municipality;
WHEREAS
Council deems it desirable that Bylaws 27-95 and 31-98 be replaced; and
NOW THEREFORE
The Municipal Council for the town of Canmore in the province of Alberta, duly
assembled; hereby enacts as follows:
1. TITLE
This Bylaw shall be known as the Town of Canmore Development Authority
Bylaw.
2. DEFINITIONS
In this Bylaw, including this section, unless the context otherwise requires:
a) "Act" means the Municipal Government Act, being Chapter M-26, R.S.A.
2000, as amended from time to time;
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b) "Chief Administrative Officer" means the position established by bylaw to
which the administrative head of the Municipality is appointed by Council,
b) "Council" means the Mayor and Councilors of the Municipality, acting as
the Council of the Town of Canmore;
“Commission” means the Canmore Planning Commission of the Town as
established by to this bylaw (also referred to as a Municipal Planning
Commission in the Act).
c) "Development Authority" means the Town of
Canmore Development Authority as established by this Bylaw, and
includes the Chief Administrative Officer, the Canmore Planning
Commission and Council. Chief Administrative Officer or a person
delegated by the Chief Administrative Officer, to exercise development
powers and duties on behalf of the Town, known as the Development
Officer, or the Municipal Planning Commission;
“Member” means a voting member of the Canmore Planning Commission
appointed pursuant to this bylaw.
d) "Municipality" means the Municipal Corporation of the Town of Canmore
in the Province of Alberta or the area contained within the boundaries of
the Town of Canmore; “Town” means the Town of Canmore.
“Pecuniary Interest” means pecuniary interest as defined by section 170(1)
of the Act;
“Secretary” means an employee of the Town assigned by the Manager of
Planning and Development to act as the Commission Secretary.
“Town” means the Town of Canmore
e) Words indicating the masculine or feminine gender mean persons of
either gender.
Where a bylaw references a Town staff position, department or Commission, the
reference is deemed to be to the current name that the staff position,
department or Commission is known by.
ESTABLISHMENT
3. The Development Authority for the Town of Canmore is hereby established and
shall consist of either the Chief Administrative Officer or and the Municipal
Planning Commission, referred to as the Canmore Planning Commission.
AUTHORITY
4. Pursuant to the Act, the Chief Administrative Officer shall in writing, delegate
the Development Authority to any employee or employees of the Municipality
considered qualified, with those employee(s) to be known as Development
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Officers.
5. In exercising Development Authority, the Development Officer(s) shall function
in accordance with the duties and powers prescribed in the Act and the Town of
Canmore Land Use Bylaw.
The Commission shall consider and function in accordance with the Act and Land
Use Bylaw and may provide advice to Council on any planning matter.
The Commission shall receive, consider and decide on all development permit
applications referred to the Commission by the Development Officer.
6. MEMBERSHIP AND PROCEDURESTERM
a) The Canmore Planning Commission shall be composed of a minimum of
five and a maximum of seven voting members for a term not to exceed
two years, with such appointments made at Council's annual
organizational meeting.
a. a minimum of four and a maximum of six members shall be public
members appointed to the Commission by resolution of Council;
and
a.b. one member shall be a member of Council appointed by
resolution of Council.

Commented [CH1]: “voting” added to the definition of
Member instead of including it here.

Amended 2017-09-27 Bylaw 2017-32

b) The membership of the Commission appointed by Council shall include no
more than one (1) member of Council, and the remaining members shall
be appointed from the public-at-large.
c) Members may reapply annually for consideration of re-appointment;
however in no case shall re-appointments be for more than three
consecutive two-year terms. The number of consecutive years served by
a public Member shall not exceed six.

Amended 2017-09-27 Bylaw 2017-32

Despite section 5.4, if a public Member reaches the maximum number of
years of service, they may conclude the current term for which they have
been appointed.
ELIGIBILITY
To be eligible for public membership on the Commission, a person must:
a) be a Canadian citizen or landed immigrant;

Commented [CH2]: The Eligibility section is new, and
consistent with other committee establishment bylaws.

b) be a resident of Canmore; and
d) be at least eighteen years of age.
A public Member is not eligible for continuing a term on the Commission and/or
for reapplying for the next subsequent term on that Commission if the public
member:
a)
A member who is absent fromfails to attend three (3) consecutive public
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hearings or meetings of the Commission, unless that absence is caused by
illness or is authorized in advance by resolution of the Commission; or
without the Chair's approval, may be removed by Council in writing.
b) ceases to meet the eligibility requirements set out in this bylaw.
Town employees and members of the Subdivision and Development Appeal
Board are ineligible to be Members.
RESIGNATIONS AND REMOVALS
e) Any public mMember may resign from the Commission at any time by
sending written notice to the Secretary who shall inform Council and the
Commission chair.
When If a vacancy occurs on the Commissionbefore Council’s annual
organizational meeting, the vacancy so created shall be filled by an
appointment of Council of a person to serve theCouncil may appoint a
replacement for the remainder of the term of the person vacating
membership.
and Council may request the resignation in writing of anyremove a
mMember prior to the expiry of an appointmentat any time.
REMUNERATION
f) Remuneration and travel expenses of the Commission members may be
established by Resolution of Council. Members are eligible to claim per
diems for attending meetings of the Commission.

Commented [CH3]: New

Members shall be compensated per diem rates at the rate set out for
councillors in the Council Remuneration Policy adopted by resolution of
Council.
QUORUM AND APPOINTMENT OF CHAIR AND VICE-CHAIR
g) The members of the Commission shall elect from its members a A Cchair
and Vvice -– Cchair shall be selected each calendar year by a majority
vote of Members at the first meeting in the new year.
h) Elections of the Chair and Vice- Chair shall occur at the first meeting of
the Commission after the adoption of this Bylaw, and each year
thereafter, but not later than four weeks after Council's organizational
meeting.
i) In the event of absence or inability of the Cchair to preside at a meeting,
the Vvice-Cchair shall preside.
j) In the event of absence or inability of both the Cchair and Vvice-Cchair to
preside at a meeting, the mMembers present in constituting a quorum
shall elect one of its mMembers to preside as Cchair for that meeting.
k) Quorum shall be tThree voting members shall constitute quorum.
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Amended 2017-09-27 Bylaw 2017-32

l) The decision of the majority of the members of the Commission present
at a meeting duly convened is deemed to be the decision of the
Commission. In the event of a tied vote, the motion or decision shall
deemed to be defeated.
MEETING PROCEDURES
Public notice of a meeting will be provided on the Town’s website at least 24
hours prior to the meeting.

Commented [CH4]: New

The Commission may postpone a decision to a specific date and time where
the circumstances require it.

Commented [CH5]: New

The chair shall:

Commented [CH6]: New

a) Maintain order and decorum and may, if necessary call a member to
order;
b) Determine who has a right to speak;
c) Ensure all members who wish to speak to a motion have spoken, ensure
that the members are ready to vote, and subsequently call the vote;
d) Rule when a motion is out of order; and
e) Ensure persons in the gallery maintain quiet and order and may, if
necessary, provide for the removal of those who do not comply.
7. PECUNIARY INTEREST, BIAS AND CONFLICT OF INTEREST
A mMembers of the Commissionshall not:
d) Should not communicate individually on matters relating to an application
before the Commission with any persons prior to the meeting, and must
inform the Commission of any individual contact or conversations on an
application before the Commission with persons prior to the hearing to
the Commission if they do occur; and

Commented [CH7]: Changed from a “should not” to a “shall
not”

e) May meet with an applicant with an application before the Commission
outside of a scheduled Commission meeting, provided that a majority of
members of the Commission are present and that minutes of the meeting
are produced.

Commented [CH8]: Delete. This practice is not followed.

The Commission, at its sole discretion, is not required to hear any
representations from the public with respect to any matter over which it
makes a decision or recommendation

Commented [CH9]: New

Where the Commission or the Mmanager of Pplanning and Ddevelopment
deems it desirable, they may request any person or persons to attend
meetings in an advisory capacity, but without voting privileges.
a) Shall not participate in discussion on nor vote on any matter before the
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Commission on any question in which he has a pecuniary interest as
defined in the Act; and
b) May not participate in discussions or vote on any matter before the
Commission on any question in which he may have a pecuniary interest
or other conflict of interest that may create an appearance of improper
conduct;
c) In instances under section 7(b)When a Member has a Pecuniary Interest
with respect to an appeal under consideration, the Commission mMember
shall must disclose the interest nature of the Pecuniary Interest prior to
any discussion on the matter, abstain from voting on the matter,and:
i. may temporarily withdraw from the Commission, leave the room in
which the and not participate in the meeting is being held until
discussion and voting on the matter are conclueded. or the debate; or
ii. may ask that the remaining Commission members determine if the
nature of the interest is sufficient to prevent their further participation
in the meeting and debate, and shall abide by that decision.
f) Shall not predetermine a decision prior to a meeting, and address each
application with an open mind, reaching a decision based on the
information provided at the meeting, and
g) Shall not participate in discussion on nor vote on any matter before the
Commission on any question in which he is incapable of maintaining an
absence of bias; and
A Member who, for any reason, is unable to attend the whole of the hearing
of an appeal shall not participate in the Board’s deliberations or decision
on that appeal.

Commented [CH10]: New

When a Member does not vote on a matter pursuant to section 10.7 or 10.8,
the abstention and reasons therefore shall be recorded in the minutes.
Commission meetings shall meet in public but theAfter hearing all
submissions, the Commission may deliberate and make reach its
decisions in a meetings closed to the public in accordance with the Act,
with the decision read into the minutes.
Where the Commission closes all or part of a meeting to the public, the
Commission may allow one or more other persons to attend, as it
considers appropriate, and the minutes of the meeting shall record the
names of those persons and the reasons for allowing them to attend.

Commented [CH11]: New – consistent with new language
in the MGA.

A decision of the majority vote of Members present shall be deemed to be a
decision of the whole Commission.
A tied vote is defeated.

Commented [CH12]: New. Consistent with other committee
bylaws.

h) A Member Sshall not voice or make any public statements (including
verbally, in writing or via electronic media), on matters relating to an
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application before the Commission, either before or after a
hearingmeeting, except those statements authorized by the Commission
through the Cchair.
8. The Manager of Planning and Development shall act as the liaison to the
Commission, and Town staff will provide technical advice to the Commission.
Administrative liaison so provided to the Commission shall not have voting
privileges.
9. A CommissionThe sSecretary shall be assigned by the Manager of Planning and
Development to:
a) notify all mMembers of the Commission of the meeting arrangements for
the holding of each hearing and other meetings of the Commission; and
b) carry out the administrative duties of preparing agendas, notifications,
record retention and other duties assigned as required; and.
c) prepare and maintain a file of written minutes of the business transacted
at all meetings of the Commission.
10.Where the Commission or the Manager of Planning and Development deems it
desirable, they may request any person or persons to attend meetings in an
advisory capacity, but without voting privileges.

Commented [CH13]: Moved further up the document. No
change.

11.Commission meetings shall meet in public but the Commission may deliberate
and make decisions in meetings closed to the public in accordance with the Act,
with the decision read into the minutes.

Commented [CH14]: Moved further up in the document. No
change.

12.The Commission may establish its own internal procedures and meeting
frequency and schedules.
MEETING RECORDS

Commented [CH15]: Meeting records section is new and is
consistent with other committee bylaws.

Agendas shall be made available to Commission members at least three days prior
to a meeting, and made available to the public at least one day prior to a meeting.
Minutes shall be prepared for every Board meeting and contain the following:
a)

the date, time and location of the meeting;

b)

the names of all Board members present;

c)

the name of anyone other than a Board member who participated in the
meeting;

d)

a summary of the evidence presented at the hearing;

a)e) any motions made at the meeting, along with the results of the vote on the
motion.
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Any member may request a correction to the minutes before they are adopted;
corrections are deemed adopted when the motion to adopt the minutes has carried.
Approved minutes shall be signed by the chair and the Secretary who were present
at the meeting where the minutes were taken, wherever possible. Where not
possible, the minutes shall be signed by the current chair and Secretary.
13.The chief administrative officer is authorized to provide for streaming video and
video recording of any meeting.The Commission may not permit electronic or
similar recording devices to be used during the hearing by anyone in
attendance, except those authorized by the Board or Council.

Commented [CH16]: New

The video recording provided by the chief administrative officer may be used to
determine the accuracy of a portion of the minutes.

Commented [CH17]: New

14.The Commission shall consider and function within the Act and Land Use Bylaw
and may provide advice to Council on any planning matter.

Commented [CH18]: Moved to the Authority section. No
change.

15.14.The Commission shall receive, consider and decide on all development
permit applications referred to the Commission by the Development Officer.

Commented [CH19]: Moved to the Authority section. No
change.

16.15.A member who is absent from three (3) consecutive public hearings or
meetings without the Chair's approval, may be removed by Council in writing.

Commented [CH20]: Moved to Eligibility section. No
change to intent.

17.16.When a vacancy occurs on the Commission, the vacancy so created shall be
filled by an appointment of Council of a person to serve the remainder of the
term of the person vacating membership.

Commented [CH21]: Moved to the Resignations and
Removals section. No change.

ENACTMENT/TRANSITION
If any clause in this bylaw is found to be invalid, it shall be severed from the
remainder of the bylaw and shall not invalidate the whole bylaw.
18.17.Bylaws 27-9517-2011 and 31-982017-32 are hereby repealed.
19.18.This Bylaw comes into full force and effect as ofon the date of third readingit
is passed.
FIRST READING:

October 18, 2011

SECOND READING:

January 3, 2012

THIRD READING:

January 3, 2012

MAYOR
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Request for Decision
DATE OF MEETING:

January 8, 2019

Agenda #: F-4

TO:

Council

SUBJECT:

Borrowing Bylaws 2019-01, 2019-02, 2019-03, 2019-04, and 2019-05

SUBMITTED BY:

Carla Reinhardus, Acting Manager of Financial Services

RECOMMENDATION:

That council give first reading to Borrowing Bylaw 2019-01 Organics
Diversion Program;
That Council give first reading to Borrowing Bylaw 2019-02 Lift Station 6
Lifecycle Replacement Construction;
That Council give first reading to Borrowing Bylaw 2019-03 South Bow
River Loop Water Main Construction;
That council give first reading to Borrowing Bylaw 2019-04 Bow Valley
Trail – Wastewater Upgrade Construction; and
That council gives first reading to Borrowing Bylaw 2019-05 Bow Valley
Trail – Fire Flow Improvement Construction.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Within the 2019 – 2020 capital budget process, council approved five projects that require debenture funding






7102 – Organics Diversion Program
7103 - Lift Station 6 – Lifecycle Replacement Construction
7145 – South Bow River Loop Water Main Construction
7147 – Bow Valley Trail Wastewater Upgrade Construction
7146 – Bow Valley Trail Fire Flow Improvement Construction

The borrowing terms recommended for all five projects will exceed five years, therefore the proposed bylaws
must be advertised between first and second readings for a period of two weeks.
PREVIOUS COUNCIL DIRECTION OR POLICY
Council approved the 2019 and 2020 capital budgets on December 18, 2018 through motion 278-2018.
DISCUSSION
Project 7102 – Organics Diversion Program was approved by Council in the amount of $2,915,000 as were
the debenture ($1,385,000), cash in lieu of bear bins ($70,000), MSI capital ($1,000,000), Provincial Grants
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($165,000) and solid waste service reserve ($295,000) funding sources. The project will provide a pilot
residential food waste collection program and full commercial food waste collection.
Project 7103 – Lift Station 6 Lifecycle Replacement Construction was approved by Council in the amount of
$1,000,000 as were the debenture ($900,000) and wastewater utility reserve ($100,000) funding sources. The
project addresses key recommendations in reference to condition assessments that will result in the
replacement of the sanitary wet well, the addition of a flow monitor and increase the pump capacity.
Project 7145 – South River Loop Water Main Construction was approved by Council in the amount of
$4,200,000, as were the debenture ($3,520,000) and offsite levy reserve ($680,000) funding sources. The
project is a new feeder main connecting the Three Sisters area adjacent to the wastewater treatment plant to
the south end of Bow Valley Trail. The feeder main would tie west and central zones which will provide a
secure water supply to downtown Canmore.
Project 7147 - BVT – Wastewater Upgrade Construction was approved by Council in the amount of
$1,400,000, as were the debenture ($1,300,000) and wastewater utility reserve ($100,000) funding sources.
The project will upgrade the wastewater mains along Bow Valley Trail, per the 2016 Utility Master Plan
update. The area of focus will be 2nd Avenue from Hospital Place and 15th Street and from the Railway
Avenue intersection to Sidney Street.
Project 7146 - BVT – Fire Flow Improvement Construction was approved by Council in the amount of
$600,000, as were the debenture ($550,000) and Water Utility Reserve ($50,000) funding sources. The project
will improve the water pressure along Bow Valley Trail to meet fire flow requirements by increasing the size
of 675 meters of water main.
When a borrowing bylaw is approved, it ensures compliance with the Alberta Capital Finance Authority’s
(ACFA) lending policy, thus allowing the debenture borrowing to proceed. In order to ensure the project to
start administration is bringing the bylaw to Council. The debenture is not drawn until actual expenditures
warrant the need for debt funding. Depending on the timing of projects, the actual debenture could be
drawn in a subsequent year.
Alberta Capital Finance Authority’s debenture bylaw approval process has set timelines. To ensure a valid
borrowing bylaw, the following process is being followed;
 January 8
- 1st reading
 January 10
- advertised (week 1)
 January 17
- advertised (week 2)
 February 1
- 15-day petition period deadline
 March 5
- 2nd & 3rd readings
 April 5
- valid bylaw (if no application made to Court of Queen’s Bench)
FINANCIAL IMPACTS
ACFA guidelines regarding the maximum term of debenture for the construction of municipal structures is
40 years, with the proviso that the term cannot exceed the useful life of the project. The structure has a
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design life of 40 years. Administration does not recommend borrowing to the maximum allowable term and
is instead recommending a term of 15 years.
The 15 year ACFA rate as at Dec 11, 2018 was 3.274%, which will change depending on market rates at the
time of the actual debenture draw, not expected to occur until at least December 2019. It is impossible to
know the interest rate that will be in effect on the date of borrowing so the draft bylaw proposes a maximum
interest rate of 7% to allow room for any interest rate changes between now and when the debenture is taken.
The following summarizes the financial impact of the bylaw using a fifteen-year term and then a comparison
of the total interest costs and semi-annual payments between the maximum interest rates in the draft bylaw
(7%) and the current ACFA interest rate (3.274%):
Project

Term

Total Interest
@ 3.274%
Current Rate

Organics
Diversion
Program
Lift Station 6
Lifecycle
Replacement
South Bow
River Loop
Water Main
Construction
BVT
Wastewater
Upgrade
Construction
BVT Fire Flow
Improvement
Construction

15

Semi-Annual
Total Interest @ Semi-Annual
Payments @
7% Maximum
Payments @ 7%
3.274% Current
Rate
Maximum Rate
Rate
$378,894
$58,796
$874,129
$75,304

15

$246,213

$38,207

$586,026

$48,934

15

$962,966

$149,432

$2,221,613

$191,387

15

$355,641

$55,188

$820,482

$70,683

15

$150,463

$23,349

$347,127

$29,904

After these debts are taken, approximately 13% of the Town’s total debt will mature within the next 10 years,
well below the 50% maximum set out in Council’s Debt Management Policy.
STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
1. 2019 Budget Process
2. ACFA debenture bylaw approval process
STRATEGIC ALIGNMENT
We protect and plan for the long-term interests of residents by managing assets and financial resources
equitably and sustainably.
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ATTACHMENTS
1. Borrowing Bylaw 2019-01 Organics Diversion Program
2. Borrowing Bylaw 2019-02 Lift Station 6 - Lifecycle Replacement - Construction
3. Borrowing Bylaw 2019-03 South Bow River Loop Water Main Construction
4. Borrowing Bylaw 2019-04 Bow Valley Trail Wastewater Upgrade Construction
5. Borrowing Bylaw 2019-05 Bow Valley Trail Fire Flow Improvement Construction
6. Public Notice of Borrowing Bylaws
AUTHORIZATION
Submitted by:

Carla Reinhardus
Acting Manager of Financial Services

Date:

Approved by:

Andreas Comeau
Manager of Public Works

Date:

Approved by:

Therese Rogers
Acting General Manager of Corporate
Services

Date:

December 12, 2018

Lisa de Soto,
Chief Administrative Officer

Date:

January 3, 2019

Approved by:
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BYLAW 2019-01
A BYLAW OF THE TOWN OF CANMORE, IN THE PROVINCE OF ALBERTA, TO
INCUR INDEBTEDNESS BY THE ISSUANCE OF DEBENTURE(S) IN THE
AMOUNT OF $1,385,000 FOR THE PURPOSE OF FINANCING ORGANICS
COLLECTION PROGRAM
WHEREAS the Council of the Town of Canmore has decided to issue a bylaw pursuant to Section 258 of
the Municipal Government Act to authorize the financing, undertaking and completion of Organics
Collection Program; and
WHEREAS plans and specifications have been prepared and the total cost of the project is estimated to be
$2,915,000; and
WHEREAS the Council of the Town of Canmore estimates the following contributions will be applied to
the project:
Cash in lieu of Bears Bins
$ 70,000
SWS Recycling Reserve
295,000
Provincial Grants
165,000
MSI Capital
1,000,000
Debentures
1,385,000
Total Cost
$ 2,915,000
and
WHEREAS in order to complete the project, it will be necessary for the Town of Canmore to borrow the
sum of $1,385,000 for a period not to exceed fifteen years, from the Alberta Capital Finance Authority or
another authorized financial institution, by the issuance of debentures and on the terms and conditions
referred to in this bylaw; and
WHEREAS the estimated lifetime of the project financed under this bylaw is equal to, or in excess of fifteen
years; and
WHEREAS the principal amount of the outstanding debt of the Town of Canmore at December 31, 2018 is
$29,436,585 and no part of the principal or interest is in arrears; and
WHEREAS all required approvals for the project have been obtained and the project is in compliance with
all Acts and Regulations of the Province of Alberta,
NOW THEREFORE the Council of the Town of Canmore, duly assembled, enacts as follows:
CITATION
1. This bylaw may be cited as “Borrowing Bylaw 2019-01 Organics Diversion Program”
PROVISIONS

Bylaw approved by: _______ _______
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2. That for the purpose of constructing the Organics Diversion Program the sum of ONE MILLION,
THREE HUNDRED AND EIGHT-FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS ($1,385,000) be borrowed
from the Alberta Capital Finance Authority or another authorized financial institution by way of
debenture on the credit and security of the Town of Canmore at large, of which amount the full sum
of $1,385,000 is to be paid by the Town of Canmore at large.
3. The proper officers of the Town of Canmore are hereby authorized to issue debenture(s) on behalf
of the Town of Canmore for the amount and purpose as authorized by this bylaw, namely the
Organics Diversion Program.
4. The Town of Canmore shall repay the indebtedness according to the repayment structure in effect,
namely semi-annual or annual equal payments of combined principal and interest installments not to
exceed FIFTEEN (15) years calculated at a rate not exceeding the interest rate fixed by the Alberta
Capital Finance Authority or another authorized financial institution on the date of the borrowing,
and not to exceed SEVEN (7) percent.
5. The Town of Canmore shall levy and raise municipal taxes and/or user fees sufficiently to pay the
indebtedness.
6. The indebtedness shall be contracted on the credit and security of the Town of Canmore.
7. The net amount borrowed under the bylaw shall be applied only to the project specified by this
bylaw.
8. This bylaw comes into force on the date it is passed.
FIRST READING:
SECOND READING
THIRD READING:
Approved on behalf of the Town of Canmore:

John Borrowman
Mayor

Date

Cheryl Hyde
Municipal Clerk

Date

Bylaw approved by: _______

_______
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BYLAW 2019-02
A BYLAW OF THE TOWN OF CANMORE, IN THE PROVINCE OF ALBERTA, TO
INCUR INDEBTEDNESS BY THE ISSUANCE OF DEBENTURE(S) IN THE
AMOUNT OF $900,000 FOR THE PURPOSE OF FINANCING LIFT STATION 6 –
LIFECYCLE REPLACEMENT - CONSTRUCTION
WHEREAS the Council of the Town of Canmore has decided to issue a bylaw pursuant to Section 258 of
the Municipal Government Act to authorize the financing, undertaking and completion of Lift Station 6 –
Lifecycle Replacement – Construction; and
WHEREAS plans and specifications have been prepared and the total cost of the project is estimated to be
$1,000,000; and
WHEREAS the Council of the Town of Canmore estimates the following contributions will be applied to
the project:
Wastewater Utility Reserve
$ 100,000
Debentures
900,000
Total Cost
$1,000,000
and
WHEREAS in order to complete the project, it will be necessary for the Town of Canmore to borrow the
sum of $900,000 for a period not to exceed fifteen years, from the Alberta Capital Finance Authority or
another authorized financial institution, by the issuance of debentures and on the terms and conditions
referred to in this bylaw; and
WHEREAS the estimated lifetime of the project financed under this bylaw is equal to, or in excess of fifteen
years; and
WHEREAS the principal amount of the outstanding debt of the Town of Canmore at December 31, 2018 is
$29,436,585 and no part of the principal or interest is in arrears; and
WHEREAS all required approvals for the project have been obtained and the project is in compliance with
all Acts and Regulations of the Province of Alberta,
NOW THEREFORE the Council of the Town of Canmore, duly assembled, enacts as follows:
CITATION
1. This bylaw may be cited as “Borrowing Bylaw 2019-02 Lift Station 6 – Lifecycle Replacement Construction”
PROVISIONS
2. That for the purpose of constructing the Lift Station 6 – Lifecycle Replacement – Construction the
sum of NINE HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS ($900,000) be borrowed from the Alberta
Capital Finance Authority or another authorized financial institution by way of debenture on the
Bylaw approved by: _______ _______
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credit and security of the Town of Canmore at large, of which amount the full sum of $900,000, is to
be paid by the Town of Canmore at large.
3. The proper officers of the Town of Canmore are hereby authorized to issue debenture(s) on behalf
of the Town of Canmore for the amount and purpose as authorized by this bylaw, namely the Lift
Station 6 – Lifecycle Replacement – Construction.
4. The Town of Canmore shall repay the indebtedness according to the repayment structure in effect,
namely semi-annual or annual equal payments of combined principal and interest installments not to
exceed FIFTEEN (15) years calculated at a rate not exceeding the interest rate fixed by the Alberta
Capital Finance Authority or another authorized financial institution on the date of the borrowing,
and not to exceed SEVEN (7) percent.
5. The Town of Canmore shall levy and raise municipal taxes and/or user fees sufficiently to pay the
indebtedness.
6. The indebtedness shall be contracted on the credit and security of the Town of Canmore.
7. The net amount borrowed under the bylaw shall be applied only to the project specified by this
bylaw.
8. This bylaw comes into force on the date it is passed.
FIRST READING:
SECOND READING
THIRD READING:
Approved on behalf of the Town of Canmore:

John Borrowman
Mayor

Date

Cheryl Hyde
Municipal Clerk

Date

Bylaw approved by: _______

_______
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BYLAW 2019-03
A BYLAW OF THE TOWN OF CANMORE, IN THE PROVINCE OF ALBERTA, TO
INCUR INDEBTEDNESS BY THE ISSUANCE OF DEBENTURE(S) IN THE
AMOUNT OF $3,520,000 FOR THE PURPOSE OF FINANCING SOUTH BOW RIVER
LOOP WATER MAIN - CONSTRUCTION
WHEREAS the Council of the Town of Canmore has decided to issue a bylaw pursuant to Section 258 of
the Municipal Government Act to authorize the financing, undertaking and completion of South Bow River
Loop Water Main – Construction; and
WHEREAS plans and specifications have been prepared and the total cost of the project is estimated to be
$4,200,000; and
WHEREAS the Council of the Town of Canmore estimates the following contributions will be applied to
the project:
Offsite Levy Reserve
$ 680,000
Debentures
3,520,000
Total Cost
$ 4,200,000
and
WHEREAS in order to complete the project, it will be necessary for the Town of Canmore to borrow the
sum of $3,520,000 for a period not to exceed fifteen years, from the Alberta Capital Finance Authority or
another authorized financial institution, by the issuance of debentures and on the terms and conditions
referred to in this bylaw; and
WHEREAS the estimated lifetime of the project financed under this by-law is equal to, or in excess of
fifteen years; and
WHEREAS the principal amount of the outstanding debt of the Town of Canmore at December 31, 2018 is
$29,436,585 and no part of the principal or interest is in arrears; and
WHEREAS all required approvals for the project have been obtained and the project is in compliance with
all Acts and Regulations of the Province of Alberta,
NOW THEREFORE the Council of the Town of Canmore, duly assembled, enacts as follows:
CITATION
1. This bylaw may be cited as “Borrowing Bylaw 2019-03 South Bow River Loop Water Main –
Construction”
PROVISIONS
2. That for the purpose of constructing the South Bow River Loop Water Main – Construction the sum
of THREE MILLION FIVE HUNDRED AND TWENTY THOUSAND DOLLARS ($3,520,000)
be borrowed from the Alberta Capital Finance Authority or another authorized financial institution
Bylaw approved by: _______ _______
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by way of debenture on the credit and security of the Town of Canmore at large, of which amount
the full sum of $3,520,000 is to be paid by the Town of Canmore at large.
3. The proper officers of the Town of Canmore are hereby authorized to issue debenture(s) on behalf
of the Town of Canmore for the amount and purpose as authorized by this bylaw, namely the South
Bow River Loop Water Main – Construction.
4. The Town of Canmore shall repay the indebtedness according to the repayment structure in effect,
namely semi-annual or annual equal payments of combined principal and interest installments not to
exceed FIFTEEN (15) years calculated at a rate not exceeding the interest rate fixed by the Alberta
Capital Finance Authority or another authorized financial institution on the date of the borrowing,
and not to exceed SIX (7) percent.
5. The Town of Canmore shall levy and raise municipal taxes and/or user fees sufficiently to pay the
indebtedness.
6. The indebtedness shall be contracted on the credit and security of the Town of Canmore.
7. The net amount borrowed under the bylaw shall be applied only to the project specified by this
bylaw.
8. This bylaw comes into force on the date it is passed.
FIRST READING:
SECOND READING
THIRD READING:
Approved on behalf of the Town of Canmore:

John Borrowman
Mayor

Date

Cheryl Hyde
Municipal Clerk

Date

Bylaw approved by: _______

_______
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BYLAW 2019-04
A BYLAW OF THE TOWN OF CANMORE, IN THE PROVINCE OF ALBERTA, TO
INCUR INDEBTEDNESS BY THE ISSUANCE OF DEBENTURE(S) IN THE
AMOUNT OF $1,300,000 FOR THE PURPOSE OF FINANCING BOW VALLEY TRAIL
– WASTEWATER UPGRADE CONSTRUCTION
WHEREAS the Council of the Town of Canmore has decided to issue a bylaw pursuant to Section 258 of
the Municipal Government Act to authorize the financing, undertaking and completion of Bow Valley Trail –
Wastewater Upgrade Construction; and
WHEREAS plans and specifications have been prepared and the total cost of the project is estimated to be
$1,400,000; and
WHEREAS the Council of the Town of Canmore estimates the following contributions will be applied to
the project:
Wastewater Utility Reserve
$ 100,000
Debentures
1,300,000
Total Cost
$ 1,400,000
and
WHEREAS in order to complete the project, it will be necessary for the Town of Canmore to borrow the
sum of $1,300,000 for a period not to exceed fifteen years, from the Alberta Capital Finance Authority or
another authorized financial institution, by the issuance of debentures and on the terms and conditions
referred to in this bylaw; and
WHEREAS the estimated lifetime of the project financed under this by-law is equal to, or in excess of
fifteen years; and
WHEREAS the principal amount of the outstanding debt of the Town of Canmore at December 31, 2018 is
$29,436,585 and no part of the principal or interest is in arrears; and
WHEREAS all required approvals for the project have been obtained and the project is in compliance with
all Acts and Regulations of the Province of Alberta,
NOW THEREFORE the Council of the Town of Canmore, duly assembled, enacts as follows:
CITATION
1. This bylaw may be cited as “Borrowing Bylaw 2019-04 Bow Valley Trail – Wastewater Upgrade
Construction”
PROVISIONS
2. That for the purpose of constructing the Bow Valley Trail – Wastewater Upgrade Construction the
sum of ONE MILLION THREE HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS ($1,300,000) be
borrowed from the Alberta Capital Finance Authority or another authorized financial institution by
Bylaw approved by: _______ _______
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way of debenture on the credit and security of the Town of Canmore at large, of which amount the
full sum of $1,300,000, is to be paid by the Town of Canmore at large.
3. The proper officers of the Town of Canmore are hereby authorized to issue debenture(s) on behalf
of the Town of Canmore for the amount and purpose as authorized by this bylaw, namely the Bow
Valley Trail – Wastewater Upgrade Construction.
4. The Town of Canmore shall repay the indebtedness according to the repayment structure in effect,
namely semi-annual or annual equal payments of combined principal and interest installments not to
exceed FIFTEEN (15) years calculated at a rate not exceeding the interest rate fixed by the Alberta
Capital Finance Authority or another authorized financial institution on the date of the borrowing,
and not to exceed SEVEN (7) percent.
5. The Town of Canmore shall levy and raise municipal taxes and/or user fees sufficiently to pay the
indebtedness.
6. The indebtedness shall be contracted on the credit and security of the Town of Canmore.
7. The net amount borrowed under the by-law shall be applied only to the project specified by this
bylaw.
8. This bylaw comes into force on the date it is passed.
FIRST READING:
SECOND READING
THIRD READING:
Approved on behalf of the Town of Canmore:

John Borrowman
Mayor

Date

Cheryl Hyde
Municipal Clerk

Date

Bylaw approved by: _______

_______
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BYLAW 2019-05
A BYLAW OF THE TOWN OF CANMORE, IN THE PROVINCE OF ALBERTA, TO
INCUR INDEBTEDNESS BY THE ISSUANCE OF DEBENTURE(S) IN THE
AMOUNT OF $550,000 FOR THE PURPOSE OF FINANCING BOW VALLEY TRAIL –
FIRE FLOW IMPROVEMENT CONSTRUCTION
WHEREAS the Council of the Town of Canmore has decided to issue a bylaw pursuant to Section 258 of
the Municipal Government Act to authorize the financing, undertaking and completion of Bow Valley Trail –
Fire Flow Improvement Construction; and
WHEREAS plans and specifications have been prepared and the total cost of the project is estimated to be
$600,000; and
WHEREAS the Council of the Town of Canmore estimates the following contributions will be applied to
the project:
Water Utility Reserve
$ 50,000
Debentures
550,000
Total Cost
$ 600,000
and
WHEREAS in order to complete the project, it will be necessary for the Town of Canmore to borrow the
sum of $550,000 for a period not to exceed fifteen years, from the Alberta Capital Finance Authority or
another authorized financial institution, by the issuance of debentures and on the terms and conditions
referred to in this bylaw; and
WHEREAS the estimated lifetime of the project financed under this by-law is equal to, or in excess of
fifteen years; and
WHEREAS the principal amount of the outstanding debt of the Town of Canmore at December 31, 2018 is
$29,436,585 and no part of the principal or interest is in arrears; and
WHEREAS all required approvals for the project have been obtained and the project is in compliance with
all Acts and Regulations of the Province of Alberta,
NOW THEREFORE the Council of the Town of Canmore, duly assembled, enacts as follows:
CITATION
1. This bylaw may be cited as “Borrowing Bylaw 2019-05 Bow Valley Trail – Fire Flow Improvement
Construction”
PROVISIONS
2. That for the purpose of constructing the Bow Valley Trail – Fire Flow Improvement Construction
the sum of FIVE HUNDRED AND FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS ($550,000) be borrowed
from the Alberta Capital Finance Authority or another authorized financial institution by way of
Bylaw approved by: _______ _______
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debenture on the credit and security of the Town of Canmore at large, of which amount the full sum
of $550,000, is to be paid by the Town of Canmore at large.
3. The proper officers of the Town of Canmore are hereby authorized to issue debenture(s) on behalf
of the Town of Canmore for the amount and purpose as authorized by this bylaw, namely the Bow
Valley Trail – Fire Flow Improvement Construction.
4. The Town of Canmore shall repay the indebtedness according to the repayment structure in effect,
namely semi-annual or annual equal payments of combined principal and interest installments not to
exceed FIFTEEN (15) years calculated at a rate not exceeding the interest rate fixed by the Alberta
Capital Finance Authority or another authorized financial institution on the date of the borrowing,
and not to exceed SEVEN (7) percent.
5. The Town of Canmore shall levy and raise municipal taxes and/or user fees sufficiently to pay the
indebtedness.
6. The indebtedness shall be contracted on the credit and security of the Town of Canmore.
7. The net amount borrowed under the by-law shall be applied only to the project specified by this
bylaw.
8. This bylaw comes into force on the date it is passed.
FIRST READING:
SECOND READING
THIRD READING:
Approved on behalf of the Town of Canmore:

John Borrowman
Mayor

Date

Cheryl Hyde
Municipal Clerk

Date

Bylaw approved by: _______

_______
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Town of Canmore Notice of Intent to Borrow
The Town of Canmore intends to borrow money for the following 2019/2020 capital projects:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Organics Diversion Program (2019),
Lift Station 6 – Lifecycle Replacement Construction (2019),
South Bow River Loop Water Main – Construction (2020),
Bow Valley Trail – Wastewater Upgrade Construction (2020),
Bow Valley Trail – Fire Flow Improvement Construction (2020),

This ad notifies the public about the intent to borrow, outlines what the money will be used
for, and identifies the process for public input. In order to ensure the projects can start in a
timely manner in 2019/2020, administration is bringing the bylaws to Council well in advance.
These projects will not start until the bylaws have been posted. The debentures will not be
drawn until actual expenditures warrant the need for debt funding.

What:
1.

Proposed Borrowing Bylaw 2019-01 Organics Diversion Program
Purpose of the bylaw: To authorize the Town of Canmore to borrow up to $1,385,000, over a
term of not more than 15 years, to provide a pilot residential food waste collection program and
a full commercial food waste collection. Total project costs are $2,915,000, which includes
expanding the waste management centre, infrastructure for collection at key locations, a
specialized collection vehicle and an educational and promotional campaign.

2. Proposed Borrowing Bylaw 2019-02 Lift Station 6 – Lifecycle Replacement
- Construction
Purpose of the bylaw: To authorize the Town of Canmore to borrow up to $900,000, over a
term of not more than 15 years, to upgrade Lift Station 6. The key assessment
recommendations suggest replacing the sanitary wet well, the addition of a flow monitor and to
increase the pump capacity

3. Proposed Borrowing Bylaw 2019-03 South Bow River Loop Water Main Construction
Purpose of the bylaw: To authorize the Town of Canmore to borrow up to $3,520,000, over a
term of not more than 15 years, to provide a new feeder main connecting the Three Sisters area
adjacent to the wastewater treatment plant to the south end of Bow Valley Trail. This feeder
main would tie the west zone to the central zone which will provide a secure water supply to
downtown Canmore.
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4. Proposed Borrowing Bylaw 2019-04 Bow Valley Trail – Wastewater
Upgrade Construction
Purpose of the bylaw: To authorize the Town of Canmore to borrow up to $1,300,000, over a
term of not more than 15 years, to upgrade the wastewater mains along Bow Valley Trail, per
the 2016 Utility Master Plan update. This construction project will focus on the areas between
2nd Avenue from Hospital Place and 15th Street and the Railway Avenue intersection to Sidney
Street.

5. Proposed Borrowing Bylaw 2019-05 Bow Valley Trail – Fire Flow
Improvement Construction
Purpose of the bylaw: To authorize the Town of Canmore to borrow up to $550,000, over a
term of not more than 15 years, to improve the water pressure along Bow Valley Trail to meet
fire flow requirements by increasing the size of 675 meters of water main.

To read a copy of the proposed bylaws:




Visit www.canmore.ca – Budget and Financial Information
Drop by the Civic Centre at 902 7th Avenue (open from 8:30am-4:30pm M-F)
Call the municipal clerk at 403.678.1550

How to comment:
You may submit comments to the municipal clerk at chyde@canmore.ca, or 902 7th Avenue, Canmore,
Alberta, T1W 3K1. The deadline for comments is 4:30 p.m. on Friday, February 1st, 2019.
If you wish to oblige council to either defeat this bylaw or hold a public plebiscite, you must submit a
formal petition. The petition must comply with the provisions of the Municipal Government Act of
Alberta and be submitted to the Chief Administrative Officer at the Town of Canmore no later than
4:30pm on Friday, February 1, 2019.
Bylaw process
The borrowing bylaws received first reading on January 8, 2019. Second and third readings of the
bylaws are scheduled to take place at the regular council meeting on March 5, 2019 at 9am at the Civic
Centre, 902 7th Avenue.
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Request for Decision
DATE OF MEETING:

January 8, 2018

Agenda #: F-5

TO:

Council

SUBJECT:

Procedural Bylaw Amendment 2019-08 Meeting Length

SUBMITTED BY:

Cheryl Hyde, Municipal Clerk

RECOMMENDATION:

That Council give first, second, and third reading to Bylaw 2019-08
Procedural Bylaw Amendment – Meeting Length.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Administration is recommending amendments to the Procedural Bylaw intended to align it with recent
changes to Council's regular meeting schedule and the Council Remuneration Policy.
RELEVANT COUNCIL DIRECTION, POLICY, OR BYLAWS
At the 2018 annual organizational meeting Council approved a regular meeting schedule that reduced the
number of business meetings and rescheduled most of them to the daytime.
At the December 4, 2018 meeting Council approved amendments to the Council Remuneration Policy
allowing councillors to claim per diems for hours in excess of 16 hours per month spent at regular and special
meetings and committee of the whole meetings.
DISCUSSION
Four sections of the Procedural Bylaw (3.4, 3.5, 5.2, and 5.3 – see attachment 1) are being amended to
account for changes made in Council’s meeting schedule and the Council Remuneration Policy.
Previously Council scheduled two four-hour regular meetings every month starting at 5 p.m. Starting in
January 2019 there will only be one regular meeting scheduled each month starting at 9 a.m. When a full-day
regular meeting is required, administration is proposing a maximum length of 9 hours. This will
accommodate 7.5 hours of meeting plus a 15-minute break in the morning, a 1-hour lunch break, and a 15minute break in the afternoon.
With only one meeting a month the number of agenda items per meeting could potentially double.
Administration is proposing increasing the deadline for agenda submissions from 15 days to 22 days before
the meeting to allow both administration and the Agenda Review Committee more time to review the agenda
materials. The Agenda Review Committee will retain the authority to accept submissions received after the
deadline at their discretion.
ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATIVES
None
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FINANCIAL IMPACTS
As discussed in December when Council was considering amendments to the Council Remuneration Policy,
there is a chance there will be a slight increase in the amount of per diems councillors are eligible to claim,
although currently it is rare to see more than 16 hours of council meetings in a month.
STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
None
STRATEGIC ALIGNMENT
None
ATTACHMENTS
1) Proposed Procedural Bylaw Amendment 2019-08
2) Red-line Excerpt from Procedural Bylaw 2018-01.
AUTHORIZATION
Submitted by:

Cheryl Hyde
Municipal Clerk

Date:

December 14, 2018

Approved by:

Sally Caudill, Ph.D.
General Manager of Municipal Services

Date:

December 21, 2018

Approved by:

Lisa de Soto
Chief Administrative Officer

Date:

January 3, 2019
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BYLAW 2019-08
A BYLAW OF THE TOWN OF CANMORE, IN THE PROVINCE OF ALBERTA, TO
AMEND PROCEDURAL BYLAW 2018-01
The Council of the Town of Canmore, in the Province of Alberta, duly assembled, enacts as follows:
1: TITLE
1.1. This bylaw shall be known as the Procedural Bylaw Amendment – Meeting Length Bylaw.
2: PROCEDURAL BYLAW AMENDMENTS
2.1. Section 3.4 of Procedural Bylaw 2018-01 is amended as follows:
a)

section 3.4 is amended by inserting “regular” at the beginning of the section, deleting “four”
and inserting “nine” in its place, and inserting the following sentence at the end of the section:
“All other meetings shall not exceed four hours in length unless the members present
unanimously consent to an extension.”

b)

section 3.5 is amended by deleting “after a meeting is called to order” and inserting “every”
before “two hours;”

c)

section 5.2 is amended by deleting “fifteenth” and inserting “twenty-second” in its place; and

d)

section 5.3 is amended by deleting “fifteenth” and inserting “twenty-second” in its place;

3: ENACTMENT/TRANSITION
3.1. If any clause in this bylaw is found to be invalid, it shall be severed from the remainder of the bylaw
and shall not invalidate the whole bylaw.
3.2. This bylaw comes into force on the date it is passed.

FIRST READING:
SECOND READING:
THIRD READING:

Bylaw approved by: _______ _______
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Approved on behalf of the Town of Canmore:

John Borrowman
Mayor

Date

Cheryl Hyde
Municipal Clerk

Date

Bylaw approved by: _______

_______
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Extract from Procedural Bylaw 2018-01
3: MEETINGS
3.1. The business of the annual organizational meeting shall include:
a)
The schedule of regular meetings
b) The schedule of committee of the whole meetings;
c)
The roster of deputy mayor appointments; and
d) The appointment of members to council committees and external agencies.
3.2. If a regular meeting or committee of the whole meeting is scheduled to occur on a statutory holiday,
that meeting shall be cancelled.
3.3. When a special meeting is called, notice of the special meeting is deemed to have been given to the
public:
a)
When the time, date, location, and purpose of the meeting has been advertised at least once in
the week preceding the meeting in a local newspaper; or
b)
Where advertising in a local paper is not possible, when a notice that specifies the time, date,
location, and purpose of the meeting has been posted for at least twenty-four hours on the
front door of the Civic Centre and on the Town’s website and social media.
3.4. Regular meetings shall not exceed four nine hours in length unless the members present
unanimously consent to an extension. If an extension is not approved, any remaining agenda items
shall be considered at the next regular meeting or at a special meeting called to complete the
business. All other meetings shall not exceed four hours in length unless the members present
unanimously consent to an extension.
3.5. The presiding officer shall call a recess every two hours after a meeting is called to order, or as near
as is practical, unless the members present unanimously agree to reschedule or cancel the recess.
4: QUORUM
4.1. If quorum, as defined in the Municipal Government Act, is not present within fifteen minutes after
the time fixed for a meeting, the CAO shall record the names of the members present and the
meeting shall stand adjourned until the next meeting.
4.2. If a meeting is adjourned for failure to constitute a quorum, or for loss of quorum during a meeting,
the agenda for that meeting shall be considered at the next regular meeting or at a special meeting
called to complete the business.
4.3. If quorum is present within fifteen minutes after the time fixed for a meeting, but the mayor and
deputy mayor are absent, the CAO shall call the meeting to order and call for a presiding officer to
be chosen by resolution of council.
4.4. Notwithstanding sections 4.1 and 4.3, if an absent member provides notice within fifteen minutes
after the time fixed for a meeting of their expected arrival time, the presiding officer or the CAO
may postpone the meeting until the absent member or members arrive.

Bylaw approved by: _______

_______
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Extract from Procedural Bylaw 2018-01
AGENDA
4.5. Agendas shall be prepared under the direction of the Agenda Review Committee.
4.6. Unless otherwise authorized by this bylaw, submissions for inclusion in an agenda shall be delivered
to the CAO no later than 4:30 p.m. on the fifteenth twenty-second calendar day prior to the
meeting.
4.7. When the fifteenth twenty-second calendar day prior to a meeting falls on a legislated or general
holiday, submissions for the agenda shall be delivered to the CAO no later than 4:30 p.m. on the
first business day following the holiday.
4.8. The Agenda Review Committee may authorize inclusion on the agenda of items received after the
submission deadline but before the agenda is published.
4.9. Once an agenda is published, it is the property of council. Items may only be removed from the
agenda by a unanimous vote or added as urgent business by a two-thirds vote.
4.10. The agenda shall be made available to members at least three business days prior to the meeting, and
made available to the public not less than twenty-four hours later.
4.11. Failure to meet the deadlines imposed in section 5.6 does not invalidate the agenda.
4.12. The order of business for a regular meeting shall be decided by a majority vote.
5: MEMBER SUBMISSIONS
5.1. A member wishing to introduce a new matter for consideration may submit a motion and any
supporting information, in the form of a request for decision, to the CAO in accordance with
section 5.
5.2. If approved for inclusion in the agenda, a request for decision submitted by a member will be
included as new business at the next regular meeting or special meeting called to complete regular
business.
5.3. If a request for decision submitted by a member is not approved for inclusion in the agenda, the
member may submit a notice of motion. The notice of motion will appear on the agenda for the
next regular meeting or special meeting called to complete regular business.
5.4. A notice of motion must give sufficient detail so that the subject of the motion and any proposed
action can be determined.
5.5. A notice of motion is not debatable, however the member presenting the notice may speak to the
notice for a period not to exceed five minutes.

Bylaw approved by: _______

_______
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Request for Decision
DATE OF MEETING:

January 8, 2019

Agenda #: G-1

TO:

Council

SUBJECT:

Sustainability Screening Policy Update

SUBMITTED BY:

Alaric Fish, Manager of Planning and Development

RECOMMENDATION:

That Council amend the Sustainability Screening Policy by removing the
date in section 6.3, “by December 19, 2018.”

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Sustainability Screening Policy (Attachment #1) requires administration to bring revisions to Council
such that the policy could be replaced by other policies or bylaws and that it be presented to Council for
approval by December 19, 2018. Although discussions have started, administration and BOWDA have not
yet arrived at an agreement. Both parties are requesting more time to continue discussions and allow time for
the new Land Use Bylaw (2018-22) to proceed through the approval process.
RELEVANT COUNCIL DIRECTION, POLICY, OR BYLAWS
The existing Sustainability Screening Policy includes the following clause:
6.3 Administration will engage in a process with representatives of the Bow Valley Builders and
Developers Association to develop and/or enhance mutually agreeable policies or bylaws to achieve
all of the Sustainability Screening Policy objectives, which policies or bylaws would align with the
new Municipal Development Plan and be presented to Council for approval by December 19, 2018.
If deemed acceptable to Council, the Sustainability Screening Policy will be rescinded.
DISCUSSION
Administration has engaged with BOWDA in discussions regarding the Sustainability Screening Policy, but
we have not yet come to a conclusion of those discussions.
Given that work is continuing, administration is requesting an amendment to the policy to remove the date
deadline. The intent being to address the remaining issues with the new Land Use Bylaw as it continues
through the approval process.
Section 6.3 of the Policy is proposed to change as follows:
Administration will engage in a process with representatives of the Bow Valley Builders and Developers
Association to develop and/or enhance mutually agreeable policies or bylaws to achieve all of the
Sustainability Screening Policy objectives, which policies or bylaws would align with the new Municipal
Development Plan and be presented to Council for approval by December 19, 2018. If deemed
acceptable to Council, the Sustainability Screening Policy will be rescinded.
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ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATIVES
No alternatives have been analysed.
FINANCIAL IMPACTS
There are no financial impacts.
STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
There have been discussions with BOWDA and these are on-going. There is no public engagement planned
at this time other than those already planned as part of the LUB update process.
STRATEGIC ALIGNMENT N/A
ATTACHMENTS
1) Sustainability Screening Policy as amended
AUTHORIZATION
Submitted by:

Alaric Fish
Manager of Planning and Development

Date:

December 19, 2018

Approved by:

Mike Fark
General Manager of Municipal Infrastructure

Date:

December 21, 2018

Approved by:

Lisa de Soto
Chief Administrative Officer

Date:

January 3, 2019
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Request for Decision
DATE OF MEETING:

January 8, 2019

Agenda #: G-2

TO:

Council

SUBJECT:

Community Lands Transfer

SUBMITTED BY:

Alaric Fish, Manager of Planning and Development

RECOMMENDATION:

That Council:
1) direct administration to enter into an agreement with Three
Sisters Mountain Village Properties Ltd. to transfer Lot 27,
Block 21, Plan 161 1360 to the Town of Canmore;
2) approve a new 2019 capital project called “Community Lands
Transfer – Lot 27” for the Town to provide payment for
servicing costs in accordance with the Settlement Agreement up
to a maximum amount of $297,000; and
3) provide funding for the capital project from the Perpetually
Affordable Housing reserve.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The 1998 Settlement Agreement (Attachment #1) between the Town of Canmore and Three Sisters Resorts
describes exchange of unused road right of ways that are otherwise developable for an equal amount of land
provided to the Town of Canmore for “community purposes” (see Section 9, pages 10-13). Overall
accounting of this exchange since 1998 results in Three Sisters owing the Town 0.183 hectares of land. Lot
27, Block 21 in the Stewart Creek Phase 3 subdivision is being provided to the Town to meet that obligation.
In accordance with the Settlement Agreement, payment of the servicing costs is required by the Town. The
amount is approximately $300,000 and is proposed to be paid from the Perpetually Affordable Housing
Reserve to Three Sisters Mountain Village.
RELEVANT COUNCIL DIRECTION, POLICY, OR BYLAWS
In 1992 the Natural Resources Conservation Board approved the Three Sisters development. During
implementation there were disputes between the Town and the land developers that were eventually resolved
through the “Settlement Agreement” (Attachment #1) and “Master Zoning Bylaw” (which is DC 1-98). The
Settlement Agreement describes an exchange of land based on area of closed road right of way provided to
Three Sisters for development in exchange for an equal amount of land returned to the Town for
“community purposes”.
Town of Canmore Land Transaction Policy (EX-007) includes the following regarding acquisition of land:
4. LAND ACQUISITION
4.1. Land purchasing decisions will be based on the principle of obtaining best value for money in
accordance, where applicable, with the Town’s Purchasing Policy.
4.2. The Town will not pay more than fair market value when purchasing land.
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4.3. Any offer from a third party to sell land to the Town will be brought to Council for a decision.
DISCUSSION
As part of the development of the Three Sisters lands, some road right of ways have been given to Three
Sisters in exchange for an equivalent area or value of land given to the Town for community purposes. A
variety of small sections of road right of way have been transferred to Three Sisters, and 2.12 ha of land was
returned to the Town in the Three Sisters Creek area. On the land the Town received, the Coyote Ridge (12
ownership units), McArthur Place (48 rental units), and Mountain Haven Co-op (44 ownership units)
developments were built and now provide 104 homes of affordable housing. In 2005, an agreement between
Three Sisters and the Town resulted in 17 Perpetually Affordable Housing units being provided in the
Mineside Court development in exchange for credit of 0.609 ha.
In 2015 Three Sisters Mountain Village was transferred another portion of unused road right of way as part
of the Stewart Creek Phase 3 subdivision. As part of the evaluation of that subdivision application, a review
of all road right of way / “community lands” accounting was completed and it concluded that 0.183 ha of
land was required to be provided to the Town. Lot 27 in the Stewart Creek subdivision has been identified by
Three Sisters to meet their obligation. Upon transfer of Lot 27 in Stewart Creek Phase 3, the balance of land
owed to the Town will be zero.

Figure 1. Lot 27, Block 21, Plan 161 1360
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The site has been reviewed by Administration and the Managing Director of Canmore Community Housing
Corporation and both are satisfied that the site is appropriate to meet the intent of “Community Land”. The
site has a land use designation of R3 SC Residential Comprehensive Multiple Unit, Stewart Creek District
which allows for a range of 6-12 units of residential development.
The terms of the Settlement Agreement state that the Town will pay to Three Sisters the costs associated with
providing services to the parcel of community land. An invoice has been provided to the Town indicating
that the share of servicing and related costs are slightly under $300,000. Administration is reviewing those
costs and is recommending that the amount be funded from the PAH reserve fund.

Figure 2. General area of Lot 27 as shown on 2018 air photo from Google maps.

There is no plan for development on Lot 27 at this time and this will be subject of evaluation of alternatives
by the Canmore Community Housing Corporation Board and Town Council.
Public land has in one way or another contributed to 94% of the almost 300 affordable housing units in
Town. This highlights the importance of land as a critical asset in provision of housing.
ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATIVES
No alternatives have been assessed.
FINANCIAL IMPACTS
There are no additional immediate costs other than the $297,000 that result from receiving this parcel.
Further costs may come from future decisions regarding use and development of this land but will be
determined and evaluated at that time.
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STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
There has been no external engagement as this is a land transaction with terms outlined in the Settlement
Agreement.
STRATEGIC ALIGNMENT
Work and decisions related to community lands is entirely aligned with Council’s goal of Livability,
specifically that “We are an inclusive and accessible community for people of diverse social and economic
backgrounds.” Related to this is the 2019-2022 Strategic Priority for Livability: “Forecast, plan for, and create
housing options to meet the community’s needs.”
ATTACHMENTS
1) Settlement Agreement
AUTHORIZATION
Submitted by:

Alaric Fish
Manager of Planning and Development

Date:

Approved by:

Carla Reinhardus
Acting Manager of Financial Services

Date:

Approved by:

Michael Fark
General Manager of Municipal Infrastructure

Date:

December 21, 2018

Approved by:

Lisa de Soto
Chief Administrative Officer

Date:

January 3, 2019
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Request for Decision
DATE OF MEETING:

January 8, 2019

Agenda #: G-3

TO:

Council

SUBJECT:

CCHC Mountain Haven Cooperative Homes Unit Acquisition Payback

SUBMITTED BY:

Michael Fark – General Manager Municipal Infrastructure

RECOMMENDATION:

That Council request Canmore Community Housing Corporation
(CCHC) to remit to the Town proceeds from any eventual sale of any of
the 17 rental units acquired from Mountain Haven Cooperative Homes
(MHCH), with the funds received to be allocated to the PAH reserve.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Mountain Haven Cooperative Homes (MHCH) is a cooperative housing development that provides 44
affordable housing units in the Town of Canmore. The development comprised 27 equity units (i.e.
individually owned) and 17 non-equity units (i.e. rental units collectively owned by the cooperative). In
September of 2018 Council approved a transfer of funds from the PAH reserve to CCHC for the purpose of
acquiring the 17 non-equity units. On November 1, 2018 CCHC acquired the units from MHCH. It is the
intent of CCHC to work with MHCH to complete the conversion of the development from a Coop to a
condo corporation and then potentially sell the units to CCHC PAH eligible buyers. It is also possible that
some or all of the units may be retained by CCHC as part of the rental portfolio. CCHC will not be obligated
to repay the Town for units that CCHC elects to maintain as rentals. It is anticipated that the process of
conversion and unit sale will take CCHC approximately 2 years.
Given the complicated nature of the coop to condo conversion, there is a degree of uncertainty regarding the
time required for CCHC to sell the units. A further consideration is that there are existing tenants within the
units and CCHC needs to balance the process of selling the units with their obligations as a landlord. In
addition, CCHC may decide to retain some of the units for inclusion in the PAH rental pool. As a result,
Administration is recommending that Council provide CCHC discretion on the time and amount of
repayment. The recommendation is essentially to allow CCHC at its discretion to decide when and how many
units to sell, and then to transfer the sale proceeds back to the Town, rather than setting a fixed amount that
must be repaid.
RELEVANT COUNCIL DIRECTION, POLICY, OR BYLAWS
April 18, 2017 Council approved a motion to give first reading to a loan guarantee bylaw to extend a loan to
MCHC
June 20, 2017 Council defeated a motion to give second reading to the loan guarantee bylaw
June 20, 2017 Council approved a motion to direct Administration to work with CCHC and MHCH to
determine the feasibility of acquiring 17 non-equity units from MHCH to be transitioned to CCHC PAH
units.
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June 5, 2018 Council approved the transfer of $250,000 from the PAH reserve to implement the transition of
MHCH from a coop to a condominium corporation.
September 25, 2018 Council approved a transfer of $4,245,000 from the PAH reserve to CCHC for the
purpose of acquiring 17 rental units from MHCH.
DISCUSSION
In the summer of 2017 a technical committee was formed consisting of representatives from CCHC, MHCH
and the Town to develop a process that would allow MHCH to sell the 17 non-equity units to pay off debt. A
road map document was created that outlined the actions required, including establishing a reserve fund,
converting to a condominium corporation and negotiating some level of debt forgiveness from creditors.
In June of 2018 Council approved the transfer of $250,000 from the PAH reserve to CCHC to fund the road
map transition process. These funds were treated by CCHC and MHCH as grants, with no expectation that
these funds would be paid back to the Town. When Council approved the transfer of the $4,245,000 for the
purchase of the units, there was no direction provided as to the treatment of the funds at that time.
Administration is therefore seeking Council direction now.
The purchase of the 17 units by CCHC is an interim step to being able to make the units available for
purchase to PAH eligible buyers. The rest of the roadmap process still needs to be implemented. The current
timeline suggests that the road map process will be complete in mid 2019. Thereafter CCHC intends to sell
the units. Depending on market conditions it is expected to take up to an additional 18 months to sell the 17
units.
In absence of a motion requiring the repayment of the funds to the Town, CCHC would retain the proceeds
from the sale of the units. Administration is recommending that Council require CCHC to return the funds to
the Town upon the sale of the units so that Council may maintain control of the use of funds from the PAH
reserve and so that the Town has resources available to address other costs related to affordable housing that
may not involve CCHC directly.
ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATIVES
Council could allow the funds to remain with CCHC to be allocated to future projects/purposes at the
discretion of the CCHC board. Administration does not recommend this option as CCHC projects are not
the only potential draw on the PAH reserve. For example, in accordance with the Settlement Agreement, the
Town has received an invoice from TSMV for $312,000 for the servicing costs for community lands to be
provided to the Town in Stewart Creek Phase 3. As the anticipated use of these lands is associated with the
PAH program, Administration is recommending that the funding for the servicing costs be allocated from the
PAH reserve. There is no other identified funding source available and appropriate.
FINANCIAL IMPACTS
The current balance of the PAH reserve is $362,000. Any proceeds from the sale of the 17 units will be
returned to the PAH reserve.
STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
The CCHC board has been advised that Council may require repayment of the funds upon the successful sale
of the units.
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STRATEGIC ALIGNMENT
N/A
ATTACHMENTS
None
AUTHORIZATION
Submitted by:

Michael Fark
GM Municipal Infrastructure

Date:

December 20, 2018

Approved by:

Lisa de Soto
Chief Administrative Officer

Date:

January 3, 2019
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DATE OF MEETING:

January 8, 2019

Agenda #: I-1

TO:

Council

SUBJECT:

2018 Report to the Community

SUBMITTED BY:

Robyn Dinnadge, Manager of Communications

PURPOSE:

To provide Council with a final report on their 2016-2018 strategic
priorities that summarizes what was accomplished.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Town of Canmore’s integrated planning cycle is a holistic approach to strategic planning that links the
vision, goals, and strategic priorities to the annual business plan and budget.
The vision and goals are long range aspirations, while the strategic priorities span three to five years and guide
the development of the annual budget and business plan which contains the specific actions that will be taken
each year to move the strategic priorities forward.
At the start of the year, administration reports to Council on the performance of the past year, because
ultimately, our success as an organization and a community is measured by how well the whole organization
provides service and moves us towards the vision.
BACKGROUND/HISTORY
In 2015, Council developed a three-year strategic plan in collaboration with administration, and with
community input gathered from issues raised by citizens during the previous election, the 2014 citizen
satisfaction survey, and through public events. This strategic plan clearly articulated Council’s priorities for
the 2016-2018 planning horizon. Council’s priorities were accounted for and implemented each subsequent
year as part of the annual budget and business plan which identified the specific actions to be taken each year
to move the strategic priorities forward.
In October of 2017, a report to the community was provided to give an update on the status of the priorities
contained in the plan.
DISCUSSION
While all of the goals set by Council for 2016-2018 were important and played a valuable role in ensuring
Canmore is the community we all aspire for it to be, affordability and the goal of “making Canmore a viable
community for people of diverse socioeconomic backgrounds” was the primary goal over the past three
years. The Town focused efforts on issues related to affordability as they are currently the most pressing ones
facing our community.
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As the report shows, we made tremendous progress in the priority areas of:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Increase affordable housing stock
Address traffic congestion and parking in downtown core
Establish and meet defined targets for reserves and capital contributions
Complete flood mitigation projects
Develop and implement a social development strategy
Implement local transit
Implement an asset management strategy

Although there were a few areas where we weren’t able to make as much progress as we’d hoped, plans are in
place to address those issues in 2019, or in future multi-year capital projects.
FINANCIAL IMPACTS
Not applicable.
STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
By visiting our guiding documents webpage (www.canmore.ca/documents), the public can access a copy of
the report.
STRATEGIC ALIGNMENT
Community Engagement is one of three key pillars of good governance which form the foundation of
Council’s 2019-2022 strategic plan. We meaningfully engage with citizens for effective decision-making.
ATTACHMENTS
1) Attachment 1 – 2018 Report to the Community
AUTHORIZATION
Submitted by:

Robyn Dinnadge
Manager of Communications

Date:

December 12, 2018

Approved by:

Therese Rogers
Acting GM of Corporate Services

Date:

December 12, 2018

Approved by:

Lisa de Soto
Chief Administrative Officer

Date:

December 27, 2018
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2016 - 2018 Priorities and Progress

INCREASE AFFORDABLE HOUSING STOCK
What we said we would do

What we accomplished

Update the Land Use Bylaw (LUB) to allow secondary
suites in all residential neighborhoods

The current update to the Land Use Bylaw (LUB) includes
a proposed change to include accessory dwelling units in
all residential neigbourhoods. The public provided input in
May and June of 2018, and the update has passed first
reading. We will seek additional public input before the
LUB returns to council in early 2019.

Employee housing policy/regulations

The current update to the LUB includes proposed new
requirements for hotels and hostels along Bow Valley
Trail to provide onsite employee housing. It has passed
first reading and we will seek additional public input
before the LUB returns to council in early 2019.

Build new affordable housing units on municipal lands

Hawks Bend at 17 Street and 11 Avenue will have 49
Perpetually Affordable Housing (PAH) units when fully
constructed. Currently 17 units are occupied.
On the Palliser lands, The Peaks in Canmore opened in
the fall of 2018 and contains eight 5-bedroom employee
housing units and 140 rental apartments, 40 of which
meet the Canmore Community Housing Corporation’s
(CCHC) affordable housing eligibility criteria.
In 2017, an updated inventory was created to show all
lands within the Town of Canmore with the potential to be
used for affordable housing across private, provincial, and
municipally owned lands.
CCHC acquired 17 units from Mountain Haven
Cooperative Housing and is working with the co-op to
convert the homes to a condominium association. When
the process is complete, all 44 units will fall under CCHC’s
(PAH) program.

Tourist homes in residential areas
Visitor accommodation review
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In 2018, a focus on increased awareness and enforcement
against illegal tourist home rentals has reduced the number
of properties advertised for short-term rentals in residential
areas. Further community consultation will occur next year
to inform recommendations to update the Land Use Bylaw
in 2019.
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INCREASE AFFORDABLE HOUSING STOCK
What we said we would do
Increase affordable housing stock

What we accomplished
In 2018, two new purpose-built rental buildings were
proposed by private developers and were approved by
Council. One apartment building with 89 units started
construction in 2018, and the other with 159 units is
planned for construction in 2019.
As well, through a PAH density bonus, development
concepts were approved for 7 Street and 7 Ave that
includes four PAH units, and Lookout Ridge development
in Stewart Creek includes three PAH ownership units.
The 2026 Oympic and Paralympic Winter Games Bid
process gave us the opportunity to evaluate the CCHC
owned lands in the Palliser Area for future affordable
housing development.

Complete a Citizen Satisfaction survey
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The survey was conducted in the spring of 2017 and 98%
of Canmore residents rated their overall quality of life as
good or very good. Top of mind issues for residents were
social (affordable and available housing, cost of living),
wildlife corridors, and growth and development. 76% of
residents were satisfied with how the community is being
run and 83% of the respondents felt they were getting
good or very good value for their tax dollars. 94% of
respondents were satisfied with the level and quality of
the programs and service that the municipality provides.
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2017
and Progress
2016 Priorities
- 2018 Priorities
and Progress

ADDRESS TRAFFIC CONGESTION
AND PARKING IN DOWNTOWN CORE
What we said we would do

What we accomplished

Consider implementation of paid parking

As recommended in the 2018 Parking Management
Plan, council included this as a priority in their 2019-2022
Strategic Plan.

Redesign and rehabilitate the intersection of Main Street
and entrance to Spring Creek Drive, and implement
complete street construction on Spring Creek Drive

Construction of the new intersection at Main Street was
completed in 2017, and this project included cost sharing
with Spring Creek Mountain Village, resulting in significant
savings to the municipality. The work pertained to the
Integrated Transportation Plan update, and was presented
to council in June of 2018.

Redesign and rehabilitate the intersections of Main Street
and 8 Avenue, and Railway Avenue

A broader understanding and plan for our entire
transportation network was undertaken with changes
proposed to the original plan. Capital projects for 2019-2022
have been created to address these changes and others.

Continue to build on the Livable Canmore theme,
with a focus on transportation initiatives

Livability is the sum of factors that add up to a community’s
quality of life. This covers not only transportation initiatives,
but other areas as well. Livability has been identified as an
area of focus in the 2019-2022 Council Strategic Plan with
a goal to be an inclusive and accessible community for
people of diverse social and economic backgrounds.

Develop road closure and events policies

The new Community Event Policy was approved in July
2018 and contains new processes for event related road
closures. The Arts and Culture Master Plan will be
completed in 2019.

Utilize two seasonal staff and existing officers to
proactively enforce 2 and 4 hour parking zones

Two seasonal bylaw services officers conducted patrols to
proactively enforce the two- and four-hour parking zones,
five days a week from mid-June to the end of August. Both
education and enforcement occurred during the summer,
resulting in 328 tickets issued for parking longer than the
posted time limit.
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2016 - 2018 Priorities and Progress

ADDRESS TRAFFIC CONGESTION
AND PARKING IN DOWNTOWN CORE
What we said we would do

What we accomplished

Complete street improvements for safe routes to school

Key routes and areas of improvement were completed
in 2017 including: 7 Avenue crossing improvements and
speed reductions, crossing improvements on Bridge Road
at north Rundle Crescent and Rundle Drive, additional
bike parking and improvements at Lawrence Grassi Middle
School, gate access improvements at Centennial Park
from the bus loop, and pedestrian and bike priority
improvements for 4th Street, 5th Street, 6th Street and in
Teepee Town.

Railway Avenue design and phase 1 construction

A broader understanding and plan for our entire
transportation network around downtown was undertaken
and designs are underway.

Accessibility and Mobility for All initiative

Operationally, the Town continues to inspect sidewalks
annually to address barriers and hazards. In winter, snow
removal along key pedestrian transportation corridors and
all transit stops and wheelchair ramps in the downtown
core are a priority. The Town clears snow from all
approaches and platforms for waste and recycling
containers to maintain accessibility. This is an ongoing
priority, and the 2018 Integrated Transportation Plan
update will guide the planning and design of public
infrastructure to support a variety of mobility needs.
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2016 - 2018 Priorities and Progress

ESTABLISH AND MEET DEFINED TARGETS
FOR RESERVE AND CAPITAL CONTRIBUTIONS
What we said we would do

What we accomplished

Continue to build reserves and contributions to capital
budgets as part of the budget and business planning
process

There is a dedicated reserve growing for Asset
Management and Flood Mitigation. A Long Term
Financial Strategy was adopted in 2017 to propose
and recommend annual increases to reserve
contributions.

Lead annual update of the Offsite Levy Bylaw and rates

In 2018, the Offsite Levy rates were updated and
approved, and there is a plan for a new Offsite Levy
financial modeling system in 2019.
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2016 - 2018 Priorities and Progress

COMPLETE FLOOD MITIGATION PROJECTS
What we said we would do

What we accomplished

Create tender ready documents and be prepared to
proceed with construction of the Cougar Creek Debris
Flood Retention Structure as soon as provincial
approvals are received

With the Natural Resources Conservation Board’s
approval received, the next step for the Town of Canmore
is to obtain a Water Act approval from Environment and
Parks for the project. The design and tender documents
are currently being finalized to be ready for construction
once final approval is received.

Stoneworks Creek construction

The Town of Canmore’s application for provincial funding
was not approved, but a new application was submitted
again for next year. Some mitigation work is planned for
the spring of 2019 with funds from the 2013 Disaster
Recovery Program.

Stones Canyon Creek mitigation

The Town of Canmore is expecting a new
development application near this area, at which time
steep creek mitigation will be addressed.

Flood protection for key infrastructure

Mitigation on the lower part of Three Sisters Creek
was completed. The Town of Canmore’s application
for provincial funding for other flood protection was not
approved, but a new application has been submitted for
next year.
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2016 - 2018 Priorities and Progress

COMPLETE A
SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY
What we said we would do

What we accomplished

Implement and market a municipal incentives program
to address affordable access to municipal programs and
services

Created in March 2017, more than 1,500 individuals have
joined the Affordable Services program including 334
children. The demand for the program remains high with
Family and Community Support Services (FCSS)
processing an average of 11 new applications each week.

Build on June 2016 National Aboriginal Day celebration
to continue strengthening relationships and cultural
connections with the Stoney Nakoda Nation

In 2017, council accepted the Town of Canmore
commitments to the Truth and Reconciliation Calls to Action
for planning purposes. As part of the Canada 150 project,
Town staff built partnerships with Stoney Nakoda students,
staff and elders. This resulted in the creation of murals at
five locations throughout the Bow Valley. Cross-cultural
exchanges were experienced between students from
Morley other Bow Valley schools. The 2018 National
Indigenous People’s Day event was expanded to include
programming in Centennial Park after the parade. Four
Town staff attended Right Relations training at the Banff
Centre. Ongoing efforts will continue toward building and
strengthening relationships with the Stoney Nakoda Nation.

Support the creation of a Bow Valley wide Food Security
Alliance

Community Social Development staff continue to
support food security via involvement with the Food
Recovery Barn and participation in developing a Food
Charter with the Bow Valley Food Alliance.
To engage community members and gather ideas, FCSS
hosted a World Café Discussion in October 2018 including
Food & Friends, Food Recovery Barn, The Food Bank,
Alpine Edibles, interested residents, and a collection of
local food vendors.
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2016 - 2018 Priorities and Progress

IMPLEMENT LOCAL TRANSIT
What we said we would do

What we accomplished

Expand operations to service the needs of the local
transit system: snow removal, waste/recycling service/
bus pass sales, etc.

Working with the Bow Valley Regional Transit Services
Commission in 2017, the Town is now providing the
services of bus stop snow clearing and bus pass sales.
Ridership in 2018 increased almost 60% compared to
2017. Fare-free transit was offered in July and August,
resulting in a 113% increase in ridership over the same
period in 2017. Token transit was introduced, allowing
riders to purchase passes using credit or debit cards on
their smart phones.

Monitor and evaluate routes and expand as warranted

In 2017, Roam Canmore updated local service based on
past usage and feedback. Approximately 30% more homes
are now within 250 metres of transit stops with the changed
routes.
The expanded Roam services have resulted in more
connectivity throughout the Bow Valley and are having
significantly positive impacts on Canmore’s local service. In
2018, Roam added an expanded On-It Calgary-CanmoreBanff regional service, new Banff-Lake Louise regional
service, and new Banff Centre and Lake Minnewanka routes.

Improve bus storage facility

The former waste transfer/recycling facility is now owned by
the Town of Canmore and has been converted into a bus barn
and maintenance shop to service the growing network.

Improve bus stops

In 2018, a total of 10 bus stops were improved with a
variety of enhancements, including three bus stops with
digital next bus signs, two with new shelters, four with solar
lighting, as well as improvements to pavement and curbs.

Acquire a spare local bus

The third bus arrived in June of 2018 to supplement
the Canmore fleet. This bus is decorated as “Summer
Fox” and joins Cougar and Lynx in serving Canmore’s
local transit.
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IMPLEMENT AN
ASSET MANAGEMENT STRATEGY
What we said we would do

What we accomplished

Complete implementation of Worktech asset
management program

In 2017, the Town of Canmore approved the Asset
Management Policy and presented a context-specific
framework for the implementation and maintenance of
asset management processes at the Town of Canmore.

Finalize long term financial strategy

In 2017, a Long Term Financial Strategy for funding capital
asset plans was adopted.

Implement a corporate electronic documents and records
management system (EDRMS)

An EDRMS was installed in June and records from the
Municipal Clerk’s department were migrated during the pilot
project. Rollout to remaining departments will continue
in 2019.

Finance to take over responsibility for insurance related
to assets

This was completed in 2017.

Begin to assess risk as it relates to insurance coverage
for assets

In 2018, a process review of asset risk as it relates to
insurance was conducted. Town of Canmore staff will
work collaboratively with its insurance provider to ensure
adequate coverage is obtained.

Develop a Broadband master plan

A Broadband Strategic Plan was completed in
2018 and will inform the Town of Canmore’s
broadband planning study.

Develop an I.T. strategic plan

The I.T. Strategic Plan was accepted as information
by council in 2018 and used as an input for the 2018
organizational review.

Continue FireSmart vegetation management and update
FireSmart mitigation strategy and wildfire preplan

The Wildfire Mitigation Strategy was updated for
2018-2022 and an internal tactical wildfire preparedness
guide was produced for firefighters. We received a
provincial grant to further assist with fuel reduction work
and will help protect community assets. In June, a
FireSmart forum was hosted.
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Briefing
DATE OF MEETING:

January 8, 2019

Agenda #: I-2

TO:

Council

SUBJECT:

All In Project

SUBMITTED BY:

Sally Caudill, General Manager of Municipal Services

PURPOSE:

To inform Council of the All In Project which has been adopted by
Canmore Fire Rescue, RCMP, and Bylaw Services.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Mental health is a serious issue for first responders. Chad Guenter, a paid response fire fighter for the Town
of Canmore, has recognized how hard it can be for people suffering from mental health issues to speak up
and ask for help. He has created the “All In” project to support first responders in being able to start the
conversation.
BACKGROUND/HISTORY
First responders form a unique and resilient workforce, able to cope with some of society’s most complex
and critical situations. As such, tools, resources, and programs must be adapted for the unique culture and
operational realities of first responders.
Routinely exposed to traumatic events in the course of their duties, they also encounter people who are in
vulnerable situations, including regular interaction with people living with mental health problems and
illnesses. Collectively, these experiences can take a significant toll.
The Mental Health Commission of Canada (MHCC) considers a variety of professions as first responders
including:









Firefighters
Police
Paramedics
Despatchers
Public Safety Officers
Corrections Personnel
Border Services Officers
Emergency Response Managers

Research indicates that first responders suffer higher incidents of Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD)
than the general population and are more likely to die by suicide than in the line of duty. Results from
Canada's first national survey looking at operational stress injuries among first responders suggest they are
much more likely to develop a mental disorder than the general population. The research was conducted
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online between September 2016 and January 2017 by a group of mental health experts from across the
country. It is published in the Canadian Journal of Psychiatry. Of the 5,813 participants, 44.5 per cent
"screened positive for clinically significant symptom clusters consistent with one or more mental disorders."
Statistics Canada has reported that the rate for the general population is 10 per cent.
DISCUSSION
The “All In" mental health coin initiative is an initiative started by Chad Guenter, a paid response firefighter
for the Town of Canmore, and supported by Gregg Schaalje of Rocky View Fire. The initiative provides a
tool for first responders to be used to start a difficult conversation around stress and mental health. While
Chad works for the Town, this is his personal initiative. Agencies can adopt it on their own terms and the
Town of Canmore is proudly the first agency to try it. There is no financial or program obligations; the idea is
to make it accessible and adaptable to any agency. See attachment 1 for a general overview.
In late December, Chad has had a request for 1300 more coins from RCMP, Airdrie, Cochrane, Rocky View,
Calgary Police, Red Deer, and many others.
FINANCIAL IMPACTS
Chad charges $7 per coin. The actual cost for coin production is just over $6. The remaining proceeds are
donated to Sheepdog Lodge, a rustic log cabin retreat for veterans and first responders to reconnect and
recuperate. http://www.sheepdoglodge.com/
STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
The “All In” initiative was rolled out to Canmore Fire-Rescue staff on December 19 at their staff training.
Chad will be presenting the initiative to Canmore RCMP on January 8 and to Canmore Bylaw Services on
January X. We have made our valley partners aware of the program.
STRATEGIC ALIGNMENT
People and culture are our strongest asset; we are inclusive and connected.
ATTACHMENTS
1) All In Project description
AUTHORIZATION

Submitted by:

Sally Caudill
General Manager, Municipal Services

Date:

December 21, 2018

Approved by:

Lisa de Soto
Chief Administrative Officer

Date:

January 3, 2019
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The “All In” Coin

The “All In” Coin Program
It is becoming increasingly clear that there is a
disconnect between first responders that are
struggling with mental wellness and accessing the
resources that are available to them.

This coin represents having the “full attention” of the
person you present it to and can be used as a tool to
help Identify the Conditions, Actions & Needs of the
members in the program.

The stigma is so strong that it prevents people from

It prompts questions as outlined by the S.O.G
(Suggested Operating Guidelines) thus making

asking for help. We need a cultural shift in how we
look at mental health. This is no small task…

initiating conversations easier. In addition, it will
serve as a tool to initiate debriefs by any member at

Members who have the All In Coin can simply slide it
forward towards another member and the

any time.
If we can prepare for what to say, how to say it and

conversation is initiated. The recipient of the coin
slide can be an active listener or start the

most importantly help initiate what could be the
toughest conversation a First Responder could face,

conversation if need be. The coin may also be
presented to a friend or family member.

we will destigmatize this illness and change the
culture.
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DATE OF MEETING:

January 8, 2019

Agenda #: I-3

TO:

Council

SUBJECT:

Cultural Master Plan Kick Off

SUBMITTED BY:

Chris Bartolomie

PURPOSE:

To introduce Council to our consultant, Annalee Adair and Associates
and to kick off the Cultural Master Plan process.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
A.Adair & Associates Consulting was the successful proponent for the Cultural Master Plan (CMP) RFP.
Annalee Adair is in Town the second week of January and would like to speak to Council about the CMP
project and second generation art planning.
BACKGROUND/HISTORY
Council approved the Cultural Master Plan project as part of the 2017-2018 capital budget. The RFP was
awarded in late 2018 with the majority of the work to occur in 2019.
DISCUSSION
From January 7-11 Annalee Adair will be in Canmore to begin the process of working on our Cultural Master
Plan. During her stay she will be meeting with various stakeholders and touring our community. She will
work with two local artists to act as community researchers. They will be tasked with identifying the
community’s cultural assets. Two additional local artists will oversee an arts activity to use at pop up
engagement events such as winter carnival, food and friends, artsPlace, and more. While she is here she will
also provide Council will a kick off presentation and discussion.
A.Adair & Associates Consulting is a collective of cultural planning, evaluation and community engagement
professionals who share common values and have over 25+ years of experience and expertise related to this
project. Developing Canmore’s 10-year CMP will be a team effort that involves those who drive the plan and
those who will experience and benefit from its implementation. A. Adair & Associates will use a “2nd
generation cultural planning framework” as their guide to develop the plan. This framework takes into
account the factors and forces that are generating new challenges in communities and transitions the vision
and strategic focus from advocating on the value of arts and culture to positioning arts and culture as a
community asset that is key to community building.
FINANCIAL IMPACTS
A.Adair & Associates Consulting’s proposal was within the approved budget for the project.
STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
The Cultural Master Plan project will include significant stakeholder engagement including meeting with the
public art committee, touring Canmore’s public art inventory, artsPlace, and other cultural facilities, meeting
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with local artists, attending community events, outreach to Stoney Nakoda, and the formation of an Advisory
Committee. We will advertise for public members for the Advisory Committee and bring appointees along
with the Terms of Reference back to Council for approval in February or March.
STRATEGIC ALIGNMENT
Community – We are a safe mountain community with vibrant neighbourhoods and a Town Centre that
brings the community together.
Livability – We are an inclusive and accessible community for people of diverse social and economic
backgrounds
Strong Economy – We have a diverse, adaptable economy that is future-focused.
ATTACHMENTS
1) Cultural Master Plan Capital Project Summary
AUTHORIZATION

Submitted by:

Chris Bartolomie
Supervisor, Arts and Events

Date:

December 21, 2018

Approved by:

Eleanor Miclette
Manager of Economic Development

Date

December, 21, 2018

Approved by:

Sally Caudill
General Manager Municipal Services

Date:

December 21, 2018

Approved by:

Lisa de Soto
Chief Administrative Officer

Date:

January 3, 2019
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Attachment 1

Cultural Master Plan
Project Summary
Budget Year:
Year Identified:
Department:
Questica Reference:
Priority:

Project Number

2017
2012
Arts & Events
CE-15-03
C

1803

2017 Budget:
Project Type:
Multi-Year Approval:
Annual Approval:

$0
Studies
¨
þ

Project Description:
Retain a consultant to lead the Cultural Master Plan process including facilitating a multifaceted community engagement process.
The Canmore Cultural Master Plan will articulate a sustainable, authentic, long-term vision for cultural vitality and public art in
Canmore.
END

Budget Funding:
Operating (Capital)

2017
0

2018
$75,000

2019
0

2020
0

2021
0

Total
$75,000

0

$75,000

0

0

0

$75,000

Total

Operating Budget Impact:
Any operating impacts would be identified in the plan.
END
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Cultural Master Plan
Project Summary

Project Number

1803

Project Rationale:
The intention is that a Cultural Master Plan will determine community cultural assets; advance civic dialogue, awareness and
participation; establish community cultural priorities; identify possibilities for connections between cultural organizations,
individual artists and the Town; optimize social impact; investigate the notion of creative placemaking; define opportunities for
collaboration among Town departments to achieve municipal strategic priorities; and to develop strategic directions initiatives and
recommendations for action and an implementation timeline.
END

Options Considered:
1. Produce a Cultural Master Plan in two stages - Stage 1 with a focus on Public Art and Stage 2 articulating a sustainable,
authentic, long-term vision for Canmore cultural vitality. Split budget over 2 years.
2. Reduce budget by a third and work with CPAC on a Public Art Strategy and work with consultant on Stage 2 above.
END
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